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ABSTRACT

The research reported in this thesis is about the ways in which identities are
constituted, constructed, rehearsed and performed by young people (aged 16 and
younger) in a multi-modal virtual community. The research is set in the context of
the rapidly changing information age, and it is set in the age of the 'visual turn',
where Western culture is situated in visually saturated contexts, and the texts
through which citizens live and story their lives are texts of visual and multimedia
entities. It is set in a time where identities are recognised as fragmented, multiple,
and hybrid, a time that challenges traditional notions of identity. This research and
research context is different from any other in history, and consequently the
research has implications both for education and for the broader consideration of
the social futures of Western society.

Through the research an argument for the need to consider a new theorisation about
the nature of identity in different times and spaces emerged. The first point of the
argument is that identity is constructed through the cyberliteracies which
contextualise the stories of citizen's lives. The second point is that identity is
historically and socially constructed discursive practices which serve to subjectify
the self as 'subject'. Thirdly, identity is constituted within and through the
emotional, lived experiences of 'cyberlife' by members of virtual communities as
well as by each members' affinities to a community. The final point is that identity
is a product of the way citizens see and fashion themselves, and the way they
perceive others to view them. The thesis thus develops a multi-perspectival
framework to account for the methodological considerations of researching in
virtual environments. This includes a blending of discourse analysis, multi-modal
analysis and nanative analysis/accounts informed by ethnographic methodology.

This framework was required to account for two unique dimensions: the site of the
research, an embodied digital world allowing multiple forms of existence; and also
the nature of the site, its multi-modal characteristics and the cyberliteracies required
by citizens to effectively participate and negotiate communication with others in
virtual communities.
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The data, collected from an ethnographic study over a four-year period, with
participants aged 16 years and younger, consists of four data sets: (a) transcripts of
online conversations between research participants; (b) transcripts of interviews; (c)
observational field notes taken over the three-year period; and (d) a variety of
images and screenshots which were taken at the research site.

The data are analysed and discussed throughout four chapters 6, 7 8 and 9. Chapter
6 is a narrative account of a day in the life of a female cyber-citizen using data sets
(b) and (c).

Chapter 7 is a critical discursive analysis of an illuminative

conversation transcript and Chapter 8 is an analysis of the meanings of images
using data set (d). Chapter 9 includes a thematic analysis and summary of the entire
data corpus (a), (b), (c) and (d).

The study confirms the view that young people's identities are grounded in
discursive and social practices, are both constructed and constituted in particular
ways within the virtual community of practice and are, for young women,
intimately linked with emotion, embodiment and the 'gaze'. At the theoretical level,
a major finding is that the new framework of identity provides new ways of
understanding the youth of these times. A second major finding rests with the
nature of 'cybertalk', which reflects a confluence of oral and written traditions, and
presents a different mode of communication that has implications in fields such as
linguistics and education.

The thesis makes a further contribution to methodological and analytical
understandings of research, in that a blended methodology is developed that utilises
the multi-perspectival theoretical framework and accounts for the nature of virtual
communities.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1

Statement of the problem

This research focuses on children's identity construction in synchronous' multimedia
virtual communities. In using the term 'children' I mean it to apply to children under
the age of eighteen (in fact, this research focuses on children from age eight to age
sixteen). Much has been written and theorised about adults and their construction of
identity in cyberspace (e.g. Turkle, 1995; Reid, 1994). These discussions have
primarily focussed on data from text-based communities, where text alone has been
the medium of communication. Some discussions have related to asynchronous
2interactions

(such as an email list), others have referred to synchronous interactions

(that is, when users are all logged on and are interacting in real time) such as chat
rooms. A few studies (e.g. Bruckman 1997) have explored children's participation
online in particular types of synchronous text-based chat rooms. Some more recent
studies (e.g. Jakobsson, 2001; Taylor, 2000; Suler, 1996) have begun to examine
adults' identity construction in synchronous multimedia virtual communities, but to
date no research has been directed to the exploration of children's identity
construction in this context, and this gap is what my research aims to address.

Cyberspace has been lauded as opening up new and liberating spaces for adults: to
explore aspects of identity, to become empowered by affiliating themselves with
world wide organizations, and to gain the strength and knowledge for political
activism to bring about change in society (Wakeford, 2000; Willson, 2000; Wood,

Synchronous: Conversing electronically in real time, such as a chatroom.
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2001; Wolff, 2003). In considering identity from these perspectives, such uses of
cyberspace are also thought to have been a catalyst for challenging the artificial
boundaries of the subject as defined by dominant cultures (Shaw, 1998; Stone, 2000).

No mention has been made in these studies of opportunities created for children and
young people to also reconsider their identity. Many confounding questions remain,
for example, are young people as keen as adults to extend their exploration of identity
and the multiple forms of its discursive articulation? If children engage strongly in
the identity making process in the spaces of cyberworlds, perhaps they also may begin
to challenge the artificial boundaries of the subject as defined by dominant cultures.
It is my contention that children who tinker with identity explore new ways of being,
and are consequently both able to challenge old stereotypes and at the same time are
developing a better understanding of others. In the case of understandings about
gender, for example, one question I will pose is: are children beginning to use
cyberspace to tinker with issues of gender or do they yet show up the artificiality of
social boundaries between genders? Is there a point where children do recognise their
own articulations of gender are stereotypical through the very acts of seeing
themselves as they participate online, and perhaps at that point they then begin to
challenge their own assumptions about gender and identity? Understanding the nature
and extent to which children might test their identity and what tools they might use to
do so, is the key issue addressed in this research.

2

Asynchronous: Conversing electronically with delays between interactions, such as email.
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1.2

Significance of the problem

Children have embraced the affordances of technological advances in cyberspace.
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2003, online) in the 2000 census,
45% of Australian households with children under the age of 18 had internet access.

Of children between 5 and 14, 51% used the internet for chat-room purposes, an equal
number of males and females fell into this category, and there was no apparent
difference between the proportion of children using the internet in the city compared
to those using it in the country (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2000). Based on the
exponential growth of internet usage in the past and projected figures by the ABS, it is
likely that use by children under 18 (in the Australian context) will rapidly increase.
Australia is but one of the Western countries with a high internet usage by children.
According to a report by commissioned by the US census (Newburger, 2000), in the
year 2000, approximately 30% of all children between 3 and 17 in the US had (and
used) the internet at home.

Although these statistics are limited in what they reveal about young people's identity
construction, they justify the conclusion that a large percentage of young people in
certain areas of the world are using the internet, and that in Australia over half of
these children are using it to communicate with others in chat rooms. It is my
contention that engaging in this activity, children may be learning about aspects of
their own identity, they may be challenging stereotypes of identity, and may be
learning ways in which they might effect social change.

3

Advocates of digital media argue that the internet, due to its open, global nature,
allows children freedom from adult control, to escape from the usual boundaries and
lines between childhood and adulthood, and to define themselves in alternative ways
from their offline selves. Katz (1997) argues that the ways in which children are
creating their own autonomous cultures and communities is one way children are
bringing about new forms of cultural expression. According to Buckingham (2000),
the concept of childhood is a phenomenon only explored over the past four to five
decades, and has been the subject of a range of contrasting and conflicting discourses
about what children are and should be. He outlines and critiques the sharply polarised
images of childhood that are prevalent in current discourses about childhood. On the
one hand, children have been perceived to be under increased danger and threat, and
requiring of protection, yet on the other hand children themselves are beginning to be
perceived as a threat to society, when, for example, they take such forms as violent
street gangs, child soldiers, or sexually precocious girls in the Asian sex trade. He
reports, 'the sacred garden of childhood has increasingly been violated; and yet
children themselves seem ever more reluctant to remain confined within it'
(Buckingham, 2000, p. 4). Such concepts are informed by various ideological
positioning and constructions of the child and are usually drawn from adults' desires
to both protect and control children.

The advent of the information age has seen the rise of new sets of moral panics by
adults about how best to protect, control and shape what counts as childhood in these
new media. In Buckingham's challenge to what he terms two contrasting essentialist
views about childhood, he draws out the commonalities between them, writing, 'both
implicitly and explicitly, they suggest that the notion of childhood is itself a social,

FAI

historical construction; and that culture and representation
electronic media

-

-

not least in the form of

are one of the main arenas in which that construction is developed

and sustained' (Buckingham, 2000, p. 6).

A reflection of these two poles of

discursively constructed childhood is clearly evident in the two central discourses in
relation to children and technology: the child in danger of the perceived threats of the
internet, and the dangerous child who is susceptible to violence, anarchy and chaos,
and as one who will use the apparent freedom of the internet to resist the social norms
and expectations of child behaviour.

In defining the post-modem child subject Buckingham (2000) attempts to shift away
from traditional views of children that he terms 'pre-social'. In explaining this, he
discusses how adults appear to be most disturbed by the threat of children crossing the
boundaries between adulthood and childhood, which, according to Buckingham
(2000), represents to adults a challenge to that power, and a far step removed from
romantic and Victorian notions of childhood as a site of innocence, purity and truth.
He argues that '...the dominant construction of children as pre-social individuals
effectively prevents any consideration of them as social beings, or indeed as citizens'
(Buckingham, 2000, p. 15). He calls for children to be given the rights and the
opportunities to become active and participatory citizens, explaining that it is time to
consider the notion that children have social, cultural and political rights.

In cyberspace, children have the potential to become more active and participatory
through their involvement in virtual communities. If they do, and how they might do
it are central concerns. It is important issue at social, cultural and political levels,

with ramifications for education, an institution that is oft condemned for treating
children as, in Buckingham's terms, 'pre-social' (2000).

1.3

Research questions

To explore the issues outlined above, I have proposed the following key research
questions:
How is identity constructed by young people in visual virtual communities
(using the Palace' as an example of this form of community)?
How are young people 'subjects of the environment': how are their
identities constructed by the nature, form, and social and textual structures
inherent within visual virtual communities?
What role does literacy play in the construction of identity?
Do young people experiment with aspects of their identity, and if so, how?
What is the nature of the perceived relationship to, or identification with, a
participant and their virtual persona?
What can be theorised about the nature of young people's identities in
visual virtual contexts?
What aspects of children's cyber-identity construction encouraged them to
exercise cultural and political rights?

Palace: a visual virtual world, explained in detail from page 8

1.4

Research design

This research was an ethnographic study, undertaken over a four-year period. It
involved an average of twenty children at any one time, ten of who were present
throughout the entire four years. The location of the research was an online visual
chat world called a Palace. During the four years, I kept field notes, transcripts of
conversations, screenshots of participants at the palace, and I conducted online
interviews with four focus children

1.5

Scope of the study

The scope of the study is limited in several ways. The primary limitation was
conducting an on-line study over the course of four years: this limited the range of
subjects that were able to participate in the research. Coupled with this, cyberspace
communities are quite transitory; many children regularly came and went; many
started later in the study. There were ten children who were present for two years of
the study, but only four children were able to participate on a regular basis over four
years. The changing nature of the sample would have affected group dynamics. This
also had advantages because for each child I witnessed very different types of
interactions over time.

The participants all had internet connections in their homes. In Australia, the number
of children with home internet connections is rapidly increasing, in other countries
such connections are few. Although this research was never intended to be
generalisable, this limitation is one of significance.
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Another limitation is based on the technical resources available for data collecting. I
had hoped to capture on video the synchronous activities within the Palace
environment. I wished to show visual data from the videos to illustrate the visually
saturated Palace culture, the children's practices with avatar (see definition below)
swapping and movements about the screen. Technology and software are now
available to for video capture of the screen, but were both quite crude and extremely
costly when I commenced this research.

1.6

Definitions

There are numerous examples of internet and technological terms and jargon in this
report. I have used footnotes as the terms occur. Two significant and often repeated
technical terms, 'palace' and 'avatar'; I also define below. Two closely related but
distinct terms that I use throughout my research are 'identity' and 'subjectivity'.
These can mean different things to different people and are sometimes used
interchangeably. I include below definitions for each.

Palace: The palace is a visual virtual world, similar to a chatroom but existing
through the visual. The scene depicted somewhat resembles a comic book backdrop
in which the characters can create their own narratives, whether they be simply
conversational, confessional, theatrical, soap opera, educational, or other. The palace
has many rooms: some of these connected in theme, others discreet. The screenshot
underneath the definition of avatar, below, shows a sample room used for my
research.

Avatar: An avatar is the visual image used to represent a participant in the visual
world. There are many styles of avatars available, from sultry looking models, to
anime cartoon figures, or other objects such as a cloud. Each participant has a virtual
wardrobe of avatars and costumes to select from, including a range of accessories
such as glasses and hats.

File Edit Options Palaces Avatars Wizard Plugins Help

Figure I: An image of a room in the palace, with examples of participant avatars.

Each participant has avatars available to represent a range of poses, such as standing,
leaning, sitting, stretching and dancing. Some participants swap and change avatars

I

more than a hundred times in an hour, others will select their favourite avatar and
never change. I have reproduced a room from the palace above. In this example,
Best wears a Sports avatar, Cathy has an angel avatar (the wings and halo are
accessories that can be removed), Inconito wears a cartoonish torso but has
accessorised with a disc player and speakers. I am Anya, and I wear the image of a
beautiful model.

Identity: In Chapter Three I consider a new theoretical explanation of identity as it is
realised in cyberspace. I rely on Gee's (2002) definition: that identity is visible
through interactions and connections with others in social contexts. I also combine
this definition with the notion that identity is phenomenologically experienced
(Valsiner, 1994), and an individualised innate state of being (e.g. Manicas, 1987). I
argue that identity is not singular, but the plural: identities, and that identities are
fragmented in these post-modern times. A notion of identity as shaped in online
contexts is drawn from current theoretical approaches and includes the notion that
subjectivity also shapes identity.

Subjectivity: As I argue in Chapter Three, subjectivity is a subset of identity.
Subjectivity is a view of identity that has as its premise the idea that people are all
subjects of language, culture and power. The theoretical framework underlying the
notion of subjectivity has been articulated in a number of publications (for example,
Foucault, 1977, Henriques et al, 1998). This concept of subjectivity relies on an
understanding that the human subject is produced in the discursive practices that make
up the social world (as opposed to a pre-given psychological subject who is made
social or socialised). It also includes the notion that the discursive relations of the
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practices themselves are not co-terminous with the actual embodied and lived
experience of being a subject. To understand the relation between subjectification (the
condition of being a subject) and subjectivity (the lived experience of being a subject),
it is necessary to examine what subject-positions are created within specific practices
and how actual subjects are both created in and live those diverse positions. The issue
becomes how to examine both how social and cultural practices work and how they
create what it means to be a subject inside those practices.

These two terms are both laden with assumptions and theoretical standpoints that are
often incongruent. In Chapter Three, I argue that there is a case to be made for a new
theorising incorporating both these disparate terms into a blended notion of what
identity encompasses.

1.7

Chapter outlines

1.7.1 Chapter 1 outline: Introduction

In Chapter One I examine the central issue of this thesis: the construction of identity
online by children aged sixteen years and younger. I consider the significance of my
research in the context of current technological and visually saturated cultures in
modern society. I argue that children are capable of being social, active, participatory
citizens in virtual communities, holding political positions of power and
responsibility. I suggest how research such as mine can promote a discussion about
children's identity in virtual communities. I explain how I organised my ethnographic
study of children in a palace I designed especially for the research project. I define
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key terms about the data, such as, palace and avatar, and I briefly explain what I mean
when I use the terms identity and subjectivity.

1.7.2 Chapter 2 outline: Literacy

In Chapter Two I consider the changing nature of our textual landscape, and examine
the theories that have shaped or impacted upon current socio-cultural views of
literacy. I endorse a theory of multiliteracies and I insist that text is not simply the
written or spoken word, but is inclusive of images, icons, sounds and spaces, all of
which work intimately together to construct meaning. My research site, the palace, a
multimodal, multidimensional space, is examined to better understand the identities of
the participants of the study, and the nature of the texts, discourses and literary
practices which operate in this space. Using current literacy theorists (Eggins, 1994;
Halliday, 1994; Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996; Rose, 2001; Lemke, 1998; Unsworth
2001; Butt et. al., 2000; Cope and Kalantzis, 2000; Barton and Hamilton, 2000;
Fairclough, 2000; Kress, 2000, Droga and Humphrey, 2002), I argue that identity is
inextricably connected to literacy, that there are multiple discourses of identity, and
that children are entitled access to such discourses in order to become effective
citizens. I conclude by examining cyberliteracies as another critical discourse of
identity, one that has been neglected in the literature about children's literacy.
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1.7.3 Chapter 3 outline: Identity

In Chapter Three I provide a revised theorisation of identity to supply an account of
the nature of identity in visual virtual worlds. In Section 1.6 I define the terms
identity and subjectivity and briefly outline my theoretical stance concerning identity
as a blend between the self as a social being, the self as experienced
phenomenologically, and the self as a subject of the discourses of language and
power. I also provide a discussion about identity and psychoanalytic theory as it
applies to visual culture, using theorists such as Hall (2000), Mulvey (1989), and
Riviere (1986). I consider how the nature of viewing oneself acting inside the screen
might create a disjunction, which blurs the boundaries between on and off screen. I
address the perception of the body in virtual reality, and how the lived experience of
participating in virtual worlds becomes an embodied phenomenological experience. I
also consider Butler's (1997) and others theories about performativity and how gender
may be formed in virtual contexts and how without deliberate choices of words and
images it could remain ambiguous. Finally I discuss identity as it pertains to one's
participation in a community, a virtual community in this study.

1.7.4 Chapter 4 outline: Theory of Method

In Chapter 4 I discuss the theoretical perspectives, which contributed to the
methodology I used in my thesis. Theories such as post-structuralism, critical
discourse analysis, psychoanalytic theory, performativity, and lived experience are
considered at the epistemological level. I then discuss the desirability of using a
combination of ethnographic and phenomenological traditions. I also supply an
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outline of possible criteria for conducting studies in sites of computer-mediated
communication. Finally I consider the assertion of a number of researchers (i.e.
Cherny, 1995) that participants view their online experiences as an extension of their
everyday life experiences.

1.7.5 Chapter 5 outline: Methodology

The methodology chapter describes how I built the research palace, the nature of the
participants, the ethical considerations, and discussions about the data and analytical
tools. Data collection methods included field notes, keeping transcripts of
conversations that occurred online, taking screenshots of the palace and children's
avatars, and conducting online interviews, some unstructured, others semi-structured.
The analytical tools included narrative; critical discourse analysis employing a
linguistic analysis using systemic functional grammar; visual analysis using both a
Kress and van Leeuwen analysis and a psychoanalytical interpretation; and a
discussion of themes drawn from all data.

1.7.6 Chapter 6 outline: Data analysis I Narrative
-

In Chapter Six I present a narrative account of one evening online as experienced by
one of the subjects of the research, whom I call Violetta. The narrative is based on
my field notes and observations of Violetta over several years, interviews I conducted
with her both in synchronous chat sites and via email, and data from my day-to-day
interactions with her. Through Violetta's story, I identify themes of literacy and
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identity, including issues of power, acquisition of multiliteracies in online contexts,
the reflective nature of cyber-talk, tinkering with identity construction, virtual
embodiment, and issues of gender representation online.

1.7.7 Chapter 7 outline: Data analysis H critical discourse analysis
-

In Chapter Seven I examine one transcript of conversation through a detailed critical
discourse analysis. In the analysis I use elements of Fairclough's (1992) methods for
conducting critical discourse analysis, Gee's (1999) framework, Hallidayan (1994)
systemic linguistics

-

a transitivity and theme analysis of the transcript, and an

adaptation by Martin (2002) and Martin and Rose (2003) of Hallidayan analysis for
interpersonal meanings: an appraisal analysis. In this analysis I identify other themes
such as those related to identity and power, identity and community and identity and
discourse practices. I also summarise the particular grammatical resources that are
used online for the construction of identity.

1.7.8 Chapter 8 outline: Data analysis III visual analysis
-

In Chapter Eight I select one screenshot and analyse it using my field notes and the
visual grammatical analysis framework developed by Kress and van Leeuwen (1996).
My field notes and general observations about practices with images online that occur
on a daily basis contextualise the analysis. I draw out themes related to gender and
identity, power, community and identity, and tinkering with identity based on image
and avatar practices. I also discuss the nature of the avatar in terms of being both the
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subject of the gaze by other participants, and, in an almost voyeuristic manner, the
subject of the gaze by the self.

1.7.9 Chapter 9 outline: Data analysis IV Discussion of themes
-

Chapter Nine reviews the themes drawn from the data analyses, supplemented by
additional examples from the data corpus. I identify the significant themes related to
identity as:
Identity: names
Identity: avatars
Identity: verbal literacy
Identity: relationship building and community practice
Identity: power
Identity: gender
I conclude by making the point that identity is a combination of these concepts, and
that they cannot stand alone.

1.7.10 Chapter 10 outline: Conclusion

In Chapter Ten, I discuss my analyses with respect to my research questions, and in
relation to the literature. I then evaluate the effectiveness of the methodology devised
to answer the research questions. Next I describe the findings of this research and
outline the contributions this research might make to the field and the methodological
approach. I conclude with suggestions for future research.
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1.8

Issues of objectivity and subjectivity

1.8.1 Objectivity

This research is an ethnographic, qualitative study, and as such, it presents

'...

rich,

detailed descriptions of human experience, dialogic encounters between the self and
other, and the inductive development of theory from intimate knowledge of situated
practice' (Lindlof and Taylor, 2002, p.28). As I have gathered, analysed and
interpreted the data, I have employed measures to ensure a degree of objectivity as
stated below in this section. However my interpretations are inherently reflections of
assumptions and theoretical stances from my own position. My subjectivity has
influenced the way I have interpreted the data although I have made a conscious effort
to monitor and hold this up for inspection during the period of my research project. I
comment about my subjectivity in section 1.8.2.

Verification and objectivity of the study was established in several ways for the range
of data collected. In general, extensive quotations from transcripts and interviews
have been included in each section of the data analysis. Extensive visual data in the
form of screenshots and other images have also been included in the data analysis. I
have used different techniques for data analysis: a narrative, a critical discourse
analysis, functional linguistic analyses of both text and images, and a content analysis
which reveals a convergence between each of these separate forms of analyses.
Throughout the years of research, my initial assumptions about the results have been
challenged, as my data either did not support the literature (in the case of significant
other-sex gender experimentation), or surprised me as something quite unexpected
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(such as the girls' comments about their gaze). The divergence from my initial
expectations and the field notes taken throughout the research are a substantiation of
data validity. In the case of the narrative, 'Violetta's Story', I conducted a check with
her by sending her the narrative and seeking her response and assurance that I had
represented her story faithfully. She responded affirmatively.

1.8.2 Subjectivity

My subjectivity and positioning are a result of my previous experiences online, my
history as an academic and the theoretical orientations to which I subscribe. In 1992
when I learnt about the internet and sent my first email, I instantly realised that the
Internet had potential for the children of many nations in the world to communicate
with each other. In doing so, I believed children would have opportunities to develop
international understandings, tolerance of each other, and a commitment to social
Justice.

For several years I explored the Internet. My first experience of communicating
online was on an IRC3 French channel practising my French, and over the years I
visited all forms of chat based environments. These included role-playing worlds
(such as Dungeons and Dragons game-playing online), socially themed worlds (such
as internet research and cyberspace discussion groups), and visual worlds such as the
palace. When role-playing online I was reminded of my masters research, yet
observed that the language skills used to adopt and maintain a role were the primary
means of creating a persona. The heightened language required to create and play

IRC is an abbreviation for Inter-Relay Chat, a text-based communication method
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characters online far exceeded what I had observed in offline dramatic experiences,
and it occurred to me that children could potentially develop exceptional literacy
skills in this context.

There were many occasions where I met internet friends offline. Some of these
meetings felt like perfect reunions with long term friends, but other meetings ranged
between awkward and frightening. This led to a questioning about transference and
identity. I have also had my share of internet romances, which surprised me very
much. In an attempt to understand the emotional and physical reactions I experienced
I investigated issues of embodiment online. I joined an email discussion group called
'Cyberrnind': an interdisciplinary scholarly discussion group about all aspects of the
person in cyberspace. I became a part of several online communities and developed a
fascination for the ways in which members of the community worked together to
teach each other aspects of computer literacy, from programming codes to using
software. Everything I learned about the Internet I attribute entirely to kind strangers
who willingly answered my questions. Reflecting on how much I learned from
complete strangers was a constant source of amazement, and I was convinced that
children would learn to be teachers in a similar manner. I am under no illusions that
people only use the internet for altruistic purposes, and recognise that it is not the
utopian paradise as lauded by some. In Chapter Three I mention the ways in which a
perceived anonymity in online contexts has provided some people opportunities for
anti-social behaviours. My position, based on the experiences mentioned above is
that there are enormous opportunities for children online. My research has been
designed to analyse the discursive and social practices in which children engage in
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this environment that provide them with opportunities for growth, learning and
responsible citizenship.
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Chapter 2: Literacy

2.1

Introduction

I have 'lived' in cyberspace communities since 1994, and during the period 1998

-

2001, I created a cyber-space to research issues of identity, literacy, community and
learning afforded to children and young people of the digital age. The scholar Jay
Lemke first led me to recognise the complexity of identity as it is performed and lived
in cyberspace, with his words,

The ultimate display medium is reality itself; what we see, hear,
touch and feel; what we manipulate and control; where we feel
ourselves to be present and living.
A fast enough computer
can simulate reality well enough to fool a large part of our body's
evolved links with its environment. We can create virtual
realities, and we can feel as if we are living in them. We can
create a sense of full presence ... ... We can change reality by acts
of will... we can be the sorcerers of our dreams and our
nightmares.
What is a literacy when the distinction between
reading and living itself is nominal? When a reality becomes our
multimedia text ... ?
(Lemke, 1998, pp.298-299)
...

. . .

In considering his comments, I began to understand what was meant by the
phenomenon of identity through multi-literate and social practices in cyberspace.
From my own lived experiences in cyberspace, both outside and inside the children's
community, I sought out better ways of thinking and theorising about these
experiences. I struggled to find an analytical tool, or an epistemology that could
account for what I knew, what I observed, how I felt, and how I behaved. In
researching the ways in which children constructed a sense of identity, I was even
more at a loss to find a theory to supply a lens for interpreting what I observed.
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In this chapter I provide a description of the theoretical orientations that I have
developed. In Chapter Three I argue that my conclusions rely on ethnographically—
oriented theory building, as my years of living in cyberspace continually opened up
new questions and challenges in my role as an academic researcher.

2.2

Situated, socio-cultural theories of literacy

Current theories about language and literacy are drawn from a rich theoretical
tradition. Lemke's provocative question asks 'What is literacy

...

when a reality

becomes our multimedia text?'. Theorists of identity, as will be discussed later in this
chapter, insist that identity is intimately related to texts, discourses and literacies and a
full understanding of identity is not feasible without examining these concepts in
some detail. In this section I trace the history that has created our situated, sociocultural theories of literacy. I draw upon these theories in contextualising my study as
a site for multiliteracies, cyberliteracies and multi-modal spaces.

I begin by exploring Saussure's structural linguistic tradition, from which other
theories have been developed (i.e. Laclau and Mouffe, 1985). Saussure was a Swiss
linguist who, in 1916, pioneered the field of linguistics with his development of the
view that language is a system of signs. According to Eagleton (1983), Saussure
argued that it consisted of signs, which were composed of two parts: '...a 'signifier'
(a sound-image, or its graphical equivalent), and a 'signified' (the concept or
meaning)' (Eagleton, 1983, p.96). For example, the letters on a page spelling "c""a"-"t" are a graphical signifier, or pointer to the reader, of that which is signified, the
concept of cat.
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Johnson (1987) explains that the relationship between the signifier and the signified in
any given sign is arbitrary, '...there is no resemblance between sound and idea

...

but

once fixed, that relation becomes a convention that cannot be modified at will by any
individual speaker' (Johnson, 1987, pAl). Saussure also employed the concepts of
langue and parole (Eagleton, 1983). He defined parole as the situated use of
language in varying contexts, which is subject to an individual's personal style of use
and interpretation; langue as the actual scientific system of language which would be
drawn upon to create the parole. Since langue would be the more scientific and
accurate representation of language, he concentrated on this perspective (Johnson,
1987).

Phillips and Jørgensen (2002) use the metaphor of a fishing-net to explain the
Saussurian notion of language. They suggest that
language can be understood

...

'...

the structuralist view of

as knots in a net, deriving their meaning from their

difference from one another, that is, from being situated in particular positions in the
net

...'

(Phillips and Jørgensen, 2002, p.25). Critics, however, have insisted that this

view of language too rigidly divorces contexts from use. Objectors to this rigid view
began with scholars such as Barthes (1977), and were developed by others such as
Demda (1967; 1977), Lacan (1977; 2000), Kristeva (1986; 2003), Althusser (2000),
and Foucault (1971; 1977; 1981; 1986). Other critics such as Baudrillard (1988), have
inspired post-structuralism.

Post-structuralists, although they support the Saussurian notion that signs can acquire
their meanings by their very differences from each other, point out that,

'...

in

ongoing language use, we position the signs in different relations to one another so
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that they may acquire new meanings

...

[and]

...

it is through conventions,

negotiations and conflicts in social contexts that structures of meaning are fixed and
challenged' (Phillips and Jørgensen, 2002, p.25). Edgar and Sedgwick (1999) believe
that the post-structuralists position claims that as social beings engaged in language in
socially situated contexts, we should see ourselves as, 'dispersed over a range of
multiple positions, discourses, sites of struggle

...'

(1999, p.302). Commenting on

this premise, Davies (1995) asserts that post-structuralist theory '...makes it possible
to see the multiple discourses in which we each are inevitably and contradictorily
caught up' (Davies, 1995, p.2).

This post-structuralist stance led Laclau and Mouffe (1985) to develop their notion of
discourse:

[W]e will call articulation any practice establishing a relation
among elements such that their identity is modified as a result of
the articulatory practice. The structured totality resulting from
the articulatory practice, we will call discourse. The differential
positions, insofar as they appear articulated within a discourse,
we will call moments. By contrast, we will call element any
difference that is not discursively articulated.
(Laclau and Louffe, 1985, p.105)

In this sense, discourse can be understood as a particular domain of meaning, in which
words and signs are related through a central 'node' that crystallises this meaning.
For example, when speaking of the node 'body' in terms of signs such as 'disease',
'scalpel', and 'tissue', we might be speaking a discourse of science or medicine. Yet
in another context, the node 'body' might be discussed in terms of signs such as
'machine', 'matrix', and 'jacking in', which would represent a discourse of cyberpunk
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fiction. The argument of Laclau and Mouffe is that signs are not fixed, but that they
change with context of use, in combination with other signs around the privileged sign
that carries the 'nodal' role of the discourse.

Laclau and Mouffe believe that any signs not fitting into the discourse, or which are
excluded from the discourse, fall outside the domain of the discourse into a 'field of
discursivity' (1985, p.111). Phillips and Jørgensen argue that within this field of
discursivity, there are 'orders of discourse' (2000, p.29). They claim, for example,
that for the nodal sign 'body', medical and cyberpunk discourses are poles apart
within the field of discursivity, but 'scientific' medical discourse and 'alternative
holistic' medical discourse are two competing domains in a struggle for meaning
within what we might mean by 'medical'. Laclau and Mouffe's notion of discourse
goes beyond one solely of language and takes into account the social dimensions of
identity and power, two central issues for this research. I turn now to a close
examination of what meanings Laclau and Mouffe ascribe to these two issues.

Social phenomena, in Laclau and Mouffe's theory (Phillips and Jørgensen, 2002), can
be conceptualised as a discourse itself. Differing contexts will give rise to different
actions and identity formations, depending upon the privileged 'social node' around
which varying 'social signs' are related. Different groups in society will adhere to
certain different social discourses, but following the argument of Laclau and Mouffe
with respect to language, the structure of society, groups, and identities are never
fixed, but change according to social context. This confirms the principles articulated
by post-structuralists such as Davies (1995), as discussed previously in this section.
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2.3

Genre

Arising from current socio-cultural theories of literacy is the notion that texts are
designed for social purposes, in order to perform various social functions. Scholars
writing about a genre theory include: Briggs & Bauman, 1992; Cook, 1989; Johns,
2002; Kellner, 1980; Paltridge, 1997, 2000, 2001, 2003; Swales, 1990; and Thwaites,
Davis & Mules, 1994. These scholars argue that any text forms a social function, and
uses a range of specific linguistic features to achieve this function. Each genre has a
unique set of features.

In defining genre, Swales, for example, states:

A genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members
of which share some set of communicative purposes. These
purposes are recognised by the expert members of the parent
discourse community, and thereby constitute the rationale for the
genre. This rationale shapes the schematic structure of the
discourse and influences and constrains choice of content and
style. Communicative purpose is both a privileged criterion and
one that operates to keep the scope of a genre as here conceived
narrowly focused on comparable rhetorical action. In addition to
purpose, exemplars of a genre exhibit various patterns of
similarity in terms of structure, style, content and intended
audience. If all high probability expectations are realised, the
exemplar will be viewed as prototypical by the parent discourse
community. The genre names inherited and produced by
discourse communities and imported by others constitute
valuable ethnographic communication, but typically need further
validation.
(Swales, 1990, p. 58)

Swales makes the point that the linguistic features are common patterns recognised in
texts by their audiences, audiences who understand and engage in the discourses, or
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underlying belief systems and assumptions of such texts. Swales also argues that the
scope and sequence of a particular genre is typical of all texts with the same social
purpose. Bhatia, however, claims that although the scope and sequence of any genre
has its core and necessary linguistic features, expert writers of this text enjoy
experimenting beyond a mere prescriptive formula of what needs to be included, and
playfully modify genres to fulfil their individual and specific purposes. He asserts:

Practising a genre is almost like playing a game, with its own
rules and conventions. Established genre participants, both
writers and readers, are like skilled players, who succeed by their
manipulation and exploitation of, rather than a strict compliance
with, the rules of the game.
It is not simply a matter of
learning the language, or even learning the rules of the game, it is
more like acquiring the rules of the game in order to be able to
exploit and manipulate them to fulfil professional and
disciplinary purposes.
...

(Bhatia 1999, pp.25-26).

In Australia, school children are expected to gain control of the essential structures
and features of a range of genres. A model of genre-based language teaching based
on Hallidayan (1994) systemic functional linguistics is taught to school-aged children
in most states of Australia, and is articulated in school curricula documents.
Education scholars such as Luke (1997), Lankshear, Snyder & Green (2000),
Lankshear, Peters & Knobel (1996), Snyder (2002), and Kress (2003), have suggested
that internet literacies form new hybrid textualities and possibly even new genres
worthy of further analysis and discussion. Luke (1997), for example, argues that eliteracies have created new forms of literary practice, and states,
vocabularies and reading
media literacies

...

-

'...

blended

writing practices require new multi-modal and multi-

new textual forms of conversational turn-taking

...

[and] new
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writing and communication strategies... (Luke, 1997, p.25). At this stage, relatively
few scholars are investigating such hybrid forms of textualities. However, some
valuable work analysing the multimodal nature of digital literacies has emerged in the
past five years.

For example, Lankshear and Knobel's (2003) recent work about 'new literacies'
explores the interface between literacy and technology. These scholars describe a
number of new practices online that include the uses of multimodality and blended
textualities. These include practices such as 'multimediating' (using a wide range of
multimedia in the everyday), 'e-zining' (the construction of electronic magazines as
online multimedia spaces which are ongoing, collaborative publishing sites), and
'blogging' (a new form of webpage which resembles a combination of an online
diary, networks of links which are related to particular themes of interest to the
individual), among others.

Jewitt and Kress (2003) also explore hybrid textualities and multimodal literacies,
with respect to both digital and print forms of literacy. Of particular relevance here,
they discuss theories of semiotics in light of a multimodal perspective. They claim
that reading multimodal texts requires making meaning from a multitude of signs and
the metaphors they signify. Furthermore, Jewitt and Kress talk about the power of the
screen to allow readers to interact with and modify texts. They comment that this
results in the possibility that no text may necessarily ever be read the same way twice,
and that '...the reader can be a producer and disseminator of his or her texts with the
new screens' (Jewitt and Kress, 2003, p.17). Through reading and interacting with

the rnultimodal signs of a text, claim these commentators on education, children make
interpretations which results in learning.

2.4

Critical discourse analysis

In my discussion of critical discourse analysis (CDA), I will focus primarily on the
work of Fairclough and scholars who rely on his work. I do so for several reasons.
Fairclough (1992) offers a framework for analysing texts, which draws together three
central areas: analysis of text and words; analysis of text production and
interpretation; and a social analysis of discourse events. I have preferred his
framework as it explains how the analysis of discourse and text can be linked to
political and ideological change, and it also draws on the theoretical perspectives of
Foucault. This framework provides a sound basis for my objective of examining the
type of child subject that is constructed in cyberspace.

A number of key concepts are encompassed in CDA. These include intertextuality
(where one text reflects the texts of many), interdiscursivity (where a combination of
discourses and genres are present in a text), and hegemony (related to the privileging
of certain political, ideological and cultural domains). These concepts are explored
through the three areas as mentioned above, which serve to: analyse the texture of the
text; examine the link between text and social practice; and examine the relationships
'of discursive events to orders of discourse' (Tischer, Meyer, Wodak and Vetter,
2000, p.150).
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Phillips and Jørgensen (2002), claim that

'...

the aim of critical discourse analysis is

to shed light on the linguistic-discursive dimension of social and cultural phenomena
and processes of change in late modernity (p. 61).

Chouliaraki and Fairclough

(2001), locate CDA within a critical social scientific theory, with its own view of
language and discourse as it occurs in social life, in accord with critical theory.

Chouliaraki and Fairclough (2001) discuss how social life is made up of practices that
consist of the application of certain resources used in particular times and places by
particular people in order to live their lives. They use Laclau and Mouffe's (1995)
concept of articulation to further elaborate on this meaning, arguing:

Articulation implies the view of elements of the social as first, in
shifting relationships with each other, though capable of being
stabilised
as they are articulated together as moments within
practices; and as second, transformed in the process of being
brought into new combinations with each other. the discourse
moment of any practice is a shifting articulation of
symbolic/discursive resources... which themselves come to be
articulated
as moments of discourse, and transformed in that
process.
...

...

...

(Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999, p.21)

For theorists with a sociocultural understanding of language, the concept of
intertextuality is important when using a critical discourse analysis approach to
analyse texts. Julia Knsteva (who developed ideas from theorists Bakhtin and
Saussure) is generally attributed with coining the term intertextuality. Barthes (1997),
explains intertextuality thus:

ka

We know that a text is not a line of words realising a single
'theological' meaning (the message of the Author-God) but a
multidimensional space in which a variety of writings, none of
them original, blend and clash. The text is a tissue of quotations
drawn from the innumerable centres of culture
the writer can
only imitate a gesture that is always anterior, never original. His
only power is to mix writings, to counter the ones with the others,
in such a way as to never rest on any one of them. Did he wish to
express himself, he ought at least to know that the inner 'thing'
he thinks to 'translate' is only a ready-formed dictionary, its
words only explainable through other words, and so on
indefinitely.
...

(Barthes, 1977, pp.146-147)

In other words, a text is made from other texts, and the way a reader interprets that
text will be dependent upon that reader's prior knowledge and recognition of the
connections from this text to those other texts from which it is composed.

Fairciough (1992) uses the notion of interdiscursivity to expand upon the idea that
discourses are patterned, and fall into particular genres, and that in doing CDA, it is
important to analyse the ranges of genres evident in the text, that is, the varying
discourses which operate inside the text. Gee (1999) makes a distinction between the
terms 'discourse' with a lower case d, and 'Discourse' with an upper case D. By
discourse (lower case) he refers to the range of texts that are simply stretches of
language. Discourses (capital D) refer more to the institutionalised forms of language
and the individual's enactment of these symbol systems and ways of knowing, within
the institution or field of knowledge. Common Discourses include those specialised
forms of language and knowing and being related to, for example: medicine, science,
education, femininity, and prisons.
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Both of these notions, intertextuality and interdiscursivity relate to the other notable
key term used by CDA theorists: 'hegemony'. Hegemony involves the idea that some
Discourses and discourses are dominant and privileged in Western society, (typically
the middle class white male). This dominance of one set of beliefs, discourses and
ideologies has been discussed earlier in reference to post-structuralism. CDA
theorists invite interrogations of texts to uncover the hidden dominant discourses and
ideologies, to make them explicit, so that they then might be questioned and subverted
by knowledge from traditionally non-dominant cultures.

In her book Disorders of Discourse, Wodak (1996) made the point that even if all
participants entering into a site of Discourse try to 'play by the rules', the hegemonic
structures within the Discourse create significant disorders, problems, and difficulties,
which throw up barriers between the participants. Wodak gives numerous examples,
from hospitals to schools, that highlight that power struggles within the hierarchy of
participants in these sites. The doctor sometimes loses control over the patient, the
teacher over the student, and Wodak highlights such patterns of misunderstanding and
barriers.

Any form of discourse analysis, she argues, needs to include an

examination of the disorders, cracks, and conflicts that serve to create a barrier to
communication. Wodak's comments reveal that discourse analysis is not as simple as
original theorists claimed.

Indeed, critics of Fairciough, and CDA in general, such as Van Dijk (1993),
Widdowson (1996), Toolan (1997), and Stubbs (1997) argue that CDA rests upon a
problematic foundation, i.e. that writing about power, hegemony and dominance is
inevitably compromised by 'the hegemonizing turns' (Toolan, 1997, p.87) of the
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analyst's own discourse. With this in mind, the importance of CDA analysts making
their own positioning and subjectivity clear cannot be undermined. I have included
comments about my subjectivity in the introduction of this report.

Toolan (1997) also alleges that the umbrella term 'CDA' is used in so many diverse
ways by scholars that
happened

...'

'...

a certain methodological fragmentation has already

(Toolan, 1997, p.99), and that the original Hallidayan-based analysis

techniques have dissipated somewhat. In Chapter Seven, the discourse analysis tools
I use are faithful to the original Hallidayan techniques and a strong linguistic analysis
is completed within the full analysis.

However, because CDA is strongly tied to linguistic modes of analysis, it has had
difficulty dealing with visual and multimodal texts, issues of embodiment, place, and
those things experienced corporeally and physically. Even more so when dealing with
the unsaid and the unspeakable: that which is not present in visible linguistic traces.
Critics of CDA mostly object to its entire reliance upon the word as the text for
analysis. Kamler, for example, notes that

'...

discursive practices are accomplished

not only through language, but through bodies, through ways of moving, dressing and
talking, and through ingrained bodily dispositions or habitus' (Kamler, 1997, pp.
373). Furthermore, an emphasis on the discursive sociality of the self needs to be
supplemented with reference to habitus. In Bourdieus (1990) terms, habitus is the
institution made flesh: 'Between the child and the world, the whole group intervenes
with a whole universe of ritual practices and utterances, which people it with
meanings structured in accordance with the principles of the corresponding habitus'
(Bourdieu, 1990, p. 76).
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Particular performances of selves are produced and constrained by particular contexts:
"Performance always involves a labour of making the self, a muscular, emotional
labour, a labour of constructing memories for the body, which 'brands' the materiality
of the body and leaves its corporeal traces in the text of performance" (Threadgold,
1997). CDA is valuable for analysing issues of self, but not sufficient.

2.5

The changing nature of our textual landscape

Over the past decade, society has embraced a 'visual turn' (Jay, 1989, p.49), or a
'pictorial turn' (Mitchell, 1994, p.13), and is now more than ever seen as 'a society of
the spectacle' (Debord, 1967; 1977), in which imagery is central to the creation of
identity and the gathering and distribution of knowledge (Chaplin, 1994). Visual
culture and visual research methodology has exploded in the literature (Jenks, 1995;
Mirzoeff, 2001; Prosser, 2001; Abbott, 2002; Norris, 2002; Berger 1977, 2003). There
can be little doubt that the worlds of cyberspace reflect this 'cultural turn' (Harvey,
1989) of visual saturation. This is especially so since 1992, when Tim Burners-Lee
and Marc Andreeson invented the GUI (graphical user interface) turning our
computer screens from green text to thousands of colours, and adding iconography
and images.

The visual cyberworld of the palace, the site of my research, encompasses data
beyond the written word. Finding a methodology to analyse visual data theoretically
compatible with both the theories of discourse analysis and the Lacanian-based
theories of fantasy and desire became a challenge. Central to this quest was the belief
that, as Rose (2001) indicates, '[d]iscourses are articulated through a huge range of
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images, texts and practices

...

and any and all of these are legitimate sources for a

discourse analysis' (Rose, 2001, p.142).

As mentioned above, employing a critical discourse analysis involves a linguistic
analysis of words. The visual nature of the research site requires an analysis of
images. Gunther Kress and Theo van Leeuwen provided an insight into how to
analyse images, in their 1996 text, Reading Images: The Grammar of Visual Design.
Kress and van Leeuwen outlined an analytical framework for the analysis of images
that mirrored the framework of linguist Michael Halliday's (1994) ground-breaking
work on Systemic Functional Grammar. This work has shaped a new wave of
educational thought on the teaching of texts and how texts operate within sociocultural contexts.

According to Halliday (1994), all texts make meaning at three different levels, or
'metafunctions', and are entirely dependent upon their social and cultural contexts.
He labels these three meaning making systems: ideational, interpersonal and textual,
but emphasises that meanings occur simultaneously, not in isolation.

Ideational meanings reflect the 'who', 'what' and 'where' of a text. That is, who were
the participants involved, in what circumstances were they involved, and the nature of
the action taking place in the text. Interpersonal meanings are those meanings, which
are formed from the relationship between the composer of the text, and the reader/
viewer of the text. That is, how the text was constructed to position the reader in
certain ways. For example, a novel will (traditionally) always position the reader to
feel empathy with the protagonist's perspective. By analysing the interpersonal
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dimensions of the author's writing, systemic functional grammar (SFG) can help
explain how this occurs. Textual meanings refer to the patterns of words within the
text, such as the order of words in clauses and the way certain issues are thematised
and emphasised.

The work of Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) relies on a social semiotic perspective,
and the key notion of semiotics as the 'sign'. Their view of the 'sign' contrasts with
the Saussurian notion that the relationship between the signified and the signifier is
arbitrary. Kress and van Leeuwen insist that any sign-maker will have a particular
meaning, the 'signified', which they want to express. Consequently they select the
most appropriate semiotic mode to represent that meaning, 'the signifier'. Signs are
'...

motivated conjunctions of signifiers (forms) and signifieds (meanings)... [un

"semiology" motivation is... defined in terms of an intrinsic relation between the
signifier and the signified' (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996, p.7). Kress and van
Leeuwen provide an example:

Sign-makers use the forms they consider apt for the expression of
meaning, in any medium in which they can make signs. When
children treat a cardboard box as a pirate ship, they do so because
they consider the material form (box) an apt medium for the
expression of the meaning they have in mind (pirate ship)
because of their conception of criterial aspects of pirate ships
(containment, mobility, etc.). Language is no exception to this.
All linguistic form is used in a mediated, non-arbitrary manner in
the expression of meaning.
(Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996, p.7)
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Taking this understanding of a semiotic, linguistic framework and re-developing the
work of Halliday, Kress and van Leeuwen caution readers not to search for a direct
'import' of the theories and methodologies from the domain of words into the domain
of images. They argue strongly that although language and visual communication
both use similar systems to make meaning, they do so independently (Kress and van
Leeuwen, 1996, p.17).

However, this notion of independent meanings has more recently been hotly
contested. Much current but as yet only partially developed work by theorists such as
Royce (1998), Unsworth (2001), Martin (2002), and ledema (2003) propose a new
theory of the inter-semiotic meanings of image/text relations..

These scholars argue that the changing nature of our textual habitat underlines the
imperative for increased metatextual awareness of language, image and
language/image interrelations (Russell, 2000). What is required is

an educationally accessible functional grammar; that is, a
metalanguage that describes meaning in various realms. These
include the textual and the visual, as well as the multimodal
relations between the different meaning-making processes that
are now so critical in media texts and texts of electronic
multimedia.
(New London Group, 2000, p.77)

There has been some modest progress towards the development of an integrative,
intermodal grammar by scholars such as those mentioned above. This development
indicates the potential for a systematic description of image/text relations derived
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however, I found it beyond the scope of my work to fully analyse and discuss these
intersemiotic relations.

I now review some of the aspects of Kress and van Leeuwen's (1996) grammar that
are useful for analysing images. To reflect the 'visual' of their adaptation of the three
Hallidayan metafunctions, Kress and van Leeuwen renamed them slightly, from
ideational to representational, from interpersonal to interactional, and from textual to
compositional.

Representational meanings are realised through examining the participants in an
image, the processes in which they are engaging and the circumstances in which that
action occurs. By scrutinising the directions of vectors, which connect participants in
various ways, and the ways in which participants are positioned as active, or passive
we are able to determine certain meanings.

Interactional meanings in images are realised by identifying the contact, the social
distance, and the attitude of the participants in the image with respect to the
reader/viewer (which I next refer to as 'you'). This includes such a concept as 'offer'
and 'demand', which can be represented as either the participant of the image gazing
directly at you (a demand), or gazing away from you (an offer). A further dimension
to this is the concept of modality, that is, the ways a colour scheme or artistic style
can range from photorealism to fantasy to abstract representation.

Compositional meanings are realised by the way elements of an image are spread
across the page I canvas / 'chatroom', and how the images are or are not be framed in
certain ways.

One of the weaknesses about Kress and van Leeuwen's (1996) framework is that it
relies upon still images. This is a criticism I share, as participants in the palace include
animation, movement and non-static actions and interactions, and the framework
mentioned does not provide a structured way of understanding and interpreting these
behaviours. Below I discuss the contribution of film theory to assist in understanding
such behaviours, and my analysis combines a discussion of both. As previously
mentioned, semiology plays an important role in visual analysis because it is a crucial
device for revealing those ideologies and hidden assumptions about the world
embedded in all types of texts.

2.6

Multiliteracies

'Multiliteracies' has become the focus of attention for a number of eminent education
scholars (Kress, 2003; Cope and Kalantzis, 2000; Barton, Hamilton and Ivani, 2000;
Unsworth, 2001). The term 'multiliteracies' is defined by Cope and Kalantzis (2000),
as encapsulating two significant ideas or arguments developed in their work in the
'New London Group',

The first argument relates to the increasing multiplicity and
integration of significant modes of meaning-making, where the
textual is also related to the visual, the audio, the spatial, the
behavioural... [it] is particularly important in the mass media,
multimedia, and in an electronic hypermedia... The second
argument relates to the realities of increasing local diversity and
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global connectedness... Effective citizenship and productive
work now require that we interact effectively using multiple
languages, multiple Englishes, and communication patterns that
cross cultural, community and national boundaries.
(Cope and Kalantzis, 2000, pp.5-6)

Unsworth (2001) also defines multiliteracies in terms of the interrelationships
between modalities of a text. A multimedia text may include text, sound, moving
images, dialogue, montage, sound effects, gestural meanings and so forth. For
Unsworth (2001), the relationship between each mode and the combination of
semiotics of each for making meaning is significant when exploring multiliteracies.

As far as multiliteracies, identity and community are concerned, Cope and Kalantzis
(2000) insist that we live in a multiplicity of diverse and vibrant lifeworlds, engaging
in divergent communities, and using various layers of our identities to negotiate these
lifeworlds. They state:

Just as there are multiple layers to everyone's identity, there are
multiple discourses of identity and multiple discourses of
recognition to be negotiated. We have to be proficient as we
negotiate the many lifeworlds each of us inhabits, and the many
lifeworlds we encounter in our everyday lives.
(Cope and Kalantzis, 2000, p.17)

Cope and Kalantzis (2000), and Unsworth (2001) consider the affordances of
'technological literacy' (Luke, 1997), or 'technoliteracy' (Lankshear and Snyder, with
Green, 2000), or 'silicon literacies' (Snyder, 2002) to define the range of
multiliteracies required of young people to participate effectively in computer
mediated communication in virtual worlds. I have used the term 'cyberliteracies' as it
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is a term I believe aptly represents the type of post-modem spaces in which to study
the nature and uses of multi literacies. The semiotics of the prefix 'cyber' suggest a
combination of the science fiction cyberpunk writings of the past, which in tum point
to the pathfinding realities of the future. As noted previously, virtual worlds are a
hybrid of past and present practices, and encourage scholarly contemplation of the
nature of our social futures.

2.7

Cyberliteracies

Literacies are socially and culturally situated and cannot be examined in isolation
from their social constructedness (Gee, 1999; Lankshear and Knobel, 1997).
Lankshear and Knobel's (1997) definition of cyberliteracies, or technological
literacies as

"...

social practices in which texts are constructed, transmitted, received,

modified, shared

...

within process employing codes which are digitised electronically

(Lankshear and Knobel, 1997, p. 141) captures the centrality of social, cultural
and contextual factors which shape the nature and use of technological literacies. As
Kress (1997) notes, changes in the way we are communicating can not only be
attributed to the fact that we have the technological 'know-how', but also to the social
practices which are evolving in and through technology. He states,

"...

technology is

socially applied knowledge, and it is social conditions which make the crucial
difference in how it is applied" (Kress, 1997, pp. 53-54).

Green and Bigum (1993) and Snyder (1997) identify a widening gulf between
educators and their students in relation to their use of technology. Green and Bigum
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(1993) alert educators to the possibility of 'aliens in our classrooms' in their
discussion of the emergence of the post-modern student, a technologically literate
student who might threaten the credibility of their teacher. Many students are
embracing the opportunities open to them through CMC (Computer Mediated
Communication). Rheingold (1998, online) outlines how people born in the era of
fast cuts, 'visually arresting images' and special effects have now migrated to postmodern CMC spaces, while teachers, in contrast, are reported to be often
technological reticent (Turkle, 1995).

Teachers have typically grown up in a book or text-based tradition, a tradition which
values print, and which, as argued by Lankshear, Peters and Knobel (1996), holds
books as the dominant paradigm for learning and knowledge. Teachers have been
brainwashed by print and have been conditioned all of their lives to 'think like a
book' (Green and Bigum, 1993). Reinking (1997) further adds to this concern with
his allegation that teachers nurse a "...deep and abiding prejudice for books

...

over

other forms of communication and artistic expression" (Reinking, 1997, p. 634).
While he concedes that books will always be associated with educators' past intense,
pleasurable and successful teaching experiences, he alerts educators to the limitations
of maintaining a narrow perspective; warning that it could stunt their professional
growth. He challenges teachers to seriously consider the possibility and inevitability
that

"...

reading on some type of computer screen may be as endearing to future

generations as reading pages in books has been to ours" (Reinking 1997, p. 643).

There is a proliferation of books claiming to assist teachers' use of computers in the
classroom which commonly construct computers as no more than a new tool for the
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replication of 'old pedagogies' (Thompson, 1998) and 'text-based traditions'
(Lankshear and Bigum 1998). As a consequence, some teachers, even those with the
best intentions, are using computers as nothing more than a tool for students to
complete prepared black-line masters, or as a substitute for shared book experiences.
Lankshear, Bigum, Durrant, Green, Morgan, Murray, Snyder and Wild (1996) claim
that

"...

digital text is radically interactive

...

challenging the conventional reader-

writer distinction" (Lankshear et. al., 1996, p.350), but until educators appreciate the
changing nature of students, the potential for using all of the possibilities of computer
technology will be severely underdeveloped. If the gap between literacy practices
adopted by teachers in schools and the literacy practices adopted by students in their
own negotiated computer-mediated worlds continues to widen, the possibility of
schooling getting in the way of authentic education and learning (Neilsen, 1998) is a
real danger. This is not an either/or argument, which favours books over computers,
rather it is an argument for teachers to acknowledge the significance of technology
and develop literacy programs that are inclusive of all forms of literacy.

Kress warns,

It would be an unforgivable dereliction of the responsibilities of
intellectuals if the potentials offered by current developments were not
fully explored, and a concerted attempt made to shape their direction to
bring about at least some of the much talked about utopian visions of
communication in the electronic age.
(Kress, 1997, p.79)

Educators must address the demands of technological literacies. The new order of
discursive practices emerging and evolving represent a new language of power, and
educators will need to provide children with opportunities to access this language.

What actually constitutes the multiliteracies of cyberliteracies? The visual nature of
the screen is of primary significance. Bolter (1998) argues that the use of graphical
images and representations on the web will force a radical change in the way
educators value the visual. The Information Age is also an age of visual saturation,
where the dominance and power of the image has become significant and pervading.
Luke (1998) comments,

"...

the texts and practices of everyday life are changing at a

disorienting pace, requiring complex multiliteracies

...

for dealing with the dynamic

modes of symbolic and visual representation developing in technologies" (Luke,
1998, p.7).

Lemke (1998) claims that multimedia authoring and reading skills will become the
generic literacies of the Information Age. He argues that educators need to help
students develop the technical, critical and analytical skills to become successful
readers of hypertexts, decoders of the visual and analysts of the text as a pastiche.
They must develop the ability to read images, navigate and achieve a sense of text,
and have an understanding of the representational codes and multilogues, which are
used so profusely in cyberliteracies. Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) insist that 'Visual
Literacy' will become an essential tool.

Landow (1998) highlights the way in which texts are now co-authored in
collaborative interactive exchanges within cyberculture. He argues that the notion of a
single author of a text has become outdated. He explains:

By actively engaging themselves in the continuous exchange and
proliferation of collectively-generated electronic publications,
individually-designed creative works, manifestos, live on-line readings,
multi-media interactive hypertexts, conferences, etc., Avant-Pop artists
and the alternative networks they are part of will eat away at the
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conventional relics of a bygone era where the individual artist-author
creates their beautifully-crafted, original works of art to be consumed
primarily by the elitist art-world and their business-cronies who pass
judgement on what is appropriate and what is not.
(Landow, 1998, online)

According to Landow (1998), collaboration, collective writing, collective artistry and
group dynamics have become an integral part of social practices online. In a student's
world, the more diverse positioning across all of the child's settings and activities
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home, school, play and now cyberspace, and the way in which different ideologies are
implicit in each set of discursive practices associated with each of these settings and
activities, will add further conflict to their already potentially confused lives.
Fairclough (1992, p.90) remarks that individuals will develop 'strangely composite
characters' and that individuals will either accept or modify their ideas and practice to
adapt to each situation, or they will fight for change.

This is also reflected by Knobel (1999) who investigated the everyday literacy
practices of a number of individuals. She found that a diverse range of practices were
being undertaken in out of school contexts by adolescents that were in conflict with
the limited range of literacy practices in school contexts. She called for educational
reform as a result of her research. Working later with Lankshear, the two continued
this call, exhorting,

Social practices that are evolving beyond the school within digitally
saturated milieux seem to be privileging modes of knowing that are
more performance- and procedure-oriented than propositional, more
collaborative than individualistic, and more concerned with making an
impact on attention, imagination, curiosity, innovation and so on..
(Lankshear and Knobel, 2003, pp.175-176)
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This calls for a consideration of pedagogy beyond the consideration of students as
individuals and towards more diverse collaborative classroom practices.

Young (1994) examined the type of texts users co-created when in online chat
interactions, and observed that, despite claims to the contrary, these texts are both a
novel and highly sophisticated means of communication, which could be assigned a
genre of its own.

MUDs4 (and computer conferencing in general) provide a blend of writing
and speech that may represent a purer form of expression than either
achieve separately. The experience of MUD is more highly cerebral than
speech players analyze their actions closely as well as constructing both
the verbal content and computer commands to send their messages
--

(Young, 1994, online)

Although perhaps overstated by Young, this form of 'cybertalk' (Denzin, 1999) or
'speak-writing' represents a confluence between orality and writing, one that has been
relatively untheorised and demands further recognition and discussion by scholars in
education, literacy, linguistics, and multiliteracies.

2.8

Conclusion

In this chapter I have examined the socio-cultural linguistic theories that have
influenced a prominent view of literacy and language in education today. I
commenced by tracing the early history of Saussure's theory of semiotics, and then

'

MUD is an abbreviation for Multi-User Domain, an online environment commonly known for
roleplay

proceeded to outline the changing nature of our textual landscape, recognising the
exploding visual culture and the fast paced Information age experienced by many
societies today. In understanding such current societies, I have introduced theories of
visual literacy, multiliteracies, and cyberliteracies. My research project is located in a
multimodal cyberworld, and as such, the participants are required to have an
understanding of the multiliteracies afforded by this technological site, in order to be
effective citizens in the cybercommunity. I have also introduced the notion that
literacies are central to identity construction. This notion will be central to the
discussions in Chapters Three and Four. In Chapter Three I will interlink the ideas
raised in this chapter to other identity theories as a means of rethinking identity. In
Chapter Four I summarise all elements of literacy and identity as outlined in Chapters
Two and Three to provide the theoretical grounding for the multi-perspectival
methodology I employ in this project.

Chapter 3: Identity

3.1

Introduction

Identity is a complex concept, one that has been the subject of many debates
especially around ideas about of the individual self, the person, and the subject (du
Gay, Evans and Redman, 2000). The terms identity and subjectivity are used by
different theorists to emphasise varying assumptions about 'the self' or 'the subject'
from particular perspectives.

Essentially, the notion of the self relies on the premise that identity is a
phenomenological experience. It is a fixed, bounded, individualised construct of the
mind, an innate self, or an inner core (Cooley, 1902; Goffman, 1959; James, 1890;
Mead, 1934; Manicas, 1987).

The notion of the person provides another view. Identity can be defined as

'...

the

socially defined, publicly visible embodied being, endowed with all kinds of powers
and capacities for public, meaningful action' (Harré, 1983, p. 26). It can also be
defined through social activities realised through connections with others in social
contexts, intimately connected with the social practices in which the self is engaged
(Gee 2000; Castells, 1998). As explained by Gover and Gavelek:

Although experiences of self or identity customarily fall within
the category of personal possession, we "have" a self or "acquire"
an identity only in relation to, in dialogue with, a chorus of
others. An identity, to be socially viable, must thus be
constructed with the materials of pre-existing meaning systems.
Its essence is neither wholly individual nor social. It is at issue

any time people use words, symbols, or gestures to map
themselves onto the world.
(Gover and Gavelek, 1996, online)

Gover and Gavelek in fact conform to a sociogenic view of identity (Berry, 1983;
Valsiner, 1994), claiming that identity cannot be reduced to either its social or
phenomenological components but, instead, requires both. The person as socially
defined and the self as phenomenologically experienced are both necessary
components of identity.

Another area of contention is the notion of the subject. Here the idea of identity is
based on a combination of linked theories. This is labelled by du Gay, Evans and
Redman (2000) as the 'subject-of-language' approach. Theories informing this view
include 'structural linguistics, Althusserian Marxism, Lacanian psychoanalysis,
elements of the project of deconstruction and Foucauldian-inspired discourse theory'
(Gay, Evans and Redman, 2000, p.2).

I will now explore perspectives and theories of identity (and subjectivity) that
influence these areas of debate. I will include an examination of the nature of identity
as it is lived in virtual spaces to present a re-theorisation of identity to account for its
construction in post-modem spaces. I begin by presenting an introduction to identity
in virtual worlds, to situate the argument in the specific context of this research. As
this is developed through various theoretical frameworks, I make links back to the
notion of how each framework does or does not apply to the research about identity in
virtual worlds.

3.2

Identity and subjectivity in virtual worlds

The ability to transform identity is a major area of internet research. The ability to
alter identity is not necessarily new, it has been achieved in varying contexts through
the ages in the written word, in theatre and through costume. There is a history of
women writers, for example, who represented themselves as males for the purpose of
acceptance into the previously male-dominated profession. Similarly, men have often
performed as females in theatre and opera. Adopting the identity of another is not
always an honest act. However the internet allows wide audience opportunities for
exploration of identity, and in the case of much internet research, this has represented
personal social exploration to serve the purpose of fun or curiosity. Understanding
how children perform alternative identities for these purposes is where the interest of
this research lies.

When online, one's gender, culture, lifestyle, clothing, voice, body size, age and
identity are no longer bound by the confines of the embodied reality. This offers
liberation to many. The old can feel young, the ugly can be beautiful, the shy can be
extrovert, the loner can be popular and vice versa. Online interaction strips away
many of the usual semiotics of identity, which can be limiting, yet can also be
liberating and offer the opportunity to tinker and play with elements of the self. As
Turkle notes, '...the virtual space becomes a laboratory for the construction of
identity' (1995, p.184). Neilsen (1998, p.130) further comments, 'the semiotics of
communicating in an electronic environment reminds us that we can reinvent
ourselves constantly.'
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The shaping of an identity plays a vital role in the on-line world especially in having
sustained on-line presence within any particular cyber-community. For a consistent
presence in a community, one needs to create a persona (which may or may not be
akin to one's embodied self) to project a sense of self to others. However, as Donath
(1999, p.29) insists, 'One can have, some claim, as many electronic personae as one
has the time and energy to create.' One can become older, younger, wiser, an object,
an animal, a thing, or somebody of the opposite sex.

The issue of tinkering with sexuality is of interest to many scholars (for example:
Bruckman 1998; Danet 1998; Spender 1998). Danet (1998) asserts that, 'from early
childhood, individuals learn to signal their gender identity in accord with gender
stereotypes. They learn to perform "masculinity" or "femininity". The medium of
on-line chat can be very liberating for many users, both male and female, since the
anonymity allows one to explore all aspects of one's identity and sexuality. Similarly,
Turkie (1995) notes:

You can be whoever you want to be. You can completely
redefine yourself if you want. You can be the opposite sex. You
can be more talkative. You can be less talkative.., you can just
be whoever you want really... You don't have to worry about the
slots other people put you in as much. It's easier to change the
way people perceive you, because all they've got is what you
show them. They don't look at your body and make
assumptions.
They don't hear your accent and make
assumptions. All they see are your words.
(Turkle, 1995, pp. 184-185)

The opportunities for experimenting with gender on-line have been embraced by
adults, although according to Kramarae (1995) the over representation of male users
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in the internet population results in a more significant number of males entering into
this type of 'textual masquerade'. Kristeva (1986), building on Lacan's work, argues
that challenging the 'naturalised' forms of gender is essential for longer term gender
equity issues, because it dissolves and deconstructs the gender divide.

Identity tinkering on-line opens the possibility and potential for cybercitizens to take
risks and to explore all aspects of one's personality. Courage to take risks is fostered
by a sense of anonymity by users. The safety net of the screen appears to create a
lower sense of inhibition in expressing opinions, allowing them to take risks and
explore ideas they might otherwise have hesitated to do (Turkie, 1995).

This new found freedom and seeming lack of consequences also appear to allow
people to be more aggressive, and to be more overtly critical or even cruel to other
users. This type of behaviour is labelled 'flaming' (Reid, 1994) and occurs most
typically in groups, which have little or no overt moderation, rules or regulations to
control such behaviour. A majority of online groups however have established
acceptable social norms of behaviour for that particular group, and offenders are
reprimanded or simply removed from the group by the community. Each community
will decide which social norms they will enforce according to their purpose. This
may change over time, as in the case of Jakobsson's (1999) report about how a boy in
his palace was upset about the hierarchical structure of wizards and the fact that he
could not become one. The boy hacked into the palace and killed one of the
programmed bots5 , destroying months of Jakobsson's work. Jakobsson investigated

A hot is an abbreviation of 'robot', and it is a term used to describe an artifical character programmed
to perform certain acts or responses to interactions with real people. The bot is given a name, in
Jakobsson's case, 'Bill'. If I (as Anya) logged on and said, 'Hello Bill', Bill might respond with,
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the hacking, and when he discovered the reasons behind it, he decided to eliminate the
hierarchical power structure completely.

Bruckman (1994a, 1994b, 1997), Landow (1997), and Jakobsson (1999) argue that
children are embracing cybercultures, so much so that living, composing, co-creating,
coding and reading the texts of cyberspace have become a significant pastime for a
new generation. Computer culture has become a more widely desired recreational
activity. As video gaming comes online and invites children to play games against
unknown challengers across the world, child participation in on-line communities is
growing at an explosive rate. According to Lemke (1998), children and young people
develop a sense of full presence within cyberspace, living in them semiotically as they
make cultural and personal sense of their participation. The medium of cyberspace
allows the potential to participate in ways that allow risk taking and experimentation
with their identities. Research has yet to confirm however, the ways in which children
are engaging in experimentation and whether or not it affects their experience of life
in a meaningful way.

3.3

Identity and Foucault

Foucault has been extremely influential in shaping post-structuralist thought and
current understandings of language, power, knowledge, identity and subjectivity
(Rabinow, 1997). I will first consider Foucault's notions of subjectivity. According
to Mansfield (2000), Foucault's primary idea about subjectivity

'...

is that 'subjects'

only come into existence through the complex interplay between power and language'

'Hello Anya', or 'Good morning Anya, would you like a drink?', depending upon the extent of the
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(p. 58). Foucault considered language as consisting of a variety of different
historically specific discourses (such as medical, psychological, economic and so
forth), and that discourses give rise to different types of social practices, respective
types of authority, rules and regulation, particular fields of knowledge, particular
truths about 'reality', and consequently, discourses constitute power knowledge.

Power and knowledge are so inextricably linked for Foucault, that he coined the term
'power/knowledge' (Mansfield, 2000, p.59). Foucault asserts:

power produces knowledge (and not simply by encouraging it
because it serves power or by applying it because it is useful);
that power and knowledge directly impact one another; that there
is no power relation without the correlative constitution of a field
of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not presuppose and
constitute at the same time power relations.
(Foucault, 1977, p.27)

For Foucault, power functions in and through discourse and discursive practices, and
'knowledge' is

'...

very much a matter of the social, historical and political conditions

under which, for example, statements come to count as true or false' (McHoul and
Grace, 1993, p.29). Who has this power and in what context? Falk (2003) explains
that although power can be reified and/or nominalised, it has no meaning except in
specific contexts. He asks, Is 'knowledge' only that information that comes from the
mouths of the powerful? These questions begin to inform some of Foucault's notions.

programming.
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Knowledge and power are intertwined. Foucault explains how discourses can
produce various notions of subjectivities, identities, and a range of subject positions.
Wetherell and White (1992) claim that subjectivity is constituted and reconstituted in
texts and talk, and Walkerdine (1993), adds that identity can be reconceptualized as a
multiplicity of shifting, different, and sometimes contradictory subject positions. This
notion of subjectivity or identity as being fragmented and dispersed is prominent in
Foucault:

I do not refer the various enunciative modalities to the unity of
the subject... instead of referring back to the synthesis or the
unifying function of a subject, the various enunciative modalities
manifest his [sic] dispersion. To the various statuses, the various
sites, the various positions that he can occupy or be given when
making a discourse. To the discontinuity of the planes from
which he speaks. And if these planes are linked by a system of
relations, this system is not established by the synthetic activity
of a conscious identical with itself, dumb and anterior to all
speech, but by the specificity of a discursive practice... discourse
is not the majestically unfolding manifestation of a thinking,
knowing, speaking subject, but, on the contrary, a totality in
which dispersion of the subject and his discontinuity with himself
may be determined.
(Foucault, 1971, pp.54-54)

According to Prior (1989), a discourse is much more than a set of discursive practices;
it also includes an entire assemblage of concepts, objects, events and activities, that is,
it includes social practices. This idea, that discourses are constituted in social
practices, is developed by language theorists and used as 'language as a social
practice' (see discussion on Gee in Chapter Two), and is a widely supported paradigm
for understanding how texts work in Western culture today.
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Foucault's work aimed to trace an 'archaeology' and 'genealogy' of the histories of
subjectivities. Earlier work looked at the ways the institution of the prison demanded
certain subjectivities (Foucault, 1977). Later work about sexualities (Foucault, 1979,
1980, 2000) aimed to trace the historically produced subjectivities of the 'sexual self'.

It is through discourses that power/knowledge functions (Foucault, 1977b, 1980). As
Malson (1998) argues,

because knowledge is always bound up with historically
specific regimes of power, Foucauldian theory rejects any
categorical distinction between ideology and science, between
fact and fiction. The notion of an empirically verifiable,
objective or absolute Truth becomes untenable because societies
produce their own specific, normalising, regulating truths
(Malson, 1998, p.31)

This leads to one of Foucault's most provocative thoughts: that if subjects were aware
and conscious of the sorts of subjectivities that were being constructed for them, then
the possibility of creating 'alternatives' (whether real or fictitious) would become a
possibility. As explained by Mansfield (2000),

Armed with this self-awareness, we can construct a fictional or
hypothetical selfhood outside of, or in pure hostility to, the
conventions modern life seeks to normalise.
(Mansfield, 2000, p.63)

Mansfield claims that Foucault's notion of self-construction was the inspiration for
numerous examples of radical expressionism, from fashion design to significant
cultural festivals such as the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras. For such people,
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subjectivity is a fiction, which may be 'exploded, or remodelled as a subversion of the
demands power places on us' (Mansfield, 2000, p.64).

This play between the contructedness and self-construction of subjectivity, or identity,
is one of the central concerns of my investigation. One of my chief aims is to
determine the fantasies and truths employed in the discursive construction of
children's identities operating in this space.

Foucault has been criticised by some later theorists, particularly feminists, and I shall
consider such critiques later in the chapter. These analyses will inform the direction
of retheorisation of the underlying issues significant and central to my research raised
by Foucault.

3.4

Identity and the panoptic gaze

Another important Foucauldian notion that is intimately connected with the ways in
which society is subjected by technology is that of the 'panopticon', often used by
post-structuralists and 'neo-Foucauldian critical theorists' when discussing the effects
of surveillance. Foucault first made reference to the 'panopticon' in Discipline and
Punish (1977). He described therein new ways of structuring prisons to ensure that all
wardens could view prisoners in ways that were invisible to the prisoners. The power
of the guards thus was invisible.

This Orwellian notion is topical today partly because of the wider use of surveillance
technology. The kidnapping of a young boy, James Bulger, from an English shopping
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mall was caught through the shopping centre's surveillance cameras. We witnessed
vivid footage of police brutality in the beating of Rodney King in the Unites States.
Movies and reality programs are often premised on the notion of constant
surveillance. We learn of ordinary people whose lives turn to chaos through hacker
vandalism, information retrieval scams and identity theft.

Lyon (1994, p.65), argues that, '[T]he prison-like society, where individual observers
track our digital footprints, does indeed seem panoptic'. Lessig (2000, pp. 5-6) puts
the case in more dramatic terms, '[W]e have every reason to believe that cyberspace,
left to itself, will not fulfil the promise of freedom. Left to itself, cyberspace will
become a perfect tool of control'.

If the internet is panoptic, then this has

implications for the online subject. Winokur (2003) asks:

does the internet have a discourse that determines its own
boundaries of action? Is net surveillance coercive? Does the
subject in front of the screen internalise this coercion?
• .

(Winokur, 2003, online)

Discourses define subjectivity. Does the internet have a panoptic gaze, which serves
to be both powerful and invisible? Are subjects differently constructed as a
consequence? Over the past two decades, there have been opposing and divergent
views of the internet, from utopian visions of the internet as a representation of
freedom and access of information to all, allowing creativity, imagination and
experimentation (Landow, 1997), to more dystopian scenarios of the internet as a den
of iniquity and the source of further dividing the world into inequality of the
information rich and the information poor (Everard, 2000).

Such conflicting visions are reflective of the notion of the internet as a complete
panoptical space or to the internet as the complete antithesis of the panoptican.
Winokur insists that with the exponential growth of the internet, there are limited
spaces left where the anti-panoptican space remains. He said about the Palace (the
research site of this study) and the role of avatars:

the
newer route to apparent self-determination has been the
avatar, the icon the Internet citizen can make
that may
represent the citizen in
more sophisticated visually oriented
chat sites like the Palace
The avatar seemed for a while the
very apotheosis of the American dream
it embodied the
fantasy that we can refashion our selves in any manner we wish.
We can't be under surveillance if no one knows who we are:
what we look like, what color we are, what religion and ethnicity,
what sex.
...

...

...

...

...

(Winokur, 2003, online)

Notwithstanding Winokur's comments, the ability to track an internet user is within
current technological capability, and exercising this ability is dependent upon skills
and access.

3.5

Identity and Lacan

Jacques Lacan is a central figure in research into identity, subjectivity, knowledge,
desire and literary theory. He has influenced, sometimes contentiously, a range of
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epistemological standpoints, including feminist, discursive psychological and poststructural ideologies.

Lacan, as noted by Mansfield (2000), concluded that the unconscious is also
structured as a discourse, that subjects come into a world of language and locate
themselves within a field of language to become a part of the world. Lacan developed
some of Freud's notions about the relationship between the subject and signification
as they pertained to children's development of a sense of 'self'.

When children first come to the notion of 'selfhood' and first understand themselves
to be separate identities from 'others', Lacan claims they start to see the 'image' of
themselves from outside of themselves, just as if they see themselves in a mirror. He
calls this the 'minor stage', and believes,

'...

the minor stage

...

manufactures for the

subject, caught up in the lure of spatial identification, the succession of fantasies that
extends from a fragmented body-image to a form of its totality' (Lacan, 1977, p.4).
During the minor stage, the child identifies with its integrated 'whole' minor-image.
Through the process of socialisation, the child views these discursive images of 'who'
it is, and comes to recognise itself as 'self' through this 'specular image' (Lacan,
2000). The child misconstrues itself to be that specular image which is not itself, but
a reflected specular image of self, something that is 'other' than itself. This creates an
alienated sense of

'self' which is based on fiction, fantasy and desire, a

misidentification of self in which:

This jubilant assumption of his specular image by the child
would seem to exhibit in an exemplary situation
in which the I
is precipitated in a primordial form, before it is objectified in the
dialectic of the identification with the other, and before language
...

ZE

restores to it, in the universal, its function as subject
this form
situates the agency of the ego before its social determination, in a
fictional direction.
...

(Lacan, 2000, p.45)
Lacanian thought, therefore, disrupts the notion of self as whole and true, creating
instead the notion that the self is, at least partly, a fiction, or a myth, where the subject
is positioned discursively.

It is necessary to stress the significant role of image in this discursive positioning of
self. The duality of self as being 'self', and 'self' as reflected in the fictional 'other',
is embedded in the domain of images. Grosz (2001), emphasises the imaginary
identifications of self through this domain,

'...[r]elations between the self and the other thus govern the
imaginary order... this is the domain in which the self is
dominated by images of the other and seeks its identity in a
reflected relation with alterity
Imaginary relations are thus
two-person relations, where the self sees itself reflected in the
other'
(Grosz, 2001, p. 46).
...

I will later argue that since images (of varying forms) are an important form of
identity construction in cyberspace, Lacanian notions of 'self as other' as constituted
through the image-based 'mirror-stage', are likely to re-emerge.

Winokur (2003) discusses the gaze as it applies to the internet. Winokur claims that
there are different types of gazes related to different types of desires when surfing
cyberspace. Particularly interesting are the types, which relate directly to life in a
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cybercommunity. He identifies six categories of gaze: surveyor, moviegoer, gamer,
writer, lurker and spy, (Winokur, 2003, online). I use this taxonomy to identify the
member of a cybercommunity possessing one or more of the following: the gamer, the
writer, and the lurker.

The gaze of the gamer is outward, and into the net, and the object of desire is external
(Winokur, 2003). Members of cyberspace communities are immersed in their worlds,
active participants who work together to achieve their own purposes. The gaze of the
writer however, is inward, and the desire is for self (Winokur, 2003). This relates to
the ways in which participants can write themselves, and refashion themselves to
appear in any shape or form of their desire. The gaze of the lurker is a voyeuristic
one, a desire to see without being seen (Winokur, 2003). A lurker is also thought to
desire some of the power and authority over the subject and imitates the methods of
social surveillance. I will later explain how a combination of gaze 'types' can be in
play simultaneously in some online encounters.

In discussing Laclau and Mouffe's portrayal of identity, Phillips and Jørgensen (2002)
stress the following points:

• The subject is fundamentally split, it never quite becomes 'itself'.
• It acquires its identity by being represented discursively.
• Identity is thus identification with a subject position in a
discursive structure.
• Identity is discursively constituted through chains of equivalence
where signs are sorted and linked together in chains in opposition
to other chains which thus define how the subject is, and how it is
not.
• Identity is always relationally organised; the subject is something
because it is contrasted with something that it is not.
• Identity is changeable just as discourses are.
• The subject is fragmented or decentred; it has different identities
according to those discourses of which it forms part.
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• The subject is overdeter,nined; in principle, it always has the
possibility to identify differently in specific situations.
Therefore, a given identity is contingent that is, possible but not
necessary.
-

(Phillips and Jørgensen, 2002, p.34)

This summary supports many of the concepts already touched upon throughout the
chapter.

3.6

Identity, psychoanalytic theory and the visual

According to Rose (2001), the visual is fundamental to psychoanalysis.
Psychoanalysis can assist our understanding of the visuals of Cyberspace. We can
look back almost a century to the work of Freud and tie his work in with Lacan to
explore how such ideas here have been employed and theorised by contemporary
scholars. Freud coined the term scopophilia, meaning pleasure in looking, to describe
one of the most important of our human drives. Lacan extended the notion to claim
that

'...

certain moments of seeing, and particular visualities, are central to how

subjectivities and sexualities are formed' (Rose, 2001, p.100). Contemporary
scholars, in relating psychoanalysis to the visual, are interested in using
psychoanalytical principles to interpret visual images

'...

and in particular, their

effects on spectators' (Rose, 2001, p.101).

One interesting area in which psychoanalytical principles have been applied to the
visual is film studies. A deficiency identified in Chapter Two in Kress and van
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Leeuwen's analytical framework, was that their approach is designed for still images,
rather than moving images. Although a detailed investigation into the analysis of film
images is beyond the scope of this project, some investigations into psychoanalytical
principles as applied to film are valuable. The visuals in the cyberworid of the palace
although not always still, are yet not always moving, so some flexibility of analysis to
account for this range is required. Additionally, within the cyberworid, many of the
visuals can be selected and manipulated directly by the participant. Participants
create their own avatar, they can create their own rooms, they can design codes to
make certain images appear or disappear at will, and they can animate or make their
cyber-seif dynamic across the screen, and in and out of rooms. Therefore, the
understanding of the user as visual composer is highly significant, and as yet
unaccounted for in visual analysis.

The first psychoanalytical principle outlined by Rose (2001), is to recognise the
audience of the image. Rose reminds us:

we make sense of our selves and our worlds through a whole
range of complex and often non-rational ways of understanding.
We feel, we dream, we fantasise, we take pleasure and are
repulsed, we can be ambivalent and contradictory, panic-stricken
and in love; and we can react to things in ways that feel beyond
words. ... In relation to the visual, this means psychoanalysis
often focuses on the emotional effects of visual images, on the
way that the impact of an image may be immediate and powerful
even when its precise meaning remains
vague, suspended...
(Rose, 2001, p.103)
...

Rose explains that some feelings and emotions emanate from the unconscious, and
consequently, a psychoanalytical approach to interpreting images should focus on

'...

visual confusions, blindspots and mistakes' (Rose, 2001, p.103). According to Freud,
subjectivity draws from the unconscious, and is never rational, but replete with
energies and drives that either never reach consciousness, or that have leaked into
consciousness through dreams, accidental slips of the tongue or other non-rational,
non-controlled ways.

This link between subjectivity and visuality is relevant in terms of explaining the
means by which the audience or the spectator is affected by images. The ways in
which images are constructed to invite particular ways of seeing is of critical
significance when analysing images. Stuart Hall (1999) elaborates:

The articulation between viewer and viewed is
conceptualized
in this body of work... as an internal relation. Indeed the two
points in the circuit of articulation privileged here the viewer
and the viewed are seen as mutually constitutive. The subject
is, in part, formed subjectively through what and how it 'sees',
how its 'field of vision' is constructed. In the same way, what is
seen the image and its meaning is understood not as eternally
fixed, but relative and implicated in the positions and schemas of
interpretation which are brought to bear upon it. Visual
discourses already have possible positions of interpretation (from
which they 'make sense') embedded in them, and the subjects
bring their own subjective desires and capacities to the 'text'
which enable them to take up positions of identification in
relation to its meaning.
...

-

-

-

-

(Hall, 1999, p.310)

This notion that the author is the authority of the text (or image) was challenged
spectacularly by Barthes in 1977, who coined the term 'death of the author'. Barthes
challenged the author's status, arguing that 'what the author meant', implies only one
single correct and definitive reading of the text (or indeed, image) was intended and is
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a flawed assumption. Instead, the reader brings a history of understandings, beliefs,
ideologies and feelings to the text, which in turn influences the interpretation or
'reading' of the text.

Foucault was not entirely satisfied with this notion, and insisted that without the
author, there would be no texts to critique or bring varying interpretations to.
However, Barthes' conceptualisation of a text as having the potential for a
multiplicity of readings, dependent upon the audience (reader, viewer), is the view
adopted in this research. I adopt this view due to the convincing arguments
articulated by Lemke (1998) and Landow (1998) described earlier in Chapter Two.
While these arguments related to the text as words, I extend the view to include text
as images. Images are viewed and read in a multiplicity of ways, are laden with
ideological meanings and are constructed or selected by the user for certain purposes,
for varying audiences. My interest here is to explore how and why particular avatars
are selected by children, and for which audiences.

Mulvey (1989), writing from a feminist perspective, uses psychoanalysis to analyse
aspects of film media,

'...

to discover where and how the fascination of film is

reinforced by pre-existing patterns of fascination already at work within the individual
subject and the social formations that have moulded him' (Mulvey, 1989, p.14).
Mulvey also examines the ways in which the movie and the spectator are mutually
constituted. In doing this, she explores two central concepts: the castration complex
(from Freud, see definition in next paragraph), and the mirror stage (from Lacan).

According to Rose (2001), many feminists have rejected the notion of the castration
complex, as its implication is that women are 'lacking' and 'inferior' because they
have no penis. Nevertheless, Rose and Mulvey argue that the idea is significant if we
realise that anatomical difference has come to represent sexual difference and,
through society and culture, has led to defining and shaping the history of 'gender'.
They also argue that sexual difference is partly a matter of vision and visuality, and
that visuality has historically been structured in a gendered way. Mulvey asserts that
'...

in a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been split

between active/male and passive/female. The determining male gaze projects its
fantasy onto the female figure, which is styled accordingly' (Mulvey, 1989, p.19).

Mulvey explains how an audience may engage in two different practices when
viewing the visual. One of these is voyeurism, which she claims is an active process
that distances and objectifies the image (often a woman). The second of these is
fetishist scopophilia, in which (usually) women serve the single purpose of being an
object of beauty, there only for visual pleasure. Doane (1982) argued,

'...

the

woman's beauty, her very desirability, becomes a function of certain practices of
imaging

-

framing, lighting, camera movement, angle. She is thus

...

more closely

associated with the surface of the image than its illusory depths' (Doane, 1982, p.76).

According to Rose (2001) another psychoanalytic principle (and one used by
Mulvey), includes that of the mirror stage, a theory drawn from the work of Lacan,
outlined previously in this chapter. Mulvey focuses on the male heroes in film, and
notes the active role males usually take as the heroes. She also mentions the screen
space and time dedicated to the male hero and the idea that the males are the gazers.
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This, she claims, encourages the spectator/audience to identify with the male
protagonist because of the viewer's mirror stage self image, that is, the viewer is
enticed to see the screen image as relating to him or her self. Mulvey states:

A male movie star's glamorous characters are
those of the
more perfect, more complete, more powerful ego conceived in
the original moment of recognition in front of the mirror. The
character in the story can make things happen and controls events
better than the subject/spectator, just as the image in the mirror
was more in control of motor co-ordination.
...

(Mulvey, 1989, p.20)

Mulvey provides a good starting point for using psychoanalytical methods, however
there are some weaknesses in the assumptions she makes, such as concluding that the
males are always the spectator, and females always the 'castrated' and passive. No
consideration has been given to spectators other than heterosexual males, and
protagonists other than male heroes. Mulvey insists on the refusal of this 'male
visual pleasure', but by the very act of her focus on the male, she privileges the male
(and the heterosexual) by marginalizing other ways of female spectatorship or female
heroism in movies.

Other scholars such as the French feminist, Irigaray (1977), argued that such a refusal
of pleasure denigrates female agency, producing quite ideologically-laden and antifeminist effects. Women are not represented as sensual, sexual, pleasure-enjoying,
women. 'The geography of the feminine pleasure is not worth listening to. Women
are not worth listening to, especially when they try to speak of their pleasure', notes
Ingaray (1977, p.90). Other feminists, such as Bronfen (1992), appear to be

M
e

comfortable with the notion of fetishization, provided it could be applied across
gender and different sexual orientations, but she is also uncomfortable with Mulvey's
emphasis on Freud's notion of castration.

Riviere (1929), preferred to emphasise the notion of masquerade to describe the
shallow surface representations of women. She argued that femininity could in fact
be constructed as a mask, and performed like a mimic. Riviere stated:

Womanliness could therefore be assumed and worn as a mask,
both to hide the possession of masculinity and to avert the
reprisals expected if she was found to possess it much as a thief
will turn out his pockets and ask to be searched to prove that he
has not stolen the goods. The reader may now ask how I define
womanliness or where I draw the line between genuine
womanliness and the 'masquerade'. My suggestion is not,
however, that there is any such difference; whether radical or
superficial, they are the same thing.
-

(Riviere, 1929, p.38)

Critics of Mulvey have also suggested that her focus on the male heterosexual as
spectator and the active gazer does not in fact account for the entire 'picture' of the
gaze. Several theorists (e.g. Copjec, 1989; Silverman, 1992; Bryson, 1998) have
developed Mulvey's work and the Lacanian notions of gaze in suggesting that
although the concept of the gaze in relation to images is a significant one, it requires
further thought and investigation. Bryson for example, comments:
Between the subject and the world is inserted the entire sum of
discourses that make up visuality, that cultural construct, and
make visuality different from vision, the notion of unmediated
visual experience. Between the retina and the world is inserted a
screen of signs, consisting of all of the multiple discourses of
vision built into the social arena
when I learn to see socially,
that is, when I begin to articulate my retinal experience with the
...

codes of recognition that come to me from my social milieu(s), I
am inserted into systems of visual discourse that saw the world
before I did, and will go on seeing after I see no longer.
(Bryson, 1988, pp.91-92)

Bryson provides terms of significance for this study with her expression, screen of
signs. Between the retina and the world is a screen of signs, and I would suggest that
at the point of intersection between the retina, the world, and the world of cyberspace,
there lies an even more complex screen made of a multiplicity of signs additional to
the ones Bryson imagined. These refer not only to the semiotics of technology, but
also to the semiotics of the space, and the semiotics of the partly disembodied
communities of cyberspace.

Another psychoanalytic concept applicable to the image is a Freudian notion of the
unconscious, that of fantasy and desire. A key point is made by Cowie (1990), when
she asserts that a spectator may fantasise that they are inside the action of the fantasy,
that they can be a participant in the fantasy they are gazing at, and that, furthermore,
they may simultaneously participate in the fantasy from any or all of the characters
and roles that are being enacted. Cowie argues that fantasies 'present a varying of
subject positions so that the subject takes up more than one position and thus is not
fixed' (Cowie, 1990, p.160). Rose (2001), in support of Cowie, states that,

'...

men

and women in the audience may be positioned while watching a film in ways that
correspond to the dynamics of their own fantasies.'

Lacan (1997) explains that fantasy is the support of desire, a clear distinction from
fantasy as the desire, or the object of desire. Fantasy is the setting out of desire, rather
than the satisfaction of desire. The pleasure of fantasy is in imagining how the object
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of desire might be attained, but not the actual denouement of having that object.
Cowie, in a later publication (1997) describes fantasy as

'...

a veritable mise en scene

of desire' (Cowie, 1997, p.133). Elaborating upon this point, she argues, '...[flantasy
as a mise en scene of desire is more a setting out of lack, of what is absent, than a
presentation of a having, a being present' (Cowie, 1997, p.133). Fantasy then, is not
obtaining the object of desire, but it is the setting of desire, according to Cowie.
Laplanche and Pontalis argue in kind, stating:

In fantasy the subject does not pursue the object or its sign: he
appears caught up himself in the sequence of images. He forms
no representation of the desired object, but is himself represented
as participating in the scene although, in the earliest forms of
fantasy, he cannot be assigned any fixed place in it
As a
result, the subject, although always present in the fantasy, may be
so in a de-subjectivised form, that is to say, in the very sequence
in question.
(Laplanche and Pontalis, 1986, p. 17)
...

A strong 'fan culture' (Lewis, 1992) exists precisely because fans construct a way of
revering the objects of their desires

-

rarely (except in movies pathologising fandom)

wanting to become the idol themselves, rather as a means for empowering themselves
against their own struggles and '...the unsatisfactory circumstances of everyday life'
(Lewis, 1992, p.3). In fact, some fans even go so far as to create their own fan fiction
or fan music (Jenkins, 1992), innovating on the textual structures of the respective
soap opera or genre, to create their own response to the texts which are the source of
their fandom. In this way they contribute to the object of their fantasy and participate
in the world of desire in the de-subjectivised way mentioned above by Laplanche and
Polantis (1986).
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We must remember that these theories are based on film studies. But what happens
when the subject uses an avatar (a representation of the desired self) and engages
interactively with others (in virtual communities) to play out their fantasies with
others, and to participate from INSIDE the stage? Embodiment through an avatar
demands a new way of considering the subject as both within and without the fantasy
of desire. These accounts of psychoanalytic theories have a strong emphasis on
feminine sexualities and feminine subjectivities, and they have been challenged for
what they omit to discuss. Subsequently I will consider their relevance only in regard
to the young women who were participants.

Another relevant viewpoint is the work of Donna Haraway. Donna Haraway's classic
'Cyborg Manifesto' (1991) initiated a new wave of feminist thinking about identity,
embodiment and the portrayal of females in technological spaces. Haraway saw any
form of feminine 'identity' as being fractured, declaring that there is no such thing as
a common feminine identity, only a coalition of affinity (Haraway, 1991).

A cyborg is the state whereby the machine and the body can become one. Haraway
believes it is a myth in which boundaries are transgressed, in which

'...

a cyborg

world might be about lived social and bodily realities in which people are not afraid
of their joint kinship with animals and machines, not afraid of partial identities and
contradictory standpoints' (Haraway, 1991, p.154). Furthermore, identities, she
states, now seem

'...

contradictory, partial and strategic' (Haraway, 1991, p.155).
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The concept of the cyborg offers women alternative ways to make sense of the
multiple identities they must adopt. According to Haraway, the cyborg offers the
notion of an assemblage of identities which combines fantasy, desire, and myths about
identity, with science, technology and a multitude of other ways of considering
identity. She claims:

One important route for reconstructing socialist-feminist politics
is through theory and practice addressed to the social relations of
science and technology, including crucially the systems of myth
and meanings structuring our imaginations. The cyborg is a kind
of disassembled and reassembled, post-modern collective and
personal self. This is the self feminists must code.
(Haraway, 1991, p.163)

I note the use of the word 'code' in Haraway's discussion above, which has a dual
meaning in cyberspace. One might assume that Haraway uses the term to mean a
coding of signs; a semiotic construction of the feminist self as cyborg. Yet from a
technological perspective it also conveys meanings of the visual, verbal, and
programming codes that are deployed in cyberspace to create such constructions.
These visual codes in both senses of the term will be necessary for analysis.

3.7

Identity and discursive post-structural theory

For post-structuralism,

'...

subjective psychological realities are constituted through

discourse, defined as situated language use, or language use in everyday texts and talk
.'

(Phillips and Jørgensen, 2002, p.103). It is discourse that 'constructs' our

everyday realities. Two points important to this study are the role of discourse in
post-structural theory and the role of identity within this theory.
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Regarding discourse, discursive theorists often rely on Foucault's theorisation of
discourse. Weedon, for example, commented:

Discourses, in Foucault's work, are ways of constituting
knowledge, together with social practices, forms of subjectivity
and power relations which inhere in such knowledges and the
relations between them. Discourses are more than ways of
thinking and producing meaning. They constitute the 'nature' of
the body, unconscious and conscious mind and emotional life of
the subjects which they seek to govern. Neither the body nor
thoughts and feelings have meaning outside their discursive
articulation, but the ways in which discourse constitutes the
minds and bodies of individuals is always part of a wider
network of power relations, often with institutional bases.
(Weedon, 1997, p. 108)

'Discourse' is inclusive of the body, the lives of actual people, emotional experiences
and the unconscious mind.
Malson (1998) also believed that Foucault had explained well the way in which
discourses and discursive practices can construct the body. McNay (1994) argued
that the body was 'always already': constructed and regulated by discourses and
discursive practices. Foucault insisted,

The body is the inscribed surface of events (traced by language
and dissolved by ideas), the locus of a dissociated self (adopting
the illusion of a substantial unity), and a volume in perpetual
disintegration. Genealogy, as an analysis of descent, is thus
situated within the articulation of the body and history. Its task is
to expose a body totally imprinted by history and the process of
history's destruction of the body.
(Foucault, 1977, p.148)
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Nevertheless a number of feminists argue against (or work from) Foucault's notion of
the body and embodiment. The recognition that discourse is not an entirely objective
phenomena prompted feminists such as Weedon (1987), Davies (1993) and Malson
(1998) to challenge Foucault. Feminist Luce Irigaray claimed that women's writing
breaks the link between the subject and the object, claiming that it is

'...

a tactile,

simultaneous, fluid 'style', resisting, and exploding every firmly established form,
figure, idea or concept' (Irigaray, 1995, p.1135).

The dominant view of identity in discursive psychology is that 'identities are
constructed on the basis of different, shifting discursive resources' (Phillips and
Jørgensen, 2002, p.111). Theorists in this field claim that the self has many versions,
and that at any moment of time a different version may be chosen. This departs
slightly from Turkle's notion that identities can exist as many versions,
simultaneously.
The theories about identity as explored in this chapter so far provide some ways of
understanding identity/subjectivity in cyberspace. However there are still limitations
as they have failed to fully account for embodied and emotional experiences which
shape online identity. It is for these reasons that I moved from thinking
methodologically about a purely discursive analysis of data, but was led further, 'post'
post-structuralism, and 'post' Foucault if you like, into the exploration of lived
experience and performativity.

3.8

Identity, subjectivity and lived experience
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Max van Manen (1990) provided one of the first works that articulated the theory of
lived experience. His text, Researching Lived Experience, (1990) was influential as
one of the first works that provided a model for this form of phenomenological
research. Lived experience is related to feelings, emotions and the qualities, values,
and impressions of our experiences as they are lived, and combine a sense of
describing and interpreting lived, or existential, meanings. These are meanings that
occur in the immediacy of everyday life.

Such a sense of immediacy relates to the everyday, intuitive, world of our everyday
experience, our experiential world of perception, or intuition, a world which,

'...

requires of the researcher that he or she stands in the fullness of life, in the midst of
the world of living relations and shared situations' (van Manen, 1990, p. 32). He
argues:
A rigorous human science is prepared to be soft, soulful, subtle,
and sensitive in its effort to bring the range of meanings of life's
phenomena to our reflective awareness ... (but it) is to attempt to
accomplish the impossible: to construct a full interpretive
description of some aspect of the lifeworld, and yet to remain
aware that lived life is always more complex than any explication
of meaning can reveal ... full or final descriptions are unattainable.
(Van Manen, 1990, p.18)
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Subjectivity as 'lived experience' (Ellis and Flaherty, 1992) goes beyond discursive
notions of 'the subject is language' (Mansfield, 2000, p.38), and focuses on the
attributes of emotions and physicality as applied to social contexts. It also draws
upon Lacanian notions of subjectivity, where the self is governed by both the
imagination and by fantasy and desire.

According to Ellis and Flaherty (1992), the emotional processes within social
experiences are crucial components to that experience. They argue that for too long,
analysis of the social has assumed a rationality, using objective approaches which
excluded any account of the

'...

inner feeling self or its relationship to emotional

experience in the world' (1992, p.2). In 1992, they called for investigations of lived
experiences within the sociological domain to redress the neglect of 'the complex
manner in which emotion, cognition, and the lived body intertwine' (Ellis and
Flaherty, 1992, p.3).

A number of scholars, particularly feminist scholars (both male and female), have
adopted the concept of 'lived experience' to analyse their research, including Davies
(1992; 1993), Graham (1992) and Curti (1998). One important addition and
distinction made by critical psychology scholars who adopt this same concept in their
work (Henriques, Hollway, Urwin, Venn and Walkerdine, 1984; Malson 1998;
Ussher 1997), is that as researchers, we must recognise our own subjectivity in
theorising and interpreting data. Walkerdine stresses the import of including a
psychoanalytic dimension to such interpretations, and demonstrates this throughout
her work (e.g. Walkerdine, 1990).
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3.9

Identity, the body, and embodiment

It is important to discuss embodiment in this thesis as cyberspace was traditionally
considered a site of complete disembodiment. Yet I have argued that real emotions
and bodily reactions are intimately connected with communication, whether online or
offline. These physical responses can have implications and consequences for
communities, as evidenced by both Jakobsson's (1999) account of the killing of Bill
the bot (see previous discussion) and Dibbell's (1993) account of a rape in cyberspace
(see later discussion). Real people experiencing real reactions are involved in
cybercommunities and online interactions. In visual cybercommunities the use of
visual representations of self, avatars, heightens the degree of embodiment according
to Taylor (1999; 2002b).

The term embodiment is defined as

'...

an incorporation of the interrelationships

which constitute experience into the constantly evolving body' (Cranny-Francis,
Waring, Stavropoulos and Kirkby, 2003, p.83), whereby experiences are 'inscribed'
onto the body within social practices and power relations (McNay, 1994). Balsamo
(2000) makes the point that the body should not be seen as a product, but more a
process. Thereby the notion of embodiment could be considered an effect of such a
process. Foucault asserts:

The body is the inscribed surface of events (traced by language
and dissolved by ideas), the locus of a dissociated self (adopting
the illusion of a substantiary unity), and a volume in perpetual
disintegration. Genealogy, as an analysis of descent, is thus
situated within the articulation of the body and history. Its task is
to expose a body totally imprinted by history and the process of
history's destruction of the body.
(Foucault, 1997, p.148)

0

The body

'...

can be seen as the site at which experience is realised' (Cranny-Francis,

Waring, Stavropoulos and Kirkby, 2003, p.83), where experience is considered as the
way the body is impacted upon during the interactions of an individual with other
people, places, things and activities. Braidotti (1994) defined the body as

'...

a point

of overlapping between the physical, the symbolic, and the sociological' (Braidotti,
1994, p.4). The combination of these two definitions situate current, post-modern
understandings of the body and provide an important starting point for considering
how the body might be theorised as it occurs in post-modern spaces.

The notion that bodies are historically and culturally inscribed by discourses and
experiences constitutes new ways of thinking about the subjectivities as produced,
constituted and regulated by the discourses of virtual reality.

Velman (2000) examined reality in terms of three dimensions: the physical, the
psychological and the virtual. He claimed that traditional beliefs about virtual reality
made the assumption that the connectedness of bodies, minds and perceptions was
minimal. He argued that '[t]o accommodate virtual reality one needs a model of
perception that more accurately portrays the phenornenology of what is experienced'
(Velman, 2000, p.49, italics in original). Velman discussed the nature of the brain
and perception, and the notion that visual images and objects are perceived and
experienced as a construct of the brain, and that our bodies are in a state of reflex or
reaction to these constructs.
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3.10 Identity and virtual embodiment

The concept of the body in cyberspace is one borne from the genre of science fiction
and cyberfiction. To imagine the intersection of the body and technology is to
conjure up images of Commander Data from Star Trek, androids from Bladerunner,
cybernauts and cyberspace cowboys from Neuromancer, or Nero from the Matrix.
Gibson's fiction goes as far to describe the data inside the machine as non-human but
alive and embodied, and impacting upon the reading's experiential realities:

It came on, again, gradually, a flickering, non-linear flood of fact
and sensory data, a kind of narrative conveyed in surreal jump
cuts and juxtapositions. It was vaguely like riding a rollercoaster
that phased in and out of existence at random, impossibly rapid
intervals, changing altitude, attack and direction with each pulse
of nothingness, except that the shifts had nothing to do with any
physical orientation, but rather with lightning alternations in
paradigm and symbol-system. The data had never been intended
for human input.
(Gibson, 1986, p.121)

Early researchers and observers of cyberspace co-opted these visions of cyberspace,
lauding the Internet as a space where users could be totally disembodied, floating
about in hallucinatory states in complete freedom, jettisoning off their real life bodies
to reconstruct themselves anew (Bell, 2001). Some cyberpunk fiction (e.g. Gibson,
1994) suggest that the body is just meat, and on entering cyberspace, a user can leave
the 'meat' behind.

Yet, to think of cyberspace as only a playground for the mind is to forget that intimate
connection between body and mind, as emphasised by Stone:

Cyberspace developers foresee a time when they will be able to
forget about the body. But it is important to remember that
virtual community originates in, and must return to the physical
Even in the age of the technosocial subject, life is lived
through bodies.
(Stone, 2000, p. 525)

Haraway (1991) coined the term cyborg to represent her vision of the intersection of
the body and technology. Haraway's work, however, takes us from the genres of
cyberpunk and closer to a possible vision for the present and future of our bodies,
arguing that 'the boundary between science fiction and social reality is an optical
illusion' (Haraway, 1991, p.149). She claims that distinctions between the organism
and the machine are fruitless since we are all now existing as cyborgs, 'fabricated
hybrids of machine and technology' (Haraway, 1991, p.150). She claims that
machines are disturbingly alive, and that cyborgs are more quintessentially ethereal,
transgressing boundaries, a scientific fusing of the human and the machine (and the
animal) that is not entirely organic. Furthermore, the cyborg allows new and

'...

other forms of power and pleasure in technologically mediated societies (Haraway,
1991, p.154).

Other feminist scholars (Braidotti, 2003; Walser, 1990; Cherny, 1995; Hayles 1993;
and Taylor, 1999; 2002b, under review) have discussed the implosion of the body and
technology. They have articulated a range of issues related to the female body, and in
particular, the female body in cyberspace, so these perspectives are now included to

emphasise the importance of considering the virtual self as an embodied self. In fact,
Velman argues:

Virtual realities are artificial worlds as-experienced. Like the
everyday world that we take to be 'real', they are phenomenal
models constructed by the mind or brain, in this case of the
information fed to the sense organs by VR systems
The
human ability to represent actual states of affairs along with the
ability to image or dream hypothetical or imaginary worlds is as
old as human history... VR systems extend the domain of our
imagination, blurring the boundaries between what is imaginary
and what is real.
...

(Velman, 2000, p.57)

The concept of blurring, crossing and transgressing boundaries is one also taken up by
Walser (1990), who states,

'...

whereas film is used to show a reality to an audience,

cyberspace is used to give a virtual body, and a role, to everyone in the
audience ... print and radio tell; stage and film show; cyberspace embodies' (Walser
1990, p.82). Hayles (1993), drawing on Lacan's theory of floating signifiers (Lacan,
2000), adapts this notion in her discussion of bodies as posthuman, bodies which are
themselves patterns of information, or

'...

flickering signifiers, characterised by their

tendency toward unexpected metamorphoses, attenuations, and dispersions' (Hayles,
1993, p.76). In explaining the concept of embodiment further, Hayles (1993) states:

Flickering signification extends the productive force of codes
beyond the text to include the signifying processes by which the
technologies produce texts, as well as the interfaces that enmesh
humans into integrated circuits... Given the market forces
already at work, it is virtually
certain that increasingly we will
live, work and play in environments that construct us as
embodied virtualities.
...

(Hayles, 1993, pp. 90-91)

This proclamation urged further debate about virtual embodiment. Cherny (1995)
used Hayles as a referential point for her work on the body and embodiment in textbased virtual communities, and found that even without an immersive visual virtual
reality, her participants all perceived a sense of embodiment in their community,
experiencing both pleasurable and not-so-pleasurable emotional and physical
sensations. Experiencing pain in virtual reality has been commented upon by others
(e.g. Gromala, 2000; Watson, 1998), but this has usually been in reference to medical
technology inserted within the human body, or the disabled body, and not necessarily
related to the type of emotions that are experiential ones, experienced by socially
situated subjects of cyberspace in the same sense to which I have been referring.

Other scholars, however, have reported experiences of cyberspace in vivid and
emotive terms, reflecting (though not explicitly) their understandings about the sense
of embodiment. One notorious case was reported as a 'rape in cyberspace' (Dibbell,
1993, online), in which a group of friends were happily communicating in a textbased reality world, called LambdaMOO, when another user, named 'Bungle' logged
on and proceeded (through his abilities to execute programming code) to force the
friends to commit indecent acts upon him, themselves and each other. Dibbell
reported that one of the females, named 'legba' was so emotionally distraught about
the event, that she wrote the following:

Mostly voodoo dolls are amusing. and mostly I tend to think
that restrictive measures around here cause more trouble than
they prevent. But I also think that Mr. Bungle was being a
vicious, vile fuckhead, and I ... want his sorry ass scattered from
#17 to the Cinder Pile. I'm not calling for policies, trials, or
better jails. I'm not sure what I'm calling for. Virtual castration,
..

FIX

if I could manage it. Mostly, [this type of thing] doesn't happen
here. Mostly, perhaps I thought it wouldn't happen to me.
Mostly, I trust people to conduct themselves with some veneer of
civility. Mostly, I want his ass.
(Dibbell, 1993, online)

Dibbell went on to explain that months after the event, the woman playing 'legba'
confided to him that as she had written the post above,

'...

post-traumatic tears were

streaming down her face--a real-life fact that should suffice to prove that the words'
emotional content was no mere playacting' (Dibbell, 1993, online). This is a clear
example of the intersection between the body and lived cyber experience.

Other reports of emotional upheavals in virtual communities include the reactions to
'flaming' (Reid, 1994), an act where people tend to exercise more aggression, and to
be more overtly critical or even cruel to other users and their opinions. Similarly, the
real death of one cybercommunities leader (the mailing list Cybermind) was
reportedly mourned by all its members for years after, and was in a sense an event
that served to create a deeper sense of emotional expression and involvement between
community members (Everard, 2000). The real and lived experiences in cyberspace
are ones which are felt by the body, causing physical reactions of joy and pain, and I
argue for the concept of embodiment as experienced in all of the spaces of virtual
reality, most notably those in which a sense of community and social relationships are
formed.

Biocca (1997), also concerned with the science of the brain and technology, talks also
about the cyborg conceptualisations of the coupling between the physical body and

the computer interface. He discusses the notion of mediated bodies with respect to
cyberspace and virtual reality bodies, and states:

To the degree that cognition and identity are embodied in the
simulations run by our sensors and effectors, then the mind in
advanced virtual environments becomes also adapted to a
mediated body, an avatar, a simulation of the cyborg body.
Observing the day-to-day movements of our consciousness
between the experience of our unmediated body and our
mediated virtual bodies, we may come to ask: Where am "I"
present?
(Biocca, 1997, online, italics in original)

In these researchers' discussions about embodiment, there has been an absence of the
consideration of visual cyberworids, which use avatars as the digital representation of
a user's body, which is displayed in the world to others. Notable exception to this has
been the work of Jakobsson (1999) and Taylor (1999; 2002). In explanation of virtual
embodiment, Taylor comments:

Users create digital presences, either via textual descriptions or
graphical representations and all of these actions are done not by
just an amorphous self in the space, but by a body imbued with
certain characteristics and properties. The bodies users create
and use in virtual spaces become inextricably linked to their
performance of self and engagement in the community.
Avatars and textual bodies facilitate interaction, shape and
solidify identity, as well as more generally mediate users
engagement with the world.
(Taylor, 1999, online)

Taylor's ideas open up more possibilities for considering the notion of online
identities as embodied selves in three ways: first, from the connectedness between the

corporeal body and the perceptions and experiences lived out on the screen and its
associated cyberworids; second, from the visual embodied image of the self as
represented through the avatar on the screen; and third, from the dimension of identity
performance.

3.11 Identity and performativity

Judith Butler is one of the most well known scholars who writes about performativity,
and she combines Foucauldian arguments about the productivity of power with a
Derridean (1998) rewriting of Austin, where Derrida claimed that performativity was
closely related to iterability. Butler thus defined performativity as 'that aspect of
discourse that has the capacity to produce what it names' (Butler, 1997, pp. 111-112).
She suggested that this production actually always happens through a certain kind of
repetition and recitation. Butler argued:

The question for rethinking discourse and power in terms of the
future has several paths to follow: how to think power as
resignification together with power as the convergence or
interarticulation of relations of regulation, domination,
constitution7 ...The effects of performatives, understood as
discursive production, do not conclude at the terminus of a given
statement or utterance, the passing of legislation, the
announcement of a birth. The reach of their significability
cannot be controlled by the one who utters or writes, since such
productions are not owned by the one who utters them. They
continue to signify in spite of their authors, and sometimes
against their authors' most precious intentions.
(Butler 1993, pp. 240-24 1)

This is clearly a move away from Foucault, and a development I believe is most
warranted for my purposes

-

investigating identity and subjectivity in cyberspace. I

view the idea of language and the materiality of bodies as being closely intertwined,
and, as Threadgold (1997) argued, Butler's view brings us back to Lacan's notion of
the body as an imaginary construction, being fictional, and therefore being capable of
being rewritten and reinscribed. This directly counters some of the discursive poststructural feminist work I presented earlier in this chapter, which drew specifically on
the Foucauldian notion that the body is 'always and already' inscribed by discursive
practices. Butler, specifically talking about gender, made the following comment
about the body:

Gender is not passively scripted on the body, and neither is it
determined by nature, language, the symbolic, or the
overwhelming history of patriarchy. Gender is what is put on,
invariably, under constraint, daily and incessantly, with anxiety
and pleasure, but if this continuous act is mistaken for a natural
or linguistic given, power is relinquished to expand the cultural
field bodily through subversive performances of various kinds...
Gender is an act
which is open to splitting, self-parody, selfcriticism, and those hyperbolic exhibitions of "the natural" that,
in their very exaggeration, reveal its fundamentally phantasmatic
status.
...

(Butier, 1990, p. 282)
The idea of subversive performances described here by Butler, within this ongoing
discussion I have making about fantasy, desire, the gaze, and performativity,
resonates with some of the work by Valerie Walkerdine (1990a; 1990b; 1997).
Walkerdine talks about private spaces where girls can live out their fantasies as they
watch themselves. She cites a case of one young girl who she names Janie, a good and
proper little girl when being observed and interviewed by Valerie in her classroom
context. Unfortunately for Janie, she asked to be excused from the class to go to the
toilet, but left her microphone on! Walkerdine relates her shock at hearing a very
different Janie singing a sexually explicit song ("Mickey") in the assumed privacy of

the toilets. This led Walkerdine to consider the eroticised femininity of Janie as she
performed the song, acting out some of her probably unconscious desires and
fantasies of sexuality. Walkerdine states:

Nevertheless it seems significant that this is what the girls do
when they go into this private space with a mirror: they watch
themselves and imagine being someone else and somewhere else.
Would it be fair to say that these girls have made a move from
child to woman in this private space? That in their fantasies they
occupy another space than the one they are supposed to occupy
as schoolgirls? That this space is more interesting and exciting
but also more exploitative...
(Walkerdine, 1997, p.152)

This notion of a private space as articulated by Walkerdine above is a critical one in
relation to research in the space of cyberspace, which is both public yet private, and I
will return to explore this in more detail later.
One of Butler's significant works was her book entitled Gender Trouble (1991). In
this book she calls for women to resist genders and to 'cause gender trouble',
subverting any form of feminine stereotypes. She asks women to actively create other
performances of femininity that blur any binaries of male/female, to adopt fluid
identities. Butler is often said to be the originator of the field of queer theory. In later
works (e.g.: Butler, 1999), Gauntlett (2002) claims that she has written with great
excitement about sexuality as being purely about bodies and pleasures, with no regard
for the categories of gender.

Gauntlett (2002) provides a perfect example of how a person might cause gender
trouble by using the pop icon, Madonna. He stated:

Ii]

Madonna seemed to be the living embodiment of Butler's
manifesto. The Sex book (1992), the videos for Express Yourself
(1989), Justify My Love (1990) and Erotica (1992), and the
whole Erotica album, did it all the blurring and confusion of
genders, fluidity of sexuality, transgression of masculine and
feminine stereotypes, were all what Butler appeared to be calling
for...
-

(Gauntlett, 2002, p.143)

Linking these notions back to cyberspace, a passage from Sadie Plant's reflections on
women and virtual reality is of relevance:

And yet on another visible hand, women are too artificial for
man: a matter of glamour, illusion, a trick. Even her foundations
are cosmetic: She's made up. Hardly a problem out on the Net,
where nature and artifice melt as they meet. No wonder women
so quickly become advanced and fearless practitioners of virtual
engineering.
(Plant, 2003, p.528)

I view this as another form of private performativity, not a performativity of gender so
much as a performativity of unconscious and private fantasy.

3.12 Identity and Bernstein

I turn now to discuss a modem theorist on identity that has had a major impact on
education, Basil Bernstein. Bernstein (1996) distinguishes three categories of identity
construction: decentred, retrospective and prospective. These categories are not
necessarily discreet, and a person may exhibit aspects of each category in their own
identity. I will theorise what the children are doing with both their visual and

typographical texts using this framework. It is based on an understanding of how our
fast capitalist society has altered traditional resources for the construction of identity.
The current greatly accelerated speed of turnover time determines the production and
distribution of ephemeral items such as images and encourages people to construct
identities that are equally ephemeral.

He states:

Decentred identities are constructed from local resources.
Retrospective identities are constructed from grand narratives,
cultural or religious, which serve as models. Prospective
identities are constructed from narrative resources that create a
recentnng of the identity that is, giving the identity a new
collective base.
(Bernstein, 1996, p.76)

Decentred identities can be constructed with either instrumental or therapeutic
dimensions. The instrumental dimension is a 'projection' onto a market signifier, it
has no boundaries, and the present supplies no guide to either the past or the future.
Children's avatars are similar

-

their avatars wear market signifiers, their names relate

to market signifiers, and their avatars change at whim according to what's
fashionable. The therapeutic dimension is the opposite of the projected instrumental
dimension, and refers to introjected individuality. Here the self is independent of
consumer signifiers and instead becomes a 'personal project' or an 'open narrative'
which is internally constructed. While I would have observed that the adults I meet
online often exhibit this dimension, evidence presented earlier in this chapter suggests
that children are more likely to be projecting onto market signifiers.

Retrospective identities are constructed from the resources of the past, and are formed
by grand narratives that provide exemplars and criteria for 'belonging'. These include
fundamentalist narratives of religion, where rules and codes of behaviour are sacred,
and elitist narratives of high culture, which privilege certain types of education,
initiation, and hierarchy to 'belong'.

Prospective identities are future oriented and are grounded in the identity of the
future, a society based on technological change. They renounce traditional forms of
identity, but are distinct from decentred forms insofar as they aim to create a new
collective base, based on new belief systems. Examples of what Bernstein views as a
prospective identity include groups that gather together to fight for political change,
such as feminist lobby groups. Bernstein believes these groups are more likely to be
symbolic than economically based. He insists that is better to consider the social
purposes of groups and the solidarity they embody to delineate the way in which their
identity is constituted.

Whilst online communities lived in by children might not prompt political change, the
children themselves are certainly enriched in a number of ways. The way they form
friendship groups and wear their group insignia as a badge reflects a commitment to
the new friendship or gaming or interest group. This badge is symbolic of the
solidarity of the group formation, and their desire to belong to and support that group.
The way children work together to teach each other and maintain the mechanics of the
community is evident in: the online discursive disciplining of individuals who might
disrupt the group, the commitment to working together to hold online parties, the
desire to present themselves well to others in terms of the way they 'look', and the
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ways in which they work to welcome new members or visitors to the group by such
simple acts as offering each new person a bag of popcorn or a cup of coffee to 'hold'.
Such actions, the commitment of time, and the commitment to creating and producing
their cyberspace world are certainly indicators of the willingness of the members to
acknowledge and face challenges together to maintain their group identity.

3.13 Identity and community

3.13.1 Communities of practice

'Communities of Practice', according to Wenger and Snyder (2000), are informal
groups of people bound together through a shared passion for a joint enterprise.
Wenger (1998) explains that the conceptual framework, in which 'community of
practice' is a constitutive component, is that of a social theory of learning. A social
theory of learning is based on a number of premises, including: the fact that as social
beings, we learn through social interaction; the idea that knowledge can be equated to
competence in a valued enterprise, and is realised through active engagement in that
enterprise; and the understanding that learning occurs through our social experiences
which ultimately leads to meaning (Wenger 1998). A social theory of learning, then,
is connected with learning and knowing within social participatory experiences.
Wenger (1998) goes further to propose a model to represent a social theory of
learning, and this is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Wenger's components of a social theory of learning
(Wenger, 1998, p.5)

In explaining the constituents of this model, Wenger (1998), summarises the
significant terms as:

• Meaning: a way of talking about our (changing) ability
individually and collectively to experience our life and
the world as meaningful.
• Practice: a way of talking about the shared historical and
social resources, frameworks, and perspectives that can
sustain mutual engagement in action.
• Community: a way of talking about the social
configurations in which our enterprises are defined as
worth pursuing and our participation is recognizable as
competence.
• Identity: a way of talking about how learning changes
who we are and creates personal histories of becoming in
the context of our communities.
(Wenger, 1998, p.5)

-

-

Although the notion of 'Communities of Practice' has traditionally been associated
with adult and workplace learning (Falk, forthcoming; Wenger and Snyder, 2000),
and also with business and employees (Wenger and Snyder, 2000; Mitchell, 2000;
Young, 2000), there has been a cross over of interest into virtual communities, albeit
with a focus on e-commerce (Lipnack and Stamps, 1997; Tapscott, 1999; Turban et

Om

a!, 2000). Also the four aspects of the model of a social theory of learning and
Wenger's definitions seem to lend themselves to a wider consideration of community
and the types of learning that occur within communities which have no business or
commercial enterprise at stake. Wenger and Snyder (2000) for example, remark,

'...

people in Communities of Practice share their experiences and knowledge in freeflowing, creative ways that foster new approaches to problems' (Wenger and Snyder,
2000, p. 7).

In fact, Wenger (1998) proposes a rather different view of learning to that of other
social views of learning such as constructivism (Phillips and Jorgensen, 2002)) and
Vygotskian notions (1981). Wenger claims that in communities of practice, certain
practices and processes characterise learning, namely:

Evolving forms of mutual engagement: discovering how to
engage, what helps and what hinders; developing mutual
relationships; defining identities, establishing who is who, who is
good at what, who knows what...
Understanding and tuning their enterprise: aligning their
engagement with it, and learning to become and hold each other
accountable to it...
Developing their repertoire, styles, and discourses: renegotiating
the meaning of various elements; producing or adopting tools,
artifacts, representations; recording and recalling events;
inventing new terms and redefining or abandoning old ones;
telling and retelling stories; creating and breaking routines.
(Wenger, 1998, p. 95)

Unlike Vygotsky's theory of learning (Vygotsky, 1981), Wenger's model does not
require the combination of expert and novice. In this theory, members of the
community work things out together, to achieve certain purposes for their mutual
benefit. Another aim of this research will be to examine whether or not such learning
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can occur within children's communities, something as yet unexplored in the
literature to date.

Falk (forthcoming) tends to link the concept of 'communities of practice' with social
capital. The concept of social capital, as explained by Norton (1997), was raised to
international significance in the work of Robert Putnam (1993), who conducted a
longitudinal comparative study of the northern and southern regions of Italy. Putmam
concluded that one area (the northern regions) was more successful than the other, and
he attributed this success to its plentiful stores of social capital. Eva Cox (1995) also
examined notions of civil society and social capital in her nationally broadcast 'Boyer
Lectures'. Cox insists that social capital must be given a high priority, claiming:

Social capital should be the pre-eminent and most valued form of
capital as it provides the basis on which we build a truly civil
society ... If most of our experiences enhance our sense of trust
and mutuality, allowing us to feel valued and to value others,
then social capital increases.
(Cox 1995, p.17)

Norton (1997) also explains social capital, and defines it as follows:

...social capital inheres in the structure of relations between
persons and among persons. This is the 'social' aspect. The
capital aspect is that these are relations with productive
capacity ... that can be utilised to create something of value.
(Norton 1997, p.4)
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Social capital refers to the way in which people establish networks, participate and
make contributions to the common good of a community, because of the high value
members place upon the community. Cox (1995) further defines social capital as
the processes by which people establish networks

...

and social trust

...

[to] facilitate

co-ordination and co-operation for mutual benefits' (Cox, 1995, p.15).

Stewart-Weeks (1997) examined voluntary organisations and concluded that they
produced social capital because they had the 'capacity to achieve' (Stewart-Weeks,
1997, p.97) and he attributed this to factors such as: communities creating allegiances,
communities being learning organisations capable of transforming and developing,
communities working together for a collective purpose and communities which can
put new knowledge to work. Coleman (1990) further explains the notion of social
capital as being those productive behaviours that are invested by people into a
community to produce a social profit or resource that will be desired and consumed
by others.

Falk (forthcoming) argues that learning occurs when social capital is built. He states
that,

'...

learning occurs when the set of interactions utilizes existing knowledge and

identity resources and simultaneously adds to them

...

Learning occurs in the

interactions' (Falk, forthcoming, p.5, italics in original). In discussing identity as a
component of social capital in communities of practice, Lesser and Storck (2001)
claim,

'...

a sense of identity is important because it determines how an individual

directs his or her attention

...

[t]herefore identity shapes the learning process' (Lesser

and Storck, 2001, p.832). In these views then, it is clear that identity, learning and
community are intimately linked.

Wenger (1998) also asserts that issues of identity are inseparable from learning,
knowing and community, and in that, in fact,

'...

the concept of identity serves as a

pivot between the social and the individual' (Wenger, 1998, p.145). Linking with the
previously argued concepts of identity as both a social construct and constitutive of
'lived experience' (see earlier this chapter), Wenger claims that his perspective on
identity

'...

character

-

does justice to the lived experience of identity while recognizing its social
it is the social, the cultural, the historical with a human face' (Wenger,

1998, p.145).

3.13.2 Virtual communities

Much has been written about aspects of on-line community as far as young adults and
adults are concerned (e.g.: Turkle 1995; Holeton 1998; Jones 1998; Smith and
Kollock 1999). Communities are developing in many forms and for many purposes.
People are coming together through email lists, bulletin boards, text-based chat sites
and graphical-based chat sites to name just a few. Groups range from political
discussion and lobbyist groups, gaming groups, self-help groups, and interest and
hobby groups. Finding a forum of interest and having the opportunity to express a
voice in that forum is highly empowering. As Turkle (1995) explains cautiously, to
some people, the internet 'has become a potent symbol and organisational tool for
grass roots movements

...

it is a symbol and tool of post-modern politics' (p. 243).

The potential for flattening hierarchies and offering forums of equality is lauded as
the means for offering, as Gurak (1999, p.259) terms it, 'expressions from the vox
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populi'. However, Mele (1999) argues that few disenfranchised social groups have
been able to utilise the resources of the internet to challenge or subvert societal
inequalities. He states that to be successful and actuate real change requires, 'vast
commitments of time, resources, and unflagging dedication, a clear sense of purpose,
and a flexible course of action in the face of overwhelming obstacles' (Mele, 1999,
p.304).

The power of pre-electronic age communities to effect political and social change has
been discussed by Anderson (1983), who reflected upon the processes that, through
history, created 'imagined communities' of nationality. He described such processes
as including the development and communication of idealistic thought and principled
ideologies, and the development of a vernacular language to incite, inspire and create
a sense of belonging in a group. In speaking of a definition of nationality, Anderson
states:

it is imagined as a community, because, regardless of the actual
inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each, the nation is
always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship. Ultimately it is
this fraternity that makes it possible, over the past two centuries, for so
many millions of people, not so much to kill, as willingly to die for
such imaginings.
(Anderson, 1983, p.7)
• . .

This 'imagined' sense of equality and comradeship in the nation state is one which
resonates with the arguments by Mele. Scholars such as Gurak (1999) would have us
believe that in virtual communties, the 'imagined' as described by Anderson, becomes
a reality

-

since ideally in virtual communities there exists NO inequality, and NO

exploitation akin to the politics of the nation state.

W.

However, although Mele claims that the internet and its related virtual communities
and networking of social groups are creating a new kind of civil society based on a
technologically disposed form of democratic interaction, he cites a number of
obstacles to social change posed by the new types of inequality and divisions being
created by these very networks. Such obstacles include: equality of access, equality
of technical knowledge, and as Gurak (1999) points out, it also includes the issues of
accuracy of available information and the assumptions that making fast quick
responses (so easy to do in a few keystrokes), may in fact lead to hasty decisionmaking rather than careful and deliberated decisions made through due time and
process.

3.14 Conclusion

In this chapter I have restated the significance of language and new multiliteracies as
a means for identity construction, as outlined previously in Chapter Two. I have then
explored a range of other theories about the construction of identity; some theories are
in accordance with the belief than language shapes identity, some theories presenting
alternative concepts for consideration. I have traced some earlier scholar's research
about identity and subjectivity, such as Foucault and Lacan. Some of Foucault's
essential ideas about identity included the principle that language and power are
intimately intertwined, and that power is a significant constructor of identity. He
linked this idea with the understanding that people are also subjects of power, and that
identities are constructed by dominant discourses that shape the discursive practices
of various social institutions. The ideas I presented based on Lacan's research

included the concept of children's first realisations of selfhood, which he termed "the
minor stage". Lacan claimed that the self is partly fiction, based on where it is
positioned discursively. I developed an argument that the process of seeing one's self
through the visual representation of an avatar on the computer screen realises a
second mirror stage. However, in this context the self can walk right into the screen
and become the character they present to others, and at the same time they can watch
themselves from outside of the screen, with a gaze that is similar, yet different to the
gaze of a young child first looking into a minor and discovering a sense of seithood.
The self, I argued, is still partly fiction, but in a different way.

I developed this argument further by arguing that there exists a definite sense of
embodiment in online éontexts, and that emotions are experienced in all extremes
within cybercommunities and online interactions. The lived experiences are real and
physical experiences, despite the earlier literature that claimed cyberspace as a
disembodied site without any ramifications for any type of behaviour enacted upon
another. The level of embodiment deepens the reality of the "second minor stage"
that I outlined, and this is what makes it different to Lacan's minor stage.

Finally, I discussed identity in terms of the specific discursive and social practices
with the palace community context. Using a social theory of learning (Wenger,
1998), I argued that identity construction could be closely linked to a person's desire
to belong to and contribute to a community. Consequently, learning in the
community through belonging, experiencing and doing shaped 'becoming' a part of
that community.
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A summary of the ideas presented in this chapter and Chapter Two will be presented
in Chapter Four to provide the theoretical grounding for the multi-perspectival
methodology I employ in this project.
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CHAPTER 4: Theory of Method

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter I summarise the theoretical underpinnings of this research project. I
provide an overview of cyberspace research, identifying some common difficulties,
which may occur. I describe the common issues of research that scholars have
explored through this history, and identify how my research fills a gap in the
literature, providing new understandings about children, literacy and identity online.

4.2 Theoretical standpoint of the research

One of the key texts written about critical social constructivism is by Louise Phillips
and Marianne Jørgensen (2002), and it is this epistemological starting point that
provides the beginnings of the framework of my research. In providing a basis for
their arguments about language and discourse, they foreground their work with this
underlying belief:

Language, then, is not merely a channel through which
information about underlying mental states and behaviour or
facts about the world are communicated. On the contrary,
language is a 'machine' that generates, and as a result constitutes,
the social world. This also extends to the constitution of social
identities and social relations. It means that changes in discourse
are a means by which the social world is changed. Struggles at
the discursive level take part in changing, as well as reproducing,
the social reality.
(Phillips and Jørgensen, 2002, p.9)
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This philosophical belief matches the previous discussion in chapter two about the
nature of situated literacies, and the notion that language is a socially constructed
phenomenon, that influences and shapes our world views, and that can be the most
powerful force in political and cultural changes.

Phillips and Jørgensen outline a range of theories about the field of discourse and
discourse analysis. They identify commonalities across these approaches, which they
use to inform their reconceptualisation of discourse analysis as critical constructionist
research. In developing their reconceptualisation, they consider the notion that
discourse has been defined by various scholars on the one hand, as being fully
constitutive of our social world, and on the other hand, as 'mere reflections of other
social mechanisms' (Phillips and Jørgensen, 2002, p.19).

These scholars argue that the dichotomy and extreme positioning of either one or the
other definitions cannot provide the full possibilities open to us in understanding and
making meaning of experience. Phillips and Jørgensen argue that discourse would
best be defined through a continuum, whereby the notion of 'discursive struggle'
(2002, p.6) is fore-grounded in the ways researchers might emphasise differing
aspects of discourse for differing purposes. By discussing the similarities and
differences across the range of discourse analysis traditions, they claim that
researchers are able to conduct multi-perspectival research along social constructivist
lines; research that might in fact reflect a more dialectic relationship between the two
contrasting theoretical emphases.
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Epistemology is a theory of knowledge, and according to Tanesini (1999), theories of
knowledge are fundamental to our evaluating and making meaning about our
experiences in the world. Tanesini (1999, p.3) claims that knowledge is informed by
'thinking about knowledge from unusual places'. In considering this claim, the
positioning of my research in cyberspace, in visual cybercommunities, where
multimodal texts constitute the research site, and with children as subjects, I have had
to interrogate the multiplicity of perspectives with which to view and understand the
types of issues I observed. Due to the complexity of the observations, I found that no
single lens for viewing the research data was adequate in describing what I observed.
Accordingly, I have turned to several inter-linking epistemologies and theoretical
approaches to develop my analytical lens.

Furthermore, my analytical lens is framed by the underlying core of my research
question

-

'how is identity constructed?' In discussing the literature about identity, I

narrowed my definition of identity to reflect a combination of two linked theorisations
of identity: identity as performance, and identity that connects social experience to
emotions. Gee (2000), in describing identity as performance, argues:

Being recognised as a certain "kind of person", in a given
context, is what I will mean by "identity". In this sense of the
term, all people have multiple identities connected not to their
"internal states", but to their performances in society.
(Gee, 2000, p.1)

My standpoint, therefore, has been influenced by notions of performativity, through
children's lived experiences in virtual graphical cyberworld contexts.

By

performativity, I have indicated previously that this draws upon the belief that
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knowledge is socially constructed and socially situated, and that, as Butler (1990)
argues about gender, it is 'in no way a stable identity or locus or agency from which
various acts proceed; rather, it is an identity tenuously constructed in time

-

an

identity instituted through a stylised repetition of acts' (Butler, 1990, p. 270, italics in
original).

My standpoint is also influenced by the need to address the data as being constituted
through emotional experience, since it is those very emotions, which drive various
types of performances from the subjects. In terms of lived experiences (Ellis and
Flaherty, 1992), it was most significant for me to stress the physicality of cyberspace.
Too often, technology has been constructed through scientific, clinical and
disembodied discourses. There is a specific need to demonstrate that living in
cyberspace is just that

-

living. Bodily emotions, physical reactions, and thought

(rational and irrational) 'blur together in the [subject's] stream of experience'
(Denzin, 1992, p.121) in cyberworlds

-

in similar and unique ways from other worlds

inhabited by the subject.

This brings me to ask precisely how identity can be performed online? I rephrase the
words of Lemke above, and claim that reality becomes the multimedia text in which
we live, and that identity becomes the interactions performed in living to achieve a
variety of purposes. In the cyberspace context, the multimedia text is of a broader and
grander scale

-

it includes: the many written texts produced both individually and

collaboratively for varying purposes; the images, fashions, icons, animations, and
other graphical semiotic representations assigned to individuals and groups; the
communities of practices, where actions, events, movements on the screen, become
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one of the texts or storylines that shape life online. Multimedia, multiliteracies,
multimodality and multi-semiotic practices are paramount in the question of
performing identity and cannot be over-emphasised.

Devising a lens or framework for thinking about, and interpreting the essence of these
issues, required an intersection of several epistemologies. This intersection espouses
the beliefs that: a) 'all knowledge is discursively produced' (Phillips and Jørgensen,
2002, p.175) within social contexts, that is, that truth is a socially situated,
discursively produced construct; and b) that given this broad notion, there remain
elements of the unconscious and the emotion that also need to be accounted for.

In terms of cyberspace being a multi-modal context, the definition here of
'discursively produced' is extended to mean an inclusive range of semiotic codes,
such as written text, visual text, embodied gestures and movements, sound (music and
sound effects) and display. In support of this, critical social constructivism (CSC)
researchers are urged to conduct 'solid' analyses, where in fact interpretation of data
is based on a wide range of features. Phillips and Jørgensen (2002, p.173) also argue
that the analysis be presented in a transparent way, reflecting the researcher's
subjectivity due to knowledge production that both constructs and represents reality.

The theoretical perspective of this research is thus grounded in five interlinking areas:
1. critical discourse analysis based on critical theory as it applies to written and
oral texts and other semiological systems such as gestures and fashion;
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visual and multimodal discourse analysis based on both Foucauldian and
Systemic perspectives that view images as constructed and constituted in
social contexts for specific purposes;
that branch of discursive psychology that can be described as a poststructuralist perspective building on Foucauldian theory on discourse and
power whereby the subject discourse is both fully constitutive and embedded
in historical and social practices; and I combine the type of discursive
psychology used to match a feminist post-structuralist perspective, which also
uses a discursive psychological approach that argues that discourses 'actively
and systematically construct particular versions of the world, of objects,
events, experiences and identities' (Malson, 1998, p.6);
theories of subjectivity as lived experience, which in this research will
emphasise the physicality of the technological worlds inhabited by the
subjects;
theories of performativity, which espouse the notion that identity is
'performed' and recognised through social interactions within the world.

I argue that the first three areas are interlinked because they are based on the premise
that texts and discourses are socially situated. The fourth area attributes emotions and
physicality to the social contexts. It also draws upon Lacanian notions of subjectivity,
where 'the subject is language' (Mansfield, 2000, p.38) and where the self is governed
by both the imaginary and by fantasy and desire. Lacanian thought has also been the
basis for more current theorisations about the self as a by-product of the discursive
practices employed by the subject, as stated earlier.
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The fifth area, performativity, draws upon work by Foucault, as well as Kristeva and
Butler, scholars with a particular theoretical standpoint of feminist epistemologies. In
discussing the gendered body, for example, Butler claims,

'...

acts, gestures,

enactments, generally construed, are performative in the sense that the essence or
identity that they otherwise purport to express are fabrications manufactured and
sustained through corporeal signs and other discursive means' (Butler, 1990 p.173,
italics in original).

As a summary overview of the theoretical perspectives that drive my methodological
orientation, I argue that Cyberspace is a unique medium with a range of affordances
for identity construction that is unavailable offline. The duality between identity as
constituted and performed by discursive practices, and identity as constituted by
intrasubjective desires and fantasies, where mysteries are 'unveiled' in the very act of
performance, is exaggerated in cyberspace, where the anonymity and risk free
environment is conducive to playful identity experimentations by subjects. In this
sense, the subject is both constructing and constructed.

Identity slips along

metaphoric and metonymic axes. In Lacan's words, we 'are forced

...

to accept the

notion of an incessant sliding of the signified under the signifier' (1977, p.154), and
the signified can always become the signifier.

4.3

Research in cyberspace: history and issues

The question of identity has been one that has puzzled and challenged philosophers
since the dawn of time, and "Who am I?" is one of the most fundamental life

questions facing all citizens of the world. Yet, whilst theories abound about identity,
the question of how it is constructed, formed, presented, performed, represented and
played out in cyberspace contexts has only been a question addressed by researchers
for the past decade. In Chapter Three, I explored and rehearsed some of this research.

Fontana and Frey (1998) wrote about the nature of Computer Mediated
Communication (CMC) research, and questioned the ability of the researcher to
conduct any form of qualitative study in an electronic form. They claimed that
establishing a researcher/subject relationship is

'...

difficult, if not impossible'

(Fontana and Frey, 1998, p.666). It would fair to say that in 1998, very few virtual
ethnographic research and electronic interviews would be well known, though
Howard Rheingold's groundbreaking ethnographic study in virtual space about the
'WELL' virtual community was published in 1994.

By 2002, the practice of researching computer-mediated communication (CMC) had
grown rapidly, with the work of Turkle (1995), Allen (1996), Baym (1998), Dibbell
(1998), Poster (1998), Kollock and Smith (1999), Featherstone (2000), Bell (2001),
Gonzalez (2003) and others gaining international exposure in cross-disciplinary fields
(i.e. psychology, cultural studies, sociology, education). Lindlof and Taylor (2002),
speaking from a social constructionist perspective, explain that evolving forms of
media and CMC reflect residues of old media (writing, orality) in combination with
emerging media to form a new hybrid and dynamic form. In defining CMC, they
assert, '[w]e define CMC, then, as the process through which humans create,
maintain, and transform meaning by interacting as users of computerized systems of
communication' Lindlof and Taylor (2002, p.249).
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However, the rapid technological changes of the past decade have provided emerging
multi-media virtual spaces, where cybercitizens can possess an embodied virtual
form, arguably resulting in a much more intimate connection between self and (what I
shall refer to as) the e-self. Less research has addressed this issue, which once again
was rehearsed in Chapter Three. All of the research studies reflected by the scholars
mentioned above have focussed primarily on text-based CMC only. As Lindlof and
Taylor confirm,

'...

most studies of CMC to date have focussed on text-based

thus, in the increasingly rapid cycles of "Internet time", historical

-

-

systems

and
...'

(Lindlof and Taylor, 2002, p.250).

Taylor (1999, online) has been conducting research in visual spaces for some time and
has focussed on the role of the body and the nature of embodiment in technological
spaces. Here she touches on identity however she addresses this in speaking of adults
and within a discussion about multi-modal spaces. The only known research
conducted about the visual space of the palace, is that by Suler (1996) and Jakobsson
(1999). Suler investigated the nature of the palace, and also explored the identity
construction of participants, however his research was both from a purely
psychological perspective, and focussed only on adult participants. Jakobsson's work
explored aspects of identity online focussing on friendships and community building.
His research primarily involved adults.

At this point in time (July 2003), researchers exploring children's use of graphical and
visual worlds in cyberspace are focussing not on the social, nor on identity
construction, but on the use of computer games to enhance school learning
(Bruckman, 1997), or the use of computer games or electronic visual fiction to
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enhance girl's understandings in maths and technology (Cassell and Jenkins, 1998;
Flannagan, 1997

-

2003). Bruckman did some earlier work on children's identity

online in text-based chat spaces (Bruckman, 1994b, 1997), but has moved to working
on 3D spaces for mathematics education.

This research focus

-

how identity is formed by children in a visual cyberspace

community is thus situated within approximately a decade or so, yet within a history
-

which has, until recently, privileged text-based forms of CMC. Even Jones (1999)
and Lindlof and Taylor (2002), researchers with well-recognised CMC and media
expertise, have not addressed the unique research issues of visual communities in
their research methodology texts.

Lindlof and Taylor (2002) do however present the three common and central themes
that have been investigated by the majority of CMC researchers within the history of
CMC research. These three themes are: identity, relationships and community. This
research study continues the tradition by exploring these three themes, however it is
situated in the more recent visual worlds of cyberspace, and it is conducted with
children.

Hine (2000) writes about virtual ethnography and notes that (by 2002) there have
been two main paradigms for the study and research of CMC. One such paradigm is
the belief that CMC provide spaces to play, and the consideration that cyber
communities are places where cultures of those communities are performed. The
second paradigm is to treat CMC as

'...

a technology that was produced by particular

people with contextually situated goals and priorities' (Hine, 2000, p. 9).
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I find the dichotomy of these two paradigms problematic, in that my research reflects
a hybrid of the two. On the one hand, the participants were at the research palace to
play, communicate and perform their community in the same ways in which they
would usually do on other palaces (reflective of paradigm 1 above). The majority of
the data I collected related primarily to their online experiences at the research site.
This is a recognised limitation of CMC research according to Lindlof and Taylor
(2002, p.263), yet one which I also attempted to address in a modest way through my
interviews (see below). Cherny (1995) also argued that in her research on cyber
communities, participants viewed their virtual experiences as simply an extension of
their real lives, and this has been my conceptualisation of cyberspace involvement
throughout my study. My focus has been on the children's behaviour and
experiments online, rather than testing particular theories from my research
viewpoint. However, I intentionally designed this palace (KEK) for my research, and
I had specific rooms with avatar libraries and other rooms for role-playing and
masquerading. These rooms were designed to explore what children would do,
although I did not have any preconceived theories of my own. So, whilst leaning
more toward the first paradigm, my data reflects of a hybrid approach to researching
CMC.

I mentioned that I designed the research site (a palace, which I named Kids, Enfants,
Kinder).

This was crucial from an ethical perspective. I could not enter another

palace to conduct my ethnographic study, even though there was one popular palace
in existence at the time that catered for children (Kids Nation,
palace://kidsnation.com:9998). If I had attempted to do this, I would have been
unable to put into place all of the ethical requirements necessary for conducting
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research. I detail later in this chapter what those requirements were, but as an
example, I could not verify the real age of participants, nor could I enable certain
scripts to prevent the use of inappropriate language. Similarly, I would not be able to
control the logging mechanism required for data transcripts to collect, nor would I be
able to shape the design of the space according to the participant's requests. It was
essential to create my own research site in order to conduct my research ethically, and
in order to best collect data.

With these issues about CMC research in mind, and in order to provide answers to my
research question, it was necessary to employ a multi-perspectival methodology. It is
important to explain and rationalise the research traditions drawn from within my
particular historically, socially situated research context.

4.4 A multi-perspectival methodology

4.4.1 Ethnography

I commence this rationalisation by talking about ethnography.

Ethnography,

according to Creswell (1998), is a description of a social group and an interpretation
of the group based on its behaviour and social ways of living within the group. To
understand this, a long-term study is required:

As a process, ethnography involves prolonged observation of the
group, typically through participant observation in which the
researcher is immersed in the day-to-day lives of the people or
through one-on-one interviews with members of the group. The
researcher studies the meanings of behavior, language, and
interactions of the culture-sharing group.
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(Cresswell, 1998, p.58, bold in original)

My virtual ethnographic study involved becoming immersed in a researcherconstructed cyber-community (the KEK palace), and included observing and studying
both the language and behaviour used by the group. As a participant-observer, I
regularly wrote field notes of my observations.

Kendall (1999), discusses the value of participant observation in cyberspace contexts:

Participant observation allows researchers to gain a better
understanding of participants' ranges of identity performances
and the meanings those performances have for them
using
participant observation using participant observation to take
accounts of on-line interaction can highlight the politics of
identity.
...

(Kendall, 1999, p.71)

Lindlof and Taylor (2002) in fact, claim that CMC spaces are ideal sites for the
ethnographer, and that participant observation, '...is uniquely suited to exploring the
production by users of different types of social meanings' (Lindlof and Taylor, 2002,
p.265). A limitation that may be the case in some CMC research is when archived
texts or asynchronous6 texts are used as the primary data source. This is due to the
lack of a participant observer to understand the texts. This would have been a
significant problem in my case, as participants were engaged in constant visual
activities, from drawing, to moving position, to swapping avatars and so on. The
6

Asynchronous refers to communication which does not occur in real time, but over the course of
hours, days or weeks, such as the case of email. This is in contrast to synchronous chat, in which
communication occurs immediately in real time, such as the case of a face to face conversartion.
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participant observer role I adopted was crucial for capturing the full sense of the data,
and the data logs of the actual words reflect only a minor part of the physical activity
and visual performances within the palace. It was through my field notes and
observations that I was able to reflect upon and consider the nature of participant
behaviour in the palace, and the ways in which the characteristics of the production
context influenced the textual output.

To study language and discourse, I logged7 transcripts of conversation. Because of
the nature of this talk as 'cybertalk'8 (Denzin, 1999), my initial intention
methodologically was to focus purely on linguistic approaches (such as a critical
discourse analysis) to analyse the language within the community. This was based on
a social constructionist model, drawing on elements of Foucault, critical discourse
analysis, and feminist critical discursive psychology. Within this, I also made the
point that some linguistic acts were performative acts, undertaken for particular
purposes. By performative I refer back to Butler's (1997) definition: 'that aspect of
discourse that has the capacity to produce what it names', as explained and elaborated
upon in Chapter Three.

However, as mentioned previously in Chapter Two, because these approaches were
tied to linguistic modes of analysis, it neglected the multimodal nature of cyberspace
contexts. Due to the multimodal cyber research site, I included approaches to visual
methodology to best enable a meaningful analysis of the screenshots, as mentioned
above, which included taking screenshots of the research site. Additionally linguistic
analytical methods had an even greater difficulty dealing with issues of embodiment,

The term 'logged' refers to a method to capture the transcipt of conversation electronically.
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place, and those things experienced corporeally and physically. The use of visual
images of the children as their embodied avatars, in the virtual space, was critical to
consider this.

4.4.2 Phenomenology

In attempting to account for the corporeal and physical 'lived experiences' of virtual
life, I found the linguistic methods inadequate, and found progressively that the
tradition of phenomenology, a qualitative research method which allowed me to
understand and describe the very 'essence' of the virtual life experience. According
to Cresswell (1998),

a phenomenological study describes the meaning of the lived
experiences for several individuals about a concept of the
phenomenon. Phenomenologists explore the structures of
consciousness in human experiences
(Cresswell, 1998, p.51)

There are aspects of phenomenology that clearly connect with my theorisations
towards searching for a methodology, and one of the most important aspects is that of
the epoche. Epoche is a term coined by the founder of phenomenology, Husserl
(1970), meaning that all judgements about what is 'real' are suspended until the truth
of the data can shape the researcher's understanding of the lived experience under
observation. The ordinary language of everyday life within the specific context and
site of research is studied, to enable the researcher to understand the social practices,
which exist in that world.

8

Cybertalk: talk written down such as the transcript included in Appendix 1.
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images, folk theories, beliefs, values, and attitudes are applied
to aspects of experience, thus making them meaningful and
giving them a semblance of everyday familiarity... [t]he myriad
phenomena of everyday life are subsumed under a delimited
number of shared constructs (or types). These "typifications"
make it possible for individuals to account rationally for
experience
making it meaningful.
...

(Gubrium and Holstein, 2000, p.489)

Lindlof and Taylor (2002), argue that phenomenology is an interpretive approach
used to examine performances of that which 'conforms to communal mythology'
(Lindlof and Taylor, 2002, p.25). Related to this, Conquergood (1991) claims,

performance-centred research takes as both its subject matter
and method the experiencing body situated in time, place and
history. The performance paradigm insists on face-to-face
encounters instead of abstractions and reductions. It situates
ethnographers within the delicately negotiated and fragile "face
work" that is part of the intricate and nuanced dramaturgy of
everyday life.
(Conquergood, 1991, p.187)

In my ethnographic study, 'face-to-face' actually means 'avatar-to-avatar', or at the
very least, the synchronous chat in those cases where interviews were conducted in
text-based spaces. Cyberspace is not as fragile as Conquergood ascribes to the 'usual'
type of ethnographic study, yet it is important to note that the participants are present
as embodied, real subjects in real time when participating with me at the research site.
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I view the phenomenological aspects of my work as a subset from within the
ethnographic tradition. As I theorised earlier in chapter 3, the experiences of existing
('being') online, and the everyday social practices which would occur are significant
to my question, and the notion of 'identity performance' particularly requires an
added dimension for methodological consideration. It is for this reason I present
Violetta's story in narrative form, to allow an immediate and fuller insight into the
lived experience of her everyday ecological/virtual reality. As discussed earlier, I
have adopted Reid's (1994) philosophy that ecological and virtual reality co-exist the
moment a user logs on-line, and this notion has certainly been reflected in my
research (to be illuminated in the following chapter), so I have used this belief in my
narrativi sation of Violetta' s experience.

Riessman (1993) argues that there is no one methodological prescription to presenting
data in narrative form. She also states that many scholars prefer to present narratives
in either chronological sequence, thematic sequence, or in traditional narrative form
including a beginning, middle and an end. She discusses structural approaches, poetic
units and the importance of coherent organization. Sullivan and Reynolds (2003)
claim that in narrative data presentation, 'emphasis is often placed on the use of
literary devices such as metaphor, irony, time shifting, vocabulary, humor, pathos and
emotion

...'

(Sullivan and Reynolds, 2003, p.169). A related methodology: arts-

informed inquiry (Barone 1992,1995; Barone and Eisner 1997) claims that narrative,
art, dance and other expressive arts are a legitimate form for representing lived
emotional experiences.
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The narrative I present of one young woman, Violetta, uses some of the criteria
mentioned above, but is structured in a different manner due to the nature of the
cyberspace context. Violetta's narrative is hypertextual in nature, and weaves in and
out of themes in a less than traditional narrative form. I have outlined further details
about the nature of the narrative in Chapter Five.

4.5 Conclusion

In summary, there are a range of theories which have informed my methodological
approach, which I have attempted to lay out clearly in this chapter. These include:

• The use of discourse analysis, emphasising a critical approach and using
elements of Hallidayan systemic functional linguistics;
The notion of visual analysis, drawing from two sources, those being Kress
and van Leeuwen's analytical frame, within a visual discourse analysis
context, combined with various methods of analysing images using
psychoanalytical theories;
The theories of lived experience, in which emotion and affect, as well as the
notion of 'immediacy' will be represented;
• The theories of performativity, with an emphasis on performances of
femininity.

Additionally, my analysis will pay particular attention to the ways in which identity
can be analysed through this combination of research lenses, particularly with respect
to the concept of the gaze as it applies to the cyberspace context.
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In Chapter Five I shall discuss the particular analytical tools applicable for the
methodological approach I have drawn from the theorisations built in this chapter.

CHAPTER 5: Methodology

5.1

Introduction

This chapter outlines, from broad to specific, the methodological approach undertaken
for the research. Essentially, the research question drove the methodology I
undertook. In this case, the question of how identity is formed by children in a visual
cyberspace community was a very open and complex question, one that required a
progressive development or building of knowledge from within the research site, and,
as it transpired, not a question that could be tested using previous theorisations. For
this reason, the research is primarily one of theory building, using a combination of
two qualitative traditions: ethnography and phenomenology.

As I argued in the previous two chapters, there is a range of theories which have
informed my methodological approach, namely:

Theories from a linguistic approach, such as the use of discourse analysis,
emphasising a critical approach, and discursive practice, due to the textual
nature of the data;
Theories that acknowledge the multi-modal nature of the research site, such as
visual analysis, drawing from two sources, those being Kress and van
Leeuwen's analytical frame, within a visual discourse analysis context,
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combined with various methods of analysing images using psychoanalytical
theories;
Theories of identity, including Foucault's theories about power/knowledge
and language, a theory developed from Lacan related to identity and the gaze,
and theories about identity and community;
The theories of lived experience, in which emotion and affect, as well as the
notion of 'immediacy' will be represented; and
The theories of performativity, with an emphasis on performances of
femininity.

These theories evolved and developed as essential to my research during the
collection of data, and were a result of the challenges I faced in answering the
research question. Some data, such as the girl's discussions about how they viewed
themselves online, I found surprising, and requiring a more complex theorisation.

5.2

Enlisting participants and ethical issues

In considering the appropriate sample of participants and criteria for selection, I was
conscious of the purposes of the study and the nature of the data I was anticipating
would provide answers to my research question ('How do children construct their
identity online?'). After my experiences online for four years previously, I knew that
the richness of data required would necessitate the involvement of children who were
familiar with the Internet, knew a little about coding, and had experience in the Palace
previously. Additionally, I knew a longitudinal study would require a degree of
commitment from participants, so finding participants who were already attuned to
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life in cyberspace and who participated regularly in cyber-comrnunities would be
important. My criteria therefore included the following: participants who were of the
age 16 and under, who were regular users of the internet (either through home or
school), with some knowledge and experience in cybercommunities.

Participants were enlisted in several ways. The first way was through formal
advertisements I posted on educational and children's mailing lists. Secondly, I put
out an announcement on the now defunct Electric Communities palace website
inviting children 16 and under to come and speak to me if they wanted to help create a
new palace with me for research purposes, and were willing to be observed and have
their interactions logged whilst there. This same announcement was placed on my
work website at the University of Tasmania (where I held my first academic position).
Thirdly, I had a number of online friends with children from my own cybercommunity experiences previously and I invited them to allow their children to
participate. Fourthly, I had two on-line friends (one from Switzerland and one from
Quebec) who were teachers and who were keen to bring their classes online to the
palace to explore the educational potential of palaces. Fifthly, as a result of the
measures above, word-of-mouth was another unpredicted way for enlisting
participants.

All participants and their parents have given their written consent for any of the data
written and visual texts created within this research project

-

-

to be published and used

as seen fit by the researcher. Participants all used 'screen names' and anonymity was
assured. The number of children on the palace at any one time would vary, from 5 to
35, although on special occasions up to 60 children may have been present.
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The palace was generally only open to the participants of the research study. At times
when I required technical assistance, access was granted to those people who were
willing to share their expertise with me. Generally this happened at times when
participants were not online. Sometimes in the early days, access included the two
teachers involved, who were modelling for the students of their classes how the
different features of the palace program worked. Parents were sympathetic to the
view that I wanted to study the children in action without their online participation,
but were always able to watch their children at the computer screen to allay any
concerns about what was happening in the cyber-community of KEK.

I checked for validity of age for children who responded to my advertising through
either a phone call to them and their parents, or through verification of school records
provided by teachers. There were no participants who fell outside of the age of 16 or
under. Participants were provided with information sheets, and had an initial
interview with me to ensure they understood the nature of the research I was
undertaking, and what sort of contribution I was hoping for from their participation.
Sometimes this was done online, but in as many cases as possible I did this on the
phone as well to feel confident that the details of the research were clear and explicit.
In cases where children did not speak English as a first language, all information and
consent forms were translated. This occurred in two different languages

-

French and

German, and the French included a Quebecois French version for Canadian
participants.
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Only participants whose validity I had checked, and who had sent me their consent
form and a consent form by at least one parent or guardian were accepted into the
palace proper (some potential participants were able to meet me at the gate to discuss
their involvement in the research). Since there were different levels of membership
available, participants of the study were given powers to access the palace rooms, but
guests could only mingle at the gate. Some participants with wizard powers were
given the responsibility of sending non-participants away from the Palace until I was
present to speak personally to them. Links to information about the study and
invitations to join were all available from the palace gate; so serious enquiries could
be directed to me via email.

Participants were aware that they were being recorded in terms of the logging
function. On log-on, a sign would always appear reminding them that all of their
conversations would be recorded. Any interviews conducted in other electronic
venues were also logged and participants were reminded of this prior to the interview
starting. Participants knew that at any time they could withdraw from the study,
though this never proved to be a problem to them, and nor to their parents provided
chores and homework were completed as first priority.

There was no detrimental impact to any of the participants. An established group of
experienced participants were allocated wizard powers to protect the other
participants in any event of hacker activity or obnoxious behaviour between
participants. Rules of conduct (netiquette) were all agreed upon by the participants
and these were posted at the gate as on enter feature. Special scripts were devised for
the global palace to ensure that foul language was kept to a minimum, though the
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range of ages of participants made it difficult to edit out potential harmful words. A
six year old, for example, observed one of the wizards saying the words "shut up" to
another participant, and (according to the mother's report to me later), declared it very
bad and very naughty!

Wizards were all trained by me or by the participants who'd had wizard experience
prior to becoming involved in the research. Wizard powers imbued a significant level
of responsibility and decision-making, as well as a complete understanding of the
special commands, which could be used, and the appropriate times for their use.

Although 67 participants were recruited, a total of 27 participants were involved as far
as the data selection was concerned, due to the method of elimination of data as
outlined previously in this chapter. The youngest participant was six years old, and
the oldest was sixteen. Approximately 10 participants were involved from beginning
to end throughout the four-year duration of the research.

All data is in electronic or paper format. Due to some technical difficulties associated
with computers and viruses, some of the electronic data was lost and deemed
irretrievable. All data uses screen names and therefore participant's real identities are
protected at all times. Initial consent forms with real names and contact numbers
associated with screen names are all stored in a locked filing cabinet. All data will be
stored this way for a minimum of 3 years after the completion of the research report
and subsequent publications. Electronic data will be stored on a zip disk and locked
away in the filing cabinet also.
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Every measure possible was taken to protect and ensure the emotional safety of the
child participants. Parents usually took the role of ensuring physical safety by setting
time limits for sitting in front of the computer, however on occasions I also suggested
to one participant or another to have a break.

5.3

Materials: Designing the research site: the Kids, Enfants, Kinder palace

Prior to collecting the data I had spent four years involved in a range of cybercommunities, including inter-relay chat (IRC) communities, multi-user domain and
multi object orientated (MUDs and MOOs) communities, talkers, and two years in the
early years of the palace. This experience offered me grounding for both choosing the
most appropriate spatial form for my study, and considering criteria for the research
participants. As my study involved children aged 16 and under, I learned during these
years (and by the time I had decided to do a PhD) that the most heavily populated
online worlds inhabited by children and young teenagers were graphical worlds, such
as the worlds of the palace.

The research was conducted on a palace constructed by the author, where children
would log on and talk to each other. The palace I created I named 'Kids, Enfants,
Kinder' (KEK), to reflect my hopes that it would attract an international selection of
children, which it eventually did. The palace is constructed using a programming
language called Iptscrae, and graphics for each of the rooms, buttons and icons, and
avatar selections.

The Palace was an initiative of Jim Baumgartner, who first approached Time-Warner
Interactive (a company mostly concerned with role-playing computer games) with his
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conceptualisation, and after some development was taken over by Electric
Communities. Baumgartner and Electric Communities wanted to create a world that
resembled an interactive cartoon, deliberately choosing not to create a photo-realistic
world, in order for the Palace to create a sensory aesthetic with wide appeal. The
Palace was launched first in 1996, on a user pay system, but it was in 1998 that the
software became free of charge and accessible to any Internet user (Suler, 1996).

Running the KEK palace first required the basic palace client software to be uploaded
onto a server. A range of the client software for various platforms can be obtained
from the main menu of the Palace Planet website (http://www.palaceplanet.net').
This software provided the Palace interface, its specialised icons, sounds and images,
as well as a skeleton of the Mansion Script, the programming file that is then
customised by the owner to create their unique Palace. The mansion script is then
uploaded onto the server, which in my case was a Unix server. Once the mansion
script is uploaded to the site, it can then be customised with different rooms, artwork,
sounds, and executable scripts.

I taught myself the Iptscrae programming language through the palace website
instruction manual, (available: http://www.palaceplanet.net/). I also sought assistance
from owners of other palaces and by asking questions on the Palace Worlds' Iptscrae
mailing list. The Iptscrae syntax is that of "Reverse Polish Notation. A section of
the script that denotes a room in the palace, for example, might look something like
the example in figure three.
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Each palace has its own mansion script or program, thereby making each palace

entirely customisable by the owner. This was important to me because of ethical
issues, such as allowing only the participants in the research project into the site, and
ensuring that all content was G-rated. I also used a script that edited out offensive
language.

ROOM
ID 555
NAME Persephone's Abduction"
PICT "Persephone.gif"
ARTIST mart..
DOOR
ID 1
DEST 103
OUTLINE 0,309 512,313 512,384 0,384
ENDDOOR
SPOT
ID 2
OUTLINE 35,35 96,35 94,76 34,77
SCRIPT
ON ENTER
"Fazeln" SOUND
CLEARPROPS
'Halo DONPROP
8 SETCOLOR
ENDSCRIPT
ENDSPOT
SPOT
ID 3
OUTLINE 387,24 444,2 1 437,57 390,51
SCRIPT
ON SELECT
"palace://kek.palacenet.com: 8080"
NETGOTO
ENDSCRIPT
ENDSPOT
ENDROOM

Figure 3: Example of Iptscrae coding for a palace room

Coding and designing the first version of the Kids, Enfants, Kinder palace took some
weeks before it was ready for participants of the project to enter, but was also an
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ongoing process throughout the duration of the research, as children wrote new pieces
of code, and as new ideas about the themes and content of the palace were included.

All participants had to download and register special Palace User software, (see
above URL), part of which included features that could be customisable by each user,
including: the avatar and props and the cyborg script.

The avatar and props bag holds the avatars, images used to represent the user when
on the palace, as well as the props, which can be attached to the user. A prop is an
object that can be worn near or placed over the face; or a small object that can be held
(like a baseball bat or a cup) or attached (like a hat, a pair of sunglasses or a wig).
Avatars and props can be found in various palace 'libraries' of images, but can also be
home-made, from photos or images preferred by the user. A picture of a child's cat,
for example, could be turned into a prop, and then be seemingly sitting with the child,
as part of the child's avatar. Avatars and props can be animated, so, using the same
example of the cat, the cat's tongue could be animated to drink from a saucer of milk,
or its head could turn backwards and forwards as if to survey the room.

Suler (1996, online) presents a selection of his favourite avatars and here is one
example (a photo image of Freud with a beanie on his head on the top of the beanie
is an animated propeller):

Figure 4: One of Suler's avatars
(Suler, 1996, online)
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I selected my avatars primarily from a library of 'models': I wanted children to know
I was the adult, and the models were photo-realistic, not the avatar of choice for the
majority of the participants! Below is an image of me (in my avatar form) talking
with jack (sic) and Dany in the Luxury Cruise room of Kids, Enfants, Kinder. Mv
screen name when inside the Palace environment was Anya.

Figure 5: A shot of Anya, Dany and jack [sic] from within the palace

Further examples of avatars and their variations will be presented in the presentation
of data in Chapter Nine.

The cyborg script (denoted as the Cyborg.ipt file in the user's Palace Folder) allowed
each user to create fun words, actions, sounds and/or images to appear or disappear on
command. Typing in the word 'party', for example, might then execute the associated
script from the cyborg file to produce images (props) of balloons, streamers, confetti,
flowers and so forth all about the room. The cyborg.ipt file would require the
following script (as an example only) to execute this party scene:
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This goes on outchat
in order to use this script u must keep all credits
;leading to me cool guy
;command : party tip: NEEDS PROPS meet me CG at
dreamland palace
)loitacecool' 285 1 ADDLOOSEPROP
"discoballOacecool" 235 1 ADDLOOSEPROP
acecoolsound 1" 151163 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolsound2" 194 163 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolsound3 108 163 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolarcadel" 56246 ADDLOOSEPROP
eoolarcade2 1" 12 246 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolarcade2" 56 202 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolarcade22" 12 202 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolstool 1 296 174 ADDLOOSEPROP
acecoolbed 1145 276 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolbed2" 188 276 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolbed2" 232 276 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolbed3" 276 276 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolbed4" 145 320 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolbed5" 189 320 ADDLOOSEPROP
coo1bed5" 233 320 ADDLOOSEPROP
acecoolbed6" 277 320 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolswing2" 125 1 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolswing2" 125 45 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolswingl" 124 89 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolstooll 1" 246 178 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolpooll" 335 276 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoo1poo12" 378 276 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolpool2" 422 276 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolpool3" 466 276 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolpool4" 335 320 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acec001p0o15" 379 320 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoolpoolS" 423 320 ADDLOOSEPROP
"acecoo1poo16" 467 320 ADDLOOSEPROP
"@10 10 PARRTTYYYY" CHATSTR =
CHATSTR "party" == IF

Figure 6: Cyborg script to produce an image of a party scene,
(http://www.geocities.comlthepalacehelp/myscripts/party.html)

Libraries of cyborg scripts are attainable at Palaces and online, so users can pick and
choose ready-made scripts for their cyborgs, as well as coding their own.
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Two computer graphic artists assisted in designing the central graphics for the rooms
in the palace, though a number of children custom-made their own room backgrounds.
An example of a background designed by mart... [sic] for the entrance to my Palace
is shown in figure 7.
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Figure 7: Background for entry room to Kids, Enflints, Kinder

One final point to make about the palace environment is that it allowed for different
levels of users to be denoted, those of member, wizard and God. At Kids, Enfants,
Kinder (KEK), a member could enter, enjoy the environment, execute cyborg scripts,
and participate in the community. The majority of participants were members. A
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wizard, on the other hand, has access to special 'powers', that is, special, wizard-only
commands. These commands included those used for regulatory purposes (such as
kick <username>, which would allow the wizard to enforce any member violating the
rules of agreed code of conduct or netiquette to exit the community), and those used
for building purposes and coding purposes (such as createroom <name of room>,
which would allow the wizard to make new rooms for the Palace at will. At KEK,
some responsible participants were selected to be wizards. A God has the power to
turn the server on and off and upload new images and coding scripts at the server
level. Only my programming expert assistances and myself had God level control.

5.4

Data collection procedures

5.4.1 Participant observation field notes

Over the three years, I regularly wrote field notes about my observations, thoughts
and feelings about Kids, Enfrmnts, Kinder, and the nature of the participation of
children. According to Creswell (1998, p.121), observational field notes can fall into
one of five categories, depending upon the role the researcher takes and the distance
set up between researcher and participant (i.e. whether the not the researcher is a
participant or an observer). My notes reflected a balance between both participant
and observer for various reasons.

These reasons are mainly connected to the nature of the research site as a world. The
palace had many rooms, and I was only ever in one room at a time (it is possible to be
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in several rooms and even several palaces at the one time, but this would require more
than one computer in front of you to do so). Some field notes were therefore made
after reading the conversations held in other rooms, in which I was physically absent
at the time.

Angrosino and Mays de Perez (1998, p.637) cite work by Adler and Adler (1994) and
Werner and Schoepfler (1987) in their claims that observation is the most
fundamental method of all research methods, and in fact the "mainstay" of
ethnographic research. Traditionally, according to Angrosino and Mays de Perez
(1998), ethnographers have claimed to be able to make observations and report them
with objectivity and scientific rigor. These authors proceed to provide examples
where objectivity has not been possible, and point out that all researchers not only
have their individual identities but they work to build relationships between
themselves and their participants, so researchers must acknowledge their own
subjectivities within the participant-observer role. In several sections of this thesis I
have discussed my subjectivity and prior experiences online. I also mentioned that
some data were surprising to me. I made it clear to participants as I was interviewing
them what aspects of their experiences I wanted to understand. There were times
however, during the usual course of a conversation and in interviews, that words were
said or actions were performed that so surprised me I would make detailed notes. I
would also switch in and out of researcher mode to reflect on what was happening or
to join in the action or discussion. My sudden silences or barrage of questions were
clear indications to participants that I was Angela (my researcher self) rather than
Anya (my participant self). It was also a source of amusement and sometimes
frustration for participants, nevertheless most responded well.
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When reporting data, Angrosino and Mays de Perez (1998) describe the ethical
dilemma of maintaining confidentiality, and report that in one study, Angrosino tried
a new form of what they termed 'alternative ethnographic writing', which they
describe as:

[a] form of fictionalised stories that preserved the truth
of individual experience without making explicit
identifications of particular people with specific
situations...
Angrosino and Mays de Perez (1998, p.692)

In Chapter Six I have experimented with this idea, that is, to write narrative of one
participant's experience in cyberspace based upon both my field notes of observations
throughout the four years, and a succession of interviews that were undertaken with
the participant during the course of the research.

5.4.2 Transcripts of data logs

The Palace client software has a function to enable all conversation occurring on the
palace to be logged. Sometimes I had this function on, and sometimes I had it off.
Participants were always aware of the times when it was turned on, as a message
would appear on entry stating: 'Logging has been enabled, all conversations are being
recorded'. The function was enabled at all times when I was not present, and most
times when I was present. Sometimes I would turn the logging function off and rely
purely on making field notes, as I wanted to see how much difference the 'recording'
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element affected conversation. Of course, at these times I was present in the room,
sometimes talking, sometimes sitting innocuously in the corner just observing, but my
presence was there.

In all, approximately 10 000 pages of data logs were accumulated over the four year
period. In reducing the amount of data to analyse, I deleted the following:

• Logs which consisted mainly of me working with the technical and
graphical experts
• Logs which involved me meeting potential participants, before they had
signed up and gained consent
Logs which were discussions between the teachers and I, in discussing and
planning out times for visits
Logs which represent only me trailing new code, adding in images, adding
in avatars, or essentially showed evidence only of my technical activity in
some form or another
Logs where participants logged on, found nobody else there, and logged
out again

This left 4 000 pages of data. At this point I decided to colour code and annotate the
logs at a very preliminary coding level. Here I used Creswell's (1998) advice on
reducing data, by sorting the data into broad categories and eliminating the data that
did not fit. As Creswell states, 'I think about "winnowing" the data here; not all
information is used in a qualitative study, and some may be discarded...' (Creswell,
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1998, p.140-141). My broad categories were consistent with what I had read in the
literature about identity/subjectivity and included:
Discussions and activities directly related to the self and the community;
Discussions and activities related to or reflecting power relationships;
Discussions and activities which centred around special events;
Discussions and activities where conflict occurred and was resolved;
Discussions and activities which clearly marked the participant as either
male or female, of particular ethnicity, or belonging to some particular
group in society;
• Discussions and activities which related to tricks, jokes, and deliberate
identity tinkering to elicit reactions from others
Any transcripts involving one particular young woman (Violetta) that
emerged as a special case I wanted to focus on in one section of my data
presentation.

This coding resulted in two sets of transcripts, consisting of about 1000 pages for
Violetta, and 1000 pages for the other participants.

5.4.3

Screenshots

Screenshots of the children 'in action' were taken at intervals over the data collection
period. Criteria for taking the screenshots included the following:
Examples of favourite avatars;
Examples from everyday practice;
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Examples of special occasions, such as the Millennium party, the Masquerade
Ball, the 24hour Hop;
Examples revealing special features of the palace, such as the avatar and prop
rooms, use of the interactive whiteboard, use of the drawing and paint feature,
use of cyborg scripts, use of the puppet show, use of the interactive role-play
story (the Legend of Persephone), playing in the jokes room, playing one of
the interactive games such as chess or backgammon, and children's own room
designs;
Examples of unexpected or unusual things that occurred

In all, 100 screenshots were taken and used for analysis.

5.4.4 Electronic interviews

To study the cultural group, I interviewed (electronic interviews) children several
times each over the duration of the project. Interviews were conducted with four
participants (Violetta, Kristy, SoccerKid, and Sime) over the four years.

I selected these four participants because in all cases they most closely resembled
what Lindlof and Taylor (2002) term 'informants' (Lindlof and Taylor, 2002, p.176),
and in their opinion are the most illuminating and valuable participants with which to
carry out ethnographic interviews. They are the 'savvy social actors', and in defining
their characteristics, Lindlof and Taylor make the following criterial points:
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• They have long experience in the cultural scene, perhaps
by having "risen through the ranks", and thus can serve as
reliable sources of the local institutional memory.
• They have served the scene in many different roles...
• They are well respected by their peers, superiors and/or
subordinates
• They are facile speakers of the local language forms...
(Lindlof and Taylor, 2002, p.177)

Each of the four participants identified and targeted for interviews had participated in
Palaces (and other CMC communities) both before and throughout the duration of this
research project. They were all active as wizards, were guides for the other
participants, and were skilled in coding and/or graphical editing. They were
responsible and mature young people who were at the heart of the community and
were considered to be the wise ones by all other participants.

Ten interviews were conducted with each child, though due to time differences and
the varying degree of commitment by each child, the duration of each interview was
variable. Nevertheless, the average time for each interview was approximately one
hour.

Interviews were all conducted online. Most interviews were in synchronous chat
mode, but some were asynchronous as explained below. Interviews were not always
at the research site of the Palace. This was because the palace was sometimes a noisy
busy place with interruptions, not conducive to one-to-one intense interviews.

Instead, some other internet spaces were chosen for interviews, including the
following:
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ICQ (short for 'I seek you')
one to one conversations

,

-

is a synchronous chat facility allowing private

and also has a logging mechanism for recording

such discussions.
• Talker

-

a text-based social world which is also active like a palace but

without the graphics. I visited Violetta's talker on a number of occasions when
we wanted to discuss some of her online life history.
• Email

-

some interviews were conducted asynchronously, via email. I did this

mainly with Violetta and Sime on occasions when it was time for an interview
but our schedules did not allow a synchronous avatar-to-avatar meeting.

An article by Surrey researchers, Selwyn and Robson (1998) presented a number of
issues to discuss about the use of email interviews:

At present the fragmented and disparate character of e-mail and
the Internet has blocked the development of widely accepted
criteria for its use in academic research
e-mail should be
recognised as an appropriate social research tool whose potential
transcends its current restricted use.
At the present time using email offers the researcher many advantages, temporally, spatially
and in terms of easy access to otherwise unreachable samples.
...

...

(Selwyn and Robson, 1998, online)

Although email interviews are not a tradition, and perhaps synchronous online chat
interviews are less well known, I would argue strongly that by doing a longitudinal
ethnographic study, I had a very close rapport with the participants, and found that the
techniques did indeed provide me with the "thick descriptions" (Geertz, 1993) and
accounts of subjectivity that Fontana and Frey (1998), as discussed previously in this
chapter, found so difficult to imagine.
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The nature of the interviews ranged from completely open and unstructured, to some
more semi-structured forms. The reason I did this was that at the early stages of the
research I did not know what sort of issues presented themselves as significant for the
children, and it was only later in the study that I was able to focus in on the specifics
of those issues I had learned were important.

Open-ended, unstructured interviews are commonly used by ethnographers in the
field (Fontana and Frey, 1998). Sometimes, the researcher's field notes and
observations will also include an element of informal interviewing. These scholars
claim that the goal of unstructured interviewing is to understand the participant, and
they emphasise the significance of establishing rapport with the participants.

In my case, interviews ranged from in type, sometimes constituted in a conversational
and completely free style, and happened at unexpected times when I just happened to
be online at the same time as one of the interview participants. Occasionally,
particularly in earlier conversational-interviews, I would start by asking the
participant to describe some of the most interesting activities in which they had
engaged during the last week or two on the palace.

At other times, I would simply have conversations with a participant and ask them
(for example) to show me their avatars and explain why they had chosen them. With
identity construction always at the back of my mind, an impromptu fashion show
became the source of fascinating interview data as I asked specific questions about
specific avatars, for example.
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Other interviews occurred based on careful planning, but again were often
conversational in nature rather than question driven. With categories and themes in
mind, I would open up a discussion about a particular issue and probe in order to
elucidate more details.

After some time in the field, I had opportunities to begin coding the data for common
themes and patterns, and had learned more myself about what I had considered as
identity construction in virtual spaces. At this stage I began to conduct semistructured interviews. Patton (1990) uses the term 'interview guide' to describe what
I have noted others describe as semi-structured interviewing. He claims:

The interview guide provides topics or subject areas
within which the interviewer is free to explore, probe, and
ask questions that will elucidate and illuminate that
particular subject. Thus the interviewer remains free to
build a conversation within a particular subject area, to
word questions spontaneously, and to establish a
conversational style but with the focus on a particular
subject that has been predetermined.
-

(Patton, 1990, p.283)

As interviews became more semi-structured, I would have a list of possible major
questions and some probes to explore underneath that I would refer to when
conducting the interview. Nevertheless, even when using a more structured approach,
the unexpected happened all the time due to the other events that were happening in
the participant's immediate consciousness whilst being interviewed.

This is

particularly evident in some of Violetta's interviews for example, when she makes no
pretense about doing several tasks simultaneously whilst being interviewed, and even
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leaving the screen for 15 minutes or so to speak to her parents who had just arrived
home, before returning and continuing.

5.5

Procedures for data analysis

5.5.1 Narrative reconstruction

In order to present a strong sense of the 'lived experience' and reality of virtual life, I
decided to select the set of one child's interviews, the transcripts of logs in which she
was included and my field notes with her, to write a narrative account of a typical
evening of her virtual/real life. The narrative account is solely based on my
interpretation of the data material and my observations, and very limited 'poetic
licence' has been taken in this reconstruction.

Feminist researchers have conducted much of the research about lived experience and
the emotional aspects related to this form of research. Although focussing on the
female gender is certainly not a prescription of such research, I very much wanted to
continue the growing trend to do so, and selected a young girl as my focus for the
narrative. This is a deliberate choice also because I have conducted research about
girls and technology in previous research (Thomas and Walkerdine 2000a; 2000b)
and was eager to continue a deeper exploration into such issues.

Being female and possessing some technological history, I found that some of the
issues Violetta faced throughout the study resonated closely with my own. When I
speak as Violetta in the narrative, my own voice is intimately interwoven into
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Violetta's story, due to these shared experiences. I acknowledge that the narrative
account reflects my own subjectivity and my own interpretation of the data, but I
would argue that in any interpretative study, the interpretations of data reflect, to
varying degrees, the researcher's own subjectivity and standpoints.

I have included in the account excerpts of the raw data, not only to support my claim
of genuine reflections of real experiences of the child, but also to provide the reader
with a sense of what cybertalk can look like, to further present that sense of being
there and understanding the lived experiences.

5.5.2 Detailed illustrative examples

After selecting the key themes relevant in the corpus of the data (transcripts and
interviews), I selected one full transcript that best illuminated the themes and provide
a detailed analysis of each. I employ a critical discourse analysis on the transcript
based on a combination of methods from Fairclough (1992), Halliday (1994), Martin
(2000a, 2000b) and Gee (1999), with an emphasis on the notions of interdiscursivity
and intertextuality, and an exploration of the discursive and social constructions of the
subjects within the cyberspace world as the social context in which the texts were
produced.

After analysing the images (screenshots), I analyse one image in detail as an
illustrative example based on Kress and van Leeuwen's (1996) analytical framework
for image analysis, and present a content analysis of the corpus of images, using both
Kress and van Leeuwen's framework, and as more recent developments from this
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work, additional tools based on Bell's content analysis (2001), Jewitt and Oyama's
social semiotics (2001), and Goodwin's ethnomethodological approach which has as
one of its focuses the role of the 'gaze' (2001).

5.5.3 Thematic analysis of corpus of data

The final step of analysing the data corpus was a three-stage process, as outlined
below.

A summary of each data analysis step, resulting in several lists of points (see
sections: 6.2, 7.4, 8.3). These summary points were derived specifically from the
range of methodological analytical tools employed, namely: the use of narrative data
interpretation (Angrosino and Mays de Perez, 1998; Reissman, 1993; Sullivan and
Reynolds, 2003; as outlined in section 4.4); the use of critical discourse and linguistic
analysis techniques (Fairclough, 1992; Wodak, 1996; Gee, 1999; Halliday 1994; as
introduced in section 2.4); and the use of visual analytical tools (Kress and van
Leeuwen, 1996: Rose, 2001).

after examining the points drawn from the three chapters of data analysis which
each relied upon a range of specific illuminative examples (Chapters Six, Seven and
Eight), I reviewed the data corpus to code the data (Boyatzis, 1998) for further points
of significance (resulting in new points arising, such as the use names selected to
construct identity, see section 9.2) and examples to highlight the emerging themes.
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(3) finally, I thematically coded (Aronson, 1994) all of the points that had arisen
across all forms of analysis of the data to establish the central themes that had arisen
throughout the study. These are presented in Chapter Nine.

5.6

Presentation of the data

The data has been divided into a number of sections to present and discuss the range
of data that were collected for the research. Data sets included:
I. transcripts of online conversations between research participants;
H. transcripts of interviews;
Ill, observational field notes taken over the three-year period; and
IV. a variety of images and screenshots that were taken at the research site.

The data are analysed in four chapters. It commences with chapter 6: a narrative
account of a day in the life of a female cyber-citizen. This narrative account uses data
from data sets II and III. I have selected this form of data presentation as a
foregrounding device to immerse the reader into the overall experience of life online
before dissecting the range of themes, which will be discussed in turn.

The second part of the macro-analysis will be presented in Chapter Seven and
involves a critical discursive and linguistic analysis of one illuminative conversation
transcript selected from data sets I, III and IV where appropriate.

Following this, the third part of the macro-analysis in Chapter Eight will be a detailed
visual analysis of one screenshot.
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In Chapter Nine the analysis will draw upon the points identified in previous chapters
of analysis supported by a thematic analysis of the entire data corpus (i.e. using all
data sets). Six significant themes will be presented and discussed, those being:
Identity: names
Identity: avatars
Identity: verbal literacy
Identity: relationship building and community practices
Identity: power
Identity: gender

In presenting these themes I include where appropriate, an analysis of the meanings of
images using a systemically oriented grammatical analysis.

5.7

Conclusion

In Chapter Five I have restated the theoretical conceptualisations underpinning my
methodology and I have explained the research traditions from which my
methodology has been drawn, namely ethnography and phenomenology. I have
provided examples of the issues related to conducting virtual ethnography and have
outlined how my research fits within the historical and social context of computer
mediated communication research. I described the ethical issues that were associated
with working with child participants in a virtual research setting. I have outlined the
procedures that were untaken to conduct the research, and this included the selection
and construction of the research site, the selection of participants, and the methods
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and procedures for data collection. Finally, I have explained the presentation of the
data as it appears over the next four chapters.

Chapter 6: Violetta's Story

6.1

<Violetta>: *Iaughs*

...

I'm the queen of multi-tasking

My parents are Kesey and Sadie. My dad got his name from some revolutionary 60's
writer hippie guy that took a lot of drugs and went on a bus trip. Dad's .descs and
profiles always have some quotes from Kesey that my dad thinks makes him cool. I
don't know where my mom found her name. In our house there are four of us, Kesey,
Sadie, my brother and me. It is a three story house, and Dad has computers on every
level hooked via an intranet so we can log on together. It's kind of fun to know your
parents through text, but just as I feel like I am connecting with one of them in
different ways, the other one is calling up the staircase telling me my time is up and
its choir practice. Or band. Or time for the debating team's latest outing.

218.<Anya> you have a busy after school activities life?
219.<Anya> band, choir, voice lessons...
220.<Violetta> oh yes
221.<Anya> anything else? or mainly musical pursuits?
222.<Violetta> band. choir. voice lessons. science league. academic league. unofficial
bowling cheerleader. S.A.V.E, german club, drama club, multicultural club...
223.<Anya> my goodness!!!!
224.<Violetta> hehe
225.<Anya> (what is SAVE?)
226.<Violetta> Students Against Violating the Environment
<Anya> you're into everything!
<Violetta> yes. i am.
(Data Log 5: Lines 218 —228)

I am Violetta today, I am feeling bright yellow and somewhat creative. I think this
alias suits me well, I've even started one of those e-diaries online @violetta.nu, and so
I am well into the life of me as Violetta, and most of my friends like this one better
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than my first ever one, Fassie. Fassie was the younger me. Maybe I should begin my
story before I became Fassie.

<Anya> how many on-line names have you had? can you remember?
<Violetta> a LOT
<Anya> can you tell me some of them?
<Violetta> sure... a quick sampling:
<Anya> just for fun
<Anya> or estimate how many
<Anya> yes please
<Violetta> Stevie, Elizabeth, Violet, VioletGirl, Violetta, Adelaide, Sekhmet,
Amethyst, Leia, Fassie (my first one. hehe), Sapphire, Charlotte, Becki, Stacey,
Anastasia, January, Miranda, Caprice, Trippie....
<Violetta>
<Violetta> SaturdaysChild... SleepyJean... psychadlicviolet...
<Violetta> that's just off of the top of my head... hehe
<Anya> laughing... wow, thats a lot..., were they different 'people' in any ways?
<Violetta> some of them were. lol.
(Data Log 5: Lines 27

-

39)

But before I do, I just have this other window open on my screen, it is Isobelle
Carmody's website. I adore her writing, the Farseekers must be one of my favourite
books of all time. Probably because I can identify with being a misfit, which is what
her characters are. Maybe its because I am always different from others at school. I
think its getting better these days but when I was Fassie I had this whole geek thing
going on when nobody liked me. That's when I lived online for more hours than I
care to imagine now. Anyway, on this website there is a quiz which tells you what
your unique misfit talent is, so I'm going to check it out. brb

Back. Wow! I am a futureteller and a farseeker. I could tell from the multiple choice
answers what was going to make me a farseeker (the ultimate in misfit abilities in my
opinion), but I forced myself to answer them honestly. Glad I did now I suppose,
though premonitions are dangerous —just look at Phoebe from Charmed!
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Figure 8: Violetta's image ofElspeth'

One of the quotes running through a strand of Elspeth's hair says: 'In the end, dreams
are what define us.' I am really into dreams, the talker I created was called 'Colour of
Dreams'. I suppose kids everywhere my age love to dream, but for me it's a passion,
I am into dreams in a big way. Isobelle Carmody wrote a picture book for kids called
'Dreamweaver'

-

it's brilliant. It has two worlds, reality and fantasy, that link

together through a boy's writing and drawing of another world, and some of his
fantasies become reality. I think it would have been better if it was longer though.
Anyway, that's kinda what its like online

-

it's a different world but its still the same.

and you can dream things up and then 'Voila!' you can make them become true.

Everybody tells me that I have a brilliant future in front of me, but I allow myself the
luxury and indulgence of floating about in what-ifs until decision time comes about
college. Of course I am going to be a writer or multimedia author; writing is my life.
I have written and image-d my self through cyberspace media since I was 12. Oh,
unless I become a famous opera singer.

Which reminds me to get back to the story
talking on talkers

-

-

my story. When I was I I or 12, 1 started

mom thought it would be easier for me than a MOO or a MUD,

and I must say now that he was right. MOOs and MUDs are fun if you are into the
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techno side of things, but I don't want the code to take over from the social. I can
concentrate on being ME when I am on a talker, rather than worrying about what
objects I am holding and what my powers are and so on.

So, giving you the facts, I started on talkers at 12, I also started my first homepage
about 6 months after, because you weren't anybody if you didn't have a page to tell
other people to look at. People never believed I was 12, because I knew so much
about techno-stuff, but you have to remember that my dad builds computers for a
living and I've grown up with data cards and cables and things lying all about the
house. Mom and dad love the talkers, and knew they were safe environments for "a
child" (you can not imagine how that irks me still), so they let me in on it one day and
the rest is history so they say.

When I first started, there were a few weirdos about, but mom and dad just kicked
them off because they were wizards and had the wiz-commands to do so. Eventually
I learnt how to manage this too, when I became a God and ran my own talker, 'Colour
of Dreams'.
254.<Anya> what sort of behaviours though might you have found
unacceptable at your talker?
255.<Violetta> I don't have much of a problem with the majority of things...
my biggest hangup is that nobody should be harassing anybody else. I
had a problem with that with one user.... language doesn't get to me
until it gets abusive, though. People get psycho. Lol.
256.<Anya> ok can you explain the one problem for me and how you dealt
with it?
257.<Violetta> this guy I had known from other talkers (and known to be
kinda explosive) came on, and mom made him angry by saying 1(1
don't remember what) and he flipped out, calling her all sorts of names,
and when I tried to intervene, turned on me, too. I ended up having to
ban him, cause he wouldn't stop or go away.
258.<Anya> ahhh ok... did your mother and father give you lots of tips and
pointers about handling things like that, or did you just kind of learn it
on the go?
259. <Violetta> I kinda learned it on the spot. Hehe.
(Data Log 5: Lines 254-259)
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My mom was the first to show me how to do stuff. She'd been going to talkers for a
while. The first place I went was the Twilight Zone, as Fassie, a name I called myself
as a little kid. At first I simply sat there looking at the window scrolling through at
some mad pace with a thousand conversations going on at once and thought
w000aahhh! Once I worked out what was going on I decided to start talking myself,
because the only way to make your presence known in cyberspace is to engage in the
conversation!

It was like I was teaching myself how to 'talk-write' all over again. I think that the
way you talk-write is a way of people recognising you as you. It's not quite like a
fingerprint, because you can always change your style, but its something like that.
Well, I guess I learnt to make my own sort-of-fingerprint, by working out my own
unique talk-writing style.

<Violetta>: well, I sprinkle lots of my typing with stuff like "*grins*" (which I've
found myself doing on notes irl. ppl must think I'm crazy! hehehe)
<Violetta>: You also have to make use of actions such as raising eyebrows, and
rolling your eyes
<Violetta>: uses it wayyyyyy too much
You exclaim: please!!!!!
<Violetta>: smiles
<Anya> grins.., it will be good to compare
<Violetta>: Well, for one, I've found that sarcasm (along with other 'tone of voice
things) doesn't come through well on the net
<Violetta>: also finds herself nodding too much... its about the only way I know to
let ppl know I'm still here, whereas there's eye contact and stuff going on irl
(Data Log 1, 1996: lines I 8)
-

The funny thing was, that the way I talk-write in cyber started flowing over into my
social life. I've found myself writing notes to people in real life with stuff like "brb"
and "irl" in them! *smile*. I tried all sorts of talk-write styles until I found what I
was comfortable with. The way it looked on the screen was very important to me. I
am sure it has changed over the years, depending on new invented ways of playing
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with ASCII, being able to use icons and images and so on. It also changes of course
from one cyberworld to the other, but I really worked hard to present the real 'me' in
text/icon/ascii for the first talkers I lived in.

Maybe I should explain to you why I just said 'of course' when I was talking about
how I talk-write changes from one cyberworid to the other. My teachers tell me that
those words are <puts on a teacher voice> 'no substitute for a well constructed
argument young lady!' Typical. I suppose they're right, so here goes. What I mean
is this. In my own talker for example, I want to present myself as the 'me' that I
imagine myself to be. My words have to look just so, I use certain non-conversation
words and icons to portray the way I might behave, like *giggles* or <rolls eyes> and
those sorts of expressions. Its an aesthetic thing, my words and actions, the images,
music, web design

-

they all have to look a particular way to reflect how the inner me

is. My friends at school who also log into my talker tell me that I am much more
open and expressive in cyber. I think that's because you just have to type a lot to let
people know you.

A little deviation here for a moment

-

let me tell you what my friends and I seem to

be doing a lot lately when we're on after school. Especially my friend Sarah, she was
the first rl friend that came to my talker, so she and I have been doing this together for
a few years now. Well, Sarah and I go home, and she calls me on the phone when
she's ready to log on later. We keep the phone conversations going while we log on
and decide where to go. We're always on my talker, but sometimes we go idle there
to visit other places. I keep telling dad I need a bigger monitor, because I end up with
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so many windows open that I can't always follow what's going on in each one. Then
we do about six different things at the same time.

We'll have my talker open, our icq on, we have the role-playing MOO we've just
joined going to open, we have our homework open (which I am pleased to report, we
both get done at the end of the night, and its s00000 much more fun doing it this
way!), we have the palace open, we have our own private conversation windows open
for different friends, and we have our phone conversation going on at the same time.
And that is not to mention having conversations with mom or dad, popping out for
drinks and nibbles, and having my music on in the background. Then, depending
what's going on, we have hysterics over the phone together as we manage the
activities going on in each window.

It isn't as hard as you might think, because lag makes some conversations go naturally
slowly anyway, so its easy to fit it all in. Well, almost always easy. Once I talk-wrote
the 'me' that is in role as a gypsy on a gypsy mud to a friend and he was like
whaaaaaaaat? I didn't want him to think I wasn't paying him 100% of my attention,
so I had to make up some cover story or another. Guys are sensitive about that. They
want to think you're only online to talk to them <rolls eyes>.

I need to make a confession right now, I am talking to you but at the same time I am
talking to this cool guy Matt who I know from school, and trying to do some
homework

-

an essay, for which I am hunting some info on the web

-

you know,

throw in some jazzy pics from the web and teachers go wild about your 'technological
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literacy' skills. Big deal. If they ever saw me at my desk right now, ME, the queen of
multi-tasking, they'd have no clue what was happening.

Matt is making me laugh in the other window, so it is difficult to be serious here. He
is seriously flirting with me here, and.... drum roll I am flirting back!! Good timing
in a way, isn't it?

<Violetta> (may i interject something that has NOTHING to do with
the talker, but still with my internet life that hit me right now because
of another window i have open?)
<Anya> oh yes please do!
<Violetta> okay. big example of not being intimidated by people
online, even if you are irl:
205 .<Violetta> Matt. A drummer. my long-running (impossible) crush of
three years. I have an impossible time remaining coherent around him
in, but were having a positively marvelous conversation on icq right
now.
206.<Violetta> *giggles*
207.<Anya> *chuckle* that is wonderful!
208.<Anya> right NOW? do you want to leave for a while and take this
up another time?
210.<Violetta> *laughs* no, thats okay. I'm the queen of multitasking
211.<Violetta> LOL
212.<Anya> chuckle, what are talking about with him? mushy stuff or
serious stuff?
213.<Anya> and why is it impossible since he is chatting with you now?
214.<Violetta> semi-serious stuff. chorus and how our band teacher is
totally jealous of and obnoxious towards said choir. lol.
215.<Violetta> Aaaaaaah I dunno. he's matt. he turns me into a blithering
idiot.
216. <Violetta> *giggle*

(Data Log 5: Lines 202-2 16)

Oh yeah, and my email and ICQ are on in the background too right now, but I'm not
on the phone to Sarah. Last week at school I was voted for student president, and
people told me that it was because I could juggle 100 things at once. But, back to the
ways how my talk-writing changes from one cyberworid to the other. You have to
change the way you are depending on which space you're in at any given moment.
Although I am always 'me' underneath, I present my words and actions very
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differently depending what space or place or window or whatever you like to call it,
that I am in.

The role-playing me is a gypsy mage9. I have special powers (well, I love the
Obemewtyn series as you know, so I love playing a character that is a misfit or that
has special powers, like in those books) like dreaming and fore-telling on that too.
Hmmm... I wonder if I unconsciously tricked that quiz after all because of my MOO
role-playing 'me'? Interesting. Well, I have to speak like I sound old and wizened;
like I have some oracle that tells me what is to be. Sarah and I had to study the stories
a lot to know how to create an 'authentic voice' for the role, as my drama teacher
would say. So I use arcane words and expressions like 'the wisdom of the ages tells
us that to forge our path ahead...' and 'to thine own self be true'. Ok, I know that
was Shakespeare, but you get the idea. I love drama.

Another example is when my friends and I all went to another talker to find some new
users at Colour of Dreams. We'd log on as different people and whisper or. tell the
people on there to come to this fantastic new cool and funky talker. Meanwhile, we'd
be our real selves still on COD to greet them all as they came over.

232.<Violetta> hehe.... *laughs* I remember divebombing TZone to get users though...
that was always amusing.
233.<Violetta> ill brb. parents just got home.
234.<Anya> ok now you lost me can you explain what that means please?
(divebombing)
235.<Anya> ok
236.<Violetta> okay, back
237.<Anya> everything ok?
238.<Violetta> by "divebombing......a couple of us would go on TZ and .t people to come
over to COD. hehehe. that was when Livewire was being obnoxious and TZ had like,
50 people on at a time
239.<Violetta> yep, everythings alright
-

Mage: A magician or sorcerer.
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240.<Anya> ohhh i see.... enlisting new users ... stealing them in other words
241.<Anya> chuckle
242.<Violetta> hehe. yeah, but divebombing makes it sound so much more fun. lol.
(Data Log 5: Lines 232-242)

So anyway, we'd act a bit crazy and use expressions we wouldn't do normally to get
new users. Sometimes I would log on with a boy's name so I could get away with
being a bit crazy sounding, but I've only ever pretended to be a boy once (maybe I'll
explain that story later!)

-

do you realise how boring boy-talk can be?

My mom was reading out loud to us from some article she found about males and
females online. Somebody (I think his name was Frank, and he was Dutch) did some
research about the different ways boys and girls talk-write (to use my expression, not
Franks). My favourite bit was the part that said 'girls say sapphire, aquamarine and
turquoise; boys just say blue'. Isn't that too funny? Not only that, it is true!! I
promise you, I can usually tell if I am speaking to a girl or a guy no matter what name
they have, because boys usually speak plain English, and girls usually are much more
creative, elaborate and expressive.

I'd never thought about the way I talk-write consciously before, but true enough,
that's exactly what happens. Do you think *giggles* makes me sound girlish? I do
that sort of thing with my friends all the time. Violetta

*

giggles* or Violetta

<looking coyly at you> that sort of thing. Anyways, I think I have made the point I
-

was trying to get across

-

depending where I am and who I am with, I am different a

'me'. If I took a screenshot of my windows and you could see all the different
versions of me that I am living in at the same time you'd be surprised.
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I love thinking about who I really am. Its one of those universal questions, isn't it?
Like: 'Who am IT, "Why am I here?', 'Where am I going?'. I get into huge
philosophical discussions with mom and dad over that. Not together in the same
room of our house. Together on the screen. I wonder if I am born as 'me', or if I
become 'me'? Since living in cyberspace, that question has really haunted me. Is
there such a thing that is me or my soul? Or does it change dynamically according to
where I am and who I am with? I know I can build varieties of 'me' to fit inside
different VR spaces.

Whatever, that is something I should save for more

daydreaming time for now. I think it is important that I tell you that I am thoroughly
loving being every different 'me' that I can find, and that I don't mind taking risks in
cyberspace. If I stuff up, there's always the .q. I don't take new risks like that in real
life; I need to retain my reputation you know!

<Violetta>: Also, reputations don't stick as well
<Violetta>: if you make a true jerk outta yourself, you can make a new
name, start from scratch
<Violetta>: however, irl, youre stuck. ;)
(Data Log 1: Lines 9-11)

Sometimes in my daydreams I imagine becoming a politician. I know that teenagers
always think that they can change the world, and that they're full of idealistic visions
but I don't think it is an impossible dream for me anymore. I am not so intimidated
any more my older people, or people with power. Once I had to kick dad off my
talker

-

he came on pretending to be somebody else so that he could check up on me.

I think he thought I might be interested in some guy so he wanted to spy on our
conversation. He was a dead give-away though because, as I said before, the way you
talk-write is just like a sort-of-fingerprint,
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<Violetta> [...] hehe... i mean, id have whole typing styles for people. like, if i were
trying to trick someone i knew into thinking i was someone else, i'd type a lot
differently than i do normally. a person's typing style can give them away like a voice
does.
<Anya> i think i know what you mean, but can you give me some specific examples
please?
<Violetta> like, okay... i'm typing pretty much the way i talk right now... as things
come to me. with ""s where i pause to think.., not really caring much about
punctuation or capitals or whatnot. but as someone else, i might decide to start
typing differently, like this:
<Violetta> As another person, I might capitalize my Is, and I'd use full, proper
sentences instead of fragments. I probably would not use the word "like" and ellipses
wouldn't show up often, if at all.
<Violetta> OR, if i decided to be somebody else, i might type like my cousin, and
numerous other teenyboppers out there....
<Violetta> HeY! wUtz uP wit U??
<Violetta> lol
<Anya> laugh!
<Violetta> or various other things.
<Anya> thats excellent
<Anya> grin
<Violetta> certani peopel mistpye a olt
<Anya> hahaha
<Violetta> *gi ggle*
<Violetta> and some people do actions differently:
<Violetta> ::giggle:: *laughs* <grins>
(Data Log 1: Lines 45-60)

I could tell straight away from his talking that it was him even though he tried to act
-

like he was 14 or 15, his mistyping habits let the cat out of the bag. I said on my
screen: .idle, and I snuck downstairs and peeked just in case I was wrong, but sure
enough, it was him! So I snuck back up to my room and proceeded to read the riot act
to him for some reason or another (he said a slightly naughty word

-

usually not an

offence worthy of a .kick, but I wanted to get him back for spying) and went .kick
Cassady (as if the name wasn't the first clue, duh!). I waited for him to log back in,
but he didn't. I waited for him to say something over dinner, but he didn't. I hope he
was feeling contrite for spying on me. It taught me a big lesson though about being
online

-

the power lies with the access to the commands!!
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Matt just told me he likes my voice! (Sorry, couldn't resist sharing that *beam*)
But... it's ironic that I am popular at High School, because I wasn't popular during
those middle school years AT ALL. I used to be such a total drop out of the social
scene.

154.<Violetta>[ . . . ]... (this was my I-have-no-life-i'm-an-outcast-middleschooler phase.
lol.) and I spent insane amounts of time on them. this is when most of my names
sprung up. lol.
155.<Anya> *chuckle* now i have to interrupt again WHY were you an outcastmiddleschooler?!
156.<Violetta> LOL
157.<Violetta> I was severely disliked by a lot of people in middle school. lol.
158.<Anya> why!?
159.<Violetta> I was a "weirdo and i didn't (really) care what other people thought, and
so they reacted viciously to that. gahhh.... emotionally, middle school was helillilil
160..<Anya> it sounds terrible.., sorry for prying, but WHY do you think they thought
you were 'weird'?
I61.<Violetta> heh... people always found things to pick on me for. when they didn't
have a reason, they made reasons.
162.<Anya> you were an individual?
163.<Violetta> cause.... i was? lol. i always have been. always will be.
164.<Violetta> yeah...
165.<Anya> ok, what do YOU think makes you weird then?
166.<Violetta> see, the difference between middle school and high school: there, they
mocked me for being different. here, they respect me for it. (I have the underclass
outcasts kissing my feet. hehehe.)
167.<Anya> chuckle
168.<Violetta> eh... i'm stuck in the wrong decade. and i have a bizarre sense of humor.
169.<Violetta> *g*
-

(Data Log 5: Lines 154-169)

I think being online has really helped me develop better social skills though, for one
thing, it showed me that everybody is different, everybody has weird little
idiosyncrasies, and that I should enjoy being weird. As I mentioned before, being
weird is what makes me so popular now! So my days of unpopularity are over for
now, but I don't really care about that anymore.

Talking about weird idiosyncrasies let me tell you one of mine. Dad has always
called me a chatterbox, ever since I can remember. I love to talk to people about
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anything and everything, but dad said when I was little I was a 'precocious brat'. He
said one time when he had some friends over I proceeded to (just imagine a father's
strict voice as you read this) totally humiliate him by making the most inappropriate
of comments. From what I can remember, his friends loved me and were laughing a
lot. I was talking about the 60s, you know

-

mom and dad had been hippies so I

thought I knew everything about the era and lifestyle

-

and I said stuff about sex,

drugs and rock and roll, and did an imitation of dad doing the rock and roll. I still
don't know why he went troppo.

I'm still like that, too, being precocious a bit, when I am face to face. I tend to suffer
from foot and mouth disease, like I am always saying things before I think them. Oh,
that was one of the questions in the quiz for misfit talents actually; maybe I shouldn't
see it as a negative? I'm better irl now anyhow, and that's helped because talking
online is not really talking, it's a combination of writing and talking, which is why I
call it talk-writing. There's that reflective time between writing what you say, and
clicking the send button. I can read what I am about to say and revise it if I think it
might be unwise to say and then click send. It really is a great thing for me; it gives
me more control over my talking. I think it makes me appear much crisper and
calmer than my usual erratic kind of self. Kesey thinks so too.

<Anya>: Do you find school a drag after running this place and having so
much control over what you do?
<Violetta>nods in response to your question.... its much harder irl after
being on here. :) You have more time to react here, to think out what you
say (luv the backspace) and when communicating in, there is no real planout time there.
<Violetta>says: if you get in a bad situation (an argument, etc.) there's just
a .q and you're out of it
<Anya>: So... irl and at school, what do you find you can't do that you can
here?
<Anya>: I am trying to look at what contrasts there exist from your
perspective
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<Violetta>: As I said, Fm one whos always sitcking her foot in her mouth
*gri n *, so the lovely backspace is a difference..
<Violetta>: Everything's generally easier
(Data Log 1: lines 9— 15)

I put it all down to the backspace key. Sometimes when I am in a very delicate
situation I type

-

delete

-

type

-

delete —type

-

delete and spend five minutes refining

what I am going to say. And the best thing is, the other person never knows! Because
of computer lag, they will probably think the time they're waiting for an answer is
because of the network, or because mom or dad has interrupted me

-

these things

genuinely do happen, but they make good excuses for the time I take to compose
something especially tricky.

Want an example? Like right now, Matt is still in my icq window talking with me
about school stuff, but he's started talking about doing some homework together. My
heart just flip-flopped and I have no idea what to say, because I am such a blithering
idiot when I am near him in real life

-

I go all gooey and I gush and splutter, so I've

been constructing about six different answers for him. But since he knows I am
talking to you (I told him after all that I was doing two things at once), he most likely
thinks the time-space is because of that. It's funny that words on a screen can make
my emotions go beserk like that.

Sometimes I've been sitting in front of the computer screen at lunch time in the
school computer labs (yes I know, I shouldn't be doing personal things in the school
labs but they turn a blind eye to me because I they think I am a good role model for
girls), and I start to laugh really loudly. Once I even clapped and cheered out loud,
and sometimes when I talk-write I have a habit of saying the words out loud. That
looks like I am talking to the computer, and people think I am weirdo, but it isn't the
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computer I'm reacting emotionally to, it's the social life and the funny comments my
friends make, and the world I am living in ummm.... non-ecologically, I suppose you
could say. Some people just don't get that. At all.

Now, back to the e-me story. Remember when I said I have a hundred different
names that I have used? Well, one of the things I love to do in cyber is to try out
being different people, or to play tricks on my friends. Sometimes it backfired on me
though, and I'd hear things that I didn't expect, like people talking about me to me as
if it was behind my back. I learnt a lot about the true nature of some of my friends
that way.

41. <Violetta> LOL... well, I used some to work around things with friends... I found out
what my one friend really thought of a fight we had as Stacey. LOL. I was a
conniving, evil little girl. ;)
<Anya> chuckling, this is fantastic
<Anya> keep going
<Violetta> I used to enjoy going onto talkers as "other people' and seeing how
people reacted to me
<Anya> tell me more
<Violetta> and I'd trick people into believing I wasn't me
<Anya> were you deliberately provocative?
<Violetta> what do you mean?
<Anya> well, did you go on and do something silly just to see what people would
say?
<Violetta> lot. sometimes. it depended on my mood. sometimes i'd refer to
something that any random person wouldn't know about to make people wonder who
i was. ;) it was grand. *I aughs*

(Data Log 5: Lines 4 1-53)

I don't know whether I should really tell you about another trick I played. I didn't
even mean it to be a trick really

-

I was just experimenting. But it went awfully

wrong and I started feeling guilty about it

-

in the end I decided to tell my parents.
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They were pretty good about it really, and now I suppose I can laugh about it too.
Shall I tell you? I think I hinted about it before anyway, so here goes.

OK. Here's the thing

-

I decided to try being a boy. This was still in the days before

visual worlds, so I'm doing talkers still. Well I chose the name Kendo (that's the
name of a type of martial arts), and you know how you have to give a .desc and a
.profile, well here is what I wrote:

.ex Kendo
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Name : Kendo is King
Level : USER
Last login : Dec 17 19:52:22 1999
Which was : 1 days, 12 hours, 3 minutes ago
Was on for: 0 hours, 1 minutes
Total login: 2 days, 4 hours, 35 minutes
+----- Profile -------------------------------------------------------------+
I am the king of the castle. I am tall, rugged and have a welltoned, muscular rippled body. As you gaze upon me you sense
an aura of strength and command, a man of greatness, skilled in
both intellectual and physical arts. My deep grey eyes gaze back
at you, with a knowing stare, piercing your soul.
Beware though, all is not as it may seem with me!
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Figure 9: Description and profile for Kendo

Well, it all started off so harmlessly, and I was having such fun being this amazing
character called Kendo. Everybody wanted to talk to me. Especially the females.
Well, I had fun getting to know people that might not ever have bothered to talk to me
otherwise, and I shared in conversations that were really quite bizarre. I never went to
an adult talker, I stuck to the Under 18 places, but sometimes I would get girls flirting
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with me a bit and telling me things like: 'you are so cute', which is pretty stupid
really. Anyway, I tried to stay in character and act like a boy, so I replied in a like
manner, saying 'you sound cute too' and stuff like that.

I'll save you all the gory details, but it turned out that one girl somehow developed a
huge crush on me. Hmm... I don't know whether it was me really, it was probably
the character I was pretending to be, or maybe it was even what she wanted to
imagine I was like. My dad said that the same thing had happened to him a few times,
and he explained that some people who tell you everything about themselves could
think that you are the only person in the world who understands them, and become
'clingy'. Well that's what this girl (Pearl) did with me

-

she started getting clingy and

would flounce about getting irritated if I didn't pay my total attention to her. It was
creepy. In the end I had to tell her that I wasn't a boy irl and she went totally berserk,
screaming at me and telling all my other 'new' friends on the talker that I was a
phoney. The trouble was that the people she told were also angry with me, and used
words like 'hurt' and 'betrayed' and 'shocked' to describe how they felt about me.

I can't really describe all of the lessons I learned from that experience. On the one
hand it felt really fun to try being somebody totally different. I'm not sure in the end
though how truly different I was

-

I was always 'putting on' the boy character of

Kendo, but underneath I was still partly me. But on the other hand, I didn't have any
idea that other people would get so upset with me

-

my actions had 'unfavourable

consequences' so my dad said. But there's another weird thing that happened to me,
or that caused me to stop and reflect on ME. ME as a girl I mean. When I was being
Kendo, the girls that would talk to me never once seemed like the type of girl *1* am.
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I already told you before how I was always the weird one in school, but this
experience showed me what the 'other girls' could be like. I enjoyed being on the
inside of their group, but I was only accepted there because I was a male, not because
I was me. I don't know what this all means really, but I am sure you will be able to
tell me sometime!

I can't begin to really tell you what life is like in Cyberspace. I've had so much fun
over the years, met so many people, and tried being many different people, or at least
experimenting with different bits of 'me', and taking a few risks trying out other bits I
thought I wanted to be me to rehearse what it might feel like. I think that's about all I
have time to tell you for now. There's a whole lot more to say about when I first
came to Palace and my experiences since then in visual worlds, but I'll tell you that
tomorrow!

6.2

Discussion:

Violetta spoke frequently about her emotions throughout her online experiences.
These included: expressing her moods and emotions through using colours (e.g. 'I am
feeling bright and yellow today); using acronyms, abbreviations and other codes to
reflect reactions and politeness during a conversation (e.g. lol, *laughing*, hehe);
using actions such as 'nodding' and 'raising an eyebrow' to show continued interest
in a conversation; getting excited when talking to her friend; explaining how 'words
on the screen' make her emotions 'go beserk'; clapping and cheering for real while
engaged in an exciting online conversation; and feeling uncomfortable when people
used certain profanities or hate language in the public online space. These all reflect
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Reid's (1994) beliefs as stated earlier in chapter four, that is, that ecological and
virtual reality co-exist the moment a user logs on to a virtual space.

Through sharing Violetta's lived experiences, it is also clear that her online
experiences were real, that she was in fact embodied and experienced the emotions of
the body through her social interactions, both pleasurable and otherwise. As Hayles
(1993) would term it, Violetta's 'virtual embodiment' afforded her both physical and
emotional sensations. That these emotions and physical sensations were mediated
through the virtual space was significant in several ways. The first was the way in
which the distancing of presence allowed Violetta to be braver (e.g. when talking to
Matt, she was no longer the same 'blithering idiot' as she was offline in face to face
encounters). The second way that the mediation through space affected emotions was
the example Violetta gave of feeling angry

-

when she was feeling a loss of emotional

control or embarrassed for some reason, she was able to simply type the command to
quit: 'there's always the .q'. This also reflects Violetta's claims that she was more
willing to take risks in cyberspace

-

to say things or experiment with ways of

behaving that she might not otherwise do in an offline context.

This leads to the next important point arising from Violetta's experiences: that of
inventing and dreaming of ways to be, and then rehearsing those ways online.
Relating the online world to the story by Isobel Carmody called Dreamwalker, in
which a boy draws images which then become real, Violetta commented 'that's kinda
what it's like online.., you can dream things up and then 'Voila!' you can make them
become true'. Aspects of herself, such as talking more assertively with Matt, learning
how to be a peacemaker amongst arguing factions and so on, are extensions of herself
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that make for interesting discussion about the internet being a safe site for taking risks
as I have commented above.

However, arguably the most significant point arising from Violetta's narrative relates
to how she explored aspects of her identity that, though desired, she had not
experienced in the offline world. It was not until adopting the persona of Kendo that
Violetta revealed that she learned much about feminine self and her feminine desires.
By this I am not referring to Violetta's experimentation with gender identity (i.e. what
it was like to be a boy), but more so her experimentation with aspects of her own
identity. That she found aspects of herself through her adoption of a male identity is
of significance however. Through becoming (in her mind to begin with) a completely
different persona, complete with different speech patterns and different interactional
behaviours, Violetta was able to trigger and live through an inner desire: that of being
popular with other girls. Violetta felt more accepted and achieved a greater sense of
belonging with the group of girls when she was masquerading as a boy. This released
one of her inner desires, to be the sort of girl that was a part of the 'in crowd', a desire
that she had hitherto refuted as being significant, with all her talk of being weird, a
misfit, unpopular, and a geek.

As Violetta experienced more as Kendo, she came to the realisations herself that
aspects of who she desired to be were being reflected back to her through the male
persona. I believe this is reflective of the stage Lacan called 'the mirror stage' as I
discussed in chapter three. It represents a duality of self where the fictional 'other'
(i.e. Kendo) represented through text on the screen is recognised as 'self' (Violetta).
Kendo is Violetta's consciously constructed character, yet he is also Violetta, and had
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the power to release aspects of Violetta's identity that had been repressed or
unrecognised. Through fragmenting herself by adopting the male role, Violetta in fact
achieved a greater sense of who she was. In recognising this, Violetta experienced an
epiphany or revelation of herself as based in a fictional truth, or a truth based in
fiction. This led Violetta to experience a second mirror stage. Furthermore, in chapter
three I discussed Butler's (1991) ideas about performance of identity, specifically in
relation to her manifesto calling for women to actively create alternative forms of
identity that blur the binaries of male/female. Violetta's experiences seem to embody
these ideas, as she explored new ways (for her) of being feminine in her masculine
re

Violetta also spoke much of the power she exercised in online communities, power
she did not have access to in offline contexts. As a 'god' and owner of a talker,
Violetta developed rules for the community (such as showing respect and tolerance
for all), and enforcing these rules through using commands to expel or ban users who
did not conform to the rules. Learning how to talk with offenders and to try to reason
with them first was something she developed with time and practice. Managing a
thriving community is a significant achievement for one so young. Violetta organised
many social events for her talker, including trivia nights, discussion nights, and
homework assistance nights. She managed to enlist a healthy number of users and
maintain their interest so that they would continue to make the talker their online
home. This is a challenging feat for adults, yet in this environment Violetta was able
to become a leader and develop skills and understandings that far exceeded what she
could, at the age of 13 at least, develop offline.
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Violetta commented on the creative power she enjoyed

-

the power to imagine a

fictional world and create it through text and rituals. This extended beyond the talker
and included a number of web pages throughout the four years I knew her. One of the
homepages was dedicated to her talker and had short stories from community
members as well as information about talkers, a direct weblink to the talker, links to
other talkers and her favourite role-playing MUDs, and information about herself.
Other homepages were inventions and reinventions of the self that Violetta wanted to
display to the public. Some versions of these personal webpages also showcased her
poetry, stories and a compilation of the lyrics she best felt reflected who she was. The
internet in general has provided spaces for the public showcasing of identities, and
young people like Violetta are quick to explore and experiment with all of the
affordances available.

Finally, another major point to be drawn from Violetta's narrative is what she had to
say about the ways in which language, for her, shapes identity. The notion of a digital
fingerprint reflected through the choices a user makes in terms of text used is
something discussed in applied linguistic fields such as forensic linguistics (c.f.
Canter and Alison, 1999). Texts produced by users in chat rooms are unique because,
as previously mentioned in chapter two, they contain additional textual features to
reflect prosodic and behavioural cues. They are also created with a degree of speed
due to their synchronous mode of production. These factors would suggest that a
stronger degree of individualism would be evident in a user's texts and although
unsubstantiated through one person's experiences and insights, certainly bears further
consideration.
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What is also interesting is that despite early internet research claims (c.f. Turkie,
1995) that when online one's gender is undefined, Violetta stated emphatically that
she could identify a person's gender from the text patterns used. Research by Schaap
(2002) explored the ways in which the author, a male, adopted the persona of a female
in a MUD and had to modify his language to 'perform' being female. He claimed that
patterns of female speech included a prolific use of adjectives, among other
characteristics. Violetta was able to identify these patterns, though whether the user
was in fact a male adopting female patterns or a female in reality was not certain. It
would seem from my discussions with Violetta and my experiences online with the
children at the 'Kids, Enfants, Kinder' palace however, that younger people are
unlikely to participate in 'gender bending' and are in fact more likely to exaggerate
their own gender

-

this issue will be explored again in chapter nine.

The third issue related to literacy in online contexts mentioned by Violetta was that of
reflective writing or her 'plan-out' time when composing her conversation. She
commented that this plan out time offered her more control to compose more
thoughtful responses to others. This 'cybertalk' (Denzin, 1999) or reflective writing
is what I have previously discussed in chapter two as being a confluence between
written language and orality, and as Violetta suggested, is more sophisticated than her
speech, particularly in times where she experiences high emotions. The subsequent
text is often (but not always) more refined than her speech might be in such contexts.
It serves to empower her to thoughtfully shape the identity she reveals through text.
This issue is one of considerable significance and will be explored in later chapters.
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6.3

Conclusion:

This chapter has presented a narrativisation of one young person's experiences online
-

Violetta's story about her life online and the practices she regularly engaged in

during the period from age 11 to age 16. A number of significant points arise from
Violetta's story related to the nature of literacy in cyberspace and identity. To
summanse, these points were:

Virtual embodiment

Taking risks

Inventing and dreaming of ways to be, and then rehearsing those ways online

ff

Discovering new ways of being and uncovering latent desires

Power, authority and responsibility

Identity shaping through language choices made, with such choices akin to a
fingerprint of identity

Identity, literacy and gender

Reflective writing

These points will be explored again in chapter nine.
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Chapter 7: Critical discourse analysis of one illuminative transcript

7.1 Introduction

In order for the specific analysis to be clear, it is useful to explain the physicality of
the events in the transcript, and I do this below using field notes that were taken at the
time.

Kitten and Sime were on the palace testing a new script. The script was being
designed to make everybody make funny sounds, do a bit of a spin, and say a silly
verse when they first entered or logged on to the palace. For example, when logging
on, a person would hear themselves making the noises of bells and chimes, they
would see their avatar flitting randomly around the screen before it settled in a landing
spot, and they would see themselves saying (i.e., in a speech balloon from their
mouths) a silly nonsense rhyme such as 'Have a banana, have a whole bunch! It
doesn't matter what you had for lunch, just EAT IT!' (refer to line 296). Kitty and
Sime thought it would create a fun and funky atmosphere which would reflect the
type of online world they wanted the palace to be, and attract people with a fun and
funky sense of humour. Sime's friend Face-Off had just joined us officially as a
participant at that stage, and he was there providing scripting advice for Sime and
getting to know Kitty and some of the other participants / community members. The
transcript begins when Hula Baybah logs on.
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Throughout the transcript, Face Off works hard to project his own sense of identity to
the two females he has just met. He does this by emphasising his close friendship
with Sime (a well respected wizard in the community). This is evident in lines 8 23:
-

{Face Off}
*Sime
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Face Off)
*Sime
{Face Off)
*Sime
(Face Off)
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
{ A:HuLa BaYbAh:á }
*Si me
{ A:HuLa BaYbAh:á }
{A:HuLaBaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLaBaYbAh:á)
{Face Off)

well Sime is fixing it, yes
=)

ah you know Sime?
bl u can always count on it
=)

ohh yea...
smile
we r scripting partners =)
who is Face Off?
ahhhh
Face Off be my scripting partner..
smile
ohcool
hi
:we make lotso scripts

Sime, in lines 10, 13, 15 and 19, confirms their close friendship with both smilies and
words, giving Face Off both credibility and technical status through his comments.

Another way Face Off establishes his identity is precisely through his technical
prowess, seen in lines 38 to 65. Face Off has been busy (for a few days, see line 66)
working on his cyborg scripts. In this instance, he has scripted a trigger word to
automatically produce an image he painted. That is, on typing in the word 'monkey',
all the people in the same room will see a monkey being painted before them, line by
line. Unfortunately when Face Off types in the word 'monkey' to demonstrate this to
Sime (and presumably to Kitty and Hula Baybah as well, to show off his skills), a
banana is drawn instead, hence the hilarity of laughter than ensues by the girls. Face
Off quickly edits his cyborg, but on typing in 'monkey' for a second time, the face of
the monkey is drawn correctly but the body is not attached to the head properly,
causing more convulsive laughter. Sime continues to confirm his relationship with
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Face Off as good friends by calling Face Off the 'Paint Master' (line 69), and by
declaring that they work together as a complementary team, with Face Off doing the
painting cyborg script coding and Sime doing the iptscrae coding (line 72).

I want to follow Face Off's contributions at the moment since he is working hard to
project his identity to new people. Whilst Sime is doing some testing Kitten has
asked everybody to be quiet. Kitten does this because error messages are showing up
in the log window, which require examination, but as soon as people start talking their
talk enters the log and the error messages scroll out of visibility. Lines 100

-

103

show the others responding to the request by whispering. A whisper means that only
the person being whispered to can see the words in a bubble on the main screen as
well as in their log window. Face Off sends a whisper to Sime in Line 100, testing
him out a bit regarding the making of a war script. The use of war scripts is
considered highly anti-social and if caught is an offence worthy of banning the user
from logging on to the palace. Yet the challenge of being able to create such a script
is enticing, reflecting what is oft called the 'hacker mentality', and it appears that Face
Off is most tempted. Sime however does not respond. Possible reasons for this
include: he is too busy creating the log on script and doesn't notice the whisper in the
main window; he knows that whispers are logged and doesn't want me to read about
any nefarious doings on his part which could jeopardise his responsibilities at the
research palace; or he simply is not interested. I suspect the first reason to be more
likely, but the point is that Face Off did not get a response, and so goes quiet for a
while.
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Face Off next appears in conversation with Kitty from lines 205

-

207, and 224

-

230,

where he tries to build a stronger connection with her by revealing his web page
details. Unfortunately for him, Kitten and Sime are so busy testing and focussing on
the enter script that Kitten does not respond to him, nor shows evidence of having
looked at his web page.

Not to be deterred, Face Off rejoins the conversation in lines 295

-

375 with an

amusing play on South Park character's Kyle and his mother. At line 295 where Face
Off thinks 'I no' (i.e. I know), he switches his avatar to an image of Kyle from 'South
Park'. We can tell it is Kyle because the avatar also includes the name Kyle on it.
Next he pretends to be Kyle's mother giving permission for the character Kyle to be
interviewed. This soon becomes the subject of much amusement by the others,
particularly Sime, and this interaction was the first of many which established Face
Off as the community comedian. Face Off would frequently pretend to put on other
characters in both style of language and avatar. One unusual aspect related to his
adoption of many characters was that other community members reported that as they
read the words typed in by Face Off, they would hear those words spoken inside their
head in the character's voice.

Hula Baybah also shows aspects of her identity as she works hard to engage with all
other participants and break through the intense concentration of Kitten and Sime's
work on the entry script. She is eager to engage in conversation with everybody else,
asking questions, talking about her birthday, laughing at the amusing cyborgs,
flattering Sime about his technical abilities, making blonde jokes (during lines 139

-
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149), joking with Sime when he cloned Kitten's avatar and looked like a girl (lines
162— 163).

During Face Off's charade as Kyle and Kyle's mother, Hula Baybah is under the
mistaken impression that Face Off has not yet sent in his consent forms to be
interviewed. This is evident in her whispering to Kitten in lines 356 and 360. She
was very concerned about the procedures and protocols I had established for palace
membership and my research, and did not want anybody to jeopardise these protocols.
Rules and regulations were of significance to all children on the research palace,
regardless of whether they relate to netiquette rules or my research guidelines.

Unfortunately, Hula Baybah begins to get frustrated with both the testing of the script
and the content of the script. As an "on enter" script, the only way to test whether or
not it is working is to enforce all users to log off and reload, so that when users log on
and enter the space again, the script will do what it is designed to do provided it has
been coded accurately. Her unhappiness is reflected by her use of emoticons (0), a
question mark (?), the interrogative: 'do we have to say that every time?' (line 256)
and the statement 'don't want that lol' (line 268). This statement includes the
abbreviation 'lol' (meaning: laughing out loud), so Hula Baybah is being gracious
about the unfolding events despite her frustrations. By lines 298-299 she is laughing
about some of the funnier on enter verses that have been scripted in, but by line 347
she proclaims how she hates it, a sentiment repeated in line 403, surrounded by more
sad emoticons (0). Hula Baybah does not know how to code, nor is she a wizard in
this transcript, and her attempts at conversation are thwarted by the continual
reloading of the script.
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She makes a final attempt when trying to work out how to include two particular

symbols in her name (i.e. ® and ©). Hulah Baybah already includes a range of extra
symbols in her name, but enjoys experimenting with it constantly. Names hold a high
priority in palace life, and (as reported previously) can be the reason for a first
approach from a new friend.

7.2

Detailed critical discourse and linguistic analysis of transcript

With this overview of the events contained in the transcript, I will now use a
combination of Fairciough, Gee and Hallidayan discourse and linguistic analytical
frames to illuminate certain characteristics and dimensions of the discourse, text and
social practices of the palace environment. The framework was developed through
conducting the pilot study and determining which elements of each were of most use
in illuminating the characteristics of an internet chat transcript, which would lead to a
depth of understanding of the research topic, that is, the ways in which literacy is
intimately connected with identity and subjectivity in online contexts.

The framework includes an investigation of the discursive, textual and social practices
online, including an exploration of such features as the genre of the text, the nature of
the interactions and control in the text, a transitivity, theme and modality/appraisal
analysis of the text, and the ideological and political aspects of the text.
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7.2.1 Discourse practices:

7.2.1.1 Interdiscursivity relates loosely to the genre, style, and discourse used in a
text. Fairclough (1992) prefers a loose definition, however I shall start by describing
the genre of the text and see where that leads.

7.2.1.2 Genre is located in the social purpose of the text. In this instance, the social
purposes are several, and are interwoven throughout the varying threads of
conversation and interactions and include: collaborative learning and problem
solving; showing off; developing and negotiating relationships; entertainment; playing
tricks on somebody; and establishing group beliefs and practices. The genre is a
hybrid mix of exchanging information to get things done, to entertain, to inform, to
learn, and to build relationships.

It is useful to look at the style, or register of the genre, in terms of the field, tenor and
mode. Here the field covers several areas. Primarily, the children are discussing
technical matters, such as scripting, allscray, avatar colours and constructions, wizard
powers, keyboard symbols, websites, web skills and cyborg painting. They also
discuss ages, birthdays, interviews, language skills, and rules. The field also includes
their reactions to each other and their relationship building attempts.

The tenor in this transcript is complex. The participants within the text have only
each other as the audience in mind, and although they understand that I will be
viewing the transcripts, the immediacy of the context, which is a synchronous chat,
means that the transcript should be considered in terms of speaking/listening roles of
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the participants, with no intended writing/reader relationship set up at all. With this
understanding, the tenor is one of friendliness and openness, and the exchanges are
relatively informal. There are clearly jokes and playfulness between the participants,
and at first glance it might appear that an equal status is developed between the
participants. However, because the field is primarily about the new coding trials, the
two wizards who are testing the script and who have power in the transcript of the
conversation are Sime and Kitten. Sime in particular has adopted a power role by
virtue of his desire to make a contribution to the programming of the world. He is
creating and generating a number of scripts to make the world fun. Sime therefore
primarily controls the text and interactions, and this phenomenon (one participant
having more control than others in the text production) is termed 'asymmetrical' by
Fairciough (1992, p.234). Face Off has a little status and power because of his
technical knowledge and expertise, but Hula Baybah has the least power of all, given
this field. This would account for Hula Baybah's frustrations, her emotive language,
and her attempts to change the direction of the conversation.

The mode is a synchronous chat, it is written conversation and represents a confluence
between oracy and writing. Although there is an immediacy to reply and participate
common to oral language, there is a distance and delay in the response as users type
(and edit on the spot) more common to written language. The result is a slightly more
crafted and more reflective speech.

Young children first learning to write often begin with what is termed 'speech written
down'. That form of writing is unsophisticated grammatically until children gain
control of the structures and features of writing, and understand the differences
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between speech and writing. In contrast, the reflective conversational writing of the
transcript has a grammar of its own. A description of this grammar is discussed in the
next section. Also related to mode, the chat is context dependent, since participants
'see' and remark upon the visual world in which their online 'self' or 'avatar' sits.
The text is co-produced by the four participants on-line.

The structure or activity sequences included in the transcript generally include:
logging on,
greetings,
exchanges of information, goods, and services,
expressions and comments related to emotions,
logging off.

Although presented numerically, steps 4 and 5 are never delineated but intertwine
throughout the conversations and interactions. In my examination of the transcript
data, all five features above are the common building blocks for all instances. Some
optional activities beyond the general common practices include: playing interactive
games (chess, hangman, backgammon, truth or dare, varying versions of trivial
pursuit, the wheel of cheese etc..); selecting avatars (sometimes a lone activity, but
sometimes a shared activity, resulting in fashion shows); watching TV off screen but
commenting about it to each other on screen; and role-playing. The five common
activities (which are evident from the transcript but exclude features such as avatar
movement, avatar changes and activities only clear when observing the image) in an
online chat are explained in more detail below.
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Logging on
Logging on is reflected through the automated announcements, which appear on
screen as a new person enters the world. Examples of this appear throughout the
transcript (as each person comes on) such as the two instances below, first with Hula
Baybah doing the standard log-on, and second, with Hula Baybah logging on after the
successful addition of the special log on "on enter" script that has been coded by
Sime.

{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}

{Logon} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
@64,64 !Its A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á Logged On

Figure 10: Standard log on by Hula Baybah

{ A:HuLa BaYbAh:á }

{ Logon } { BOIAHFEM } { ZBFIGEEEGF} [A:HuLa

{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}

BaYbAh:á}
@64,64 It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á (logged on)
Oooh eeeh 000h ahh ahh, ting tang walla walla bing bang!
-

Figure 11: Hula Baybah logs on after Sime's "on enter" script has been installed

Logging on is the first stage of each person's online experience, however it is
important to remember that on logon there is always the possibility that a person is
entering an existing conversation that make take a few minutes to comprehend, so
between the log on and greeting stages, there may be a delay before the person
entering begins to interact. Whatever unique additional on enter scripts are enabled
on the palace; there is always some palace automated message that appears in the
logged text file when a user logs on.
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Greetings
There are two types of greetings that occur when a user logs on, the first is the palace
automated greeting from the various scripts and coding used. This is activated within
the logging on process as shown above. All people in the entry room see the first line
in the figure below as a spiky balloon as in:

It's A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á

Figure 12: What users in the entry room saw when Hula Baybah logged on

{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}

@64,64 !Its A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á Logged On

Figure 13: Automated greeting

In the second line of the figure above, all users on the palace (regardless of which
room they are in at the time, will see a bubble when each user logs on saying, in this
instance:

A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á
Logged

Figure 14: What users in all rooms of the palace saw when Hula Baybah logged on

The second type is the personal greetings given by both the user logging on and the
users who are sitting in the entry room. Examples of this are included in the figures
below. Sometimes the greetings are long and extensive with many exchanges, but in
this transcript, Hula Baybah's greeting and pleasantry exchanges are limited due to

:

the heavy concentration on the scripting. All she is given is an explanation by Kitten
about what she has entered into, in line 2, 'we're just testing a new script'. During the
course of the transcript there are many log-offs and log-ons because of the need to
continually reload the scripts during the testing process. However, greetings are
minimal because all participants have shared the process and repeated greetings and
politeness every new log-on is unnecessary. Some exceptions include Face Off's
comment in line 89, 'wb', an abbreviated form of the greeting 'welcome back' which
he directs to the group, followed by his declaration that he is 'back' (line 196).
Following later log-ins, greetings are replaced by reactions to the new script, such as
those found in the lines in figure 15 below:

{*Kitten }
hahahahaha
{*Kitten}
this is so gunny
{*Kitten }
funny even
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
I hate that
*Si me
*snigger*
*Sjme
lot, A:HuLa BaYbAh:á... to bad =)
*Kitten I
aww A:i-luLa BaYbAh:á its just a bitof fun
Figure 15: Reactions to the new "on enter" script

Exchange of information, goods and services
Exchanges of information occur throughout all interactions, and include public
exchanges and private exchanges (i.e. when a participant uses the whisper command).
In this transcript information is exchanged about a number of topics, and these have
been described in detail above when discussing the field of the transcript.

Goods are exchanged in this instance during the cloning episode starting at line 154
with Sime asking, 'kitty... may I clone your av for EDUCATIONAL porposes? [sic]
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All participants give Sime their avatars, and in exchange, Sime codes the 'on enter'
script to automatically dress each user in their corresponding avatar.

Services are exchanged (provided) in this instance mainly by Sime, as he works on
the scripting according to the design and specifications given by Kitten. Another
example is when Sime and Kitten try to help Hula Baybah with the symbols she wants
to include in her name.

Expressions and comments related to emotions
Due to the lack of interpersonal cues related to emotions, attitudes and feelings in the
online context, a significant amount of the transcript lines are expressions to cater for
this lack.

Logging off

o enforced to test a new script, which requires rebooting
o when participants decide to leave the world

7.2.1.3 Discourses

A number of discourses are present in the text, and here I am using Gee's (1999)
notion of capital 'D' Discourse (see Chapter Two). These are listed below in
summary form because they were discussed earlier in the chapter:

-

techno-scientific programming and computer discourse (including intertextual
references to other online worlds such as icq, web browsers)

IM

-

behaviour

-

etiquette/ethics for this world (i.e. the cloning of ays must only

occur for certain purposes, i.e. educational (line 154)
-

gender

clearly defined gender appearance in avatars (line 162: you look

-

funny as a girl); reference to feeling like a 'blonde' (line 139) as in 'dumb'
-

-

childhood

-

what children think other children will be amused by (i.e. the

hokey pokey on enter script, the intertextual reference to south park
-

self-image

-

the desire to have specific characters in names (lines 428) and

certain avatars as part of avatar library
-

friendship (partners

-

power

-

-

line 19) (avoiding somebody

-

line 71)

in terms of wizardship (use of * symbol to show status), in terms of

technical knowledge, in terms of 'whoever has the technical know-how is
somehow in an elevated status in this world

-

see line 151; I will be nice to

you

7.2.1.4 Presupposition

Presupposition relates to the how the text relates to previous texts and experiences of
a text producer, and Fairclough claims that these can be used to manipulate other
participants, and/or contribute to the ideological constitution of subjects. This is an
issue of considerable significance to this research project, as it relates intimately with
identity and subjectivity. Fairclough claims that presuppositions are easily detectable
as they usually follow existential and cognitive (thinking) process types in the clause.
A clause analysis is completed in Appendix Three, and presuppositions appear in
three particular instances that I highlight below.
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The first is in line 12, when Face Off types, :lol u can always count on it'. The use
'

of the colon indicates that a thought bubble will appear with the words in it like this:

lol u can
always
count on it

Figure 16: Face Off's thought bubble

The process 'can count on' is a cognitive process, and the 'it' refers to the fact that
Sime always helps doing scripting. The presupposition made by Face Off infers a
high level of knowledge of Sime's common practices in the Palace community,
knowledge of his expertise, and an implied bond between Face Off and Sime. Face
Off may well be using this statement to manipulate, as it sets up his friendship with
one of the most powerful and popular participants of this community, and gives Face
Off an immediate level of status and respect due to that relationship.

In Line 145, Kitten states, 'I just thought global would be quick and easy and fun'.
Kitten has been giving the creative suggestions to Sime about what the scripts should
achieve, and here her use of the cognitive process, 'thought' reflects her
presupposition that both she and Sime understand the nature of a global script based
on their prior experiences. Kitten's purpose here is sincere, as she wants to make the
palace a fun experience for all. Her statement does not exclude Face Off or Hula
Baybah, as they too have had prior experience with global scripts, a standard type of
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script for palace environments. However, the statement does mark Kitten as a leader
in the community, with technical knowledge and thus power.

A final example of presupposition occurs in lines 162-164, with Hula Baybah
laughing at Sirne's adoption of a girl's avatar, saying he looks funny, and Sime's
response is 'hehehe, I know'. Sime also sees the humour and laughs along with Hula
Baybah. Both of them in this instance are engaged in the presupposition that men
dressed as women should be treated as a joke. This type of presupposition is based on
a lifetime of other texts in which cross-dressing in a cultural taboo. This ideological
belief sits in the transcript unchallenged, and although intended innocently as a joke,
is perhaps more insidious and manipulative for that very reason. It is considered
natural to laugh at this behaviour, and breeds a degree of intolerance toward those
people in society who are cross dressers. Although the palace rules state that
tolerance and respect should be shown to all, the children do not see this rule as
extending outside of the palace community. The lines therefore constitute subjects
into certain ways of thinking about gender, ways that are 'right and moral', and those
other ways which are to be ridiculed.

7.3

Linguistic analysis using systemic functional linguistics

7.3.1 Purpose

A full linguistic analysis is attached in Appendix Three. This includes a transitivity
analysis and a theme analysis. The purpose of the transitivity analysis was to explore

the range of processes used by each participant, from which it was inferred some
sense of their role and identity might be clarified. Coupled with this, it was also
designed to explore the use of 'I' statements used by each participant, to determine
those types of processes deliberately used in relation to the self. Additionally, the use
of vocatives in the transcript gave an indication of the types of relationships that were
developed throughout the events of the world at that instant in time.

The purpose of doing an appraisal analysis of the transcript was primarily to explore
the attitudes of each participant both towards each other and towards the events. It
also revealed who had control over the interactions, the types of allegiances formed
and reformed throughout the events of this instance, and what practices were valued
(or not) and by whom. An exploration into the modality of the transcript also
highlighted issues of power between participants.

Analysing the transcript for theme yielded minimal information about identity and
relationships, however it was useful in that it indexed a different semiotic system
(mostly an iconic semiotic system, see Kress, 2003) that revealed the uses (and
misuses) of power, and it also highlighted the dominance of prosodic language used to
express emotion in this world. Although the palace world is visual, the avatars of the
year 2000 were not yet able to express the nuances of expression, and the sounds of
emotion were limited to a single expression of laughter. Most expressions of emotion
were still embedded in the textual practices of the participants. Again, since this use
of icons, emoticons and other prosodics are not a component of the transitivity
system, it is not appropriate to make conclusions other than examining how it
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functions and what meanings are indexed as a consequence, within the internal world
of palace practices. Following is a detailed discussion of the three meaning-making
systems applied to the focus transcript and how each revealed varying aspects of
roles, relationships and identities within the socially situated context of the palace
world.

7.3.2 Transitivity

The first aspect explored was the type of processes used by each participant in
general. The following table reflects this range:

Name:

Process
Mater.

Behay.

Mental
COG

Verbal
I FEELING / PERC

Relational

Exist.

ATT /

IDENT

Sime

28

2

5

2

1

2

10

6

Kitten

15

0

5

0

2

1

13

2

Face Off

30

2

8

2

4

4

14

3

0

7

3

0

5

19

1

Hula
IL.

Table 1: Process types used by participants

Until line 89 of the transcript, when Sime reboots, Face Off and Hula Baybah control
the interactions. Hula Baybah has not met Face Off before and asks many questions
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about what he is like, realised through the number of relational: attributive processes
that she uses. Face Off is the most dominant character to this time, both in terms of
replying to Hulah Baybah and describing what he is like (realised through the number
of relational: attributive processes he uses), and by describing what he does (realised
through the number of material processes he uses). This section of the transcript is
primarily concerned with the meeting between the two participants and the
development of understanding between them. Face Off, as the new person, dominates
the number of lines in the interaction probably to give as much information possible
about him, so that he becomes accepted into the community. Hula Baybah volunteers
a little information about herself, but is mainly concerned with getting to know Face
Off.

From lines 90

-

200, Kitten and Sime, who have been concentrating on getting a

script to work, dominate the interaction. Although they interact a little with Hula
Baybah and Face Off, they have taken control and disrupted the flow of the previous
conversation between Face Off and Hula Baybah by reloading the palace as they test.
Sime is doing all of the scripting and reloading (his processes are mainly material
ones), while Kitten is discussing what is working and what is not, and giving Sime
some directions. This is realised by the number of relational processes she uses
during this section of the transcript.

Between lines 200 and 400, Face Off reclaims his dominance of interactional control.
This stage includes the episode of his role-playing of Kyle's mother, and interestingly,
here he uses the full range of processes (except for relational processes, which were
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not used at all in the transcript). As he shifts into another identity, he 'performs' the
character, a character that he deems having authority, and who consequently
dominates the discussion. Face Off fleshes out this authoritative character by saying
who she is, what she is like, and assigning her certain behaviours, actions, and verbal
directives targeted towards the other participants. This aspect will be explored further
in the discussion on modality later in this section.

From line 400 to the end, line 482, Hula Baybah dominates the conversation, by
complaining about the continual reloading which has been interrupting her
conversations (realised by mental: affection processes), and then moving on to ask
questions and seek solutions to her technical problems. Sime also exercises his
wizard power somewhat mischievously by performing wizard actions on others that
leave them unable to move or speak. These actions are defined in the transcript as
coded verbs, as they fall outside of the usual English language semiotic system.

In terms of the range of processes used by each participant, the table above is
represented below in table 2 as a bar graph, which provides a visual representation of
each participant's role in the overall transcript. This table clearly shows that Face Off
and Sime are the two participants doing things or talking about doing things, Sime
because he is engineering the worked up code additions, and Face Off because he is
both relating to Sime's work and introducing himself as the new member of the
palace. Face Off and Hula Baybah talk most about their thoughts and feelings, as well
as using verbal processes the most. Hula Baybah is particularly unhappy during
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several parts of the transcript as mentioned, and Face up is enraptured by his own
antics with both his demonstration of his monkey painting and his attempt to trick us
all into believing his mother was online.

.-

0 Sime

•

Kitten 0 Face Off 0 Hula Baybah

Table 2: Range of process types used by each participant.

All four participants use relational verbs, since all are commenting on their
perceptions of what happens to them throughout the events of the transcript.
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The second aspect to explore was the way in which the participants used 'I'
statements. Here I have adapted a concept from Gee (1999, p.124), who explains that
different classes of teenagers build different socially-situated identities, and these are
reflected in the statements they use as 'I' statements. My purpose here though is to
determine how participants write their identities through processes, so I shall focus
primarily on relation of I-to-process type, however this time I focus solely on
material, cognitive and relational processes, as verbal processes are so minimal from
previous data.

I Statements:

Sirne

Material I
Behavioural

73, 1 2,
156, 158

-

Face Off

Hulah
Baybah

72, 258, 2871
291, 313, 396,
401. 409, 414a

(Writes as an
actor / doer)
Cognitive

2
449

(Writes as a
thinker!
observer!
feeler)
Relational
(Writes as a
commentator
on self or
others / things)

.

101a, 101c,
105,2324,
296, 307a.

8b, 269, 348,
357a,368,404

320, 336a,
362, 420a,
454a
27, 61, 310, 31, 140, 452.
336b, 336c
482
-;

-

Table 3: Process types when author uses an 'I' statement, shown by data line

Again, it is useful to present this information in a bar graph to assist in making
comments about how each person represented themselves through 'I' statements.
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12
10
8

EN Sime

6

•Kitten
O Face Off
0 Hula Baybah

4
2
0

2:.

w
.

C

•

C

0
•.

C.)
Table 4: Author 'I' statements

Surprisingly, Face Off makes the most 'I' statements. Perhaps because of his new
status, his need to belong, his need to inform about himself, and his need to 'perform'
another identity to impress the strangers he is meeting for the first time, can account
for this. Sime represents himself as a doer more than anything else

-

he controls the

action due to his role. Hula Baybah does not act, rather she reacts through
commentary, thoughts and feelings about the events. Kitten does a bit of each, but is
keeping a low profile in this transcript as she is intent on checking the scripting that
Sime is doing according to her design. Although she does not appear to have a real
presence in the transcript, she is working behind the scenes to such an extent for the
purpose of improving the environment that she says little.
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Finally, the use of vocatives reveals the relationships between the participants. The
following table highlights who speaks to whom:

Table 5: Community relationships

Although all participants are speaking with each other, the deliberate use of names
when interacting might usually symbolise a more intimate relationship between
speakers. Sime and Kitten are the two experienced wizards working on the palace
together, yet aren't really using vocatives to any degree. Sime feels comfortable
talking to everybody by name. Face Off seems only confident with Sime and Kitten.
Hula Baybah whispers secretly to kitten many times, as she does not want the others
to know that she is suspicious of Face Off, since he and Sime are close friends.
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Although relationships can be suggested through analysing the transcript, my field
notes and understanding of the history and context of this event reveal that the
transitivity analysis does not reveal a great deal about relationships, but more about
the ways in which each person constructs themselves through their choices of process
types.

7.3.3 Interpersonal meanings through appraisal and modality

The two areas of focus for examining interpersonal meanings are an appraisal of the
text using the categories of attitude, and an exploration of the modality of the text. By
exploring attitude, a greater depth of understanding about individual feels about self,
others, and judgements of others will be revealed.

In terms of affect

-

individual feelings, many emotions of happiness were expressed

using the iconic semiotic code as mentioned previously. These included: emoticons
such as smiley faces: =) =o) ©, ;> ; expressions of laughter: hehehe, hahaha, LOL
(laughing out loud), ROFL (rolling on the floor laughing); expressions of amazement:
ahhhhhh, 000000000hhhhhhh; and expressions of excitement: yippee!! !!!!, and words
such as this is exciiiiiiiting. The over exaggeration and emphasis is the only way to
reflect and construct feelings in this particular environment as exemplified in the
transcript. Similarly, unhappiness is demonstrated (in the instance of Hulah Baybah)
through use of a sad face: 0 Hula Baybah also uses two expressions that reveal her

insecurity about what is happening with the constant reloading without warning:
ummmm and ??????.

In terms of the category of Judgement, we see Hula Baybah with two expressions: 'he
seems smarter than me and he's younger' (lines 150a and 150b) and 'you look funny
as a girl' (line 163). Yet these are isolated expressions and I want to shift the focus to
several lines related to the one incident where judgement of behaviour is a focus. I
will set them in context, and discuss how allegiances are made and broken and then
remade throughout the transcript. The lines are as follows:

Face Off's Pretense
(Face Off) this is Kyles mother
{Face Off} hello
(Face Off) yes i am

Kitten's reactions
{*Kitten} hello kyle
[ *Kitten I oh kyles mother?
{*Kitten} what?
{*Kitten} now youre joshing
me

Sime's reactions

*Sime lol Face Off.
*Sime LOL
*Sime LOL
*Sime *ROFL*
*Sime LOL

{Face Off} i dont think i made
myself clear, i am kyles mother
Figure 17: Changing allegiances

This is the beginning of Face Off's adoption of a new identity. Kitten is confused at
first, but Sime clearly thinks the whole pretense is highly amusing and clever because
of the confusion it is causing. Then Hula Baybah and Kitty whisper in secret knowing
that Face Off is playing a joke, but when he changes to a woman's avatar and calls
himself another name (Darlene, line 358), Kitten sighs (line 359) because she is both a
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bit embarrassed about being initially fooled and a little irritated because she was
trying to concentrate on the serious business at hand, and was tiring of Face Off's
antics. Face Off immediately confesses: 'ok ok, i lied, =o), moms not even here,
hehe, kittttttttttttyyyyyy!!!!!!!!' (lines 361, 362, 364, 365 and 367). Face Off very
quickly wanted to realign himself with Kitty, not wanting her disapproving sigh, as
she was one of the chief wizards and original members of the palace.

Interestingly, Sime, who was shown above to be encouraging Face Off's pretense,
laughing at his cleverness and success, and truly valuing the identity swapping as a
fun and amusing practice in this world, now changes alliances slightly to also
maintain a respectful relationship with Kitten, yet wanting to also value Face Off's
practice. His two lines (lines 373 and 374): 'Face Off lied!' followed by 'he is a big
booboohead!' seem to reflect both the positive and negative categories of judgement
according to the appraisal system of analysis. On the one hand, Face Off's ability to
lie and get away with pretending to be another person, even momentarily, was
considered by Sime, in this context, to be a badge of honour, indicating a highly
capable act. Yet calling him a big booboohead reflects a highly incapable form of
judgement made by Sime. This use of the term booboohead seems to allow Sime to
realign himself with Kitten also, a reaction against her earlier sigh. Although Kitten
does not participate much in the action and conversation, she is the most powerful
wizard and second only to me as the God or owner of the site. Her position demands
respect, and everybody is quick to do so. The historical context of the palace and all
previous encounters until this instant have developed the culture where power and
position is respected, and this is clear throughout the incident discussed.
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I want to continue with this issue of power by looking at the very different nature of
Face Off's language when he was adopting the identity of his mother. To do this I
will skip to a discussion of modality when looking at the lines spoken by Face Off in
his 'Darlene-mode' identity. I have taken these lines out of the transcript to examine
closer:

{Face Off}
{Face Off}
{Face Off)
(Face Off)
(Face Off)
(Face Off}
(Face Off}
{Face Off)
Face Off}
(Face Off)
(Face Off)
(Face Off)
(Face Off)
(Face Off)
(Face Off}
(Face Off)
{Face Off}

this is Kyle's mother
hello
i hear you would like to interview my son?
yes i am
well, i give you my upmost permission
interview him, please, he really want you to
i dont think i made myself clear, i am kyle's mother
excuse me?
excuse me?
no that owuldnt be necceary
ok, here you go...
-DARLENEkittttttttttttyyyyyy! ! !!!
clear your log!
nobody talk...
ok, now ask me the questions
i will reply and you will copy your log

Figure 18: Face Off's use of language when adopting a character of authority (his mother)

Face Off's representation of an authority figure reveals a use of very strong modality.
Darlene demands attention, she 'allows' her son to be interviewed (with her utmost
permission), emphasises who she is, uses interrogative questions to demand further
attention, then reels off a string of commands: 'clear your log, nobody talk, ask me the
questions, I will reply, you will copy'. In relation to power, those who use the
strongest modality are linked with those who have the most authority. Those who
don't get to use the high degrees of modality, and who are reduced to low degrees of
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modality, have less power. In Face Off's instance the exaggerated high modality
borders on the ridiculous, which soon lets everybody into the joke before he
confesses.

A second thread in the transcript that reveals both modality and attitude is Hula
Baybah's ongoing and increasing degree of frustration with the events.

{A:HuLaBaYbAh:á}
A:HuLa BaYbAh:á }
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
IA:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
(A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}

hmmmm...
what just happened?
again?
next time worn me
do we have to say that everytime?
don't want that lol
LOL
That is funny
i hate that

Figure 19: Hula Baybah's changing joy and frustration about the reloading of the script

Hula Baybah continually questions the reloading interruptions. First of all she
expresses her confusion with several interrogatives. She demands that she be warned
when each reload is going to happen, which Sime later does. However, when it
happens again with the funny script, she is not amused, and when she asks whether
she has to say it every time and is told that it is a new tradition by Sime, she
immediately expresses a sad face (line 260), but then in line 268 she tempers her
frustration by repeating that she doesn't want to say the on enter silly expressions, but
adds a lol (laughing out loud), thus keeping her feelings in check. Next time she is
interrupted with a reload the silly expressions script she has come to dislike fails to
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work, and she reacts with strong, happy amusement, with a capital LOL (a higher
modality than the lower case lol she did previously, given netiquette that
capitalisation symbolises shouting or emphasis), and the words 'That is funny' (line
294). Unfortunately for her, her glee is short-lived, as next time the reload occurs the
script works, and she states: 'I hate that' (line 347). The modality she expresses in her
language throughout the transcript changes from high (with her directive to warn her)
to medium, to high positive when the script doesn't work, and then to high negative
when it does again. These small examples are indicative, in this instance, of the
relationship between power and modality in language use.

7.3.4 Theme / Rheme analysis

As noted previously, analysing the transcript for theme yielded minimal information
about identity and relationships, however it was useful in that it indexed a different
semiotic system (mostly an iconic semiotic system, see Kress, 2003) that revealed the
uses (and misuses) of power.

This is most evident at the end of the transcript when Sime and Kitten start playing
games with each other pinning, muting and killing themselves and other participants.
These are all wizard commands that force another user against their will to be put into
certain states. The command 'pin <username> automatically removes that user's
avatar and changes them into a green ball, with a chain around them, and places them
into a corner (see example below). The user is then not free to move or change
avatars. This is used in extreme circumstances when a wizard deems it necessary to
prevent a user from, for example, wearing rn-rated avatars (or worse), or from
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flooding the site by too many actions in succession. The command mute
<username> prevents the user from speaking, and is usually done in the event of a
user using foul language or expressing intolerant views. The command 'kill
<usernarne> will force a user to log off and be unable to return for a certain amount of
time (i.e. for 30 minutes, or whatever the wizards have stipulated).

I
rc:.:rri i. ':'.k .J i

Figure 20: Image of the pin command in action

These commands are done at the discretion of the wizards, and are not meant to be
used without careful consideration. The first knowledge a user might have of their
bad behaviour (if wizards have not first issued a verbal warning) is the sudden
discovery that they have turned into a green ball and are chained into the corner, or
unable to see their words appearing. Most of the time (as will be seen in later
transcripts), discussion and negotiation occurs before the wizard command is given.
Here, however, it is simply done for amusement between Kitten and Sime once they
no longer have to focus on getting the script working, but can play instead.

These commands are in theme position, so I have used the theme analysis simply as
an exercise to reveal how frequently a different semiotic system is interwoven into the
events of the palace world. I have stated that this is usually an iconic semiotic system,
since the appearance of yourself or another as a green ball indicates that you (or
another) have been subjected to the imposition of power by a wizard. Meaning occurs
not through words, but through the icons

-

of the green ball, of the chains and of the
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new bodily placement of yourself. Meaning can also occur through the sudden lack
of icons, for example, if a user has typed in a message, but no balloon bubble with
those words appear, the absence of that balloon indicates to the user that they have
been muted.

7.4

Conclusion

Key points to be explored further from the illuminative discourse analysis of this
transcript include:

• The genre, register values and language features particular to synchronous
chat
The practices valued by the community
• The intertextuality required to belong to the dominant discourses of the
community, and how this belonging is necessary for constructing identity
•

The use of process types to identify how a user constructs themselves
The relationship between modality and power

•

The use of wizard commands and power
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CHAPTER 8: Visual analysis of illuminative screenshot

8.1 Introduction

The screenshot in figure 21 will he used as the focus for a detailed analysis and
discussion about visual practices in the palace. This analysis and discussion have
been considerably presented and partly interpreted in a previous article written by
myself (Thomas, 2001).
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Figure 21: Screenshot for analysis: a small group of children on the Kids, Enflints, Kinder palace.
(Thomas, 1999, palace://kids.digital-x.net:9998)
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As Jewitt and Oyama (2001) point out, Kress and van Leeuwen's framework provides
a descriptive framework that is highly useful in interpreting images, but is not quite
enough. They state,

'...

it does not, on its own, offer all that is needed for the

sociological interpretation of images' (Jewitt and Oyama, 2001, p.154.). For this
reason, before launching into a detailed analysis, I will first discuss the general
meanings that can be interpreted from the image according to the socially situated
context of the palace site, and the discourses that are prevalent.

The avatars provide a rich starting point for analysis. In terms of a visual text, these
are the visual texts that are used as the signs of representation of each person's
identity. The avatars children are using are linked inextricably to popular culture and
fashion, the trends being: sports (sk8r avatars), music (kom), and computer games
(tomb raiders, pokemon). It is also interesting to note that Adidas sponsors Korn, so
the combination of sporting and musical logos/ signs is very important as far as pop
culture goes, and as far as the choice for avatars goes. In the screenshot all of the
avatars have a certain look to them, the 'cool' sporty and/or musical look. Although
in this screenshot the names are not visible in normal palace participation names can
be switched on or off, with the default being on. The choice of names by children is
sometimes linked to 'gangs' or groups of friends, using symbols of leadership i.e.
Angela{ { {Leader of Sparrows} } } (here this represents Angela belonging to and being
the leader of the gang { { { Sparrows } } } ); or linked to kom UsInG CaPiTaLs in a
playful disturbance and disruption of traditional typeface (as you can see with Hula
baybah). Its also common to use symbols rather than, or combined with, typeface
such as BabygurlTM

.

Also, deliberate incorrect spelling for names i.e. Klown for

clown is common. This will be discussed in Chapter Nine.
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Customisation of avatars, that is, adding in one's own graphics, colours, animations,
ghostings (fading the colours of the avatar to appear ghost-like), drawings and/or
logos to personalise the avatars, is a common practice. In fact it is almost essential if
you want to be 'cool'. Children are teaching each other the complex technical
specifications of computer graphics and editing so that they can achieve this.
Sometimes groups of children will get together and design their own 'friends' type
prop, which they all wear over their normal avatar. They may make a group or 'clan'
and invite their friends to join in, and wear some token prop or sign to indicate
membership. The sense of belonging, friendship and fun this gives them makes
tackling those graphic programs well worth the effort. These girls that 'can', that
have mastered the technicalities, are the ones that are 'cool' and they flaunt it. The
mastery of technical skills by these girls represents an explicit instance of what
Foucault (1977) would term the connection between knowledge and power. Having
the technical know-how gives these girls power within the virtual community. Power
to look 'cool', power to teach others, and power to participate fully using all of the
resources available to them in the palace environment builds status. Flaunting,
displaying and exercising their skills makes their power visible and their status as a
member of the cyber community validity.

In terms of gender, it is interesting to note that despite the literature related to genderswapping for young adults (for example: Bruckman 1998; Danet 1998; Spender
1998), the children I have studied and discussed here in fact make every effort to
exaggerate

their gender. The choice of avatars reflects the children's visions of

themselves as 'cool' young girls and boys. The girl's faces are pronounced and
beautiful, with long eyelashes, flowing locks and pert lips. The boys have punk

hairdos, posture in a slouch, hands in pockets, 'cool' hats. Similarly in language use,
girls in my interviews have tended to use more emotive language and expressions
(that avatar is neato!), whereas boys tend to play the 'techno-expert' game and choose
to discuss the graphics, the programs, the hardware, and their own skills. Instead of
breaking any gender stereotypes as aforementioned scholars claim is possible, the
children reinforce with a vengeance their sense of femininity and masculinity. For
children, their sexuality and appearance as male or female is crucial to their sense of
identity and projection of self to others. This links back to the earlier discussion and
questions raised about children's authoring of multiple forms of identity online. The
children at this age seem on the surface to be replicating the artificiality of social
boundaries between genders. I see this as reflective of their needs as children and
young adolescents to fashion themselves as the male or female they fantasise
themselves as becoming, as their youthful dreams of who they might be. The avatars
are all beautiful and popular looking, resembling popular heroes that young children
might aspire to be. Although a superficial glance might give the impression that the
children are merely reinforcing stereotyped notions of gender construction, they are,
in fact, tinkering with their own fantasies of femininity and masculinity, and it is
through this process, I would speculate, that they will also begin to deconstruct for
themselves what it is to be male and female in the playful and risk-free space of this
cyber context.

Another common social practice in the palace is that of avatar parading, swapping and
changing. The kids do it for several reasons, such as: to show the results of
'shopping' or 'creating' using graphics programs to construct their avatar; to express
their changing emotional 'faces' or 'states' and their desired various bodily positions

WE
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such as finding and using avatars for sitting, avatars for lying, and avatars for

jumping; to participate in the 'group' atmosphere of the palace by being 'active'
during their encounters (it is very common to swap and change avatars with a high
degree of frequency in any single exchange). Additionally, children will use other
customised props to accompany their avatars to show an activity, action, or state of
accompaniment such as food, drink, pets and signs. It is also common for example to
have coke or coffee and the like next to each person's avatars to symbolise a group
activity. Bringing customised props and sharing them with the other people in the
room, such as providing a drink of coke for everybody, appears a sure means of
winning friends.

Kollock (1999) talks extensively about many online communities being 'gift giving
communities'. He explains that gift economies induce benefits by improving the
'technology of social relations' (Kollock, 1999, p.220), that is, by increasing the range
and diversity of social networks. I would argue the children's making of and
swapping avatars is a form of gift-giving. It too is done in a spirit of giving and
receiving and with the motivation of gaining more friends, fitting in, and feeling a
sense of belonging. Gift-giving, then, is another practice that discursively constitutes
the cyber child subject in this context.

In the screenshot shown, our palace was preparing for an 'end of millennium' party.
The children had spent much time discussing with me prior to the party about how to
make our guests feel welcome and in the party mood. Here some of the children had
gathered to show me what they had managed to prepare. [Palace Model] Christy (the
popcorn girl) had spent quite some time finding and modifying her avatar as well
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making prop bags of popcorn to give out to all the guests. SoccerKid and Yo Man
(the two boys) had found music (real midi files that users could hear), silly animals
(the monkeys they adorned the palace room with) and a funny sign about not feeding
the wizards to make people laugh when they entered.

To analyse this visual image in detail I will look at the avatars and the environmental
space using Kress and Van Leeuwen's (1996) framework of visual analysis. I will
examine how the screenshot realises various ideational, interpersonal and textual
meanings. In defining these categories it is important to view them in light of their
relationship to Hallidayan systemic functional linguistics as previously alluded to.
Halliday (1994) explains that when we use language we are always simultaneously
making three different kinds of meanings: ideational, interpersonal and textual.
Ideational structures construct the nature of events, the objects and participants
involved, and the circumstances in which they occur. Interpersonal meanings
construct the nature of the relationships among the speakers and listeners or readers
and writers. Textual meanings are concerned with the distribution of the information
value or relative emphasis among elements of the text. Kress and van Leeuwen use
these three meaning making systems and apply them to describing a grammar of
visual design.

By applying their analytical tool to the screenshot a deeper

understanding of the visual meanings created by the children and/or for the children
will result, and this will in turn lead to another way of understanding how the cyber
child subject is constructed. Kress and van Leeuwen refer to images in general, and
do not specifically concentrate any of their visual grammar on cyber spaces, so this
analysis will be based upon my own interpretation of how their framework might be
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applied to this visual context. Each of the three metafunctions will be discussed in
turn below.

8.2 Kress and van Leeuwen Analysis

8.2.1 Ideational Meanings

Kress and van Leeuwen's first dimension is the ideational, and explores the meanings
that are created in the image. Here the image is narrative with the participants 'living'
in the story. Though in this image none of the participants are acting directly on
another, they are all engaging in interaction, and their continual movements about the
screen which cannot be captured by a single screenshot makes it ultimately more one
of a transactional process.

The participants involved are each of the children present. They are all gathered in a
particular location, in order to discuss the party preparation, which explains the
context or circumstances during the time of the screenshot of the image. They are also
there in a relationship of accompaniment in some instances. [Palace Model] Christy
is accompanied by her popcorn machine, Yo Man is accompanied by his music ghetto
blaster machine. These props as mentioned before are important both for the party
and for representing the symbolic control and mastery of the palace environment.
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8.2.2 Interpersonal meanings

Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) identify five dimensions of interpersonal meanings in
describing the grammar of visual images: mood, subjectivity, objectivity, social
distance and modality. This is a highly complex set of dimensions given the nature of
the online environment, so below is an initial interpretation of how they might be
applied to the cyber context and what this might mean as far as understanding the
child as a cyber subject is concerned.

In terms of mood, we see in the screenshot that the females have all chosen avatars
that can be classified as 'demand', with their gaze directed outwards. The obscured
gaze of the two males realises more the mood of offer. The very nature of the screen
however blurs this offer/demand realisation, when you consider that the person
represented inside the screen is also looking at themselves from the outside. A
possible narcissistic element creeps into the 'demand' mood, when you represent
yourself as gazing out towards yourself. The gender difference is interesting to note,
and begs the question why? This leads to the next interpersonal dimension of the
image, which is undoubtedly subjective. Viewers are included both from within and
outside of the screen. The frontal angles are inclusive from 'you as a viewer'
perspective, yet the oblique angles are inclusive from the 'you inside the screen as a
participant' perspective. The duality of the self (viewer and participant) in this space
requires a particularly complex reading of these images.

Bodily placement is used to emphasise or de-emphasise relationships with others. To
sit next to or on another, to be a chair or cloud for somebody else to sit on or float in,
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to lurk in the corner, are all signifiers of social distance. The fluid placement of self
in the image will tell a multiplicity of storylines throughout any one session. Avatars
are full body, and the 'shot' is a public one. It is possible to have close up headshots
as avatars, and to create a more intimate distance, and this is done by some people
(mainly adults) but is not reflected here. The intimacy is created by positioning, and
turning one's avatar into a chair for another person to sit on is an indication of a high
degree of intimacy.

In many ways, then, bodily communication and body 'language' online can echo the
offline world. Children seem to be fluid in the way in which they position themselves
in a room

-

sometimes positioning themselves in 'standard' ways of sitting and

standing at a place on the room background that would replicate offline positions, yet
at other times (such as the floating girl in the screenshot), playfully disrupting and
resisting the offline physical constraints of the body by positioning it anywhere they
desire.

Modality is realised through the use of elements such as colour, texture, light and
shade. In this palace backgrounds and avatars tend to fall into what Kress and van
Leeuwen term a sensory coding orientation, where bright vibrant colours dominate.
The 'pleasure' principle is the dominant theme of this palace, and the colours are rich
and in high modality to realise this.
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8.2.3 Textual Meanings

The avatars each represent points of salience in the image. The background offers
various places for activity (the chair, the platform, the rooftops, the sky) but here the
participants have chosen their own particular spot for placement at this particular
moment in time. The girl in mid-air is likely to be either: just joining the room and
not yet decided upon their preferred spot, defying the rules of gravity and deliberately
positioning themselves in that spot, or preparing to add wings to their avatar so that
they can legitimately be an angel or bird to hover in that spot. As alluded to above,
this is a playful disruption of traditional boundaries of the ability of the physical body
and reveals some children's pleasure in resisting such boundaries, and yet other
children's desires to hold on to those same boundaries and see themselves as
conforming to the physical world. However, this might reflect their sense of
aesthetics as much as a desire to conform.

8.3

Conclusion

The key points drawn from this micro analysis, which will be addressed, further
include:
The significance of avatars in construction of identity, particularly with
respect to gender construction
The duality of self

-

as subject of the gaze, and gazer of the self

Relationships through spatial positioning
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CHAPTER 9: Summary and discussion of themes from data corpus

9.1

Introduction

The key points summarised from each of the previous analyses (see sections 6.2, 7.4
and 8.3) are now brought forward and are listed below:

Emotional and creative feelings experienced online
• Experimentation of names, and the importance of names in constructing you
or different sides to you

ff

Inventing and dreaming of ways to be, and then rehearsing those ways online

• Communication online can take several forms, simultaneously
Power, authority and responsibility
Learning roles through interactions with others
• Identity shaping through language choices made, with such choices akin to a
fingerprint of identity
Identity, literacy and gender
Reflective writing
• The genre, register values and language features particular to synchronous
chat
The practices valued by the community
• The intertextuality required to belong to the dominant discourses of the
community, and how this belonging is necessary for constructing identity
•

The use of process types to identify how a user constructs themselves

• The relationship between modality and power
The use of wizard commands and power
•

Gender construction through use of avatars
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The duality of self

-

as subject of the gaze, voyeur of self, as expressed by

females in the study
Relationships through spatial positioning

Some of these points are interlinked. Furthermore, a coding of the data corpus
indicated some additional significant points related to the construction of identity. In
summary I propose a number of key themes related to literacy and identity, or other
forms of identity shaping that were unexpected that arose from the data. These points
were clustered together using a thematic coding technique as mentioned previously in
section 5.5.3. These themes will be taken and linked to further supporting examples
from the data corpus. These themes include the following:

Identity: names
This theme is concerned with the participants' selections of screen names.

Identity: avatars
This theme relates to the participants' selections of avatars, and their
common practices with avatars and images.

Identity: verbal literacy
This theme is made coherent through the grammatical choices used by
participants.

Identity: relationship building and community practices
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This theme encapsulates the ways in which the community worked together
and learned together through participation in both everyday and special
events of the community. It also explores how individual members
developed an understanding of the intertextuality and dominant discourses
within the community

Identity: power
This theme illuminates the relative status between participants, and how
power is played out between them within the specific palace community,
and as described from participants' experiences in other virtual
communities.

Identity: gender
This theme refers to the ways in which participants represent themselves as
being either male, female, or of ambiguous sexuality. It also includes the
way in which participants play with gender bending or gender confusion,
and the way in which fantasies and desires of aspects of femininity and
masculinity are performed. A particular focus is taken on aspects of
femininity. This is because the female participants of the study provided me
with a substantial amount of data related to the theme, but the male
participants did not. Additionally, females in the study discussed aspects of
emotion, the body and the gaze, all of which will be expanded upon in a
discussion of this theme.
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9.2

Theme I: Identity: names

The names that are used online by the participants in the study are significant at a
semiotic level as they reflect the concise labels that were deliberately ascribed by
children to signify their identity, persona, or status in the community. Examples
included:

*[palace Model]Christy, *Kjtten, *Lollypop, *Sime, *SoccerKjd,

[kltTeNz]Buffy,

=I?"Mr.Cool©?uI=, mUnK, á:HuLa BaYbAh:á, AnGeL'z iN

HeAvEn, Baby Bubbles, Baby Missy, Babygurl, bLuE LoLLiE, DancingFool,
DaniKid©, Face Off, FREAKYWEIRDO, James Bond 007, Lenny Kravitz, Nathalie,
reelplaya, Stargazer, tarzan, Trickster, Violetta, Voltage, Yo Man, and zoeTM (these
thirty names represent the thirty most frequent names appearing in transcripts and
appear here in alphabetical order).

At a glance, some of these names seem quite ordinary, some appear to have references
to personal attributes, some explicitly relate to or as assignations of the participant's
gender, while others of these are replete with intertextual references. The intertextual
references in particular signify much about the participants' presentation of their
persona. I use the word presentation deliberately for several reasons, which will be
discussed below.

Following is a table designed to classify the range of names from this small sample,
according to various attributes and intertextual references from which the names are
drawn:
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Attributes and
intertextual references:

Names:

Number:

Names prefaced by *
symbolising wizardship
Names that explicitly
reference male /
masculine

*[palace Model]Christy, *Kitten,
*Lolliepop, *Sjme, *SoccerKjd
*Sjme, =I?"Mr.Cool©?uj=, James
Bond 007, Lenny Kravitz, tarzan,
Yo Man, Face Off

5

C

Names that explicitly
reference female!
femininity

14

D

Names that are ambiguous

E

Names that reflect
membership of a
friendship group

*[palace Model]Christy, DaniKid©,
*Kitten, *Lolliepop,[kItTeNz Buffy ,
á:HuLa BaYbAi:á, Baby Bubbles,
Baby Missy, Babygurl, bLuE
LoLLiE, DancingFool, Nathalie,
Violetta, zoeTM
OmUnK, AnGeLz iN HeAvEn,
FREAKYWEIRDO, reelplaya,
Stargazer, Voltage
*Kitten and [kltTeNz]Buffy

A
B

7

7

10

*Lolliepo p and bLuE LoLLiE
á:HuLa BaYbAh:á, Baby
Bubbles, Baby Missy, Babygurl

F

Names referencing
popular culture

G

Names referencing
subversion of traditional
qwerty characters as a
result of popular culture
literacies
Names that project an
aspect of participants selfdescribed desires

H

I

J

Names that project an
aspect of participants'
self-described
personalities
Names that reflect nonEnglish speaking
participants' desires to
belong to the community

*5occer Kid and DaniKid©
Face Off, James Bond 007, Lenny
Kravitz, [kltTeNz]Buffy, tarzan,
Trickster
[kltTeNz]Buffy,
=I?Mr.CooI©?6I=, nmUnK,
á:HuLa BaYbAh:á, AnGeLz iN
HeAvEn, bLuE LoLLiE, DaniKid©,
FREAKYWEIRDO, zoelM
*[Pal ace Model]Christy, *Kitten,
[kltTeNz]Buffy, =I?Mr.Cool©?uI=,
Face Off, FREAKYWEIRDO, Yo
Man, ZOeTM
DancingFool, Nathalie, reelplaya,
Stargazer, Trickster, Violetta

James Bond 007, Lenny Kravitz,
tarzan

6

9

8

6

5

Table 6: Categories of names
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9.2.1 Category A: The wizardship

*

The symbol of the star next to a name is reserved only for wizards. When logging on
to palace, a participant is required to enter the designated wizard password to be given
access to the additional commands ('powers'). It is only once the password has been
entered that the wizard can then change their name to preface it with the wizard star.

Interestingly, some wizards saw the star as being of key significance for their role in
the community, whilst others saw the star as symbolizing a power trip and refused to
wear it. From the list of names above for example, the absence of stars from three
names is significant.

These were the participants: Violetta, Face Off and

FREAKY WEIRDO. Violetta was vocal about it symbolizing power and from her
prior experiences had discovered that non-wizards would treat her differently (such as
flattering her, talking to her exclusively, and being what she considered 'false')

-

often in the hope to gain a wizardship for themselves. Face Off wanted to concentrate
on the coding of the site (wizards are the only ones that are able to make new rooms
and new pieces of codes for the rooms) and felt his star would detract him from doing
what he considered his primary role in the community. He believed that the star
would force him into the more usual role of a wizard, that of being friendly and
helping new people learn the types of literacy uses to be successful communicators in
the virtual context. FREAKYWEIRDO didn't want anybody to know that she was a
wizard because she had deliberately sought a name for the purposes of testing out
people's reactions to her, and to explore whether or not a stereotyped 'bad boy' type
of name would provoke certain kinds of discussion topics.
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9.2.2 Category B: Names that explicitly reference male / masculine

The number of names in this category is rather limited, and the reasons behind the
choices of names reveal that the number is higher than a similar sample but from a
less international group. James Bond 007, Lenny Kravitz and tarzan for example,
chose the names only because they wanted to project themselves as knowing the
English-speaking (and particularly American) culture. They each chose their names
based more on wanting to belong to the community, and the male heroes they chose
came secondary to that issue. It is interesting to note the influence of popular culture
(movies and pop music idols) on the non-English speaking participants' choices.

Originally I had classified Face Off's name as an ambiguous name, but he quickly
corrected me that it was a reference to an action drama movie he liked called 'Face
Off' starring John Travolta. I was surprised that a younger male would consider John
Travolta as a role model and even challenged his age and checked again that he was
who he said he was. However he further explained that it was actually the name of
the movie and the concept of swapping faces (just like he could do on the internet)
that was the reason behind his choice. I thought his reason was very clever after that,
and pressed him to tell me why he hadn't explained that in the beginning to me. His
reply was that he had been trying to do something else at the same time but wasn't
very good at multi-tasking.

Although the former four cannot be dismissed for their name selection signifying
male, the other three were more specifically bound to gender. Sime had always used
Sime, and he had chosen it some years previously as a nice friendly type of boy's
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name. He claimed that such a nice conservative and non-threatening name signaled to
others that he was helpful and kind and responsible. He revealed that on a very first
meeting with somebody (male or female) he would often be the recipient of selfdisclosure from others, or he would be invited to be a wizard somewhere. He claimed
that his name opened doors for him and that people treated him differently and
'specially' because of his name.

=I?Mr.Cool©?aI=, on the other hand, chose his name because he thought it would be

useful for making connections with females.

He thought his name would

automatically throw out some magnetic vibes, which would attract females and make
him popular. In his discussions with me, he continued to believe and insist that he
attracted many females. The transcripts revealed otherwise.

=Anya=:
how do you be cool?
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.: uhh
=I?Mr.CooI©?I=: !be like me
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.: have awesome neato ays??
*chuckle*
=Anya=:
=I7 Mr.CooI©?I=: you gotta be like me
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.: haha
=I?Mr.Cool©?ul=: cause im cool
=I'?Mr.Cool©?I=: its all in da name
=Anya=:
so you look at peoples ays to see if they are cool?
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.: no
=I?Mr.Cool©?*: no
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.: their personality
=I"Mr.Cool©?l=: i look at their assets
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.: if theyre fun to talk to...
=?Mr.Cool©?üI=: and how nice a body they have
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.: blahbityblah
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.: haha ... nice body??
=Anya=:
their assets Mr Cool??
=I?Mr.Cool©?I=: yup
=?Mr.Cool©?áI=: yeah
=I?Mr.Cool©?al=: like expensive clothes
=I?Mr.Cool©?ul=: cool clothes ext
Figure 22: =I9 Mr.Cool©?6 j= acts like his name?
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In the conversation in figure 22 above, for example, I had been asking .á:HuLa
BaYbAh:á. to describe how she made friends and how she made herself friendly to
others. On responding by saying she tried to act cool, the data excerpt above shows
what happened when =I?"Mr.Cool©?ül= decided to join us and interrupt our
discussion.

=?"Mr.Cool©?i= would act like this in many interactions, and girls reported to me
that they considered him slightly sleazy and very superficial in character. After he
left the room in this instance, .á:I-luLa BaYbAh:á. expressed her reaction through the
thought bubble below:

Figure 23: .á:1-!uLa BaYbAh:á.'s reaction to =TMr.Coo1©?6t=

Finally, Yo Man selected his name to look cool in a hip-hop rapper kind of way. He
used an expression he had heard many times in TV shows and movies (i.e., Yo, Man!)
as his name.

9.2.3 Category C: Names that explicitly reference female! femininity

This category had the greatest number of entries. Out of the 15 female participants,
14 were readily identifiable as feminine names. Some names were derivatives from
real girl names such as *[palace Model]Christy, DaniKid©, *Kitten, [kltTeNz]Buffy,
Nathalie, Violetta, and

zoe'.

Nathalie told me that she made a conscious choice to
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=Anya=: FREAKYWEIRDO is an unusual name, why did you choose it?
FREAKYWEIRDO: because its weird, i wanted to have a weird name
=Anya: how come?
i wanted to try something different, you know, be a
FREAKYWEIRDO:
different person
=Anya: you mean here on palace?
FREAKYWEIRDO: i use it for all the stuff i do
FREAKYWEIRDO: icq
FREAKYWEIRDO: aim
FREAKYWEIRDO: email
FREAKYWEIRDO: talkers
FREAKYWEIRDO: and palace
=Anya=: what changes for you when you use this name?
FREAKYWEIRDO: it makes me feel different
=Anya: anything else?
FREAKYWEIRDO: i can say and do things that i wouldn't dare to irl
=Anya=: can you give me an example of that?
well, i think i speak up a lot more.... like i butt into
FREAKYWEIRDO:
other people's conversations
that's usually a pretty rude thing to do
FREAKYWEIRDO:
FREAKYWEIRDO: but i get more attention than usual
=Anya: you must like that?
FREAKYWEIRDO: i guess
some people aren't very nice to me when they first
FREAKYWEIRDO:
meet me though
FREAKYWEIRDO: specially if they see 'lie beino a pun
=Anya:
WIM
do you have to deliberatel)
act to be a pain or isn't it an act at all?
FREAKYWEIRDO: oh no, its an act
really, i am usually really polite, but I am
being like my cousin who I think is rude
=Anya=: but do you like your cousin?
use it for all the
not when she is
FREAKYWEIRDO:
stuff I do
being rude
-_
=Anya=:
but that means people here
might not like you
'
FREAKYWEIRDO: i know
1
FREAKYWEIRDO: they don't unless
they've known me for a long time like
you and the other wizzes
=A nya: but that's ok with you?
FREAKYWEIRDO: yeah
i think people
FREAKYWEIRDO:
are more honest with me too
•
really? why do you think
=Anya=:
that?
because when you are a polite person, other people
FREAKYWEIRDO:
treat you like you're too good to tell the truth too or something
but when you're acting bad, they don't mind telling
FREAKYWEIRDO:
you things that are harsh or bad or usually not for girls ears
FREAKYWEIRDO: and i learn the truth about things more
i think i've learnt a lot more from being freaky than
FREAKYWEIRDO:
from being nice
do you think it might be because you're acting behind the screen
=Anya=:
and its easy for people to talk sometimes behind it?
FREAKYWEIRDO: maybe
i would love to be a goth irl because they can do
FREAKYWEIRDO:
whatever they feel like, but my family and friends would dump me
.

.

V

-

-'

V

V

Figure 24: =Anya= talking with FREAKYWEIRDO about her name selection
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The other names in this category included the following: mUnK', AnGeL'z iN
HeAvEn, reelplaya, Stargazer and Voltage. rmUnK', although tending to choose
masculine avatars as his favourites (see later discussion, this chapter), often flipped
his avatars about 20 times a session, using ambiguous and non-gendered avatars.
Nobody knew how to say or type the name and he would have to tell people
repeatedly to call him smunky. This still seemed ambiguous and other males
frequently asked him what his 'stats' (stats could include: gender, weight, height, age
and location for example) were. He found this a source of amusement and a good
way to tease and play jokes on others, and never changed name to my knowledge.

AnGeL'z iN HeAvEn belonged to a group on the palace that were all AnGeL'z of
something, and since there were male and female members of this known group,
people could only tell from his avatar that he was male. [R]eelplaya insisted to me
that nobody would think his name was a girl's name, so it is possible that my view
here is entirely subjective, but I find no reason to believe a female could not equally
as well use the name. On the other hand, Stargazer's name I had seen used by
females as well as males in other contexts, so that could easily have been either and
thus justifiably held up as ambiguous. Voltage was difficult to categorise because
although it could be interpreted as sounding super-hero-ish in a way, I had also seen
females using the name, or more commonly, the form Volta of the name. Both males
and females liked the name and its variations as it made them sound tough. Because
it wasn't a popular name, this type of judgment of categories remains a subjective
matter. Nevertheless, the number of males using ambiguous names is considerably
higher than females, and this is worthy of further discussion, which will be taken up
later in the chapter.
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9.2.5 Category E: Names that reflect membership of a friendship group

Over the course of the research study, many groups or 'gangs' rose and fell, which
were represented in either participants' names or avatars or both. Participants enjoyed
the sense of affinity and belonging that wearing the symbol of the group (both in
names and images) would bring them. Although the types of groups are worthy of
note, here I want to simply point out that one third of participants belonged to either
other sub-groups of the community, or wider groups beyond the research palace and
into the broader palace community.

9.2.6 Category F: Names referencing popular culture

As mentioned previously, several of the male names (James Bond 007, Lenny Kravitz
and tarzan) were used by non-English speaking participants who explained that they
wished to become part of the English speaking group by adopting popular names.
[kltTeNz]Buffy is a reference to the Television show, Buffy, and her hero SarahMichelle Gellar (the contrast between kitten and Buffy may appear ironical but
[kltTeNz]Buffy claimed she liked it that way as it represented her 'multi-faceted'
nature. Trickster stated that he found the name of a video character somewhere and
thought it would make a good name for palace, that it would give him license to play
the fool and tease people, to add a sense of humour into life at the palace. The
reasons for Face Off's choice of name have been documented above.
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9.2.7 Category G: Names referencing subversion of traditional keyboard
characters as a result of popular culture literacies

At the time of the research, a number of musical bands were popular that used names
and song titles which subverted the traditional uses of capital letters and characters
from the standard keyboard. 'Korn' was an example of this type of band and the
effect of this aspect of popular culture swept rapidly through Palace, with intertextual
references appearing in a variety of forms, from names to room backgrounds. Names
from the list above reflecting this include: [kltTeNz]Buffy, =j?"Mr.Coo1©?ü=,
mUnK', á:HuLa BaYbAh:á, AnGeL'z iN HeAvEn, bLuE LoLLiE, DaniKid©,
FREAKY WEIRDO and zoeTM.

9.2.8 Category H: Names that project an aspect of participant's self-described
desires

Some participants explained to me that they had selected names that challenged and
contradicted their offline personae. FREAKYWEIRDO for example, told me that she
secretly wanted to be a 'Goth', but in reality lived quite a conservative lifestyle. I
have documented this earlier in the section.

*[palace Model]Christy told me that she

aspired to be beautiful and model-like, *Kjtten said she wanted to be treated with
special care and attention. [kltTeNz]Buffy, as explained earlier, enjoyed the duality of
being soft and gentle like her Kittenz group, trendy and funky due to their group's
subversion of capitalization, and strong and assertive like Buffy the vampire slayer.
=?Mr.Cool©?ó=, as discussed earlier this section, wanted to be cool and attractive
to women. Face Off, too, as discussed earlier, chose his name to reflect his desire to
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experiment with different personae during his online experiences. Yo Man was also
discussed previously: his choice was concerned primarily with his desires to be a
'cool musician'. zoeFM told me that she had a boring real name, and wanted to be an
'exotic creature', something she reflects in her avatar selection as will be discussed in
the next section.

9.2.9 Category I: Names that project an aspect of participants' self-described
personalities

Six participants fell into this category. DancingFool claimed that she loved to dance
and was a true 'fool' for dancing, taking classes in ballet and jazz ballet since she was
young. Nathalie used a French name to project her nationality to others. Reelplaya
loved music and claimed to be a DJ in discos and parties run by his school. Stargazer
was a technical guru into television programs like 'the X-Files', 'Star Trek' and
movies like 'Star Wars'. His favorite sayings were those iconic sayings such as "the
truth is out there" and "trust no-one", which he would sprinkle liberally throughout all
conversations. He was participating in an artificial intelligence project and had
special software on his computer to detect unusual patterns of movement in the stars
and skies. He projected an identity, using a common Western stereotype, of a
computer hacker, so his choice of name was apt for that part of his described and
enacted personality. Trickster said he'd always enjoyed playing tricks on people and
performing tricks for others, and wanted that fun side of his personality to emerge
strongly online. Violetta, as discussed in an earlier section, enjoyed using this screen
name because she revealed that she'd been a child of parents still living in the '60's,
and thought her name was suited to the era.
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9.2.10 Category J: Names that reflect non-English speaking participants
desires to belong to the community

Some participants choosing comic, movie, computer game and music heroes as names
(i.e. James Bond 007) did so only in the hope of being considered part of the
community which was at times more heavily populated by American participants.
This has been discussed previously this section.
When comparing the data it is interesting to group some categories together to search
for patterns. In doing this, the categories remain mutually inclusive, simply because
participants such as [kltTeNz]Buffy had three intertextual semiotic meanings residing
in her name selection, and to exclude her from any category would be making false
assumptions. The data are re-presented in the table below:
New Category:
Belonging to a
palace group or to
the palace
community

Presenting parts of
real self
Presenting desires of
self
Using attributes of
popular culture in
various ways

Names:
*[pal ace Model]Christy, *Kjtten ,
*Lolliepop, *Sjme, *SoccerKjd,
[kltTeNz]Buffy, bLuE LoLLiE,
á:HuLa BaYbAh:á, Baby Bubbles,
Baby Missy, Babygurl, DaniKid©, James
Bond 007, Lenny Kravitz, tarzan
DancingFool, Nathalie, reelplaya,
Stargazer, Trickster, Violetta
*[pal ace Model]Christy, *Kitten ,
[kltTeNz]Buffy, =I?Mr.Cool©ThI=, Face
Off, FREAKYWEIRDO, Yo Man, zoelM
OmUnK', AnGeL'z iN HeAvEn,
FREAKYWEIRDO, James Bond 007,
Lenny Kravitz, tarzan, [kltTeNz]Buffy,
Trickster, I?Mr.Cool©?6I=, nmUnK',
á:HuLa BaYbAh:á, bLuE LoLLiE,
DaniKid©, zoeTM

Number:

%age

15

50%

6

20%

8

27%

14

47%

Table 7: Patterns of name selection

What is significant here is that based on what was reported by the participants, the
two most popular reasons for name selections are to: firstly, develop a sense of
belonging and affinity to groups or communities, and secondly, to exhibit some form
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of affinity with particular aspects of popular culture, either by names of popular
culture heroes, or by actions of popular culture groups such as the subversion of the
traditional and formal usage of the English language. Two lesser reasons used to
select a name are related to the self, either by referencing self in reality, or self in
fantasy. This would lead to a possible conclusion that young people begin to form
their identities through affinities to groups or cultural know-how.

9.3

Theme II:

Identity: avatars

9.3.1 Avatar analysis: males and females

Avatars are a significant part of projecting the image of self that participants wanted
others to see. Using a sample of twenty participants who presented and discussed
their favourite three avatars, figure 25 represents the typical range of avatars selected
by participants.

I mentioned previously that one way in which I would analyse images is using Kress
and Van Leeuwen's grammatical framework. Below I will present an analysis of the
60 avatars for just one interpersonal element: the social interactional element of offer
or demand. Offers refer to the way in which the gaze is averted from the viewer,
demands refer to the direct gaze of the avatar at the viewer. I have represented this in
table eight.
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Name

Favourite Avatar I

Favourite Avatar 2

Favourite Avatar 3

*[Palace Model]
Christy

-

41

-

I

*SoccerKid

3

,;y

,4

4. Voltage (Tru
Thug)

5 *Lolljepop

23.)

6. *S t me

.

Violetta

4*1
reelplaya

'•••..

--

--

W

,

won

J.tiK

FREAKYWEIRD()

A

IO.YoMan

11.
á:HuLaBaYbAh:á

C..
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12. Trickster

'p
.

13 Nathalie

¶1
)

14. Face Off

M
15. zoeTM
.-.

V

16. Stargazer
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Babygurl

.9

='

Mr Cool©9uH

Dancing Fool

1•
__
omtJnK'

4.

__
..

Figure 25: Favourite three avatars of twenty participants

The summary presented in table eight below reveals a clear, numerical reversal of the
number of demands and offers between males and females. Two crucial questions
thus emerged from the analysis, being: i) why do females have 83% of their avatars
demanding the viewer's attention, whilst boys only have 13%?; and ii) similarly, why
do boys have 77% of their avatars as offers (which serve to create a distance between
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the participant and the viewer) and girls only have 17%? In interviews and
discussions with participants, the male participants were unable to articulate any type
of reason for this, but girls described some definite reasons for doing so.

Females

Males

Totals

Offers

5

23

28

Demands

25

7

32

Totals

30

30

60

17% offers

77% offers

83% demands

13% demands

47% of avatars
were offers;
53% were demands

Percentages

Table 8: Offers and demands of males and females

[Palace Model]Christy had much to say about her selection of avatars and was always
willing to discuss them because they were very important to her. Although she spoke
often in the group about other issues, her primary activities in the palace were
collecting, designing and modifying avatars, and also making props. She saw this as
her forte and often was the perpetrator of parties or simple social chats, through her
new party decorations, or her sharing cups of coffee or cans of 'soda pop' to other
participants as they logged on. The third avatar in her favourite selection of three (see
above in Figure 25), for example, is of her with a popcorn stand, with popcorn bags
full of popcorn as props. The palace held a special party on that occasion, and Christy
had invested a considerable amount of time finding a popcorn stand, and designing
the popcorn bags. She took it upon herself to meet and greet visitors as they logged
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on, and supply them each with a special bag of popcorn that they could take away to
remember their fun time on the palace by. She cloned the bag '59 times!' she
excitedly told me after the event.

The choice Christy made of this particular avatar for entertaining guests was
unexpected. All of Christy's other avatars were model-like, yet the one she selected
for her role as helper and worker, meeter and greeter to the guests, was completely
different to usual. There is no overt sexualisation apparent in this image, and
although one shoulder of the overalls has fallen off her shoulder, this avatar is much
weaker in portraying the sense of sexuality of her usual avatar selection. She has
instead made the popcorn machine and bags the attribute of focus, and is more
conscious on pleasing me in her fulfilment of her community duties rather than
impressing the guests or her friends with her model-like avatars.

In one of my interviews with Christy I wanted to focus particularly on the notion of
demands and whether or not she realised that most of her avatars gazed out at the
viewer. An excerpt of this interview is included in figure 26 below.

I now draw attention to what I consider were two significant remarks made by Christy
in this interaction. The first remark was in line 5: 'i look at her more than who i am
speaking to sometimes lol!!'. This helps us to understand that Christy looks through
the screen at her avatar as if she is looking in a mirror. Furthermore, it leads us to
believe that Christy is at once the subject of her own gaze, and the fascination of her
gaze, and that she is objectifying herself in a voyeur-like way as the fantasy of her
gaze. Kress and van Leeuwen's framework of visual grammar explains that a demand

is made to attract the attention of the viewer, to seduce them into the image, and to
make the viewer feel involved with the subject of the demand. Their framework does
not account for this situation where the object and the viewer are one and the same,
and the nature of the relationship that creates.

=Anya=:
lets look at some of your ays together
[Palace Model] Christy: ok this one is my fav av
=Anya=:
why is that your favourite?
[Palace Model] Christy:
i love the way she looks
[Palace Model] Christy: i look at her more than who jam speaking to sometimes lol!!
6.=Anya=:
she is very beautiful
7. [Palace Model] Christy: yeah, shes one of the prep ays
S. [=Anya=:
what's a prep av?
[Palace Model] Christy:
lol im not even sure
[Palace Model] Christy:
but theyre all dressed up and look like models
[Palace Model] Christy:
and i wanted ays that looked like models
=Anya=:
so whats with the eyes staring at me?
[Palace Model] Christy: i dunno really
[Palace Model] Christy: she looks prettier
=Anya=:
ok, show me another one of your favourite ays
[Palace Model] Christy: ok
[Palace Model] Christy: here's another one
=Anya=:
oh she has one eye looking at me
=Anya=:
the other eye is hidden by the hair
[Palace Model] Christy: this one is another prep av
[Palace Model] Christy: oh yeah, its her model-like look
[Palace Model] Christy: do you like it?
=Anya=:
she looks very coy and a little bit of a flirt
[Palace Model] Christy: I love the cuffs from the sleeves and the sparkles on the trousers, i
think i look cool in this
=Anya=:
oh yes, I like it very much
=Anya=:
but do you worry about looking a bit flirty?
[Palace Model] Christy: naaah
[Palace Model] Christy: i think i look like i come from a dolly magazine cover! lol
=Anya=:
do you read a lot of those?
[Palace Model] Christy: yeah ive been collecting them since i was about 8
[Palace Model] Christy: and now i AM one of them! LOLOLOL
Figure 26: [Palace Model]Christy talking about her avatars

The second remark of interest occurred over two lines, line 28: i think i look like i
come from a dolly magazine cover! Lol' and two lines later, in line 31: 'and now i
AM one of them! LOLOLOL'. The self- identification of Christy with her avatar is
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clear through her use of I statements. She is her avatar in this context, she is the
model that she dreams of becoming. I interpret this as Christy living out her fantasy
and desire of being a model through her online personae. I discussed this previously
(see section 4.2) when describing her reasons for choosing the name [Palace
Model]Christy as her screen name. That this is reflected in her avatar should not
come as a surprise, but the words taken from our discussion together helped to
enlighten me and find substance to what I had taken as a given. In fact, it was a
phenomenon theorised by Turkie and others as documented previously in Chapter
Two. Yet the combination of the playing out of one's desires and fantasies coupled
with the voyeuristic-like gaze of that playing out had been the subject of very little
theorisation due to the relative recency of images as one of the affordances offered in
virtual worlds.

Walkerdine (1997) talks about private spaces where girls can live out their fantasies
as they watch themselves, with reference to one child, Janie, in the toilets singing
"Mickey" (1997, pp.151-152). She theorises:

Nevertheless it seems significant that this is what the girls do
when they go into this private space with a mirror: they watch
themselves and imagine being someone else and somewhere else.
Would it be fair to say that these girls have made a move from
child to woman in this private space? That in their fantasies they
occupy another space than the one they are supposed to occupy
as schoolgirls? That this space is more interesting and exciting
but also more exploitative.....
(Walkerdine, 1997, p.152)

This is what I argue girls in the screen do: they "play" with the image and the text
they use to present themselves in very particular ways to explore their fantasies of

desire. I see that the screen offers both a safe and private place to explore their
fantasies, yet with an audience that can make judgements about their "performances"
of femininity. The private space of fantasy is now a safe space for performing these
fantasies.

I'd like to return back to the avatar analysis now and use Bell's (2001) development
of Kress and van Leeuwen's framework of the social, combined with Goffman's
(1979) observations about types of demands. These demands are defined as:

.(b) Demand/affiliation (equality): model looks at the viewer, directly,
smiling.
Demand/submission: model looks down at viewer, not smiling.
Demand/seduction: model looks up at the viewer, head canted, smiling or
'pouting'.
(Bell, 2001, p.31)
• .

Using the 25 girl's demands only, table nine below presents this further analysis.

This deeper analysis of demand reveals that three of the ten girls, *Kitten, Violetta
and FREAKYWEIRDO, present themselves primarily as powerful, dominant and
assertive women, in control. Three girls, Dancing Fool, Zoe and *[palace Model
Christie] present themselves primarily as seductive young women. Babygurl is the
only girl who represents herself as primarily equal to others, Nathalie has one avatar
in each demand category.
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Name:
*[palace Model]
Christy

Demand:
Affiliation
1

Demand:
Submission

*Kjtten

2

*Lolliepop

1

Violetta

3

FREAKY WEIRDO

2

Hula Baybah

1

Nathalie

1

Demand:
Seduction
2

1

Zoe

1

1
3

Babygurl

2

1

Dancing Fool

1

2

TOTAL:

5

10

10

Table 9: Types of demands reflected by girls' avatar selections

Only Lolliepop and Hula Baybah presented themselves primarily with offer avatars.
In Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996) terms, an offer represents the 'ideal', an idealized
exemplar of an attribute or category other than the thing itself. On viewing Lolliepop,
attention is drawn through the use of vectors to her hands and what she has in them: a
flower, and a bubble ring with bubbles coming from it. It could be conjectured that
Lollipop is constructing her visual identity through association with attributes that are
traditionally 'cute and girly'

-

the pink clothes, the flower, the bubbles, a sense of

shyness and coyness realised through her bent body and averted eyes. On viewing
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Hula Baybah, attention is focussed primarily through the rainbow of colours she
wears. It could be conjectured that she wants to stand out from the crowd and be
noticed.

Identity through association or attributes attached to an avatar is most common with
the males, who present an inverse proportion of offer images for the viewer in
comparison to the females. SoccerKid only adopts Wunderkin avatars, associating
himself with an entire world of discourses and understandings related to wunderkins,
developed from a cartoon. Voltage uses knuckle dusters and skateboards and nike
clothes to construct his identity; Stargazer uses a motorbike, reelplaya has DJ sound
systems, a guitar, and adidas clothing; Yo Man has a skateboard, a guitar, and his
skates. The use of certain props or particular attributes seems a common way,
particularly for boys, to reflect their identity.

Rose (2001) commented that one way of analysing images (and here I shall extend it a
little beyond images) is to note

'...

visual confusions, blind spots and mistakes'

(Rose, 2001, p.103). I want to focus on FREAKYWE1IRDO's selection of avatars for
a moment, and make a more psychoanalytical interpretation about her identity,
according to the literature and framework outlined by Rose (2001) in Chapter Two.

Everything about FREAKYWEIRDO's construction of her identity on the palace
caused me to feel somewhat disturbed. Her choice of name and the use of capital
letters (which symbolised shouting in internet etiquette) screamed that she wanted
attention, or that she wanted to make a certain statement about herself. She claimed
to want to be a different person online, and adopted avatars that were all Gothic style
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avatars, since she claimed to want to be a Goth. She was also deliberately
provocative, rude and sometimes quite out of control. Yet all of her Gothic avatars
were selected only from one very small sub-culture of gothic avatars: the mini/silent
sub-culture. This group of avatars are always tiny, anorexic looking avatars, and
appear extremely controlled in petite body image, in the chains and ties that bind
them. Her favourite avatar has an image of a skull on it. If avatars are, as Hall
(1999) contends all images are, constructed to invite particular ways of seeing, what
was it exactly that FREAKYWEIRDO wanted us (or herself) to see? Her avatars, as
analysed previously, were predominantly powerful, assertive and reflective of a
person in control, yet her words reflected somebody out of control. This disjunction
proved fascinating for me. This provoked me to scan through transcripts that were
small in size, to look for some other clues to FREAKYWEIRDO's identity when not
adopting her freaky out of control identity. To my alarm, I found several examples of
FREAKYWEIRDO talking about her eating habits, such as the following:

FREAKYWEIRDO:
dont Babygurl:
you're not going to be fat .... you've starved yourself
long enough.....your tummy wants food
Babygurl:
you need to eat
FREAKYWEIRDO:
what should I have that I won't throw up ... jesus it has
only been two days
Babygurl:
Don't throw anything up. please don't
Babygurl:
salad..soup .... fruit something
Babygurl:
popcorn
FREAKYWEIRDO:
I said what should I eat that I WON'T throw up
Babygurl:
I know..I know
FREAKYWEIRDO:
popcorn...
FREAKYWEIRDO:
actually sounds kind of good
Babygurl:
do you want popcorn? Go make some...
Babygurl:
nice salty buttery popcorn

Figure 27: FREAKYWEIRDO discusses her eating habits
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I wondered

-

did FREAKYWEIRDO really have an eating disorder such as bulimia,

or was this how she wanted others to see her? What was truth and what was fiction?
My observations about the disjunction between her out of control behaviour, and her
controlled behaviour (and images) made me want to understand her more, yet it was
close to the time when she left the palace before I had started to analyse some of the
data and note such disjunctions. Coincidentally, I was recently assisting a colleagu&s
research into pro-anorexic websites, and came across a website called 'Love it to
Death' (http://anawitch.tripod.com/) with an image of a Palace avatar similar to
FREAKY WEIRDO's on it.

Figure 28: Palace Goth avatar found on a pro-anorexic website (http://anawitch.tripod.com/)

This shocked me into wondering again whether or not FREAKY WEIRDO did indeed
have an eating disorder. Whether she did or not, at times she was clearly representing
herself as having a disorder, to others, and possibly to herself.
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To further interpret this, it could well be conjectured that many teenagers today (both
female and male) are indeed obsessed with body image, and on the palace a
substantial amount of talk surrounded avatars, appearance, and the body. There were
no 'fat' avatars, and the environment encouraged children and teenagers to select
avatars from a limited choice of beautiful cartoon or doll-type images.

Many of

these were strongly sexualised images, reflecting the earlier onset of young children's
sexuality, or awareness of sexuality.

I will argue that these images reflect young girl's fantasies and desires. In the case of
FREAKYWEIRDO, it was difficult to discern whether her desire was to break free of
her controlled life, or to use the mask of the web to gain more control of her life. Or
was it a rehearsal of how she desired to be in the future? Furthermore, was this
rehearsal of an identity unachievable in real life (according to FREAKYWEIRDO's
previous comments above, see figure 28) a healthy experimentation for
FREAKYWEIRDO or not? It could be argued that it is healthy because it was
fictional. It could also be argued, that if in the event her eating disorder was real, that
the opportunity to discuss it with others was healthy and that the anonymous space
may have played a role in assisting FREAKYWEIRDO in some ways.

9.3.2 Further discussion about avatars

In addition to examining and analysing the avatars, it is also important to note how
frequently the topic of avatars arose in conversations in the daily practices of the
palace. Although I have discussed the importance of avatars on the palace in the
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screenshot analysis, I have included below just a few more of the many examples of
this regular practice.

Example 1:

Babygurl:
*SoccerKid:
Babygurl:
Babygurl:
Babygurl:
Babygurl:
Babygurl:
*SoccerKid:
Babygurl:

man I'm tired
ah ha edited my av for the "new generation"
heh..
lol
ROFL
hehe..
u r s000 funny
yes ... closed eyes are "in"
lot
Figure 29: Avatar discussion 1

In this discussion, SoccerKid reveals how he has edited his avatar to fit into the latest
trend of avatar types, called 'silents'. In the silent category, the avatars (at the time of
this study) had closed eyes, so SoccerKid had used the palace drawing and editing
system to draw over his pupils and make it look like his eyes were closed, just for fun.
When he shows it to Babygurl it has the desired effect, and she applauds him with
five lines of various types of laughter in appreciation. She also says to SoccerKid that
he is so funny. In fact, she increases the 'so' to 's000', to symbolise a higher
modality of expression in her enthusiasm for SoccerKid's cleverness. In her view, the
ability to edit avatars and use various graphic programs was an act of cleverness.
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Example 2:

[kltTeNz]Buffy:
*[palace Model]Christy:
[kltTeNz]Buffy:

preps suck
why?
most of them think they r better then every 1 else

Figure 30: Avatar discussion 2

A 'prep' is a type of avatar. The name was derived, presumably, from the notion of
preppie private school rich girls. The avatars were model-like, coy, overtly sexualised
and often had expensive brand names on their clothing. Some girls disliked the upper
class

-

looking prep avatars, but many other girls such as Christy had fun with them

using them in model parades, and, as will be shown below, in avatar auctions.

This tiny snippet of conversation caused ripples of concern and debate for several
days on the Palace, as Christy took great personal offence to being judged in this way
and being told that her avatar (and therefore her self) 'sucked'. For Christy, her
avatars were not simply an expression of what she dreamt of becoming (i.e. a model),
but they represented her in this reality, in this space, and her identification with the
avatar was so strong that she felt shocked, hurt and affronted by Buffy's comment. In
fact, following this comment, Christy never spoke to Buffy again on this palace
according to my data logs, and Buffy was no longer very active on this palace.
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Figure 31: Prep avatars used in auctions

This image was taken at an avatar auction at another palace. Christy invited me to go
to this palace as she was playing a role in the auction. She had particularly asked me
to participate, so I donned one of Zoe's favourite avatars and joined in. The auction
was chaotic and the actions, events, complicated rules and associated transcript were
fascinating, however the point I want to make here (once again) is the significant role
that avatars play in everyday practices on the palace. Although I did not have an
auction room at the KEK palace, many other palaces did.
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Example 4:

.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
Yo Man:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
=Anya=:
*Lolliepop:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
Yo Man:
=Anya=:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
=j'?Mr.Cool©?ul=:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
=Anya=:

i know how to make friendz
what about nude ays???
be nice and friendly
talk a lot
ok *smile*
and be cool
yo tolls
how do you be cool?
uhh
!be like me
have awesome neato ays??
*chuckle*

Figure 32: Avatar discussion 3

I have used a part of this transcript previously when discussing Mr Cool (see earlier
this chapter). Focussing solely on Hula Baybah's comments during this interaction,
she rates 'neato' avatars as a way to be cool and to make friends.

Example 5:

DaniKid©:
DaniKid©:
DaniKid©:
*Kitten ©:
Nathalie:
DaniKid©:
DaniKid©:
DaniKid©:
*Kitten ©:
*Kitten ©:
*SoccerKid:
Nathalie:
DaniKid©:
DaniKid©:
*Kitten ©:
DaniKid©:

that av!!
lol
can i have that please
lol
sure
thanks
its the kind of thing id wear!
lol
hehe
nuts
yea!!!
want the pieces or can you clone?
the peices
plus if i clone ill get kicked
you can go to av trading
then what would i do..*rolls eyes*

-

Figure 33: Avatar discussion 4
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In this example, Nathalie has the opposite reaction expressed about her avatar as the
reaction to Christie's discussed earlier. This was one of Nathalie's first visits as a
new participant in my research, and my initial impression was that Nathalie was
making an eager effort to please (and fit into the community) by agreeing to give her
avatars to others. It soon became clear though that Nathalie was generous always, and
this was not a ploy to win friends and influence others. It was the case however, that
some girls never liked to share their avatars because they wanted to be unique.

In the case of boys, it may very well be the case that they too were involved in such
actions, conversations and excitement about their avatars. Certainly, individual boys
freely discussed the importance of their avatars to me. However as a group activity
that was done in public, it appears to have had no relevance to them. I have no data
reflecting boy's public, interactive excitement over their own avatars.

Example 6:

In this example, Babygurl has invited me to play pictionary with her at another palace,
in the hope that I will include a pictionary room at KEK palace. Here I have
borrowed an avatar from Dancing Fool to 'fit in'. Dancing Fool's avatar was an
immediate hit with two of the girls in the room. Both girls, whilst in the middle of
playing pictionary, took a moment or two between guessing the answer to the visual
clues in the game to seek a copy of my avatar for themselves, within the first three to
four minutes of entering the room. With many examples of girls tuning their
immediate focus to the acquisition of new avatars despite the general activity or event
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in the room, I would argue that avatars play a crucial role for girls in terms of their
fashioning of themselves, the construction of their identity, and their perceived
portrayal of identity towards others.
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Figure 34: Playing Pictionary" in the palace

!S!:
!S!:
10. =Anya=:
35. nO:
51. nO
57.

59.

Anya :
nO:

anya
can i hae that av?
sure suga
Anya can you offer me
* Type 'offer
I am offering an avatar to you. To accept it, type 'accept
Thanks

Figure 35: Transcript excerpt from "Pictionary" game
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9.4

Theme III: Identity: verbal literacy

In this context (the cyber chat environment) I use the term verbal literacy to refer to
written 'cybertalk' used by participants to interact. This is in contrast to visual
literacy, technological literacy or iconic and symbolic semiotic literacy (all additional
components to building online identities).

In Chapter Six, Violetta's story, several important issues were raised in relation to
literacy and identity. The first issue was that to have an identity or presence online,
users must interact with others through words. To not speak is to not have a visible
identity in this context. Some theorists (e.g. Falk 2002) claim that identity does not
exist in any context without interaction. In the online context, I would agree that to
write is to exist, and that writing is an essential component for identity construction.

The second issue arising from Violetta's story was the very nature of cybertalk as a
combination between writing and orality, and consequently the way in which this
allowed communication to have a degree of reflection to it. This reflection time
allowed individuals to be more careful with their selection of words resulting in more
considered interactions, which in turn affected the way in which they constructed their
identities. From my observations over time, there were some children whose
conversations always appeared polished, thoughtful, clear and grammatically correct,
yet other children were intent only upon speed of communication, using short phrases,
abbreviations, and often poor clarity of meaning.
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Violetta's observations related to a third issue about each person's cybertalk style
being like a fingerprint suggests that verbal literacy is intimately connected to
identity, since it shapes the interactions between people to such a significant degree in
this context. Violetta explained how she deliberately made different choices about the
language resources she uses in order to portray pretend or alternative identities, for the
purposes of role-playing online, tricking her friends, and experimenting with gender
swapping.

Chapter Seven, the transcript analysis, offered a number of specific insights into the
literacy resources that constructed identity. One of the most significant insights was
the importance of being able to interact within the dominant discourses of the palace
environment.

Although the online environment is open for any nature of

communication, the desire by children to become active members of the community
required them to take part in, for example, activities and discussions related to avatars,
discussions about the technicalities required to create new and exciting modifications
to the palace, and so on.

It was also noted that the processes (or verb groups) used by children when making
statements about themselves (i.e. 'I' statements) were indicative of the roles they each
took up that were reflective of their identity (i.e. doer, thinker etc..).

Other

grammatical resources constructing aspects of identity included the levels of modality
realised in the children's interactions, an indication of power, which was identified as
a major indicator of identity.
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In some of the interviews I conducted, children also explained conscious decisions
they made about how they presented themselves to others as a friendly person, how
they established online friendships, and what they searched for in others. Kitten
responded, stating, 'i try to be as verbose as possible. i try to use figures of speech,
metaphors and alliterations. i try to make my language colorful, detailed, full of
unexpected turns and twists. just in general, a good read.' Violetta also made a more
general comment about talking and language online, asserting:

.to make friends online you need to be around a lot
and be willing to talk, to play, to be serious and to be
funny.... to be "realt' in a virtual kind of way... nobody
falls for steroid/silicon stereotypes. I look for friends
who I can play with too. someone who offers me their
language and is good at it, makes me laugh, cry, moan,
sigh, tingle and giggle.
(Violetta, 2001, e-mail interview 7)

Violetta's line above, 'someone who offers me their language and is good at it' is a
very crystallising remark about the importance of language in identity construction.
Contrary to critics who are cautious about the language use in chat rooms (e.g.
Herring, 1996; Kirkendall, 2003) some children truly value articulate and entertaining
words. It would appear that being articulate is a highly sought after quality when
building friendships online, and that this quality creates positive and deep interactions
with others. Since identity online is primarily realised through interactions, it follows
that literacy skills in terms of the ability to use language well plays an essential role in
identity construction and perception.
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9.5

Theme IV: Identity: community relationships

In Chapters Six, Seven and Eight, as well as previously in this chapter, I discussed the
ways in which children frequently establish their identity through membership of
groups, such as belonging to a particular palace community, or to a particular style of
dressing (such as Goths, the Nike kids, the skaters and so on), or to clan memberships.
I have also discussed the typical social practices that occurred daily within the
community that were valued by the children.

One of the most entertaining aspects of the palace community was the atmosphere of
fun, frivolity and practical jokes that developed. To achieve this social purpose, many
children spent hours and hours learning complex programming skills, or mastering the
techniques of avatar making and editing. Some children would find midi files and
activate them for all people in the same room to hear and sing along too. Because the
aim was entertainment, the hours of work and learning undertaken to achieve the aim
were not regarded as work at all, particularly when children problem solved together
to learn new skills.

9.6

Theme V: Identity: power

9.6.1 Summary of issues previously raised

In discussing the theme of power, I will first recall discussions from the Chapters Six,
Seven and Eight in the detailed analyses.
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In 'Violetta's Story', Violetta talked about several aspects of power, including:
observing, learning and using her wizard and God powers, the rules of internet
etiquette (netiquette) she used to guide her decisions, power in terms of special
"powers" she gained in adopting certain role-playing characters, power in playing
with language to trick people into thinking you are somebody different, power over
both allowing emotions to be expressed when they are positive emotions, and being
able to suppress emotions when they are negative, power as a child over an adult, and
power over talking via the reflective thinking process between typing and entering the
text of her conversation (i.e. using the backspace key).

In the linguistic and critical discourse analysis of the transcript involving Sime,
Kitten, Hula Baybah and Face Off, power was discussed with respect to: technical
prowess, knowledge of the programming codes, graphic design knowledge such as the
ability to use ASCII and textual graphics, paint programming, avatar scanning and
editing (these skills were also discussed in themes I and II above), power through
wizard and God status, authority of language use or 'voice' adopted in another
character, power through the use of highly modal language choices by certain
participants and not others, power through prior knowledge of the social practices of
the community, and power through demonstrations of allegiance with other users.

In the visual analysis, power was discussed in terms of: looking cool (through choice
of avatar and using certain brand names in the avatar), using symbols of leadership of
clan groups (as opposed to wizard symbols)

-

this was also discussed in theme 1

above, through the ability to make or customise avatars using graphic programs (such
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as described above), and using props (such as cup of coffee) to develop bonds with
others in the community.

This is quite a comprehensive range of social practices in which palace users
participate, however there are one or two additional practices important to present
from the data corpus that have not yet been covered. These include: negotiations in
the wizard channel, additional examples of positive and negative uses of wizard
powers and the perceptions of these by users, the teaching of the technical and graphic
skills to others (and in so doing, sharing the power), and ownership of space. I will
discuss each of these below.

9.6.2 Negotiations in the wizard channel

When children are given wizard powers they usually take it very seriously indeed and
insist on enforcing with rigidity the disciplinary rules and practices of the community.
This exercising of power by children renders the palace environment, from a
Foucauldian perspective, a site of division, normalisation and conformity, requiring
participants to become '...the obedient subject, the individual subjected to habits,
rules, orders' (Foucault, 1977, p.227), and those children in power enjoy exercising
their authority as they play out roles of responsibility and importance which they may
not have access to offline.

As children / young people are learning the wise use of these powers, another
experienced wizard often assists them. Being a wizard also means having access to a
command whereby when you talk, only the wizards on the palace can see what you
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are saying, and none of the other users. This is not only useful for learning how to use
the wizard commands, but it is of much benefit for wizards to discuss something they
are observing that they feel breaches netiquette, and want to seek group support and a
group decision before enacting any of the serious 'punishable' commands for
offensive behaviour. An example of both uses (teaching and decision making)
loosely occurs in the edited transcript below.

Example:

: *SoccerKidd(164): dont change, whatever u do!
: baby Gurl(164): i know
: *Soccer Kidd(164). can i have that av? hehe
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): BG!!!!!!!!
: baby Gurl(164): sure
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): get dressed
: baby Gurl(164): lam
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): no youre not
: *SoccerKidd(164) -> *(palace Model) Christy(164): christy, u know what to do when
ppl r indecent dont u? ur supposed to propgag them ... just a tip
: *(palace Model) Christy(164) -> *SoccerKidd(164): how?
: baby Gurl(164): i was whereing a shirt
Wed Dec 08 15:26:04 1999
: *(palace Model) Christy(164) -> *SoccerKidd(164): How?
: *SoccerKidd(164) -> *(palace Model) Christy(164): use the command "propgag [users
name]"
: *(palace Model) Christy(164) -> *SoccerKidd(164): i didn't know that
: *SoccerKidd(164): now u do ... but dont forget the' sign before the command propgag
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): the sign?
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): oh worn her?
: *SoccerKidd(164): the'
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): ?
: *SoccerKidd(164): ur supposed to warn first
: baby Gurl(164): what??
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): oh but what do u mean sign
: *SoccerKidd(164): unless its realy offensive or ... just use urjudgement
: *SoccerKidd(164): the
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): it says propgag when i click on her name
: *SoccerKidd(164): hehe
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): cant i just push it?
: *SoccerKidd(164): does it?
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): yes
: *SoccerKidd(164): ahh...yes, u can use that also
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): lol she is just sitting here
: *SoccerKidd(164): those r ur main commands ... use those carefully tho
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): lol
: baby Gurl(164): am i soppose to run
: *SoccerKidd(164): run wher?
: *(palace Model) Chrity164): lol no
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: baby Gurl(164): i don't know
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): just learning
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): i could kill u if u were bad enough
: *SoccerKidd(164): hehehe...i changed the appearance a little ... like it?
: *SoccerKidd(164): 'unpropgag baby Gun
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): who prop gagged her?
: *SoccerKidd(164) -> *(palace Model) Christy(164): i thought u did, but i unpropgagged
her
: *(palace Model) Christy( 164): soccerkidd?
: *SoccerKidd(164): i undid it ... i thought u propgagged her
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): no i didn't
: *SoccerKidd(164): oh, ok
: baby Gurl(164): lot
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): could u dress
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): BG could u dress?
: baby Gurl(164): yes
: *(palace Model) Christy(164): Ok just cheacking
: *SoccerKidd(164) -> *(palace Model) Christy(164): well, u can confer with me about
anything.. especially wizard and palace stuff
: *(palace Model) Christy(164)ok

Figure 36: Negotiations in the wizard channel

In this example, baby gurl entered the palace wearing an indecent avatar (i.e., the
breasts of the cartoon doll avatar were visible through a sheer covering). SoccerKid
was laughing and treating it as a joke at first, but Christy quickly took umbrage at the
near-nudity, which was a behaviour I had told her was unacceptable on the research
palace. This is evident in line 4, where Christy uses capital letters and a number of
exclamation marks: 'BG!!!!!!!!' (BG is short for baby gurl). The high modality of the
repeated exclamation marks and the shouting signified by the capital letters according
to netiquette standards is evident of the negative evaluation and judgement of the
avatar by Christy.

Following Christy's initial expression, she then tells babygurl to get dressed.
Babygurl is confused for quite some time since in her mind, she is dressed, and does
not yet realise that her wardrobe is not G-rated. She does not comply because of this
confusion, and SoccerKid uses the wiz channel to give Christy a little lesson in use of
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the wizard commands, in particular, the 'propgag' command. Use of the propgag
command automatically denudes the person targeted and reverts them back to the
default green ball icon until they are unpropgagged. SoccerKid's lessons don't work
so well because Christy is not sure how to use the wiz channel (thereby letting
babygurl see that she was being talked about, see line 35), and she is unclear about
how to execute the commands. There are two ways of executing commands, and
Christy inadvertently executes the command in the way SoccerKid has not yet
explained. Christy thinks SoccerKid has propgagged babygurl to demonstrate, and
SoccerKid thinks he has taught Christy well on seeing babygurl's avatar disappear
into the green ball icon. Babygurl is their friend too, so they know she is not meaning
any harm, and SoccerKid unpropgags her, and the situation is remedied between lines
51 and 53, when Christy explains to babygurl that she can now dress again.

9.6.3 Use of powers and perceptions of these

Most children expressed a respect for palace rules, netiquette and the Gods and
wizards who had leadership roles on the palace. One of the most informative pieces
of data I found when reading through the log transcripts was the example below. In
this example, Voltage and Baby Missy are in Voltage's room talking, and I have just
entered the palace and am sitting at the entrance checking that all is running smoothly
on the technical front. Voltage at this stage has gained wizard privileges (as
evidenced by the star before his name), and he and I have developed a good rapport.
Although Baby Missy and I had communicated via email about her participation in
the research palace, we had not met online until this particular instance, immediately
after this conversation had occurred. Baby Missy had also forgotten my screen name
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(Anya), and in lines 2 and 4 she urges Voltage to leave his room to go and play tricks
on me, 'the girl at the entrance'.

*voltage(158):
(WA)(°t I Baby Missy°LJ)(158):
*Vltage(158):
(WA)(°r Baby Missy°H)(158):
(WA)(°1 Baby Missy°I1)(158)
*Voltage(158):
(WA)(° Baby Missy° ])(158)
(WA)('i Baby Missy°H)(158):

i turned the hots back on
lets go play pranks on the girl at the entrance
i dunno if u wanna do that
u wanna
-> *voltage(158): why?
cuz that girl at the entrance is the god of the palace!
really??
ahh

Figure 37: Playing a joke on Anya

Voltage's response in line 3 shocks Baby Missy to the extent that she whispers to him
in line 5, asking why. Perhaps she had misunderstood the information form about all
conversations being recorded, and thought whispering was immune to being recorded.
She and Voltage were alone in his room, so there was certainly no need for her to
whisper. The use of whispering in this situation is so extraordinary that I can only
interpret it as a strong emotional response of shock or fear in thinking that she had
said something wrong, and had said it in front of a wizard. Voltage's response in line
6 also reveals his respect and possibly even a little fear of me. Baby Missy's very
serious change in tone in the final two lines produces an air of gravity about her. My
role as both God and as an adult researcher that had given her special permission and
access to this palace was one taken extremely seriously by the participants in the
study. When I first discovered this snippet of data I was amused. My reaction to their
seriousness and to Baby Missy's apparent shock through her whispering was based on
the fact that anybody could possibly find me frightening. It also caused me to
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question the nature of my interactions and wondering in what ways I had constructed
my identity to cause such reactions.

There were many reactions to the powers held by wizards and Gods, so I have
included a number of other examples to illuminate the key issues below.

Example 1
=Anya=:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
=Anya=:
=Anya=:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
=Anya=:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:
.á:HuLa BaYbAh:á.:

do you think you learn anything special by being here?
yeah
do not underestimate the power of a wiz
from muh experience
hehe
*chuckle* what happened?
anything in particular?
i fight with them all the time
and sass off to them
awww what about?
hmm
okay like...
they dont even warn u about stuff
they just kill you

Figure 38: Reactions to wizards

In this example, Hula Baybah is lamenting the poor use of wizard powers from some
of her experiences on other palaces. Her comment about the need for warnings
reveals the value she places on talking and negotiating as a means to resolve
problems, rather than unchecked use of wizard powers. Hula Baybah confesses to
arguing with the wizards concerned about her views, though the use of the words
'fight' and 'sass off' tend to suggest Hula Baybah is somewhat aggressive in her
discussions with the wizards. It could also be conjectured that when wizards do not
exercise their powers carefully, the division between user and wizard becomes so
marked that users feel less inclined to attempt any form of negotiation to effect
change.
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Example 2:

Tue Dec 14 13:17:14 1999: *[K oo l Kid] Austin(100): y not?
Tue Dec 14 13:17:26 1999: Baby Bubbles(100): I dont like too
Tue Dec 14 13:17:44 1999: *[Kool Kid] Austin(100): u need ta put on a shirt!

Figure 39: Enforcing rules

In this example, Austin (who is a wizard, as indicated by the use of the

*

symbol in

front of his name) tells Baby Bubbles just in passing during another conversation to
put on a shirt. Although I had explained a range of non-acceptable behaviours to the
wizards on the research palace, the avatar images seemed to be either the most
common offences or the more highly rated offences by the children.

Example 3:
FREAKY WEIRDO
FREAKY WEIRDO
Trickster:
Trickster:
Stargazer
FREAKY WEIRDO

do u have icq???
Am y icq # is 32704198
no icq #s
please remove the sign
!no icq #s!
k
Figure 40: Breaking the rules

In this example FREAKY WEIRDO broke a rule that she was not aware of, in posting
her icq number and inviting people to talk with her individually on a different chat
program (icq), rather than in public on the palace. To become a user of the icq chat
program requires entry of personal information including email addresses. I had
made any breach of confidentiality and privacy about children's true identities an
offence worthy of killing, and here Trickster and Stargazer were quick to react and
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urge her to take down her sign, which she did. What is interesting here is that neither
Trickster nor Stargazer were wizards, and FREAKYWEIRDO had just joined the
community. The anxiety of the two boys as expressed by their hurried responses and
the symbol (signifying shouting in spiky balloons) to warn FREAKYWEIRDO
about her inappropriate actions. The boys' desire to both maintain the community
rules and to help FREAKYWEIRDO remember them to avoid her potential killing,
coupled with FREAKY WEIRDO's desire to join the community and assist me in my
research was sufficient for the issue to be speedily resolved.

This example is reflective of many similar conversations, where members of the
community worked together with each other to help new members or visitors
understand the rules. Occasionally a user would challenge a wizard about an aspect
of their behaviour that could have been considered offensive. Most problems were
resolved through negotiation at the research palace, and although I was consulted
once or twice about situations, or was privy to the wiz channel talking, I was never
required to intervene in any decision made about enforcing the palace rules.

9.6.4 Power through teaching others

Again, this example is reflective of many examples where the children helped each
other, taught each other, or learned together. This example shows the children
discussing aspects of converting graphics into .gif images that still maintain the
integrity of the image when shown on the palace. I have already discussed how
technical skills were considered a symbol of power in this environment. Yet all
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children were willing to help each other to learn mastery of the technical requirements
of the environment.

Example 1:
Voltage: i modded them perfectly and now ther ugly
-- Voltage: it happened when i converted to 256
Yo Man: they were realy colorful and good too
Voltage: gif
Voltage: i have no nice software to convert it to a gif either
Yo Man: well, i can convert it for u, but ther is dithering
Yo Man: wher does the prob occur?
Voltage: reducing to 256 colours
Yo Man: when u convert the colors or when u convert it to gif format?
Yo Man: ok
Voltage: the thing is
Yo Man: lemme try for ya, but it will be dithered
Voltage: when I save as a gif
Voltage: it automatically changes to 256
Yo Man: gif images r only capable of a maximum of 256 colors
Yo Man: lemme try for ya, but it will be dithered
Voltage: yeah well thats when the problem starts
Voltage: ok
Yo Man: no harm in trying
Figure 41: Negotiated learning

Many children would spend hours together working through complex coding or image
making for the sake of becoming a more skilled and active member of the community.
The ability to paint funny pictures through code, or to make a room background with
music embedded into the room and party crackers exploding (for example), was
highly important for its potential entertainment and pleasure value. Such skills,
through the entertainment provided also contributed to the bonding of the community
members together.
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9.6.5

Power through ownership of space

Many children experienced a sense of belonging and power to the community once
they had been given their own permanent room on the palace. I told the children they
could have their own room once they emailed me an image that met the graphic size
and colour requirements for a background. An example of Sime's room background
(not to scale) is in figure 42 below, on the right. I've included his inspiration for the
room, the KORN CD cover for one of their albums, to reflect the personal decision
making and consideration of their identity that was invested in the background. Sime
associated himself with KORN and also 2Pac, and he made several rooms that were
montages of both, but finally decided on this innovation below.

Other children created their own rooms also; some were traditionally styled spaces,
such as an image of a lounge room (scanned from a magazine and adapted to the
palace image specifications) or an image of a park. SoccerKid made a room with an
image of a field of soccer players in action. One room was a slide show of favourite
pictures of celebrities. Other rooms were pieces of original artwork (often digital art,
but sometimes art in another media scanned in to a digital file), or a score sheet from a
music chart. Some rooms were animated, some rooms were themed and forced you
on enter to change to a random avatar that suited the theme (i.e. a masquerade ball,
Halloween). The possibilities were endless, and many children were eager to move
beyond the traditional notions of how a 'room' could be conceptualised.
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Sime's inspiration: an image from his
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Figure 42: Sime's room background inspiration

9.7

Theme VI: Identity: gender

This theme has several aspects to it, which I will discuss in combination, as they
relate to fantasies of femininity as expressed by the girls in the research project. I
shall commence my discussion by outlining the aspects as they appeared throughout
the data analysis chapters.

In Chapter Six, Violetta's story, the narrative highlighted a number of elements
related to femininity. These included: her emotional reactions and flirting when
talking to her friend Matt, somebody she could speak happily to online but was a
'blithering idiot' to when offline; the differences between girl's talk and boy's talk.
where girls are, she claims, more expressive; the emoticons and other icons used to
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express her emotions, such as *giggles*; the questioning and introspection she
experienced when she saw how other girls behaved online and found it difficult to
identify with.

In Chapter Seven, the girls involved in the transcript analysed both talked about their
appearances, and made fun of a boy who adopted a female avatar; Hula Baybah
expresses her emotions using mental: affection processes, and also high levels of
emotive modality.

In Chapter Eight, the girls flaunt it when they can make their own avatars, having the
mastery of the graphic programs to present and share; they tend to exaggerate their
gender through their avatars selections (flowing locks, pert lips); they have a majority
of demands, meaning they stare out of the screen to the viewer to entice them into the
environment, creating a sense of intimacy.

In Chapter Nine, it is evident from the category of names that the girls represent the
larger group for selecting a name that explicitly references their gender. The girls
selected avatars that were demands 83% of the time (as opposed to the boys 13%
demands). Christy raised the idea that she gazed upon herself rather than the other
people, leading me to speculate about a second mirror stage, where the person enters
into the other side of the minor, but has a dual way of looking and seeing through and
into the screen. A further analysis of the types of demands made by girls revealed
that they presented themselves primarily as powerful, dominant, attractive women.

IM

These issues have been discussed throughout, but in summary reflect the new,
assertive young woman that girls aspire to and fantasise about being. The girls online
share many characteristics with girls offline, but online they have some additional
opportunities to explore. These include experimenting with their identity and learning
about what it means to be a girl, and what it means to subvert the stereotype of a girl.
The online environment made it easy for some girls (e.g. Hula Baybah) to express
emotions, and other girls (e.g. Kitten) to exercise power. It also offered some (e.g.
FREAKYWEIRDO) the opportunity to experiment with quite alternative ways of
being. Girls also expressed pride and finesse with their technological knowledge,
subverting traditional notions of girls unlikely to enjoy technology.

9.8

Conclusion

Just as it is offline, identity online is shaped through a complex combination of
elements. The elements in the palace identified by the children as crucial for giving
them a sense of identity included: their selection and use of avatars; sense of being a
part of a group; 'talking' (to have a positive presence, one needs to talk); not only
their talking, but talking fast, talking the palace lingo, keeping up, and keeping track;
and multitasking (for example using the palace as a talking site while playing
interactive games). Also crucial to children was having mastery over the technical
aspects of the palace software, graphics software and over computers in general; and
being able to teach each other how to negotiate programs.
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Here are children demonstrating and developing skills across a range of discursive
identity making sites. Many of these have been nominated as also sites of identity
construction offline. The selection of avatars, for example, could be construed as
analogous to children's selection of clothing and style. Davis (1992) claims that
clothing makes a clear reference to who we are and to who we wish to be taken as.
The avatars children select can clearly indicate who they wish to be like, and through
performing as that avatar they can experiment with aspects of that identity. Imitation
does not make identity, but it has the potential to shape aspects of identity.

Children also engage online in group behaviour. As well as learning how to 'talk the
talk'; they enter a linguistic community with a relatively closed lexical register
(Halliday, 1994) which requires highly specific technical language and technical
command. Children engage in multitasking, demonstrating mastery across a range of
contemporary technologies, possibly as an outcome of growing up 'wired' to By
teaching each other they exercise a form of power, reinforcing their self esteem and
potentially strengthening their own identity in formation. These means of belonging
to the group might be interpreted in Foucauldian terms as the ways in which children
as subjects online are deploying important patterns of inclusivity to define themselves
as insiders.

Drawing back to the discussion of Bernstein's (1996) theoretical stance about identity
(refer to Chapter Three), I would argue that networking and community building by
children online is reflective of a prospective, collective identity formation. Online,
children have the opportunity to exist in a place and space removed from their offline

10

'Wired' is a term used to mean connected to technology
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reality, so they are able to reconsider the external influences which shape their
identities and find other ways in which they can extend their identities. Online they
can become part of groups which are not necessarily accessible to them offline, so
their ways of being and living in the world are expanded in new ways. Deleuze and
Guattari's (1988) introduced the notion of 'deterritorialisation' in which to be in the
world entails stepping out of your comfort zone

-

extending the boundaries of your

identity and only then coming up against the Other by which one gains self-definition.
Children have opportunities online to experience those other ways of being, which
they can either resist or accept, in part or whole, into their overall sense of identity.
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Chapter 10: Conclusion

10.1 Introduction

In this chapter I have made a distinction between findings with respect to the answers
I was able to attain with respect to the research questions, and those findings that I
consider to be significant outcomes of the research and a contribution to the emerging
field of 'new literacies' as well as the area of research methodology. Consequently, in
the chapter I first address each of the research questions in turn, then proceed to list
and discuss the significant findings. Some research questions have been subsumed by
others, and are only discussed briefly. Other questions have emerged as key questions
to cover several aspects, and accordingly these have been addressed in detail.
Following a discussion of the significant findings I highlight the significant aspects of
my study and its implications for a range of contexts, those being the body of
knowledge about literacy online, the body of knowledge about identity online, and the
implications of the study for education. I then focus on areas deserving further
research, before concluding with some general comments that summarise the
research.

10.2 Addressing the research questions

10.2.1 Research question 1: How is identity constructed by children in visual virtual
communities (using the Palace as an example of this form of community)?
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This question relates to those deliberate choices made by children to portray their
identity. Through the data analysis, it was established that children make specific
choices about their names, their avatars, the allegiances they make with groups and
communities, the literacy resources they use when speaking about themselves and
others, the social practices in which they engage, and the choices they make when
performing their gender online. Additionally, children make deliberate choices about
how they exercise power when in positions of authority.

In chapter three I quoted Turkle (1995), Neilsen (1998) and Donath (1999) as all
claiming that the virtual spaces offer opportunities for the constant re-invention of the
self. This was clearly evident in Violetta's case as she adopted many personas
throughout the four years of my study. What was interesting to me was that although
she did this, she always retained a 'real' or 'base' identity at her own talker, and
experimented with her other personae for varying purposes. These purposes included:
coming on to her own talker as another person to see what her friends thought of her
'real' persona (the 'base' identity), pretending to be another person to play tricks on
her friends, adopting other personae as part of themed role-playing sites, tinkering
with gender when she pretended to be a boy, and pretending to be another person
when sneaking about trying to enlist new users from other sites on to her talker. In
addition to these purposes Violetta went through many reinventions as she grew older
-

her first identity was "Fassie", which was the young 11 year old. As she matured

she tried a range of names to suit her developing sense of self

-

from gothic names,

princess names, names from famous literature, names from other cultures, and boy's
names. Similarly, in the case of Christie, she used a range of names (settling on
[Palace Model] Christie for most of the period of my research) at different palaces,
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and had whole suites of different avatars to suit her different names. Christie liked to
play the role of the glamour girl in most instances, but also liked to dress in punk or
'casual' on different occasions. FREAKYWEIRDO on the other hand only ever wore
the goth avatars because she had made a conscious decision to live out her gothic
fantasies online. She reinvented herself only in the sense that online she was able to
become what was inaccessible to her offline.

10.2.2 Research question 2: How are children subjects of the environment, that is,
how are their identities constructed by the nature, form, and social and textual
structures inherent within visual virtual communities?

The child as a subject is constructed by the environment (the palace) in a number of
ways. The environment embodies certain ways of thinking that influenced a change
in the thinking processes of the children. New habits of thought were the product of
regular engagement within the environment. Everard (2001) argues that the internet is
fundamentally anarchic, and that each online community is self-governed. This is
reflected in my findings: children were constructed as fully governing citizens in the
palace environment. They exercised control and power, and regularly made decisions
about aspects of the environment as articulated in the response to research question
one.

According to Lemke (1998), as discussed in chapter three, children make sense of
cyberspace through living in them semiotically. This was clearly the case on the
palace. The everyday practices of communicating through text, parading themselves
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as the avatars they selected and playful use of the draw program (as shown in chapter
seven) all contributed to the sense of what life was like on the palace. Children would
meet, chat together in different rooms, and respond to tasks broadcast, assemble
together to participate in discussions or the more formal lessons that sometimes
occurred. Meanings were created through the fabric of social practices that were
constructed in the multimodal environment, using all of the affordances of that
environment. These affordances included: the fact that it was a global site, so the
languages spoken were English, Dutch, German, and French (including Quebecois);
the multimodal nature of the site (so meaning was constructed through text, image and
sound); the fact that it was a palace with certain programming scripts accessible, a
draw package available (so children could play pictionary for example, as revealed in
chapter nine) and interactive games were available (such as chess, backgammon,
draughts, checkers, connect four and so on); and the fact that the internet is by its
nature slightly fickle, and prone to disruptions and times when some users were
disconnected or lagging, which in turn affected the flow of interactions online. These
affordances shaped the child as a subject.

Foucault's (1997) assertion was that subjectivity is the interplay between power and
language. As Falk explained (2003) power has no meaning except for specific
contexts. In the palace context, power was shaped by several aspects combined: those
who had mastered the 'affordances' mentioned above, the 'invisible' power of the
wired connections, and those that had wizard or god status as outlined in chapter nine.
Knowledge came not necessarily from those who were in positions of status or visible
power, but from those with experience with the multimodal elements of the palace.
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10.2.3 Research question 3: What role does literacy play in the construction of
identity?

Children embraced the new forms of linguistic expression that reflected some of the
deeper philosophical underpinnings of the technology. One of the ideologies
underpinning technology is that it has been designed as a tool to provide a better,
faster, stronger, more frequent means of communication with others. This ideology
was reflected through children's use of quick short phrases, abbreviations, and high
usage of ellipses when interacting in chat mode. Even in interviews, the common
practice (as evident in Violetta's case) was to write and enter one phrase of a sentence
at a time, producing six or seven lines in a row to reply to my single question. This
way of communicating shows distinctive ways of thinking about the audience. It is a
means of providing a constant flow of information to the audience in bits, as opposed
to leaving the audience sitting in silence waiting for several minutes for the response.
It reveals consideration and thought for the audience, and can be understood as an
unwritten rule of synchronous communication. I would argue that this form of
synchronous communication represents a new genre that requires further research for
thorough understanding of it works. Similarly, the practice of holding up a sign
indicating a state of being away from the keyboard shows consideration for the other
people within the community.

The confluence of time and space online constructs another way of thinking about
communication as instant, crossing boundaries, and in some ways intimate. The
speed with which relationships are formed online is caused by regular and constant
contact with many others. Children willingly disclosed information about themselves
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to each other and developed very strong friendships in a matter of days. 'Cybertalking' is the primary activity required for the creation of identity, to be a presence
online and to build friendships. In offline daily practices, the act of playing and
engaging with each other requires a different form of communication, which relies
upon many other factors rather than words. The cerebral effort involved in children's
sustained and regular online interactions produced a depth of content and disclosure
about self that was intimate and personal, and at times extremely intense.

The development of such intense friendships also produced strong, if not exaggerated,
emotional responses in the children. I would liken this to the effects seen in popular
reality television shows such as the 'Big Brother' phenomenon. Participants in this
show frequently report on the intensity of friendships formed in the confined
environment, in which there is little external stimulation, and where they rely upon
their communications with others as a primary way of passing the time. Contestants
on the show rapidly form strong emotional relationships with others (from love to
hate) and their reactions seem larger than life, often over exaggerated and
consequently all the more entertaining for viewers. Online, the emotional reactions of
children were revealed through silences, through exaggerated use of punctuation (i.e.
!!!!!! or ??????), through repetition of words or letters (i.e. n00000000000 or
hahahahaha), through use of emoticons ( i.e.: :-( , :-D, ;> ), and through words of
modality and appraisal as discussed in chapter seven.

There is sufficient evidence from this study to indicate that the cerebral effort to
sustain these intense discussions is of considerable significance, and is a far cry from
the trivialisation which is frequently ascribed to internet chat. In my view, brevity of
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words, as described above, is a skill developed by the user to ensure that every word,
every letter and every expression counts. The high level of lexical items (content
words) and the low level of grammatical items in children's conversations also
required a different way of reading and interpreting the conversation for the readers in
the interactions.

Although some children reported that they tried to be as verbose as possible in their
communications, such verbosity is not to be considered equivalent to the traditional
print based medium. In the cyber-environment, verbosity is colourful, descriptive
language that is at the same time contained and concise, restricted as a consequence of
that unwritten 'netiquette' rule of consideration for audience. One of the most telling
lines from a participant was from Violetta, when she stated that she looked for a
friend who

'...

offers me their language and is good at it, makes me laugh, cry, moan,

sigh, tingle and giggle'. This level of sophistication within the rule of netiquette and
the practice of brevity is, I find, at a high level. Children are challenged to use a most
refined form of language, to communicate as much information in a short amount of
space, and to make that language 'laugh' and 'tingle' for their partners in the
interaction. I argue that synchronous online communication could be considered as a
new and significant emerging type of popular culture text, deserving a place and role
in English curricula studies by children. Other texts of popular culture (such as rap
music) are currently accorded a place in children's education in English in Australian
schools (Board of Studies, 1997), and the features of synchronous online
communication, as found in this study, are deserving the same affordance, particularly
in view of the continuing technological advances which infiltrate all aspects of the
lives of those who have access to these resources.
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Inherent in the ideology of technology is that the internet was developed in Western
cultures, and as such, uses the languages, metaphors, and icons of Western societies.
At the heart of the Internet are values and assumptions of the technological age as
realised in Western cultures. The idea, for example, to possess a wardrobe of clothes,
costumes and accessories in palace society is not representative of practices in all
civilisations. Nor is the hierarchical power construct as realised in the palace. Nor
the (relatively) free expression of opinion.

These contingencies significantly

construct identity, as cultural ideologies underlie all practices in which participants
engage. Similarly, within Western societies, although internet access is growing, it
currently remains as more representative of a somewhat elite minority.

This study also finds that regardless of the rapidity and speed of communication, the
interactive communication had the capabilities of being reflective. This in turn
influenced language and identity construction by children.

A further aspect of identity construction is intimately related to the visual and
multimodal nature of the palace community.

As reported previously, this

environment requires users to become far more sophisticated in their ability to
read/decode images as well as text. As some traditional values become deemphasised, such as spelling and prescriptive grammar, in favour of typography,
layout and design, this form of new 'reading' will encompass semiotics and systemic
and functional descriptive grammars. As asserted by Everard (2001, p. 264),
'...[d]eep structures will be abandoned in favour of better understanding of the
interplay of multiple surfaces of textuality.'

:1

The multimodal nature of the virtual environment was highly significant to the
construction of identity. I have described in detail the ways in which avatar selection
and use contribute to identity construction, and I made the point that the avatar, as a
symbol of 'I', caused a strong identification to the screen persona. I will elaborate
upon this below.

10.2.4 Research question 4: Do young people tinker with aspects of their identity,
and if so, how?

In the literature as discussed in chapter three, much has been reported about adults
who experiment with gender-bending, alternative sexualities, and who also assign
themselves membership of certain internet groups which may be taboo in their
everyday offline experiences, such as Wicca, sado-masochism, or cannibalism. These
included Bruckman (1998), Danet (1998) and Spender (1998). On a less extreme
level, reports about aggressive and disruptive behaviour abound, and are attributed to
the relative anonymity experienced online. Flaming, hacking, and obsessive
addictions to the internet are reported by Reid (1994) and others. Both positive and
negative effects of identity tinkering were identified in the literature.

Apart from one exception, which I will discuss at the end, I did not find this to be the
case with children. What I did find was that girls tended to exaggerate aspects of their
gender, performing as 'girl' in an almost hyper-real fashion. At this age, it may be
expected that children are still experimenting with their own gender construction.
Girls were likely to 'giggle' and move about a lot on screen, adopt eroticised avatars,

engage more in flirtatious behaviour, and discuss their emotions to a great extent.
They would discuss issues related to body, their avatars were demanding attention,
and a high degree of energy was focussed into the way they looked, and the way their
language looked on screen. As mentioned previously, my analysis of gender aspects
of identity was restricted to the girls, as the data I collected from them was rich and
detailed. This I acknowledge as limiting the scope of my project.

I discussed how one child, Face Off, switched both gender and power status, and
pretended to be Kyle's mother (complete with the correct cartoon avatar) from South
Park (the television show). His attempt to speak with authoritative tones caused much
confusion at first and then humour as his attempt was discovered. The use of
modality in his words allowed insight into his perceptions of how powerful people
mediate their power through language use. However, he did not change his style of
speech to reflect anything explicitly feminine, so I speculated that he was not so much
tinkering with gender but with power in this instance.

The one example I had from the children related to gender swapping was Violetta's
attempt to be the boy Kendo. She didn't like it, and reported that sustaining that role
required a severe limitation in her use of language.

The only example of identity tinkering that reflected aspects of the literature related to
adult identity tinkering was evident in FREAKYWEIRDO's case. As reported, she
attempted to be aggressive and rude, subverting her real life persona of 'good little
girl'. Her membership in the gothic groups of the palace was, she said, something
totally taboo for her to do in her offline life. This opens up serious questions about

identity and regulation. FREAKYWEIRDO claimed she learnt a lot more about life
through her experimentations online. I knew that she was a young woman under the
age of 17. I had a duty of care to her when she was in my palace, to protect her from
unwanted influences, unsavoury language and so on. But she made it clear that her
actions online were a subversion of that very form of protection. Were her
experimentations online safe, from an adult perspective? Is it better for her to
experiment online and find a place (seemingly) free of consequences to indulge in her
fantasies and desires? My personal view, informed by the experience spanning the
time of this study, is divided here. That she might be engaging in illegal acts or
misrepresenting herself as an adult to enter adult sites concerns me. Yet the media
hype about internet predators and visions of dark forces at work reflect fears and a
moral panic that I feel is extreme and out of proportion. There is a view that
experimenting with her identity to learn to feel comfortable with aspects about
herself, which clearly she could not do in her offline environment, has a role in the
child's life. The ability to experiment with identity online has its limitations. Identity
itself has limitations, there are always more than one identity as it is always plural,
and it is always a work in progress.

10.2.5 Research question 5: What is the nature of the perceived relationship to, or
identification with, a participant and their virtual persona?

All children identified completely with their avatar and their virtual persona.
Whatever their avatar selection, whatever words they used, these were all related
directly to self, as expressed in that particular context through interaction with
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particular people. Without exception, children always used the word 'I' when
discussing avatars and behaviours. The choices of words and avatars were
constructed by the children to perform identity that was in some way already a part of
themselves. Moreover, identity online was a part of the embodied self, whether it was
a reflection of who they wanted to be, a dream or wish of how they wanted to be
perceived by both others and themselves, or an exact replication of their offline
selves. Even the identity tinkering reflected some aspect of fantasy, desire or
curiosity that emanated from a place within the self that could only be realised
through online interactions.

10.2.6 Research question 6: Based on data and understandings gained from
answering the above research questions, what can be theorised about the
nature of young people's identities in visual virtual contexts?

To summarise the responses to the above research questions through this question, I
would argue that identity in visual virtual contexts is a result of the following:
•

Most importantly, identity is a result of interaction and is only realised through
interaction

• Children make active decisions about their selection of names and a range of
avatars and props
•

Identity is also realised through identification: (a) of self to the avatar, and (b)
identification of self with groups and/or communities

•

Engaging in the social practices of the community

Using a specialised style and form of language to communicate with others,
including the full range of multi-modal literacies including text, image, icons,
technical terms, a brevity of expression, abbreviations, and computer codes
Adopting roles of responsibility and exercising power in various ways
Performances of gender
Engaging in the discourses of the environment
Experimentation with self through exploration of desires, curiosities andlor
fantasies
Identity is also an embodied, emotional experience that is evident through
either silence or aspects of language such as expressions with appraisal items

10.2.7 Research question 7: What aspects of children's identity construction helped
them to become social, active citizens with cultural and political rights that
were exercised?

I would argue that all of the aspects identified in research question six worked
together to help children become social and active citizens with both cultural and
political rights. Although I have related power to certain roles and responsibilities
adopted by children such as becoming wizards, and other demonstrations of valued
skills such as manipulation of avatars and knowledge of technical coding and
programming languages, power is more than that for these children. In this study,
power to be an active citizen is seen to germinate from the freedom in which children
are allowed to express themselves, learn through experimentation and in collaboration
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with others, and the freedom to tinker with their identities. All of these aspects are
basic to children's emerging constructions of citizenship.

10.3 Findings

10.3.1 Finding one: Methodology

As noted by Wilbur (2000),

Any study of virtual community will involve us in the difficult
job of picking a path across a shifting terrain, where issues of
presence, reality, illusion, morality, power, feeling, trust, love,
and much more, set up roadblocks at every turn. The hazards are
doubled for any traveller who hopes to report what he/she has
seen...
(Wilbur, 2000, p.54)

Notwithstanding the obstacles faced in such a study, the methodology employed
enabled a sufficient level of understanding to be attained to answer the research
questions proposed. The ethnographic nature of the study allowed me to be more than
a 'traveller'. The four years spent with the children in the palace offered the
opportunity to make and confirm many speculations about their identity. Only a
segment of the essence of the data is presented in this study, but this segment reflects
the full diversity of the themes that arose. Both common patterns of practice and
unusual exceptions to these are identified.

Na

The palace itself was the best site for conducting the research at the time. Over the
past year or two, new three dimensional visual virtual environments have been
developed which may have provided other insights into identity. The one aspect of
the palace site that I have considered as limiting the scope of the research was that it
was constructed for the purpose of research by me for children. By taking ethical
considerations into account the environment was somewhat sanitised based on my
informal observations of other palaces designed for children and teens. To account
for this, I asked focus children to describe their behaviours and experiences on other
palaces and compare it for me with the same on the research palace. This provided a
fuller understanding for me of each child and their cyber-practices. The interviews
provided a full range of data that enabled an understanding the range of resources
children used to construct their identity, and what deliberate choices were made by
them. The interviews also included me asking them to explain their names and
present their favourite avatars, which yielded much information about deliberate
choices made.

The application of interview material and field notes about Violetta were a rich source
of data for the narrative account of her experiences online. I felt that interpreting her
interviews into the narrative offered an authentic overview about life and identity
online. The narrative was able to place much of the theory in context, dealing with
almost all of the issues identified as obstacles by Wilbur (2000) above. Due to the
scope and word limitations of the thesis, I could not provide further narratives from
alternative perspectives, though I would very much have liked to do so. Violetta's
narrative was unable to cover aspects of avatars and images in identity construction,

concentrating more on text and social practices. Fortunately the practices with avatars
and images were revealed through the range of visual analyses conducted.

The detailed critical discourse analysis including a full systemic linguistic analysis of
the sample transcript was invaluable in identifying language features used to construct
aspects of identity, such as power, gender, ideologies, and relationships with others.
Particularly useful was the analysis of modality used by each individual, in revealing
who exercised power and how, and over which aspects of the communication. It also
highlighted language patterns and features that shaped all interactions, as described
above when addressing research question three. I have made it clear that my research
reflects the experiences of only a small number of participants in one particular time
and context, and is in no way able to be generalised or reflective of a larger
population. I necessarily sacrificed breadth for depth, as is common to qualitative
studies. However the research could have been strengthened by a greater breadth of
participants, from more diverse cultures and from a wider range of geographical
locations. This would prove difficult given that the dominant language used online is
English, however it is a consideration for the future.

In my view, the combination of methodological approaches and analytical tools used
were essential in providing the findings to address my research questions. I believe
the use of interview data, conversation transcripts, field notes, and screenshots,
interpreted through narrative, linguistic analyses, visual analyses, thematic discussion
and psychoanalytic methods provided a rich and deep understanding of the research
questions. I claim that this combination is a strength of my research and makes a
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contribution to the knowledge about methodology for studying multi-modal virtual
communities.

The first finding of this study then is that no single methodology or technique is
sufficient to investigate the full range of literacy and identity constructions by
children in virtual communities. Instead, a carefully theorised approach using a
multiple selection of methods was essential to gain an understanding of this topic. I
would argue that the theorisation of the multiple methodological approach was the
initial finding during the process of the data collection, and that the verification that
the methods all offered aspects of new knowledge about a relatively holistic picture of
cyberliteracies and associated identity constructions was a second part to this finding.

10.3.2

Finding two: 'Cybertalk'

-

a new genre?

The first finding was discussed in section 10.3.1 and related to methodology. The
other findings relate specifically to the content. The second finding is that it looks as
if there may be a case for confirming a new genre: cybertalk. Cybertalk was described
by Denzin (1999), as the instances of interactive synchronous chat that occurred in
various forms of chat rooms. Young (1994) outlined some of the features of cybertalk
in his study of MUDs, and I have extended it to include the talk occurring on the
Palace. In Chapter Eight I outlined the features of the cybertalk at some length as it
applied to one chat transcript in particular. These features had commonalities
between speech and writing, but were not either. The reflective nature of the talk, the
use of iconic and technological semiotic systems, and the multimodality of any
interaction do not perform the functions or have as features those of any one existing

genre, as I outlined previously in section 2.3. I have made a beginning to describe the
possible scope and sequence of a possible new genre using one transcript and the
experience reflected in my field notes over four years. Further explanation,
description and confirmatory research is necessary for the confirmation of a new
genre, or indeed, a new family of internet genres.

10.3.3

Finding three: Building from Lacan

a second "mirror" stage

-

The third finding is that a second "mirror" stage based on Lacanian theorisations of
identity construction can occur for girls in visual virtual communities. In Chapter
Three I argued through theory-building for the notion of an extension to Lacan's early
theories about the self and the 'mirror stage'. As I traced historical understandings
about the self using theories from psychology, sociology, film theory, feminist theory
and cyberspace theory (e.g. scholars such as: Lacan (2000), Foucault (1997), Riviere
(1929), Mulvey (1989), Rose (2001, 2002) and Walkerdine (1997)), coupled with my
personal experiences, and the experiences several girls shared with me (in particular
Violetta and Christie), I developed the notion of the second mirror stage. Although I
take the name from Hayles (1993), the finding is developed further in terms of the
gaze, and it is supported with new interpretations from the children studied.

10.3.4

Finding four: Learning communities online

The fourth finding is that young children learn online for the purposes of fun, through
joint negotiation. Sometimes a second person has been an 'expert' in the Vygotskian
(1981) sense, but at other times the children are working things out together through
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shared explorations. The motivation is two-fold: for the social benefit of the
community, and for the development of each other's technical (or other) skills. The
children are replicating all aspects of Wenger's (1998) model of a social theory of
learning. To date, most of the research related to 'social capital' and 'communities of
practice' has been applied to adult and vocational education, and not to children's
education. This online study has provided evidence of children's desires to be part of
the cyber-community, so much so, that their motivation for learning is high, and a
result of working with other members of the community in various ways towards the
common purpose of their enjoyment.

10.3.5

Finding five: Rethinking children's identity

The fifth finding is that traditional conceptualisations of childhood and the nature of
children's identity are challenged based on the results of this research. This finding is
a result of theory-building in Chapter Three, and is further supported by evidence
from the study. Children were capable of becoming social citizens, exercising power
and rights within the community, and experimenting with their identities to push
boundaries. Often these boundaries were simply exaggerating their gender through
dress and language as they experimented with what 'boy' or 'girl' meant to them.
Other times though, the boundaries were cross-gender, heightened power, changing
social relations, or increasing technical mastery. I also developed the view that
identity was a combination of linked theories, with social and phenomenological
components, expressed through multi-modal channels and realised through social
interactions. Identity in this study is seen to be dealt through discursive and social
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practices within the broad, ideologically-laden social context, and is both liberating
and limiting through the virtual nature of the space.

10.4 Implications of the research

10.4.1 Implications for the body of knowledge about literacy in virtual
communities

Two significant aspects about literacy arose from the findings of this study, those
being the nature, form and features of the text (words) used, and the multimodal
textual landscape in which images play an essential role in communication. Earlier I
discussed the language form and style as hybrid, poetic, and requiring sophisticated
and different ways of reading and decoding. In addition to this is the interplay of
multiple surfaces of textuality. This in turn will have consequences for the way in
which education is structured. Aspects of English teaching valued traditionally such
as the dominance of print based material and the privileging of classic narratives have
already begun to make room for including the texts of popular culture in Australian
schools. Technological literacies have already crept into the rhetoric of some English
teachers. Visual literacy has been given some priority by some states in Australia.
Yet there is still much work to be achieved in recognising synchronous internet chat
as a complex but recognisable text. As children become well versed in the literacies
of technology, they are in fact educating themselves into becoming active and
participatory citizens, complete with access to the language of power. For educators
not to recognise this and act upon it would be a travesty indeed.

The nature of literacy online being a combination of orality and writing has
implications for linguists and educators. This confluence of the two and the power it
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affords the writer/speaker to be reflective about their words mid-sentence offers new
ways of understanding communication. The mediating power of the backspace key
over what is sent to the other person in an interaction has implications for the
development of relationships, for the degree and nature of politeness afforded to
others in conversations, and for the degree of carefulness in producing a text that is
more performative than instinctive in nature.

10.4.2 Implications for the body of knowledge about identity in virtual
communities

The most significant aspect about identity in visual virtual communities I argue is that
of a second mirror stage, experienced as the user gazes upon themselves as 'other',
but instead of looking into the mirror (as explained earlier as a Lacanian concept
about identity), the user can walk right into the mirror and become the other. Gromala
(2000, p.600) asserts that virtual reality '...functions as a screen or mirror upon which
we can project our deepest fears, hopes for utopia, cures for what ails us, or an escape
from our current condition, expressed in relation to our notions of subjectivity and the
body'. Yet virtual reality is more than a simple projection when one can step inside
and play out, in a very real sense, those hopes, fears, and fantasies that we possess.
Although this has recently been theorised somewhat (Hayles 1993), this study has
produced hard data, that supports this notion.

Further to the concept of the gaze, I identified the role of the girls as being a
combination of voyeurs of themselves as they take pleasure in viewing their own
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sexualities and representations of femininity, as objects of desire for the gaze of others
(both other females and males). It does not seem remarkable to me that young
females are pleasured by viewing themselves as eroticised, desirable women. Girls in
the study clearly enjoyed seeing themselves as beautiful and sexy. Many of them had
to be reprimanded on a continual basis about the nature of their revealing avatars, or
the use of avatars that wore layers that were sometimes slow to load and appeared
first in their naked forms before the clothes appeared. Girls enjoyed flirting and
exaggerating their blossoming womanhood.

I also consider the notion of virtual embodiment to be a significant issue explored and
elaborated upon slightly in this study. The theorisations of identity online have only
recently turned to include the notion of virtual embodiment. This study supported the
concepts through examples like Violetta's blushing and heart thumping when
speaking to her friend Matt online, and through expressions of genuine shock or pain
as described by Christy when her avatar was criticised.

These issues of significance about identity online have implications for the body of
knowledge in that they provide real data, about children and about females in
particular, which begin to provide evidence to support the developing ideas in the
literature.
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10.4.3 Implications for professional practice in education

The most important implication of this research for education is to understand the
degree and nature of learning that occurred, and the intensity of interactions that occur
in online contexts. The nature of this learning challenges some previous beliefs about
learning. Here, children are working at a complex level in order to communicate
effectively and efficiently. But through their desires to negotiate the mediated
environment of communication, children work together to solve problems, or they
teach themselves through self-study, self-initiated research, and trial and error.
Sometimes children do have an expert other to assist them, as articulated in
Vygotskian notions of learning. But more often than not, the desire to get things done
quickly, for the social purposes of both personal development and for the betterment
of the community, inspires a passion and hunger in them to learn for themselves or
with other novices.

In this study, the level of skills children achieve in the pursuit of active and committed
citizenship in virtual communities may exceed expectations of teachers in schools.
The opportunities for freedom of expression, for the exercise of power, and for the
opportunities to create meaningful relationships with others, offer children a place
where they can be themselves, and the motivation to belong is the drive for learning.
This study does not claim that virtual communities are utopian, but it resists visions of
the 'Lord of the Flies' dark environments sometimes depicted in the media. Yet it
offers children fulfilment of needs that do not seem to be offered in schools. I would
challenge educators to bridge this gaping difference to account for the children of this
technological age. The challenge for parents, teachers, policymakers, librarians,
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software developers and so forth is that they all need to respond to the new
characteristics displayed by children such as the participants of this study and do so
quickly in order to ensure that children get the best support in developing these new
literacies. It will be critical to offer professional development to teachers in the area
of the cultures of cyberspace and the characteristics of cyberliteracies to enable
children's growth and success in this sensorially complex, technological age, where
computer-mediated communication is becoming increasingly common. As the
knowledge from students, teachers, and children regarding new and changing
literacies is developed, used and shared, teachers and policy makers will need to
become curriculum builders, to make the necessary changes at the curriculum policy
level.

In a broader sense, this study has implications for pedagogy. The nature of children's
learning in the context of this study connected to each of the components of Wenger's
(1998) social theory of learning as articulated in section 3.12.1. Children learned
together through belonging to the virtual community, through being engaged in the
discursive and social practices of the community, through making meaning out of
their experiences and articulating these meanings with each other, and also through
the process of identity construction and becoming an identifiable individual in a world
without visibility of the actual body. The children learned together through social
interactions based on a shared valued enterprise: their participation in a virtual
community. Increased knowledge and learning within the community led to further
experimentation and reforming of students' identities. This study suggested that
learning by children could be characterised in Wenger's (1998) terms, such as their
evolving forms of mutual engagement, understanding and tuning their shared and
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valued enterprise, and developing their repertoire, styles and discourses. This is a
shift from constructivist and Vygotskian social models of learning ascribed to by
some educators today. The implication of this finding is that theorists of education
and the nature of teaching and learning of children should reconsider the beliefs and
assumptions underlying current theories of pedagogy.

The challenge for society is to accept a new notion of childhood in the age of the
electronic media. Children no longer are enclosed in the rigid boundaries that
Buckingham (2000) termed 'pre-social'. They are no longer excluded from sites of
power and knowledge that were once reserved for adults. Children are social, active
and participatory members of society who, in sites such as the online world of the
palace, can exercise cultural, social and political power, within discursive practices
partially of their own making. The experience of being a cyber child adds new layers
and dimensions to their identity formation, and is a significant social development
that resists traditional conceptualisations of the child.

10.4.4 Implications for future research

A number of areas in this research are deserving of future investigation. These
include:
1. Confirmatory research of cybertalk as forming a new genre. Further linguistic
analyses of the features of language used in 'cybertalk', which identifies
similarities and differences with oral and written language, to provide a
framework of understanding about this mode of communication. Here I have
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only been able to illuminate some key features, but this is certainly deserving
of more investigation.
Considering the issues of literacy and identity online from a broader range of
perspectives, with participants drawn from a larger range of geographical
locations. This would illuminate universal patterns and provide more
generalisable results that this modest study.
Collecting the data through the use of a video recording of the screen to
capture aspects of movement and animation, aspects of music and sound, and
other dimensions that could only be reported from field notes in this study.
This would provide a fuller analysis of the multimodal, multimedia context in
which identity was constructed and performed.
Focussing on fantasies of femininity and young girl's desires to a more
significant extent than was able in this study would provide important
information about gender and sexuality as constructed in online contexts.
In this study, I did not have the opportunity to fully analyse or discuss aspects
of boy's desires or fantasies of their masculinities. This is definitely worthy of
further exploration and study. Also, it may prove that my dichotomisation of
girl/boy was a result of my own assumptions and did not reflect reality as
expressed online. I did find significant differences in avatar selection and
name selection, but failed to examine other aspects related to boys desires.
Although children began to role-play as different characters, an area of further
research could be to examine the changes in language when children adopted
other identities in a specified role-playing context. This has been researched
in MOO and MUD contexts, but has yet to be researched in visual and multimodal contexts. Although I started including role-playing in the palace in the
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final stages of my research, it was more to explore possibilities for the future
than to add to the data I had already collected for this thesis. This deserves
considerable exploration and research to contribute to the body of knowledge
about identity experimentation.
Further narrative accounts of life as lived experience online would be of
considerable benefit. The narrative methodology used provided insights into
the lived experience that no other data was able to quite match. I found this an
invaluable means for interpreting experience and would consider further
representations of data in this manner to reveal much more about the aspects
that work together to construct identity.
The issue of virtual embodiment is only a recent development in the literature,
and further data is required to investigate this phenomenological experience.
Further exploration of the potential for children becoming active citizens in
virtual communuties would be valuable. This research has implications for
raising children's civic awareness through their engaged learning in online
communities.
Finally, there is potential for examining the use of virtual spaces to examine
cross-cultural learning, and cultural identity building.

10.5 Conclusion

Children are gaining control of the roles and responsibilities of having power at their
fingertips, and will continue to do so irrespective of the intervention of adults. They
practice using it, and learn from the reactions of others, from their mistakes and from
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their achievements. In our fast-paced, capitalist societies of the Western world in the
early years of the second millennium, there is no denying that the dominant prevailing
paradigm politicising our lives involves the search for, acquisition of, and use of
power. Children are learning how to exercise power wisely on the palace through
trial and error, through mentoring, through negotiating difficult situations amongst
each other, and through the privilege they feel at having the honour to be responsible
for the happy environment of their communities. I can only believe that this stands
them in good stead for coping with the world in its unstable status both now and in the
future. Critics may very claim that we are perpetuating the dominant myths and
ideologies of capitalism that should be despised (Benson and Fodemsky, 1996; Kolko
and Reid, 1998; Watson, 1998). Yet these children are exercising power for the
benefit of the community, through negotiation and always with the motivation to
build their community.

Children are learning skills of collaborative problem solving, technological literacy,
and how to manage responsibilities of power. They are also learning to accept and
understand themselves better as they experiment with elements of their own identities.
Furthermore, they are learning to understand, tolerate and live with a range of other
people from diverse backgrounds: all desirable skills for their social futures.

Idealistically, perhaps this tolerance and the aforementioned skills of relating to others
might contribute to a future society with a brighter hope for peace and understanding,
yet this is clearly a utopian dream, for the world will always be divided between the
haves and the have-nots, those who have access to the privileges of internet
connections, and those who don't. The rapid increase in technological advances in
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Western societies may serve to widen the gap between the haves and have-nots, and
prevent many societies from ever attaining the new ways of looking at the world that
are offered in the digital world. This has ethical implications for society that may take
a long time in resolving.

In summary, this thesis has presented a theory about identity as experienced,
performed and constructed by children online, through textual and social practices,
where textual is inclusive of multimodal texts. The significance of the research
consists of the following: the mixed methodology used to analyse the data; the
contribution to the knowledge about the form and features of online cybertalk; the
contribution it makes to understanding different ways of learning adopted by children
for the purpose of effectively communicating within communities; the contribution it
makes to understanding more about the nature of the second mirror stage and the
feminine eroticised gaze; and the contribution it makes to understanding identity as
formed in multi-modal contexts online. Furthermore, the thesis has demonstrated
how children are able to be social, participatory and active citizens in online
community contexts, with complete access to power and political decision making not
experienced in offline contexts. I have outlined some implications this has for
education, and call for educators to give these implications serious consideration.
Finally, due to the modest nature of this research, a range of considerations for further
research has been presented.
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APPENDIX 1: Sample interview transcript with Violetta
<Anya> ok, thanks again for meeting me
<Anya> i hope you have lots to say!
<Violetta> no problem:)
<Violetta> most likely. *l aughs*
<Anya> ok, now tell me... how old were you when we met in urn... 1995 or 1996?
<Anya> it seems ages ago!
<Anya> I have written in my stuff... Elizabeth was 13 when i first met her
<Anya> or something like that
<Violetta> wow... it was probably 1996... I didnt go on the internet till then... I would've been...
12? summer of 96, I believe
<Anya> wow!
<Anya> ok, thats even better:>
<Violetta> yeah. hehe.
<Violetta>
<Violetta> summer before seventh grade, I think
<Anya> by the way, what name can I use to refer to you?
<Anya> I have the name Elizabeth
<Anya> but I can use whichever name you ask me
<Violetta> Elizabeth is just my screen name... you can use Stevie if you'd like.., that's what most
people call me irl :)
<Anya> really? why is that?
<Anya> where does stevie come from?
<Violetta> it's a nickname for Stefanie. =)
<Anya> is that your real name?
<Anya> i didn't even know!
<Anya> chuckle
<Violetta> We have 20 million (or so it seems) Stephanies around here, and I wanted to be
different. hehehe
<Violetta> yes, it is
<Anya> how many on-line names have you had? can you remember?
<Violetta> a LOT
<Anya> can you tell me some of them?
<Violetta> sure... a quick sampling:
<Anya> just for fun
<Anya> or estimate how many
<Anya> yes please
<Violetta> Stevie, Elizabeth, Violet, VioletGirl, Violetta, Adelaide, Sekhmet, Amethyst, Leia,
Fassie (my first one. hehe), Sapphire, Charlotte, Becki, Stacey, Anastasia, January, Miranda,
Caprice, Trippie.
<Violetta>
<Violetta> SaturdaysChild... SleepyJean... psychadlicviolet...
<Violetta> that's just off of the top of my head... hehe
<Anya> laughing... wow, thats a lot..., were they different 'people' in any ways?
<Violetta> some of them were. lol.
<Anya> oh please tell me the most interesting people
<Violetta> LOL... well, I used some to work around things with friends... I found out what my one
friend "really thought" of a fight we had as Stacey. LOL. I was a conniving, evil little girl. ;)
42 <Anya> (ps this is all confidential, i am not going to report back to your parents/friends/whoever)
43 <Violetta> lol
44 <Violetta> okay
45 <Anya> chuckling, this is fantastic
46 <Anya> keep going
47 <Violetta> I used to enjoy going onto talkers as "other people" and seeing how people reacted to
me
<Anya> tell me more
<Violetta> and I'd trick people into believing I wasn't me
<Anya> were you deliberately provocative?
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<Violetta> what do you mean?
<Anya> well, did you go on and do something silly just to see what people would say?
<Violetta> lol. sometimes, it depended on my mood. sometimes i'd refer to something that any
random person wouldn't know about to make people wonder who i was. ;) it was grand. *l aughs*
<Anya> did you have images in your head of the different types of personae you were... ie this one
is a gothic person, this one is hippie... etc?
<Violetta> not really that often... unless i'd really really gotten into playing somebody else. which i
don't think happened much at all. hehe... i mean, i'd have whole typing styles for people. like, if i
were trying to trick someone i knew into thinking i was someone else, i'd type a lot differently than
i do normally. a person's typing style can give them away like a voice does.
<Anya> i think i know what you mean, but can you give me some specific examples please?
<Violetta> like, okay... i'm typing pretty much the way i talk right now... as things come to me,
with "..."s where i pause to think.., not really caring much about punctuation or capitals or
whatnot. but as someone else, i might decide to start typing differently, like this:
<Violetta> As another person, I might capitilize my I's, and I'd use full, proper sentances instead of
fragments. I probably would not use the word "like" and ellipses wouldn't show up often, if at all.
<Violetta> OR, if i decided to be somebody else, i might type like my cousin, and numerous other
teenyboppers out there....
<Violetta> HeY! wUtz uP wit U??
<Violetta> lol
<Anya> laugh!
<Violetta> or various other things.
<Anya> thats excellent
<Anya> grin
<Violetta> certani peopel mistpye a olt
<Anya> hahaha
<Violetta> *giggle*
<Violetta> and some people do actions differently:
<Violetta> ::giggle:: *laughs* <grins>
<Anya> ok i kind of launched into some fun stuff before starting at the beginning with some
questions i need to check...
72 <Violetta> okay...:)
73 <Anya> can I just ask you to give me an overview of your on-line life please (we can get back to
the fun stuff in a minute or three)
<Anya> you started at 12...
<Anya> what made you start?
<Anya> and where did you go?
<Anya> etc etc
<Violetta> Wellll.... I started the summer before seventh grade. My mom was the first to show me
how to do stuff... she'd been going to talkers for a while.... the first place I went is the Twilight
Zone, as Fassie, a name i called myself as a little kid....
<Violetta> started learning the ropes, branched out to other talkers....
<Violetta> then, in seventh, i decided i needed a webpage. got web space at geocities, and had dad
get me an html book...
<Anya> *nods* to let you know I am listening intently but not wanting to interrupt the flow
<Violetta> okay no problem
<Violetta> eventually this turned into an obsession. lol. I type all of my own html in notepad.
<Violetta> thennnnn came ICQ. In eighth grade, Sarah finally convinced me to get icq (she's a
person i know irl)
<Anya> right
<Anya> icq!
<Anya> chuckle
<Violetta> so I started talking to a lot of my friends on there.... and some of them had web
journals.
<Anya> (oohh whats a web journal?)
<Violetta> I was fascinated by this, and this finally gave my webpage a point. lol.
<Violetta> it's when people write a public journal that they post on the web for people to read
<Anya> wow, can i see yours?
<Violetta> some post it on their own (as i do), but there are sites that revolve around this concept,
like blogger, diaryland.com, scribble.nu, opendiary.com....
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<Violetta> sure
<Violetta> my page is over at http://virtue.nulviolettal and the diary is on there
<Violetta> lye been meaning to get my old archives up.... there are only entries from about
Halloween up there right now, since the redesign.
<Anya> ok i shall look later... can I reference from this in my paper?
<Violetta> sure
<Anya> thanks!!!!
100.<Violetta> (<shameless plug>i have lots of poetry on there, too<Ishameless plug>)
101.<Anya> ok, please go on... you havent told me all yet
102.<Anya> hahaha
103.<Anya> can I use some?
104.<Anya> ie include it?
105.<Violetta> ah yes... so i got into webjournalling circles.., met a lot of people that way (traveling
through links)
106.<Violetta> oh yes, of course. =)
107.<Anya> you wont get famous from my PhD
108.<Anya> but you will be referenced of course:>
109.<Violetta> hehe... any exposure is good exposure.
110.<Violetta> :D
111.<Anya> excellent
112.<Anya> ok do go on
113.<Anya> I keep interrupting your timeline
1 14.<Anya> where does your own talker come into this?
1 15.<Anya> *puzzled look*
1 16.<Violetta> So, I started posting all sorts of writing on my page, too (I really started getting into
serious poetry at this point, not of the rhymey, singsong variety), and *this* prompted me into
more web circles... hehe.
117.<Violetta> oh, my talkers coming up. that was the end of eighth grade. hehe.
118.<Anya> ok... lets stop for a second
1 19.<Violetta> I'm all over the place. hehe. so it's a little crazy.
120.<Anya> before you get to the talker
12 1. <Violetta> okay
122.<Anya> how do you get involved in a web circle? what does that entail exactly?
123.<Anya> i do not want to presume what it means
124.<Violetta> well, i call them circles... theyre sorta like cliques in person.
125.<Violetta> my friends and I swapped good pages, and from those you find more links...
126.<Violetta> to other people who journal and write...
127.<Violetta> and by signing guestbooks and whatnot, you get to meet these people... then email or
chat with them...
128.<Anya> right, but what do you *do* ahhh ok I see
129.<Anya> on icq?
130.<Violetta> and online friend groups expand exponentially:)
131.<Violetta> and aim... which i got later on
132.<Anya> yes I see... aim? instant messenger?
133.<Violetta> yup
134.<Anya> ok, just calrifying :>
135.<Violetta>:)
136.<Anya> clarifying even
137.<Anya> <note to self edit my typing errors before printing transcript>
138.<Anya> so some of your friends you had were irl friends
139.<Anya> or 90% were purely online?
140.<Violetta> yeah... its kinda creepy that some are irl friends. hehe
141.<Anya> haha why is that?
142.<Violetta> well, among talkers it was mostly online people. on icq it was about 50/50
143.<Violetta> people are different to talk to on the computer than in person
144.<Anya> your irl friends get to know you VERY well
145.<Anya> how so?
146.<Anya> thats interesting
147.<Anya> please tell
-

-
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148.<Violetta> well, in the simplest of ways, you get more *talking* done than we ever really do in
person. then, also, people are so much less intimidating.
149.<Anya> do you find you can express yourself more freely online to a wider range of people than
offli ne?
150.<Violetta> for the most part, yes. which is kinda strange, cause i'm a very outgoing person in
anyway
151.<Anya> i want to talk about that a bit later actually
152.<Violetta> okay
153.<Anya> but for now, please continue your overview/timeline for me
154.<Violetta> okay... so through this whole web-circle-ness, I was still going on talkers, and id
become pretty well known throughout some of them... I'd become a wiz several places... (this was
my I- have- no-life-i'm-an-outcast-middleschooler phase. lol.) and I spent insane amounts of time on
them. this is when most of my names sprung up. lol.
155.<Anya> *chuckle* now i have to interrupt again WHY were you an outcast-middleschooler?!
156.<Violetta> LOL
I57.<Violetta> I was severely disliked by a lot of people in middle school. lol.
158.<Anya> why!?
159.<Violetta> I was a "weirdo" and i didn't (really) care what other people thought, and so they
reacted viciously to that. gahhh.... emotionally, middle school was hellllllll
160.<Anya> it sounds terrible.., sorry for prying, but WHY do you think they thought you were
'weird?
161.<Violetta> heh... people always found things to pick on me for. when they didn't have a reason,
they made reasons.
162.<Anya> you were an individual?
163.<Violetta> cause.... i was? lol. i always have been. always will be.
164.<Violetta> yeah...
165.<Anya> ok, what do YOU think makes you weird then?
166.<Violetta> see, the difference between middle school and high school: there, they mocked me for
being different. here, they respect me for it. (I have the underclass outcasts kissing my feet.
hehehe.)
167.<Anya> chuckle
168.zVioletta> eh... i'm stuck in the wrong decade. and i have a bizarre sense of humor.
169.<Violetta> *g*
170.<Anya> are you an only child?
171.<Violetta> no... i have a younger brother
172.<Anya> (only children get lots of attention from parents are ohhh ok, there goes that theory:>)
I73.<Anya> ok, i have digressed again.., you really got into talkers...
174.<Violetta> ah. indeed.
175.<Violetta> that's about when the whole fantasia monkeytrial thing went on
176.<Violetta> and our talkers sprung up
177.<Anya> ahhh fantasia... that name rings a bad chord
178.<Violetta> no joke. *cringe*
179.<Anya> so you wizzed for her for a while until it all blew up?
180.<Violetta> * nods*
181.<Anya> can i ask you a little bit about your first request to be a wiz?
182.<Violetta> sure... what do you want to know about it?
183.<Anya> were you excited/proudlthrilled/anything?
184.<Anya> how did it feel to be asked to be a wiz?
185.<Violetta> all of the above. lol. i was thrilled about it. i thought it was the best thing since sliced
bread. lol.
186.<Anya> did you take it really seriously?
187.<Anya> like a real responsibility?
188.<Violetta> somewhat... like, i knew fanta would kill me if i screwed something up, but i didn't get
all worried about it or anything
189.<Anya> ok, we should get off the subject of F otherwise if any of this ends up in my PhD and she
sees it, i could be sued or something knowing her!
190.<Anya> (are her talkers still alive btw?)
191.<Violetta> lol. yes, they are. but hardly anyone goes there anymore.
192.<Anya> ok... so I have the next bit correct since I know you, your father, and your mother set up
three talkers etc... and I was there at the beginning of Alice
-
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193.<Violetta> * nods*
194.<Anya> yours is called...
195.<Anya> (I forgot)
196.<Violetta> City of Dreams
197.<Anya> tell me all about yours
198.<Anya> thats right
199.<Anya> tell me how you started it etc.. how you found wizzes...
200.<Violetta> well, when I was setting it up, my boyfriend of the time (who i had met online, funny
enough), helped me come up with the whole concept... once it was up, i invited people i knew and
was friends with from other talkers, and wizzed some of these friends that i knew would be around
a lot...
201.<Anya> can you tell me about the joys and perils of being a god?
202.<Violetta> (may i interject something that has NOTHING to do with the talker, but still with my
internet life that hit me right now because of another window i have open?)
203.<Anya> oh yes please do!
204.<Violetta> okay. big example of not being intimidated by people online, even if you are irl:
205.<Violetta> Matthew Cunningham. A drummer. my long-running (impossible) crush of three years.
I have an impossible time remaining coherant around him irl, but were having a positively
marvelous conversation on aim right now.
206.<Violetta> *giggles*
207.<Anya> *chuckle* that is wonderful!
208.<Anya> right NOW? do you want to leave for a while and take this up another time?
209.<Anya> I'd hate to stand in the way of love and romance:>
210.<Violetta> *laughs* no, that's okay. I'm the queen of multitasking
211.<Violetta> LOL
212.<Anya> chuckle, what are talking about with him? mushy stuff or serious stuff?
213.<Anya> and why is it impossible since he is chatting with you now?
214.<Violetta> semi-serious stuff. chorus and how our band teacher is totally jealous of and obnoxious
towards said choir. lol.
215.<Violetta> Aaaaaaah I dunno. he's matt. he turns me into a blithering idiot. *giggle*
216.<Anya> ahh thats right, you have voice lessons don't you
217.<Violetta> yes indeedy
218.<Anya> you have a busy after school activities life?
219.<Anya> band, choir, voice lessons...
220.<Violetta> oh yes
221.<Anya> anything else? or mainly musical pursuits?
222.<Violetta> band. choir. voice lessons. science league. academic league. unofficial bowling
cheerleader. S.A.V.E, german club, drama club, multicultural club...
223.<Anya> my goodness!!!!
224.<Violetta> hehe
225.<Anya> (what is SAVE?)
226.<Violetta> Students Against Violating the Environment
227 .<Anya> you're into everything!
228.<Violetta> yes. i am.
229.<Anya> thats wonderful, when you are famous I shall be able to say i knew her when she was
12!
230.<Violetta> hehehe
231.<Anya> ok, the joys and perils of being a God and owning your own talker any anecdotes you
can share with me?
232.<Violetta> hehe... i've had relatively little trouble. nothing really bad, aside from trying to make
my wizzes be online more often. *laughs* I remember divebombing TZone to get users though...
that was always amusing.
233.<Violetta> i'll brb. parents just got home.
234.<Anya> ok now you lost me can you explain what that means please? (divebombing)
235.<Anya> ok
236.<Violetta> okay, back
237.<Anya> everything ok?
238.<Violetta> by "divebombing".... a couple of us would go on TZ and .t people to come over to
COD. hehehe. that was when Livewire was being obnoxious and TZ had like, 50 people on at a
time
-

-

-
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239.<Violetta> yep, everything's alright
240.<Anya> ohhh i see.... enlisting new users ... stealing them in other words
241.<Anya> chuckle
242.<Violetta> hehe. yeah, but divebombing makes it sound so much more fun. lol.
243.<Anya> hahaha
244.<Anya> i shall remember that:>
245.<Violetta>:)
246.<Anya> what has been the most difficult experience or situation you had to deal with as a person
in power (ie a wiz or a god)
247.<Violetta> hmmm... i don't know. couldn't have been anything horrid if it's not immediately
coming to mind, right? lol
248.<Anya> ok, fair enough!
249.<Anya> what sort of behaviours thought might you have found unacceptable at your talker?
250.<Violetta> I don't have much of a problem with the majority of things... my biggest hangup is that
nobody should be harassing anybody else. I had a problem with that with one user.... language
doesn't get to me until it gets abusive, though. people get psycho. lol.
251.<Anya> ok can you explain the one problem for me and how you dealt with it?
252.<Violetta> this guy i had known from other talkers (and known to be kinda explosive) came on,
and mom made him angry by saying somethign (i don't remember what) and he flipped out, calling
her all sorts of names, and when i tried to intervene, turned on me, too. i ended up having to ban
him, cause he wouldn't stop or go away.
253.<Anya> ahhh ok... did your mother and father give you lots of tips and pointers about handling
things like that, or did you just kind of learn it on the go?
254.<Violetta> i kinda learned it on the spot. hehe.
255..zAnya> do you think being a God and dealing with stuff like that has given you more
opportunities to learn about people and power etc. than you might get offline?
256.<Violetta> not really more..., maybe a little earlier than i might have, but not to any huge extent.
257.<Anya> in what ways do you feel a sense of power (if any) when you're online?
258.<Anya> (i am really interested in issues of power and how young people can experience it online)
259.<Violetta> well, i'm an officer in a couple of clubs.., and i'm a natural sort of leader. so, power isn't
like, a foriegn thing when i go online, it's nice, but not foreign. ;)
260.<Anya> so perhaps the only difference is that on-line you can have more power over talking
coherently to people (like Matthew!)?
261.<Violetta> lol. i suppose. :)
262.<Anya> I have a few more key things I want to ask you but I realise I have been hogging your
time for over an hour now. Do you want to continue, have a break for a while, come back later,
come back tomorrow?
263.<Violetta> hmmm. yeah, I think i would like to have a bit of a break... dinner should be soon,
anyway.
264.<Anya> Yes, ok (and I am thirsty and need to go downstairs for a drink too!) are you ok with this
can we meet again for part 2?
265.<Violetta> sure... when would you like to pick it up again?
266.<Anya> I am free any time between now and Sunday evening
267.<Anya> I am devoting my entire weekend and a bit to writing
268.zAnya> so any time to chat would be a nice relief
269.<Anya> same time tomorrow?
270.<Violetta> hehe... okay. i don't know what time would be really good.... i'm supposed to babysit
tomorrow, and i don't know what time yet. will you be around a little later, so i can find out and get
back to you on what time(s) are good?
271.<Anya> sure, how about we meet hmm... 2 hours from now? and you can tell me when a good
time is?
272.<Violetta> okay. that sounds good.:)
273.<Anya> great, thanks so much, i really do appreciate this
274.<Violetta> no problem =)
275.<Anya> i shall check out your web journal too
276.<Violetta> hehehe
277.<Violetta> it's a little scary. ;)
278.<Anya> now lets hope i worked out how this log works and haven't lost it
279.<Anya> ohh i can't wait to see it
280.<Violetta> hehe, i'll save the buffer too so there's an extra copy
-
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281.<Anya> can you ... oh that would be great, thanks heaps
282.<Violetta> of course =)
283.<Anya> thanks, i shall talk to you in a couple of hours then
284.<Violetta> okay, so i shall talk to you again later... go get your drink. hehe:)
285.<Anya> bye for now:>
286.<Violetta> indeedy... till later :)
287.--------------------------------------
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APPENDIX 2: Transcript of Data Log
30 minutes online with A:HuLa BaYbAh:á, Face Off, *Sime and *Kiften, 12/17/1999 18:03:42
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{ *Kitten }
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
7
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
(Face off }
*Si me
{ A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
(Face Off}
*Sime
(Face Off)
*Sime
{Face Off)
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
*Sime
{Violettal
{A:I-IuLaBaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Face Off}
(Face Off
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
*Sime
(Face Off)
{*Kitten }
{Face Off)
{*Kitten )
{A:HuLaBaYbAh:d}
(Face Off)
{Face Off)
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
{*Kitten }
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
(*Kitten}
(Face Off)
(*Kitten}
(Face Off}
(A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
(Face Off)
(Face Off}
(Face Off}
(Face Off)
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{*Kitten }
(*Kitten)
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Face Off)
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
*Sime
{Face Off)
{ *Kitten}
(Face Off)

(Logon) {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
were just testing a new script
;ao "test' say ,
@64,64 Its A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
Ipage A:HuLa BaYbAh:á Logged On
ohh yea?
no.... doesn't work, kitty
Simes helping u i asume?
well Sime is fixing it, yes
=)

ah you know Sime?
:lol u can always count on it
=)

ohh yea...
smile
we r scripting partners =)
who is Face Off?
ahhhh
Face Off be my scripting partner..
smile
ohcool
hi
:we make lotso scripts
=0)
how old are you Face Off?
*idea*
ummm... 13
we need lots of scripts
hehe
oohhh
i'm 15 sunday
we scriopt at spirits.dynip.com sometimes...
whats yr idea *Si me?
smile
15!!!
Sime, u should really see what i started
yippee
its funney =)
lol
wana see?
monkey
ack
wrong cyborg =(
lol
hahahaha
hahahahaha
cute
:changing...
how old r u *Si me?
10..
ok... lets try this again... * wait*
okie dokie FO
this should do it...
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(Face Off}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
(Face Off}
59 {*j1fl}
*Sime
{Face Off}
(Face Off}
{*Kitten }
{*Kitten }
{*Kitten }
{Face Off)
*Sime
days...
*Sime
(Face Off)
*Sime
{A:HuLaBaYbAh:á}
(Face Off)
*Sime
(*Kitten }
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLaBaYbAh:á}
*Sime
*Sime
*Sime
(*Kitten}
*Sime
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
{*Kitten}
(*Kitten )
(*Kitten}

monkey
u r really good for 10
ack,,,
hahaha
LOL
im gona have to arms... legs... and a cage...
=0)
thats hysterical
fantastic
hehehe
thanku
that's why you've been private on ICQ for the last few

:heh...
Face Off is the Paint master...
lot
avoiding someone...
i do the other parts
ahhh superrrr
cool
Abrb
test...
Face Off!
;reload
{Logon} {*Kitten}

{Face Off)

(Logon) {*Sime!}
{Logon} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page *Kitten Logged On
)pop
@100,100 !It's *Kjtten!
@64,64 !ItsA:HuLaBaYbAh:á
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á Logged On
'page *Sime! Logged On
thats exciting... oops error
wb

*Sime
{A:HuLaBaYbAh:á}

heheheh.... sorry bout that
???

{A:HuLaBaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
*Sime
{*Kitten}

*Si me

94 {*J(

ackkkkkkkk

fl )

{*Kitten}

*Sime
{''Kitten}

error
eep

i can see
hehe

{A:HuLaBaYbAh:á}
hmmmm...
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
what just happened?
*Si me reset us... but we'd better be quiet for a sec while he
{ *Kitten }
fixes the error
101.{ Face Off }
{100} *Sime {100} (Whisper) *Sime... ive been trying to
think of ideas for scripts... smaqdown needs "war" scripts? really laggy i think, made 4 the
purpose off lagig off?
102.{A:HuLaBaYbAh:á}
{100} {*Kitten} (100) {Whisper}ok
103.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
{ 100} {*Kitten} { 100) {Whisper} ill wrisper
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{ 1001 { *Kitten } (100) {Whisper} lot
(Face Off}
kitty, ill be right bak
106.{*Kitten )
ok
107.{Face Off)
1 sec...
108.{Face Off)
=0)
109.*Sime
test
110.*Sime
=(
111.*Sime

oh...
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112.*Sime
113.*Sime
114. ( *Kitten }
115.*Sime
116.*Sime
117.*Sime
118.{*Kitten }
119.*Kitten )
120.*Sime
121.{*Kitten }
122.*Si me
123.{ *Kitten }
124. { *Kitten }
125.*Si me
126.{*Kitten }

;reload
;reload
will i shutdown and reboot?
;reload
no...
hold on
oh
its fixed
;reload
i don't see any more errors
iknow..
in my log
s000...
;reload
{Logon} (*Kitten )

127.*Sime
128.{ *Kitten }

{Logon} {*Sime!}
page *Kitten Logged On

129.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
130. 1 *Kitten )
131.{ *Kitt en )
132.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
133.{A:IiIuLa BaYbAh:á}
134. *Si me
135.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
136.*Sime
137.{*Kitten }
138.*Sime
139.*Sime
140.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
141.*Sime
142. 1 *Kitten )
143. { *Kitten}
144.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
145.{*Kitten}
146. { *Kitten }
147.*Sime
148.*Sime
149.*Si me
150.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
151.{*Kitten}
152.*Si me

{Logon} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
)pop
@100,100 !Ies *Kitten!
@64,64 It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á Logged On
page *Sime! Logged On
again?
have ta until it's fixed =)
yep
{ 100) *Si me ( 100) {NameChange} Face Off!
;ao "test" say
ok i feel like a blonde
scruntches f ace*
chuckle
awww
no affence to blondes
*Si me we can keep itto this room
i just thought global would be quick and easy and fun
no no...
it HASTA work...
ready all?
he seems smarter than me and he's younger
okie
i will be nice to you...

153.{*Kitten}

ok

154.{*Kitten }
155.*Si me

grin
kitty... may I clone your av for EDUCATIONAL

porposes?

156.*Sime
157 {*Kitten}
158.*Sime
159.{*Kitten}
160.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{ A:HuLa BaYbAh:á }
{ *Kitten)
163.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
164.(A:HuLa BaYbAh:a)
165.*Si me
166. *Si me
for a sec, do ya?
167.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
168.*Sime
169.{ *Kitten }

i will not keep
sure
just need to get the ids
yep
lol
{ NameChange } *A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
chuckle
you look funny as a girl
lol
hehehe, i know
A:HuLa BaYbAh:á, you don't mind that av bein' donned
no
:i can't do graphics, no =)
smile
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170.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
cute
171.*Sime
aireaddy deleted
172.{*Kitten }
I have some books with pics i scan in
173.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
lol
174.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
cute
175.{*Kitten}
clone this one
176.*Sime
ok... ready
177.*Sime
nty, =)
178.{*Kitten}
aww
179.{*Kitten}
hehe
180.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{100) {*Kitten} {100} fWhisper} lol
181.*Sime
i needed to don the ays for a purpos...
182.{*Kitten}
ok i am ready
183.*Sime
ready?
184.*Sime
;reload
185.{Face Off}
{Logon} {Face Off}
186. ( *Kitten )
{ Logon } ( *Kitten)
187.(Face Off)
'page Face Off Logged On
188. { *Kitten }
'page *Kitten Logged On
189.*Sime
{Logon} {*Sime!}
)pop
{ *Kitten )
@100,100 Its *Kitten!
{ *Kitten }
192.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Logon} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
193.{Face Off }
hello =)
194.*Sime
'page *Sime! Logged On
195.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
@64,64 !It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
196.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á Logged On
197.{Face Off)
bbak
198.*Sime
didn't quite work, did it?
199.{*Kitten }
w000h000 flying
200.{Face Off)
=0)
201.*Sime
lol
202.{*Kitten}
making me dizzy
203.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
next time worn me
204. { A:HuLa BaYbAh:á }
(NameChange } *A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
:*Sime is making us a fancy script
205.{ *Kitten )
AVisiti ng webpage
206.{Face Off}
207.{Face Off)
:connetin... loading nay...
208.1Face Off)
{ 100} {*Kitten} { 100) {Whisper} Avisit my site at
www.members.tripod.cornl-paintball_007/frames.html click iptscrae.
209.*Sime
;reload
210.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
you guys r good
(Logon) {*Kitten}
211.{*Kitten
212.{*Kitten }
yes
213.*Sime
{Logon} {*Sime!}
214.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Logon} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
215.{*Kitten }
'page *Kitten Logged On
216.{*Kitten}
)pop
217. { *Kitten}
@100,100 !It's *Kitten!
218.1A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
@64,64 !It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
219.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á Logged On
220. *Sime
'page *Sime! Logged On
221.*Sime
Tada!
222.*Sime
)applause
223.{ *Kitten}
woweeeee
224.*Sime
225.{ Face Off}
kitty, my site has realy stupidd stuffs on it
226.{Face Off}
ask sime...
227.{Face Off}
lot
228. { A:HuLa BaYbAh:á }
{ NameChange } *A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
-
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229. ( *Kitten )
230.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
231.(Face Off}
232.*Sime
233.*Sime
234. *Si me
235.{*Kitten }
236.{*Kitten}
237.*Sime
238.{*Kitten}
239.*Sime
240.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
241.{ *Kitten }
{ *Kitten )
what it's all about!
{ *Kitten )
244.{ *Kitten }
245.*Sime
246. *Si me
what it's all about!
247.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
248.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
249.1A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
what it's all about!
(Face Off)
{ *Kitten }
{ *Kitten )
253.{*Kitten}
254.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
255.{Face Off}
256.{Face Off}
257.(A:FIuLa BaYbAh:á)
258.*Sime
259.{ *Kitten }
260. *Si me
261.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
262.{Face Off}
263.{Face Off)
264. 1 *Kitten )
265.*Sime
266.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
267.{ *Kitten }
268. { *Kitten )
269.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
270.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
271.*Sime
{Face Off)
{ *Kitten )
{ A:HuLa BaYbAh :á }
275.*Sime
{ *Kitten }
{ A:HuLa BaYbAh:á }
BaYbAh:á}
*Sime
279.{ *Kitten }
280. { *Kitten I
28 1. { *Kitten }
282.*Sime
283.{Face Off)
284.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}

i lost that in the flying around we're doing
lost what?
kitty is a wiz too i asume?
{NameChange} Face Off!
;ao "test" say
ready?
hmmm
yep
;reload
{Logon} {*Kitten }
{Logon} {*Sime!}
{Logon} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page *Kitten (logged on)
Ya doo the hokey pokey and ya turn yerseif about, that's
)pop
@100,100 It's *Kitten!
'page *Sime! (logged on)
Ya doo the hokey pokey and ya turn yerseif about, that's
-

@64,64 It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á (logged on)
Ya doo the hokey pokey and ya turn yerself about, that's
lol
chuckle
hahahaha
funnnn:>
do again...
:heh anti scray =0)
do we have to say that everytime?
i crack me up
hehehe
yes, we do A:HuLa BaYbAh:á... its a new tradition
-

hehe
aawww
wait wait... time for a reload...
just happen
ok
ready
don't want that lol
you're being quite
reload
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!
{ Logon } { NHNGOEEM } { ZBGENEGIHF } (Kitten
{ Logon } { BOIAHFEM } { ZBFIGEEEGF } { A:HuLa
{ Logon } { GPCFPEEM } { ZAACDFGOBH } ( *Sime!)

'page *Kitten (logged on)
)pop
@100,100 It's *Kitten!
'page *Sime! (logged on)
{Logon} {HACNHMID} {ZAHCIGCEAH} (Face Off)
@64,64 It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
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285.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á (logged on)
286.{Face Off}
page Face Off (logged on)
287.{ Face Off}
but.... im not aloud to probly?
288.*Sime
=( you didn't talk
289.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
?
290. { *Kitten }
what happened to the hokey pokey?
291.{Face Off)
:i better get that anti aliscray on again...
292. ( Face Off}
but...
293.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
LOL
294.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
That is funny
295.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
lol
296.{Face Off)
:i no...
297.*Sime
Have a banana, have a whole bunch! It doesn't matter
what you had for lunch, just EAT IT!
298.*Sime
test
299.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
lol
300.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
that is so funny
301.*Sime
new person..
302.{Face Off)
this is Kyle's mother
303.{Face Off)
hello
304.{ *Kitten )
hello kyle
305.(*Kitten)
oh kyle's mother?
306.*Sime
lol Face Off..
307.{Face Off)
i hear you would like to interview my son?
308. { *Kitten}
what?
309.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
Hi
310.{Face Off)
yes i am
311.*Sime
LOL
312.{*Kitten }
awww
313.{Face Off)
well, i give you my upmost permission
314.{*Kitten }
now you're joshing me
315.*Sime
LOL
316.*Sime
*ROFL*
317.{Face Off}
interview him, please, he really want you to
318.*Si me
That's the first two-syllable word that he's spoken since
i've met him
319.*Sime
LOL
320.(Face Off)
i believe you
321.*Sime
well, kyle's mom... you're in for a big bounce...
322.*Sime
reload
323. ( Face Off)
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
324.*Slme
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee! !!!
325. { *Kitten )
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
326.{Face Off)
{Logon} (HACNHMID) {ZAHCIGCEA}TI} {Face Off)
327.{*Kitten )
could you try?
*Kitten
{
}
{ Logon } { NHNGOEEM } { ZBGENEGIHF} { *Kjtti }
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!
{ A:HuLa BaYbAh:a }
330.{*Kitten }
'page *Kitten (logged on)
Have a banana, have a whole bunch! It doesn't matter
{ *Kitten )
what you had for lunch, just EAT IT!
)pop
{ *Kitten )
333 ( *j1fl)
@100,100 It's *Kitten!
{Face Off)
'page Face Off (logged on)
{Face Off)
Ya doo the hokey pokey and ya turn yerseif about, that's
what it's all about!
336.{Face Off)
I dont think i made myself clear, i am kyle's mother
337. { A:HuLa BaYbAh:á }
( Logon) { BOIAHFEM } { ZBFIGEEEGF) ( A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}
338.*Sime
{Logon} {GPCFPEEM} {ZAACDFGOBH} {*Sime!}
339.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
@64,64 It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
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340. { *Kitten }
hahahaha
341.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á (logged on)
342.A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
I picked 'popery for, 300, and my, head started ta spin!
343.*Sime
'page *Sime! (logged on)
*Sime
Have a banana, have a whole bunch! It doesn't matter
what you had for lunch, just EAT IT!
{ *Kitten }
hahahahaha
346.{*Kitten )
this is so gunny
347.{*Kitten )
funny even
348.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
i hate that
349.*Sime
*snigger*
350.*Sime
lot, A:HuLa BaYbAh:á... to bad =)
{ *Kitten}
aww A:HuLa BaYbAh:á its just a bit of fun
{Face Off}
excuse me?
353.(Face Off}
excuse me?
354. *Si me
hehehe.... if you'd like.., go to another room =)
355.{ Face Off}
no that owuldnt be necceary
356.{Face Off}
ok, here you go...
357.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{ 100} {*Kitten} { 100) {Whisper} i don't think that is his
mom
358. { *Kitten }
{ 100} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á} { 100} {Whisper} me neither
359.{ Face Off}
-DARLENE-360. { *Kitten }
:sigh
361.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{ 1001 (*Kitten} { 100) {Whisper} he is tring to get bye
with out all the trouble
362.{Face Off)
ok ok, i lied
Face Off }
=o)
*Kitten }
{ 100} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á} {100} {Whisper} i know
365.(Face Off)
moms not even here
366.(Face Off)
hehe
367. (Face Off}
kittttttttttttyyyyyy! ! !!!
368.{ A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{100} {*Kitten} {100} {Whisper} lol knew it
369.{Face Off}
clear your log!
370.{Face Off}
nobody talk...
371.{*Kitten }
why?
372.*Sime
hehehe
373.{ Face Off}
ok, now ask me the questions
374.*Sime
Face Off lied!
375.*Sime
he is a big booboohead!
376.{Face Off)
i will reply and you will copy your log
377.*Sime
well, Face Off... i'm afraid your log will be unclear..
378.*Sime
cause we're gonna...
379.*Sime
reload!
380. (Face Off)
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!
38 1. *Si me
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
382.[Face Off)
{Logon} (HACNHMID} (ZAHCIGCEAH) {Face Off)
{ *Kitten }
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
{ A:HuLa B aYbAh : a }
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
{ *Kitten }
{ Logon } { NHNGOEEM } { ZBGENEGII-IF } (''Kitten)
{Face Off}
'page Face Off (logged on)
387.{Face Off}
Oooh eeeh 000h ahh ahh, ting tang walla walla bing bang!
388.{*Kitten }
'page *Kitten (logged on)
389.{ *Kitten )
Have a banana, have a whole bunch! It doesn't matter
what you had for lunch, just EAT IT!
(*Kitten)
)pop
{ *Kitten}
@100,100 !It's *Kitte n!
392.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
Logon) (BOIAHFEM) {ZBFIGEEEGF} {A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}
393.{*Sime
{Logon} {GPCFPEEM} {ZAACDFGOBH} {*Si me!}
394.*Sime
'page *Sime! (logged on)
-

-
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395.*Si me
eator!
396.{Face Off}
397.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
398.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
399.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
400.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
401.(Face Off}
402. { *Kitten }
403.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
404.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
405.*Sime
406.1A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
407.*Sime
408. *Si me
409.{Face Off}
410. *Si me
411.*Sime
412.*Sime
413. { *Kitten }
414.{ Face Off}
the 1 u hate =o)
415.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
make the c and r in the circles?
416.*Sime
== IF
417.{*Kitten }
418. [Face Off }
419.{Face Off }
420.{Face Off)
421.{ *Kitten }
entirely sure
422.*Sime
423.*Sime
IF
424.(Face Off)
425.{*Kitten }
426. { A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
427.*Sime
428.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
the c and r in the circles?
429. ( *Kitten }
430.{*Kitten )
431.(Face Off)
432.*Sime
433.{Face Off)
434.{Face Off)
435.*Sime
436. ( *Kitten)
437.*Sime
438. { *Kitten }
439. 1 *Kitten )
440.{ A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
441. ( *Kitten }
442.*Sime
443.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
444.{ *Kitten }
445.{*Kitten }
446. *Si me
447.*Sime

It was a long horned short tailed flying purple people
ive had enough of this scray...
@64,64 Its A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
Ipage A:HuLa BaYbAh:á (logged on)
Oooh eeeh 000h ahh ahh, ting tang walla walla bing bang!
im puttin anti scray on *Si me...
hehehehe
i hate that
can't stop my forces, Face Off!
lol
ao "test" say
n0000000000000000
yes i kan =P
:scruntches face
o yeah???????????????
watch this one...
hehehe
ill put that antiscray script i made on and u cant stop me...
{ 100} {*Kitten} (1001 {Whisper} do u know how to
} ao { WHOME KILLUSER } USERNAME "Face Off'

awwww
:an
]d
yes i no u are a wiz
{ 100) {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á} { 100} (Whisper) i am not
wait... lemme try this again...
ao { WHOME KILLUSER } USERNAME "Face Off' =
=P
{100} (A:HuLaBaYbAh:á} (100) (Whisper) ask *Si me
{ 1001 ( *Kitten) (100) {Whisper} oh it's ok
*snigger*
{ 1001 *Sime { 1001 {Whisper} do u know how to make
-

hiw do i make the copyright symbol on my P?
PC
{Logon} (HACNHMID) (ZAHCIGCEAH} {Face Off}
?
'page Face Off (logged on)
c and r in the circles?
o...
yeah
and
yeah
the c
{100} *Sime {100} (Whisper) YES
forgotten
well... fer macs...
how?
i know mac
but not pc
option-g is ©
option-r is ®
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448.*Sime
449.*Si me
450.*Si me
451.*Sime
452.1A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
453. { *Kitten }
454.{ Face Off}
altavista n stuff?
{ *Kitten }
{ *Kitten }
457.1 *Kitten )
458.*Sime
459.{*Kitten}
460.{Face Off)
461.(*Kitten }
462.{ *Kitten }
463.{Face Off)
464.{Face Off)
465.{Face Off)
466.{Face Off)
467.*Sime
468. { A:HuLa BaYbAh:á }
469.*Sime
470. ( *Kitten }
471.*Sime
472.(Face Off)
473.*Sime
474.*Sime
475.{Face Off}
476.{*Kitten }
477.*Sime
478.{Face Off)
{ *Kitten )
*Sime
481.*Sime
482.{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}

opt
alt... i dunno fer pcs =)
dang... =)
{100) *Sime {100} {NameChange} kitty
I don't have opt
ggrrrr
:1 hear some mean pepoloe sell thiem to placees like
what?
hehehehe
naughty
{100} *Sime{100} {NameChange} *Kitten
{100} *Sime {100} {Whisper} pinprop
:lol
(100) *Sime {100} (Whisper) )boom
'pin =Anya =
kill *Sime kill pnaicl
lo.
I
jlk

'unpinprop *Si me!
'unmute *Kitt en
'unpin *Si me!
I gotta work out how to stop that
er...
stop what?
pinprop?
i can't change my name..
cloning can't be stoped...
somebody copying me
'unpin *Kitten
its impossible..
Abrb

well geez, who in the world would want YOUR av? lol
*snicker*
i don't have opt
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APPENDIX 3: Linguistic analysis of one transcript

The linguistic analysis is composed of two sections, a transitivity analysis and a
theme/rheme analysis. These analyses reflect two of three metafunctions of language
as described in Systemic Functional Linguistics: (a) ideational meanings and (b)
textual meanings. The third metafunction, interpersonal meanings, is discussed and
analysed within the body of the thesis.

(a) Transitivity Analysis

Transcript
Line

Line
Composer

Analysis

Computer
Generated

{Logon} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}

Number

1

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

Please note: computer generated lines realise a different semiotic system and
will not be analysed using SFL.

2

{ *Kjtn}

We

re just testing

a new script

actor

Pro: Material

goal

Please note: modals will
be indicated through
italicisation

3

*Si me

;ao test say
Please note: Sime is using a computer code which employs a verb construct to
activate some event to occur on palace. This too is not part of the SFL semiotic
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system. However, I will code these lines as: 'Coded verb' as I want to index the
uses of such processes.

4

Computer

@64,64 !It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á

Generated
(A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

6

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

'oa2e A:l-IuLa BaYbAh:Li Loiaed on

ohh yea?

Interpersonal (will be analysed in appraisal analysis)

no....
7

8a

[iti (ellipsed)

doesn't work

kitty

Pro: Material

vocative

*Sime

{A:HuLa

Sime

's helping

u

actor

Pro:material

goal

BaYbAh:á)

8b

{A:HuLa

i

asume?

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

BaYbAh:á}

9

{Face off }

well

Sime
actor

is fixing

it,

Pro:

goal

material

10

*Sime

=)

yes

11

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

ah

you

senser

know

Sime?

Pro: mental:

Phenomenon

cognition

12

{Face Off}

:!ol

13

*Si me

=)

14

{Face Off}

ohh yea...

15

*Si me

smile

16

(Face Off)

we
Carrier

u

can always count on

it

behaver

Pro: behavioural

matter

scripting partners

=)

I.
Pro:

attribute

relational:
attributive

17

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

who

is

Face Off?

Token

Pro: relational:

Value

identifying

18

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

ahhhh
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19

20

*Slme

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

Face Off

be

my scripting partner..

Token

Pro: relational:
identifying

Value

smile

Pro: behavioural

21

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

oh cool

22

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

hi

23

(Face Off}

:we

make

lotso scripts

actor

Pro: material

goal

24

(Face Off

so)

25

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

how old

are

you

Face Off?

attribute

Pro:
relational:
attributive

Carrier

vocative

26

i *Sime

*idea*
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Pro: mental: congnition

27

{ Face Off)

ummm...

I I I (ellipsed)

j ainj (ellipsed )

13
attribute

28

{ *Kjttn}

we

need

lots of scripts

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

29

(Face Off)

hehe

30

{*Kitten }

oohhh

31

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

i

rn

15

sunday

carrier

Pro:
relational:
attributive

attribute

Circumstance:
location: time

we

scriopt

at spirits.dynip.com

someti/nes...

actor

Pro: material

Circumstance:
location: space

what

s

yr idea

Sime?

token

Pro: relational:
identifying

value

vocative

32

33

(Face Off)

{Face Off)
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34

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

!!!!!

35

(

*J(jflfl}

smile

36

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

37

{ *Kjttii I

Iyoul (ellipsed)

I are I (ellipsed)

15
attribute

38

(Face Off)

Sime,

u

should really see

[[what i started]i

vocative

senser

Pro: mental:
perception

phenomenon

=)

39

{*Kitten }

yippee

40

(Face Off}

it

s

funney

Carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

41

{A:HuLa
lol
BaYbAh:á} I

_____________________________________________________________________
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42

(Face Off}

[do! (ellipsed)

[you] (ellipsed)

wana see?
Pro: mental: perception

43

(Face Off}

monkey

Coded verb

44

{FaceOff} ack

45

(Face Off)

[that ] (ellipsed)

I was (ellipsed)

wrong cyborg

=(

attribute

46

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

10!

47

{*Kitten }

hahahaha

48

{*Kitten }

hahahahaha

49

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

[that] (ellipsed)

[was] (ellipsed)

cute

attribute

50

(Face Off)

:changing...
Coded verb
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51

52

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

how old

r

u

Sime?

Circumstance:
extent?

Pro: relational:
attributive

carrier

vocative

*Si me

I II (cilipsecl)

[am] (ellipsed)

10
attribute

53a

Face Off

ok...

let

s

try

this

again...

goal

Circumstance:
extent

actor
Pro: material

53b

Face Off

* wait*
Process: material

54

{*Kjtten}

Face Off

okic dokic

vocative

55a

{Face Off}

this
Actor

56

{Face Off}

should do

it...

Pro: material

goal

monkey
Coded verb

u
57

r

really good

for 10

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}
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Carrier

Pro:
relational:
attributive

attribute

Circumstance:
contingency

58

(Face Off)

59

{*Kitten}

hahaha

60

*Sime

LOL

61

{Face Off}

i

m gona have

to arms... legs... and a cage...

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

that

s

hysterical

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

Off)

62

{Face

63

{*Kitten )

=0)

64

{ *Kitten)

fantastic

65

{*Kitten)

hehehe
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66

(Face Off)

thanku

67

*Sime

that

S

[[why youve been private on
ICQ for the last few days...11

Pro: relational

68

Sime

=P

69

(Face OFf)

:heh...

70

*Sime

Face Off

is

the Paint master...

token

Pro: relational:
identifying

value

71

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

lol

72

(Face Off)

II] (ellipsed)

73

*Sime

[was] (ellipsed) :avoiding

someone...

Pro: material

goal

i

do

the other parts

actor

Pro: material

goal
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{*Kitten }

74

superrrr

ahhh

attribute

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

75

cool

attribute

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

76

Abrb

Coded verb

*Sime

77

test...
Coded verb

*Sime

78

Face Off!
vocative

*Sime

{

79 88
-

;reload

{ Logon } ( *Kitten )

}

*Sime
A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
*Kitten }
{*Kitten }
{*Kitten }
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
*Sime

{Logon} {*Sime!}
Logon} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page *Kitten Logged On
)pop
@100,100 !Its *Kitten!
@64,64 It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á Logged On
'page *Sime! Logged On

Computer coded verbs and generated text

89a

89b

{*Kitten}

I {*Kitten }

that

s

exciting...

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

oops

error
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attribute

90

{FaceOff} wb

91

*Sime

heheheh....

[II

[am]
(ellipsed)

sorry

bout that

attribute

92

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

???

93

*Sime

ackkkkkkkk

94

{*Kitten }

error
phenomenon

95

{ *Kitten }

eep

96

*Sime

i

can see

senser

Pro: mental: perception

97

1 *Kitten }

hehe

98

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

hmmmm...

99

{ A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

what

just happened?

actor

Pro: material: event

100a

lOOb

lOOc

{*Kitten }

{ *Kitten}

{*Kitten }

Sime

reset

us...

actor

Pro: material

goal

but

while

we

'd better
be

quiet

carrier

Pro:
material

attribute

he

fixes

theerror

actor

Pro: material

goal

for a sec

Circumstance:
extent

{100} *Sime {100} {Whisper}
101a

lOib

lOic

{FaceOff}

{Face Off}

{Face Off}

Sime...

i

ye been trying to
think of

ideas for scripts...

vocative

senser

Mental: cognition

phenomenon

smaqdown

needs

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

It [ellipsed]

I is [ellipsed]

war scripts?
attribute

really laggy
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attribute

101d

101e

{Face Off)

{Face Off}

i

think

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

made

4 the IurIoe off lagig off?

Pro: material

103

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

{100} {*Kitten} {100} {Whisper}
'11 whisper
sayer

104

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á)

Pro: verbal

{IOO} {*Kitten} {100} {Whisper}
101

105

{Face Off}

vocative

106

{*Kitten }

i

kitty,

actor

11 be [coming]
(ellipsed)

right bak

Pro: material

Circumstance:
location?

ok
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107

{Face Off)

1 sec...
Circumstance: location: time

108

{FaceOff} =0)

109

*Sime

110

*Sime

test

*Sime

oh...

112

*Sime

;reload

113

*Sime

;reload

114

{ *Kitten}

will

i

shutdown and reboot?

actor

Pro: material

115

*Sime

;reload
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st

117

*Sime

•sn_..

hold on
Pro: Material

118

{*Kitten }

oh

119

{*Kitten }

it

s

fixed

carrier

Pro: relational: attributive

attribute

120

*Sime

;reload

121

{ *Kitten I

i

don't see

any more errors

senser

Pro: mental: perception

phenomenon

122

123

*Sime

{*Kitten}

i

know..

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

in my log
Circumstance

124

{*Kitten }

s000...
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F

135

;reload

*Sime
{*Kjtten }
*Sime
*Kitten )
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
*Kjtt }
{
{*Kitten}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
(A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
*Si me

125-134

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

(Logon) {*Kjtten}
{Logon} {*Si me!)
'page *Kitten Logged On
{Logon} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
)pop
@100,100 !Its *Kjtten!
@64,64 It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á Logged On
'page *Sime! Logged On

again?

Circumstance: extent

136a

*Sime

[1] (ellipsed)

keep reloadingi
(ellipsed)

have ta

=)

77777

Pro: material

136b

until it

's fixed

actor

Pro: material

137

{*Kitten}

YP

138

*Sime

( 100) *Sime ( 100) {NameChange} Face Off!

139

*Sime

;ao "test say

140

{ A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

ok

i

feel like

a blonde
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141

*Sime

attribute

Pro: relational:
attribute

Carrier

scruntches f ace*
Process: material

142

{*Kitten }

chuckle

143

{*Kitten }

awww

144

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

no affence

to blondes

verbiage

target

145

146a

146b

147

{*Kitten }

{ *Kitten }

{ *Kitten }

*Si me

*Sime

we

can keep

it

vocative

actor

Pro:
material

goal

to this room
Circumstance:
location: space

I

just thought

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

global

would be

quick and easy and fun

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

00 00...
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148

149

*Sime

*Sime

it

HASTA work...

actor

Pro: material

ready

-

actor

attribute

150a

{A:HuLa

all?

he

seems

smarter than me

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

BaYbAh:á}

150b

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

and

he

s

younger

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

151

{*Kitten}

oku.

152

*Sime

i

will be

nice

to you...

actor

Pro: material?

goal

beneficiary

153

{*Kitten}

ok

154

{*Kitten}

grin
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155

*Sime

kitty...

may

I

clone

your av

for
EDUCATIONAL
porposes?

goal

Circumstance:
cause

actor
vocative

156

*Si me

Pro: material

i

will not keep

actor

Pro: material

157

{*Kitten }

sure

158

*Sime

[I] (ellipsed)

just need to get

the ids

Pro: material

goal

159

{*Kitten }

yep

160

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

lol

161

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

{NameChange} *A:HuLa BaYbAh:á

162

{ *Kitten }

chuckle
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163

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

you

carrier

look

funny

Pro: relational:

attribute

165

166a

166b

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

lol

*Sjme

hehehe,

*Si me

*Sime

Circumstance:

role

attributive

164

as a girl

1

know

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

A:HuLa BaYbAh:á,

you

don't mind

vocative

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

that av

hem' donned

for a sec,

goal

Pro: material

Circumstance:

location

166c

*Sime

ya?

do

99

167

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

no

168

*Sime

:i
actor

can't do
Pro:

material

graphics,

no =)

range
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169

{*Kitten }

smile

170

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

cute

attribute

171

*Si me

[are] (ellipsed) aireaddy deleted

[They] (ellipsed)

Pro: material

172

{ *Kitten }

I

have

some books with pies [Li scan in]]

possessor

Pro: relational:
possessive

possessed

173

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

lol

174

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

cute

attribute

175

176

{*Kitten }

*Sime

ISimel (ellipsed)

ok..

clone

this one

Pro: material

goal

[I] (ellipsed)

I

[am] (ellipsed) ready
Pro: material

W.

177

*Sime

nty, =)

178

{*Kitten }

aww

-1060

179

{*Kitten }

hehe

180

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

{100} {*Kitten} {100} {Whisper) to!

181

*Sime

i

needed to don

the ays

for a purpos...

actor

Pro: material

goal

Circumstance:
cause: reason

182

183

{*Kitten }

*Sime

ok

I

am

ready

carrier

Pro: relational: attributive

attribute

ready?
attribute

184-192

*Sime
{FaceOff}
{*Kitten}
{Face Off)
*Kltten )

;reload
{Logon} {FaceOff}
{Logon} {*Kitten}
'page Face Off Logged On
'page *Kitten Logged On
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*Sime
{*Kitten}
*Kjtten }
A:HuLa BaYbAh:i }

193

{Face Off}

197

hello =)

*Sime
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}

194- 196

{Face Off)

{Logon} {*Sime!}
)pop
@100,100 Its *Kjtten!
{Logon } { A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}

'page *Sime! Logged On
@64,64 It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á Logged On

bbak
attribute

198a

*Sime

[it] (ellipsed)

didn't quite work,
Pro: material

199b

200

*Sime

{ *Kitten }

did

it?

Pro: material

actor

w000h000

[I] (ellipsed)

[am] (ellipsed) flying
Pro: material

201

202

Face Off)

*Sime

=u)

lol
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203

204

{*Kitten }

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

[it] (ellipsed)

[is] (ellipsed) making

me

dizzy

Pro: relational

carrier

attribute

next time

worn

me

Circumstance:
location: time

Process:
verbal

target

205

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

{NameChange} *A:HuLa BaYbAh:á

206

{ *Kitten }

:*Sime

is making

us

a fancy script

actor

Pro:
material

beneficiary

goal

loading

nay...

Pro: material

goal

207

{Face Off}

208a {Face Off}

______ ____________

208b

{Face Off}

Avisiting webpage

:connetin...
Pro: material
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209a

209b

(Face Off)

(100) {*Kitten} {100} (Whisper)

Avisit

my site

at
www.members.tripod.corn/paintbal1_007/frames.html

Pro: material

goal

Circumstance: location: space

click

iptscrae.

Pro: material

goal

you guys

r

good

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

{Face Off}

210 *Sime ;reload

211

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

212

{*Kitten}

(Logon) {*Kitte n }

213

{ *Kttti }

yes

214
-

221

*Sime

{Logon} {*Sime!}

{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{ *Kitten}
{ *Kitten}
{*Kitten}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
*Si me

{Logon} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
page *Kitten Logged On
)pop
@100,100 !Its*Kitten!
@64,64 Its A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á Logged On
page *Sime! Logged On

222 *Si me Tada!
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223

*Si me

)applause

224

{ *Kitten }

woweeeee

225 I *Si me

226

227

(Face Off)

I

=

kitty,

my site

has

realy stupidd
stuffs

on it

voctive

carrier

Pro:
relational:
attributive

attribute

Circumstance:
Location: space

(Face Off)

ask

sime...

Pro: verbal

target

228

{Face Off)

lol

229

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

{NameChange} *A:HuLa BaYbAh:á

230

{*Kitten}

i

lost

that

in the flying around
[[we're doing]l

363

actor

231

232a

232b

(A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á)

{Face Off)

(Face Off)

Circumstance:
location

goal

Pro: material

lost

what?

Pro: material

goal

kitty

is

a wiz

too

carrier

Pro: relational: attributive

attribute

Circumstance: ?

i

asume?

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

233

*Si me

{NameChange) Face Off!

234

*Sime

;ao test say

I

235 *Si me ready?
Pro: material

236 {*Kitten } hmnim

237

{*Kitten }

'yep

364

*Sime
{*Kitten}
*Sime
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
*Kitten}
*Kitten )
about, that's what it's all about!
*Kitten )
*Kitten )
*Sime
*Sime
about, that's what it's all about!
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
about, that's what it's all about!

238
249

250

{Face Off)

lol

251

{*Kitten}

chuckle

252

(*Kitten)

hahahaha

253

{*Kitten}

;reload
{Logon} {*Kitten}
{Logon} {*Sime!}
{Logon} {A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page *Kitten (logged on)
Ya doo the hokey pokey and ya turn yerseif
)pop
@100,100 !It's *Kitten!
'page *Sime! (logged on)
Ya doo the hokey pokey and ya turn yerseif
-

@64,64 !It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á (logged on)
Ya doo the hokey pokey and ya turn yerseif

funnnn:>

attribute

254 {A:HuLa ?
BaYhAh:I

255

{Face Off}

do again...
Pro: material

365

256

{Face Off}

:heh anti scray =0)

257

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

do

have
to say

we

that

everytime?

verbiage

Circumstance: extent

sayer
Pro: verbal

258

*Sime

up

me

crack

i

goal
Pro: behavioural

behaver

259

(*Kitten }

hehehe

260a

*Sime

yes,

260b

*Si me

261

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

262

(Face Off)

we

do

A:HuLa BaYbAh:á...

actor

Pro: material

vocative

it

s

a new tradition

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

hehe

366

263 {FaceOff} ummm...

264 I {*Kitten}

265a

*Sime

I aawww

wait wait...
Process: material

265b

*Sime

I iti (ellipsed)

I is (ellipsed)

time for a reload...
value

266

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

just happen

Pro: material

267

1

268

{*Kitten }

}

ok

Iyou1 (ellipsed)

lard (ellipsed)

ready
Attribute

269

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

[I] (ellipsed)

dont want

that

Pro: mental: affection

phenomenon

lol

367

270

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

you

re being

quite

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attributive

271

*Sime
{ Face Off}

286

}
{
{ A:HuLa B aYbAh :a }

*Sime
{*Kitten}
{A:HuLaBaYbAh:á}
BaYbAh:á}
*Sime
{*Kitten}
{*Kitten}
{*Kjtten)
*Sime
{Face Off)
Off}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Face Off)

287

288

(Face Off)

but....

*Sime

289

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:a

290

{ *Kitten }

reload
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee! !!!
{Logon} {NHNGOEEM} {ZBGENEGIHF) {*Kitten}
{Logon} {BOIAHFEM} {ZBFIGEEEGF} {A:HuLa
{Logon} (GPCFPEEM} {ZAACDFGOBH} {*Sime!}
'page *Kitten (logged on)
)pop
@100,100 !Its *Kitten!
'page *Sime! (logged on)
{Logon} {HACNHMID} (ZAHCIGCEAH) {Face
@64,64 !Its A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á (logged on)
'page Face Off (logged on)

i

m not aloud to

goal

Pro: material

probly?

you

didn't talk

sayer

Pro: verbal

what

happened to

the hokey pokey?

carrier

Pro: relational

attribute

=(

Im

291

{Face Off)

:i

again...

on

that anti
aliscray

better get

goal
actor

292

I {Face Off) I but...

293

{A:HuLa LOL
BaYbAh:á}

294

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

Pro: material

That

is

funny

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

295 (A:HuLa lol
BaYbAh:I

296

{Face Off)

:1

no...

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

297

*Sjme

298

*Sime test

Have a banana, have a whole bunch! It doesnt matter what you had for lunch, just EAT IT!

369

299

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

lot

300

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

that

is

so funny

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

301

new person..

(Face Off)

value

302

(Face Off)

this

is

Kyles mother

token

Pro: relational:
identifying

value

hello

303

(Face Off)

304

{*Kitten}

hello kyle

305

{ *Kitten }

oh [you are] (ellipsed)

kyles mother?
value

306

*Sime

lol

Face Off..
vocative

370

307a

307b

308

{Face Off}

{Face Off}

{*Kitten}

i

hear

senser

Pro: mental: perception

you

would like to interview

my son?

actor

Pro: material

goal

i

am

token

Pro: identifying

what?
carrier

309

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

Hi

310

{Face Off}

yes

311

*Sime

LOL

312

{ }

awww

313

{Face Off}

well,

I

give

you

my upmost
permission

actor

Pro: material

beneficiary

goal

371

314

{*Kitten}

now

you

' rejoshing

me

actor

Pro: material

goal

interview

him,

please,

Pro: material

goal

really

want

315 *Sime LOL

316

*Sime *ROFL*

317a (Face Off)

317b

{Face Off)

he

Mental: affection?

senser

318

*Sime

That

you [[to]l

's

phenomenon

the first two-syllable word [[that hes spoken

I

since i 've

met him]]

token

Pro:
relational:
identifying

value

319 *Si me LOL

320

{Face

321 1 *Sime

Off}

I

believe

you

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

phenomenon

well

I kyle's

mom ... you

re

in for a

big

bounce...

372

*Sime
(Face Off}
*Sime
{ *Kitten }
{Face Off}
Off}

322
-

326

327

{*Kitten }

attribute

Pro: relational:
attributive

carrier

reload
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee! !!!
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!
{Logon} {HACNHMID} {ZAHCIGCEAH} {Face

try?

you

could

actor
Pro: material

{*Kitten}
{Logon} (NHNGOEEM} {ZBGENEGIHF} {*Kitten}
{ A: HuLa B aYbAh : a) Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
{*Kitten}
'page *Kitten (logged on)
*Kjtten
}
Have a banana, have a whole bunch! It doesn't matter what you had
{
for lunch, just EAT IT!
{*Kitten }
)pop
*Kjtten }
@100,100 !It's *Kjtte n!
'page Face Off (logged on)
(Face Off}
Ya doo the hokey pokey and ya turn yerself about, that's what it's all
(Face Off)
about!

328
-

335

336a

336b

(Face Off)

{Face Off)

i

dont think

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

i

made

myself

clear,

goal
behaver

Pro: behavioural

373

336c

{Face Off}

i

am

kyle's mother

token

Pro: relational:

value

identifying

{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
*Sime
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:i}

337
339

340

(

)

{Logon} {BOIAHFEM} (ZBFIGEEEGF} (A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Logon} {GPCFPEEM} {ZAACDFGOBH} (*Sime!}
@64,64 !It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á

hahahaha

{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á (logged on)
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
I picked "popery" for, 300, and my, head started ta
spin!
*Sime
'page *Sime! (logged on)
*Sime
Have a banana, have a whole bunch! It doesn't matter
what you had for lunch, just EAT IT!

341
-

344

345

{ *Kitten }

hahahahaha

346

{*Kitten}

this
carrier

is

so gunny

Pro: relational:

attribute

attributive

347

{*Kitten} funny

even

attribute

348

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

i

hate

that

senser

Pro: mental: affection

phenomenon

374

349 *Sime

350

snlgcr*

*Sime

A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á...

[that is
(ellipsed)

attribute

vocative

351

352

353

354a

354b

{*Kitten}

{Face Off}

{Face Off}

*Sime

*Sime

aww

A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á

it

s

just a bit of fun

vocative

Carrier

Pro:
relational:
attributive

attribute

excuse

me?

Pro: material

goal

excuse

me?

Pro: material

goal

hehehc...

=

tobad

if

you

d like...

senser

Pro: mental:
affection

go to

another room

Pro: material

Circumstance: location:
space

=)

375

355

356

(Face Off)

no

ok,

{Face Off)

that

owuldnt be

necceary

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

here

you

go...

Pro: material

357a

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á

{100} {*Kitten} {100} {Whisper}
dont think

F

Pro: mental: cognition

senser

357b

358

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

{*Kitten }

that

is

his mom

token

Pro: relational:
identifying

value

(100) {A:HuLaBaYbAh:á} {100} {Whisper}

me

neither

senser

359

(Face Off)

-DARLENE--

Here Face Off changed into an image of the South Park character of Kyle's mother
and stated he was Darlene, so the closest analysis might be token or value?

360

(*Kjtten }

I :sigh

376

361

362

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

{Face Off)

{100} {*Kitten} {100} (Whisper)
he

is tring to get bye

with out all the trouble

behaver

Pro: behavioural

Circumstance: manner

ok ok,

363

{Face Off) =o)

364

{*Kitten}

i

lied

sayer

Pro: verbal

{100} {A:HuLaBaYbAh:á} {100} (Whisper)
know
Pro: mental: congnition

senser

365

{Face Off)

mom

s not

even here

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributibe

attribute

366 {FaceOlf} hehc

367

{ Face Off)

kittttttttttttyyyyyy! ! ! ! ! !!!
vocative

377

368

(A:HuLa

{100} {*Kitten} {100} {Whisper}

BaYbAh:á}

101

369

370

{Face

{Face

[IJ

Off}

Off}

phenomenon

clear

your log!

Pro: material

goal

sayer

Pro: verbal

372

*Sime hehehe

373

{Face Off}

why?

ok,

Face

now

ask

me

the questions

Circumstance:
location: time

Pro: verbal

target

Verbiage?

lied!

Off

sayer

*Sime

Pro mental
cognition

talk...

{*Kitten}

375

it

nobody

371

374

knew

Pro: verbal

he

is

a big booboohead!

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

376a

376b

377a

377b

378

{Face Off}

{Face Off}

*Sime

*Sime

*Sime

i

will reply

sayer

Pro: verbal

and

well,

you

will copy

your log

actor

Pro: material

goal

Face Off...

i

rn

afraid

vocative

carrier

Pro: relational

attribute

your log

will be

unclear..

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

cause

we

re gonna...

actor

Pro: material

reload!
*Sime
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!
( Face Off)
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!
*Sime
{Logon}
HACNHMID) {ZAHCIGCEAH} {Face
{Face Off)
Off)
(*Kitten }
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!
A:HuLa
B
aYbAh:á
}
{
{*Kitten}
(Logon) {NHNGOEEM} {ZBGENEGIHF} {*Kitten}
page Face Off (logged on)
Face Off}
Oooh eeeh 000h ahh ahh, ting tang walla walla bing
{Face Off)
bang!
*Kitten}
'page *Kitten (logged on)
Have
a banana, have a whole bunch! It doesn't matter
*Kitten )
what you had for lunch, just EAT IT!
*Kitten)
)pop
{*Kitten)
@100,100 !It's *Kitten!
A:HuLa BaYbAh:á)
{ Logon } { BOIAHFEM) { ZBFIGEEEGF) [ A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}
(*Sime
{Logon} {GPCFPEEM} {ZAACDFGOBH) {*Sime!}
*Sime
'page *Sime! (logged on)
*Sime
It was a long horned short tailed flying purple people
eator!
-

379
395

379

396

i

{Face Off)
behaver

ye had enough

of this scray...

Pro: behavioural

Circumstance: matter

{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
bang!

397
-

399

400

(A:HuLa
BaYbAh:i}

401

(Face Off)

i

m puttin

@64,64 Its A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á (logged on)
Oooh eeeh 000h ahh ahh, ting tang walla walla bing

anti scray

on

*Sime...

goal
actor

vocative

Pro: material

402 {*Kitten} hehehehe

403

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

404

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

i

hate

that

senser

Pro: mental: affection

phenomenon

im

405

*Sime

[you] (ellipsed) cant stop

my forces,

Face Off!

Pro: material

goal

vocative

406

{A:HuLa 101
BaYbAh:á}

407

*Sime

ao test say

408

*Sime

fl000000000000000()

409

{Face Off)

yes

410

i

kan

actor

Pro: material

*Sime

:scruntches

face

Pro: material

goal

411

*Si me

o

412

*Si me

[you] (ellipsed) watch

this one...

Pro: behavioural

phenomenon

413

{ *Kitten }

hehehe

381

414a

{Face Off)

i

on

that antiscray script [[ i madell

11
put

goal
actor

414b

414c

{Face Off}

{Face Off}

Pro: material

u

cant stop

me...

actor

Pro: material

goal

the 1

u

hate

=o)

phenomenon

senser

Pro: mental:

and

affection

415

(A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

{100} {*Kitten} {100} {Whisper}
do

u

know[[how to
makel]

the c and r in the
circles?

senser
Pro: mental: cognition

416

*Sime

} ao { WHOME KILLUSER } USERNAME "Face Off" == IF

417 {*Kitten } awwww

418

(Face Off)

:an

phenomenon

419

[Face Off}

]d

420a

(Face Off}

yes

420b

421

(Face Off)

{*Kitten)

i

no

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

u

are

a wiz

carrier

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

(100) {A:HuLaBaYbAh:á} (100) {Whisper)

carrier

422a *Sime

am

not entirely sure

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

wait...
Pro: material

tern
422b

try
H
me

again...

goal

Circumstance:
accompaniment

*Sirne
Pro: material

423

*Sirne

424

{Face Off) =P

425

this

I { *Kitten}

ao { WHOME KILLUSER } USERNAME Face Off

==

IF

1 ( 100) {A:fluLa BaYbAh:á} { 100} (Whisper)

383

426

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

{100} (*Kitten} {100} (Whisper)
oh

ok

it
carrier

427

*Sime

*sniu(,er*

428a

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

( 100) *Sime { 1001 {Whisper}

do

u

Pro: relational:
attributive

attribute

know how to make

the c and r in the
circles?

actor
goal

Pro: material

429

430

{ *Kitten }

hiw do

i

make

the copyright symbol

actor

Pro:
material

goal

_J

on my P?
Circumstance:
location

{*Kjtten} PC
Circumstance: location

431

____

(Face Off} {Logon} {HACNHMID} {ZAHCIGCEAH} {Face Off}

*Sime

?

WE

433

{Face Off}

434

{Face Off}

'page Face Off (logged on)

c and r in the circles?

goal

435

*Sime

0...
goal

436

{*Kitten }

yeah

437 *Si me and

438

{ *Kitten }

yeah

439

{ *Kjflen }

the c
goal

440
____

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

{100} *Sime {100} {Whisper} YES

441

{*Kitten}

forgotten

Pro: mental: cognition

______ __________

442

*Sime

well... fer macs...

[minor clause]

443

{A:HuLa

how?

BaYbAh:á}

444

445

(*J(j}

{ *Kitten }

j

know

mac

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

phenomenon

option-g

is

©

value

Pro: relational:
identifying

token

option-r

is

value

Pro: relational:
identifying

but not pc

Minor clause

446

447

448

*Sime

*Sime

token

*Sime opt

ME

449

alt...

i

dunno

ferpcs

senser

Pro: mental:
cognition

phenomenon

450

*Sime

dan... =)

451

*Sime

{ 100} *Sime { 100} {NameChangc} kitty

452

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á

i

dont have

opt

possessor

Pro: relational:
possessive

possessed

453

{ *Kitten }

(,grrrr
1

454a

{Face Off)

:i

hear

sensor

Pro: mental: perception

454b

455

{Face Off}

{ *Kitten }

=)

some mean
pepoloe

sell

thiem

to placees like altavista n stuff?

actor

Pro: material

goal

Circumstance: location

what?

387

456

{ *Kitten }

hehehehe

457

{*Kitten}

naughty

458

*Sime

{ 100} *Sime { 100) {NameChange} *Kitten

459

{*Kitten}

{100) *Sime {100} {Whisper} pinprop

460

{Face Off}

:lol

461

{*Kitten}

{100} *Sime {100} {Whisper} )boom

462

{*Kitten} 'pin=Anya=

463

(Face Off)

464 1 {Face Off

kill *Sime kill pnaicl

In

L.1.J
'f.y.i

465

(Face Off}

466

{Face Off)

I

jfk

attribute

I

467

*Sime

468

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

469

*Sime

I

470a

{ *Kitten }

I

gotta work

senser

Pro: mental: cognition

470b

{ *Kitten }

471

*Sime

472

{Face

unpinprop *Sime!

'unmute

unpin

*Kitten

*Sime!

how

er..

Off)

stop

what?

Out

to stop

that

Pro: material

goal

pinprop?

473

474

475

476

*Sime

{Face Off}

{*Kitten }

i

can't change

my name..

actor

Pro: material

goal

cloning

can't be stoped...

goal

Pro: material

somebody

copying

me

actor

Pro: material

goal

477

*Sime

'unpin *Kitten

478

{Face Off)

it

s

impossible..

carrier

Pro: relational: attributive

attribute

479 {*Kitten)

480

*Sime

Abrb

well geez,

who in the
world

would want

YOUR av?

senser

Pro mental
affection

phenomenon

lol

390

481 *Si me

*snicker*

482

i

dont have

opt

possessor

Pro: relational: possessive

possessed

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

391

(b) Theme / Rheme Analysis

Line

Composer

Textual
Theme

Interper
sonal
Theme

Topical
Theme

Rheme

N/A
2

*
{ Kitten }

we

're just testing a new script

3

N/A

1. 4

N/A

5

N/A

6

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

7

*Sime

8

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

9

{Face off }

10

*

ohh
yea...
no....

doesn't work, kitty
Sime

well

Sime

's helping u i asume?

is fixing it, yes

Sime

11

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

ah

12

{Face Off}

:lol

13

*Sime

=)

14

(Face Off)

ohh
yea...

15

*Sime

16

{Face Off}

17

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á} I

you

know Sime?

u

can always count on it

we

r scripting partners =)

smile

who

is Face Off?

392

18

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

19

*Sime

20

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

21

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

22

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

23

{Face Off}

24

(Face

Face Off

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

26

*Sjme

27

(Face Off}

28

{ *Kitten }

29

{Face Off }

be my scripting partner..

smile

oh cool

hi

:we

make lotso scripts

=0)

Off }

25

30

ahhhh

how old

are you Face Off?

*idea*
ummm...

13
we

need lots of scripts

hehe
oohhh

{ *Kitten}

31

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

i

'm 15 sunday

32

(Face Off}

we

scriopt at spirits.dynip.com
sometimes...

33

{Face Off}

what

34

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

35

{*Kitten }

36

1 {A:HuLa

s yr idea *Si me?

!!!!!

smile
11

393

BaYbAh:á}
37

(*Kjtten }

38a

(Face Off}

15!!!
Sime,

38b
39

{*Kitten }

40

(Face Off

u

should really see

what

i started

yippee
s

it
funney =)

41

(A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

lol

42

43

wana see?

{Face Off}

44

(Face

Off)

45

{Face

Off}

46

(Face Off)

monkey
ack
wrong

cyborg

{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
lol

47

48

=(

{*Kitten }
hahahaha

49

{*Kitten }
hahahahaha

50

51

52

cute

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á)
(Face

:changing...

Off)

how old

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

53

*Sime

54

(Face Off}

55

(*Kjtten )

r u *Si me?

10..
lets try this again... *wait*

ok...
okie
dokie

Face Off

394

{Face Off)

57

(Face Off)

58

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

59

{Face Off)

ack,,,

60

(*Kitten }

hahaha

61

*Sime

LOL

62

{Face Off}

63

(Face Off)

64

{*Kitten }

65

{ *Kitten }

66

(*Kitten }

67

68a

{Face

this

should do it...

56

monkey
u

i

m gona have to arms...
legs... and a cage...

that

s hysterical

=0)

fantastic
hehehe

thanku

Off)

*Sime

that
you

68b

69

rreallygoodforlO

*Sime

=P

's why
'ye been private on ICQ
for the last few days...
{Face Off}
:heh...

70

*Sime

71

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

72

{Face Off)

73

1 *Sime

Face Off

is the Paint master...

lol

:avoiding someone...
il

I

I i

do the other parts

395

74

{*Kitten }

75

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

cool

76

{ A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

Abrb

77

*

ahhh

superrrr

test...

Sime

78

*Sime

79-88

*Sime

89a

{*Kitten}

89b

Face
Off!
;reload
{*Kjtten} {Logon}
{ *Kjtten }
*Si me {Logon} {*Sjme !}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Logon} {A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}
{*Kjtten }'page *Kitten
Logged On
{*Kitten} )pop
{*Kjtten} @100,100 !It's
*Kjtten !
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
@64,64
!It's A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page
A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
Logged On
*Sime 'page *Sime!
Logged On
that
oops

s exciting...
error

90

{Face Off)

91

*Sime

92

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

???

93

*Sime

ackkkkkkkk

wb
heheheh..

sorry bout that
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94

*
{ Kitten }

error

95

{*Kitten }

eep

96

*Sjme

97

{ *Kitten }

hehe

98

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

hmmmm

99

100a

i

can see

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

what

just happened?

(*Kitten}

*Sjme
reset us...

101a

we

but

lOOb

{Face Off}

'd better be quiet for a sec
while he fixes the error
{100} *Sjme {100}
{Whisper}...

*Sjme
ye been trying to think of
ideas for scripts...

smaqdow
n

lOib

really laggy [[i think]],

lOic

made 4 the purpose off
lagig off?

101d

102

103

needs 'war" scripts?

A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á

{100}{*Kitten}{100}
Whisper} ok
{100}{*Kitten}{100}
{Whisper}

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

'11 wrisper

104

{100}{*Kitten}{100}
Whisper}

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}
lol

397

kitty,

11 be right bak

i

105

{Face Off}

106

{*Kitten}

107

{Face Off}

108

{FaceOff}

=0)

109

*Sime

test

110

*Sime

111

*Sime

ok
1 sec...

oh...

*Sjme

;reload

113

*Sime

;reload

114

{*Kitten}

will i
reboot?

112

115

116
117

{*Kitten}

121

oh
it

{ *Kitten }
Sime

123

{ *Kitten }

124

{*Kitten}

125134

*Sime

sfixed
;reload

*Sime

*
122

hold on

*Sime

119
120

no...

*Sime

{*Kitten}

and

;reload

*Sime

118

shutdown

i

dontt see any more errors

i

know..

in my log

s000...
;reload
{*Kitten} {Logon}
{*Kitten}
*Sime {Logon} {*Sime!}
{*Kitten} 'page *Kitten
Logged On
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}

{Logon} {A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}
{*Kitten} )pop
} @100,100 !It's
{
*Kjtten!
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
@64,64 !It's A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á Logged On
*Sime 'page *Sime!
Logged On
again?

135

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

136

*Sime

have ta until it's fixed =)

137

{*Kitten }

yep

138

*Sime

139

*Sime

140

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

141

*Sime

scruntches face*

{ *Kitten }

chuckle

142

143

*Sime
{100}
{100}
{NameChange} Face Off!
;ao "test" say
ok

i

awww

{ *Kitten}

144

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

145

{*Kitten}

146

{*Kitten}

feel like a blonde

no affence to blondes

*Sime

we

can keep it to this room

i

just thought global would

be quick and easy and fun
147

*Sime

148

*Sime

149

*Sime

no no...
it

HASTA work...
ready all?

399

150a

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}
and

150b
151

152
153

is younger

will be nice to you...

i

ok

{ *Kitten}

155

*Sime

156

*Sime

159

he

okie

*Sime

{*Kitten}

158

seems smarter than me

{ * Kitten}

154

157

he

grin
kitty...
may

I

av
your
clone
EDUCATIONAL
porposes?

i

will not keep

for

sure

{ *Kjtten}

just need to get the ids

*Sime

yep

{ *Kitten}

lol

160

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

161

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

162

{ *Kjtten }

163

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

164

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

165

*Sime

hehehe,

i

know

166a

*Sime

A:HuLa

you

don't mind

that av

hem' donned for a sec, do
ya?

{NameChange} *A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á
chuckle

you

look funny as a girl

lol

BaYbAh:
a,
166b
_________

I0

no

167

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

168

*Sime

169

{*Kitten}

smile

170

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

cute

:i

aireaddy deleted

* Sime

171

172

{ *Kitten I

173

{A:HuLa

can't do graphics, no =)

I

have some books with pics
i scan in
lol

BaYbAh:á}

cute

{A:HuLa

174

BaYbAh:á}

175

{*Kitten}

clone this one

176

*Sime

ok... ready

177

*Sime

nty, )

178

{*Kitten }

aww
hehe

{ *Kitten}

179

180

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

181

*Sime

{100}{ *Kitten }{100}
Whisper} loT
i

needed to don the ays for

a purpos...
{ *Kitten }

182

*Sime

183

184
196

-

*Sime

ok

i

am ready
ready?
;reload
{FaceOff} {Logon}

{FaceOff}
{*Kitten} {Logon}
{ *Kitten }
{Face Off} 'page Face Off
Logged On
{ *Kitten } 'page *Kitten

401

Logged On
*Sime {Logon}
{*Sjme!}
{*Kitten} )pop
{*Kjtten} @100,100 !It's
*Kjtten!
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Logon} {A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}
{Face Off}
hello =)
*Sime 'page *Sime!
Logged On
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
@64,64 !It's
A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}
'page A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
Logged On
197

{FaceOff}

bbak

198

*Sime

didn't quite work, did it?

199

{ *Kitten }

w000h000 flying

200

{FaceOff}

201
202

*Sime

lol

*
{ Kitten }

making me dizzy

203

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

204

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

205

{*Kitten}

206

=0)

{Face

Off}

next time

worn me

{NameChange} *A:HuLa
B aYbAh a
:*Sime

is making us a fancy script
Avisiting

webpage

207

{Face Off)

:connetin... loading nay...

208

{Face Off)

{ 100} { *Kitten}
Whisper)

{ 100}

402

Avisit

at
site
my
www.members.tripod.com
/-paintball_007/frames .ht
ml click iptscrae.
209

*Sime

210

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

211
220

;reload
youguysrgood
{*IQtten
{Logon}
{*Kitten}
yes
{ *Kitten }
*Sime {Logon}
{* Sime! }
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Logon} {A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}
{ *Jtt fl}'pg *Kitten
Logged On
{*Kitten } )pop
{*Kitten } @100,100 !It's
*jtten!
{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á} @64,64 !It's
A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
(A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á Logged On
*Sime 'page *Sime!
Logged On

-

*
221

Sime

222

*Sime

Tada!

)applause
223

{*Kjtten }
woweeeee

224

225

*

=)

Sime

(Face Off}
_____________

Off}

226

(Face

227

(Face Off}

kitty,

my site

has realy stupidd stuffs on
it
ask sime...
1 :101

nix

{NameChange} *A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á

228

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

229

{*Kitten }

230

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

231

{Face Off)

232

*Sime

{NameChange} Face Off!

*Sime

;ao "test" say

233

i

lost that in the flying
around [[we're doing]]
lost what?

kitty

is a wiz too i asume?

234

*Sime

235

{*Kitten}

hmmm

236

{ * Kitten }

yep
;reload
{*Kitten} {Logon}
{*Kitten}
*Sime {Logon} {*Si me!}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Logon} {A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}
*Kitten } 'page *Kitten
(logged on)
{* Kitten } Ya doo the
hokey pokey and ya turn
yerseif about, that's what
it's all about!
{ *Kitten } )pop
{*Kjtten}@100,100 !It's
*Kitten!
*Sime 'page *Sime!
(logged on)
*Sime Ya doo the hokey
pokey and ya turn yerself
about, that's what it's all
about!
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
@64,64 !It's A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á (logged on)

237
249

-

*Sime

ready?

IOZ!

{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
Ya doo the
hokey pokey and ya turn
yerseif about, that's what
it's all about!
lol

250

{Face

251

{ *Kjtten }

chuckle

{ *Kitten}

hahahaha

252

Off}

253

{*Kitten}

254

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

255

{Face

Off}

256

{Face

Off}

257

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

258

*Sime

259

260a

funnnn:>
?

do again...
:heh anti scray =0)
do we have to say that
everytime?
i

hehehe

{ *Kitten}

*Sime

yes,

we
it

260b

crack me up

do A:HuLa BaYbAh:á...
s a new tradition

261

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

262

{FaceOff}

263

{Face Off)

264

{ *Kjtten }

265

*Sime

wait wait... time for a
reload...

266

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

just happen

{*Kitten }

ok

_____

267

hehe
ummm...
aawww

Mll

268

{*Kjtten}

269

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

270

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

271
286

-

*Sjme

ready
don't want that lot

you

're being quite
reload
{Face Off}
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeee!!!!
{ *Kjtten
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeee!!!!
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeee!!!!
*Sjme
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeee!!!!
{*Kitten} {Logon}
{ NHNGOEEM
ZBGENEGIHF }
{*Kjtten}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Logon} {BOIAHFEM}
{ ZBFIGEEEGF
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
*Sime {Logon}
{ GPCFPEEM
{ ZAACDFGOBH
{*Sjme!}

BaYbAh:á (logged on)
{Face Off} 'page Face Off
(logged on)
287

{Face Off}

288

*Sime

289

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

290

in not aloud to probly?

i

:but....

you

didn't talk

{*Kitten}

what

happened to the hokey
pokey?

291

{Face Off}

:i

better get that anti aliscray
on again...

292

(Face Off}

293

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

294

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

295

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

296

(Face Off)

297

*Sime

=(

but...
LOL

That

lol

Have a banana, have a
whole bunch! It doesn't
matter what you had for
lunch, just EAT IT!
test

* Sime

299

(A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á)

300

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

that

301

*Sime

new
person..

{Face Off)

no...

:i

298

302

is funny

lol

this

is so funny

I

is Kyle's mother

407

303

{Face Off)

304

{*Kjtten }

305

{*Kitten}

306

*Sime

307a

(Face Off)

hello
hello
kyle
kyle's
mother?

oh

lol Face
Off..

you

307b

308

{*Kitten }

309

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

Hi

310

{ Face Off }

yes

311

*Sime

312

314

{ *Kitten }

now

you

*Sime

*ROFL*

(Face

upmost

interview him,

Off)

please,
*Sime

since
*Sjme

my

're joshing me
LOL

318b

319

give you
permission

i

*Sime

317b
318a

am

awww

{ *Kitten}

well,

317a

i

LOL

{Face Off)

316

would like to interview my
son?

what?

313

315

hear

i

he

really want you to

That

's the first two-syllable
word [[that he's spoken]l

i

'ye met him
I LOL

320

{Face Off}

321

*Sjme

322
335

-

well,

kyle's
mom...

i

believe you

you

're in for a big bounce...
reload
{Face Off)
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeee!!!!
i me
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeee!!!!
{ *Kitten }
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeee!!!!
{Face Off)
{Logon} {HACNHMID}
{ZAHCIGCEAH} {Face
Off}
{ *Kitten } could you try?
{*Kitten}
{Logon}
NI-INGOEEM
{
ZBGENEGIHF }
{ *Kitten I
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeee!!!!
{ *Kitten } 'page *Kitten
(logged on)
{ *Kitten } Have a banana,
have a whole bunch! It
doesn't matter what you
had for lunch, just EAT
IT!
{ * Kitten } )pop
{*Kitten } @100,100 !It's
*Kitten!
{Face Off} 'page Face Off
(logged on){ Face Off} Ya
doo the hokey pokey and
ya turn yerself about, that's
what it's all about!

*Sjme

i

dont think

336b

i

made myself clear,

336c

i

336a

{Face Off}

I am kyle's mother

337
344

{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
{Logon} {BOIAHFEM}
{ZBFIGEEEGF}
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
*Sime {Logon}
{GPCFPEEM}
ZAACDFGOBH }
{ *Sime! }
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
@64,64 !It's A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á
*Kjtten }
hahahaha
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á (logged on)
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á} I
picked "popery" for, 300,
and my, head started ta
spin!
*Sime 'page *Sime!
(logged on)
*Sime Have a banana,
have a whole bunch! It
doesn't matter what you
had for lunch, just EAT
IT!

-

345

{*Kitten }

346

{*Kitten}

347

{*Kitten}

348

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

349

*Sime

350

*Sime

191,
A:HuLa
BaYbAh:
a...

to bad =)

351

{ *Kitten }

it
aww
A:HuLa
BaYbAh:
a

s just a bit of fun

hahahahaha
this

is so gunny
funny even

i

hate that

*snigger*

410

352

{Face Off}

excuse me?

353

{Face Off}

excuse me?

354a

*Sjme

hehehe....
you

if

354b

'd like...
go to another room =)

354c

355

{Face Off}

356

{Face Off}

357a

(A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

no

that

owuldnt be necceary
ok, here you go...

i

357b

{100} {*Kitten} {100}
{Whisper} don't think

that

is his mom

me

{A:HuLa
{100}
BaYbAh:á}
{100}
{Whisper} neither

358

{*Kitten }

359

{Face Off}

-DARLENE-

360

{*Kitten}

:sigh

361

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

{100} {*Kitten}
{Whisper}

{100}

he
is tring to get bye with out
all the trouble
362

{FaceOff}

363

(Face Off)

364

{*Kitten}

okok,

i

lied
=0)
{100}
BaYbAh:á}
{Whisper}

{A:HuLa
{100}

know
365

366
367

{Face Off)

fIF

mom

ce Off)

Fa ceOff) 11

s not even here
hehe

kittttttttttt

411

tyyyyyy!
{100} {*Kitten} {100}
{Whisper}

lol

{A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}

1 368

knew it
clear your log!

369

{Face Off}

370

{Face Off}

nobody

371

{*Kitten }

why?
hehehe

* Sime

372

talk...

now

ask me the questions

*Sime

Face Off

lied!

375

*Sime

he

is a big booboohead!

376a

{Face Off}

i

will reply

373

{Face Off}

374

and

376b
*Sime

377a
377b

*Sime

378

379
395

ok,

-

*Sime

well,

you
Face
Off...

I will copy your log

i

rn afraid

your log

will be unclear..
cause we're gonna...
reload!
{ Face Off}
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeee!!!!
*Sime
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeee!!!!
{Face Off} {Logon}
{HACNI-IMID}
ZAHCIGCEAH } { Face
Off}
{*Kitten}
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeee!!!!

412

{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeee!!!!
* Kitten
{Logon} {NHNGOEEM}
ZBGENEGIIIF }
{ *Kitten }
{Face Off}
'page Face Off (logged
on)
{Face Off}000h eeeh
000h ahh ahh, ting tang
walla walla bing bang!
{ *Kitten } 'page *Kitten
(logged on)
{ *Kitten } Have a banana,
have a whole bunch! It
doesn't matter what you
had for lunch, just EAT
IT!
{*Kitten} )pop
{*Kitten} @100,100 !It's
*Kitten!
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
(Logon} {BOIAHIFEM}
ZBFIGEEEGF }
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}

{*Sime
{Logon}
{GPCFPEEM}
{ZAACDFGOBH
{*Sjme!}
*Si me 'page *Sime!
(logged on)
*Sime It was a long
horned short tailed flying
purple people eator!
(Face Off}

396

i

ye had enough of this
scray...

{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
397

399

-

@64,64 !It's
A:HuLa BaYbAh:á
{A:HuLa BaYbAh:á}
'page A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á (logged
on){A:HuLa
BaYbAh:á}Oooh eeeh
000h ahh ahh, ting tang
In walla walla bing bang!

413

:HuLa
YbAh:á

F

i

ace Off}

hehehehe

Kitten}

404

m puttin anti scray on
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